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INTRODUCTION

The User's Guide is designed to assist the cur_-ent and potential users of N_TRAN | (NASA

STRuctural ANalysis) to make full use of the program's capabilities. NASTRAN is intended to serve

the engineering community by integrating the state-of-the-art in engineering and numerical methods

into a single program for the analysis of large and complex structures.

Four technical manuals serve to document the NASTRAN program. The Theoretical Manual presents

a topic-by-topic discourse of the theory, assumptions, and methods of analysis for those interested

in the analytical techniques. The User's M_.nual is the primary reference document which describes

those items related to the use of NASTRAN that are independent of the computing systems being used.

The third document is the P____rammer's Manual which presents the details of the program, its organ-

ization, its file structure, and its implementation on each of the three computer systems, IBM 360/

370, UNIVAC llO0 Series, and CDC 6000/CYBER Series for which NASTRAN is maintaincd. The fourth

document is the Demonstration Problem Manual which serves to describe and illustrate sample problems

us_,_ to verify the proper functioning of the program. These problems are selected to demonstrate

the program capabilities with its many options for n_deling, loading, selection of output and

control of analyses.

Each of these four manuals provides a wealth of information useful to the understanding, use

and development of NASTRAN, However, in that they were designed for reference purposes primarily,

the orQanization of each does not readily lend itself to easy access except by experienced users

and programmers. Therefore, the User's Guide was developed and organized so as to present the

many options available in the ]ogical sequence in which the input data would be prepared. These

options are briefly described and tabulated according to purpose to help the user select the alter-

native best suited to his needs. References are qiven to the location in the standard documentation

wher+_ detail descriptions may be found. The User's Guide also contains many examples illustrating

typical applicatlons of NASTRAN modeling and control features which may be used as models for input

data preparation.

The user is expected to be familiar with the rudiments of finite element structural analysis

and to be aware of basic modelinq concepts. The Theoretica! Manual, of course, can be referred

INASTRAN: Registered trademark of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis -_tion.
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to for a detail discussion of each of NASTIMN's analytlcel capab|ltttes. The Gutde directs the

user to the application of this knowledge and suggests extensions of tt to new problem areas,

The User's IMnual defines al1 the input and control opttons, outltnes the steps taken for each

Lype of analysis, and su_rtzes the error msstges wh|chIN_lf then be t_sued by NASTRAN. The

sophtsttctted user wt11 want to understand NAtTRAN's organ|zat|on, tts controlling functions, and

its data handltng techniques which are fully described tn the Progran, mr's Manual. Execution

of the sample problems set out tn the De_onstret|on Problem lMnual wt11 glve the user Invaluable

exposure end practice in actual operation of the progrlm.

|¥
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1. INTRODucTIoN

"1.1 ORIENTATION TO THE USER'S GUIDE

The overall organization of the User's Guide Is subdivided into two parts° The first part

begins with a review of NASTRANdesign philosophy, specific instructions and suggestions on how

to use the program documentation, data descriptions for model and load definition and descrip-

tions of the program control options. The description of these basic tools of NASTRANis followed

by examples and guidelines for the execution of each of the standard forms of analysts available

•in NASTRAN and a summary review of the computer and plotter output that can he obtained with

NASTRAN. The Guide then discusses some of the utility functions available for user convenience,

provides examples of machine-dependent card deck setup for execution of lIASTIUkNon the three

computer systems for which NASTRAN is maintained. The communication devices designed to help

keep the user up to date with the current developments and for hlm to share this experience

with other NASTRAN users are outlined. The operating principles and means of estimating computer

resource requirements, the special NASTRAN matrix abstraction language (OMAP) for controlling

execution, and the means of interfacing NASTRAN with other programs are presented. All three

sections of the Guide serve to introduce the capabilities which are then discussed in terms of

their applications in the second part of the Guide. The second part of the Guide describes

in separate sections the analytical capabilities for which NASTRAN is especially designed: static

and dynamic analyses, substructuring, aerodynamics, heat transfer, and a variety of other special

purpose modeling facilities.

The User's Guide is not intended to represent the full detitl of NASTRAN's capabilities.

NASTRAN provides such a flexible array of analytlcal options, the user w111 find unending com-

binations of alternatives. As the user becomes familiar and comfortable with the use of NASTRAN,

he will want to use the more sophisticated features of NASTRAN. The User's Guide wlll serve

to help direct these users to effectively apply their imagination and anilytlcel abilities.

However, to keep the volume of this Guide within manageable proportions, the user is expected and

encouraged to make full use of the references provided to the standard NASTRAN manuals.
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1.2 ORIENTATION TO NASTRAN

NASTRAN is a general purpose computer program designed to analyze the behavior of structures

under a wide variety of operating environments. Its nature is general purpose which makes the

program useable for structures of any size, shape, class, or configuration, for any geometric

representations which can be identified by any convenient coordinate system, for elastic relations

which may range from isotropic to general anisotrophy, for non-linear behavior that can be repre-

sentecl by piecewise linear approximations, for complex as we_l as real matrix operations, for

vibration frequency and mode determination, and for a wide variety of loading conditions. The

various lo_ding conditions may be concentrated or distributed, transient, steady-state sinusoidal;

static temperature profiles; enforced deformations; time-varying as well as static surface and

body forces; and stationary Gaussian random excitation. NASTRAN will also perform aerodynamic,

hydroelastic, and heat transfer analyses.

NASTRAN, as a computer program, is organized to permit future modification and continued

expansio_ to new disciplines. MASTRAN is maintained and supported by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA). New releases oF the program are made periodically to meet the

rapidly expanding needs of government agencies and the aerospace industry. It also has received

wide acceptance in the petro-chemical, nuclear reactor, transportation, and construction industries

both domestically and abroad.

NASTRAN may be obtained from COSMIC, I12 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia, Athens,

Georgia 30602. Versions of NASTRAN are available for installation on each of three computer

systems: the CDC 6000 Series, the IBM 360/370 Series, and the UNIVAC llO0 Series computers.

The following sections provide an introduction to NASTRAN as a computer program system for

structural analysis and structural design. The final two sections focus on the management topics

of planning and controlling an analysis activity using NASTRAN.
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1.3 NASTRAN AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

NA)TRAN analyzes models by the displacement method of the finite element approach. With

this approach, the distributed pnyslcal properties of a structure are represented by a model

which consists of a finite number of idealized components or structural elements. These elements

are defined by, and serve to interconnect a finite number of grid points to which loads may be

applied. The grid point is the basic framework for the structural model and all aspects of the

model definition are referenced either directly or indirectly to these grid points. The struc-

tural element (which may be a line, a surfa,:, or a solid element) is a convenient means for speci-

fying many of the properties of the structure, including material properties, mass distribution,

and some types of applied loads. In addition, various kinds of constraints can be applied to

grid points. Single-point constraints are used to specify boundary support conditions and multi-

point constraints may be used to specify a linear relationship among selected degrees of freedom.

Structural elements are provided in NASTRAN for the specific representation of the more

common types of construction including rods, beams, solids, shear panels, plates, and shells of
o

revolution. More general types of construction are treated by combinations of these elements

and/or the use of "general" or user specified elements. For sophisticated dynamic and control

systems analyses, aerodynamic transfer functions and other non-structural features also may be

incorporated into the analytical model.

NASTRAN has been specifically designed to treat large problems with many degrees of freedom.

The only limitations on problem size are those imposed by practical considerations of running

time and by the ultimate capacity of auxilliary storage devices provided by the computer facility

being used. Computational procedures implemented in NASTRAN have been selected to provide the

maximum obtainable efficiency for large problems with particular attention given to processinq

sparce matrices. Though NASTRAN is decidedly not constrained to in-core processing only, the

more core memory that can be made available, the more efficient that processing will be.

NASTRAN also provides an automated multl-stage substructurlng capability for static and

dynamic analyses. This capability Is partlcularly useful for handling large or complex models

and for modeling structures wlth repetitive components. The capability may be used to realize

significant processing and model development efficiencies for very large models.
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The needs of the structural analyst have been considered in all aspects of the design of

the program. However, in view of the wide range of possible applications of the program now and

in the future, all the analytical and user needs could not be anticipated in advance. For this

reason, a high degree of flexibility and generality has been incorporated into the program.

For example, in addition to the usual list of structural elements that refer to specific types

of construction, the user may elect to define a "general" element to represent part of a struc-

ture by providing deflection influence coefficients, or to represent part of a structure by

its vibration modes. The user is provided _ith a number of convenience features, including plotting,

selective output, checkpoint/restart, and diagnostic facilities which are definite necessities for

large problems.

A major difficulty that the user faces in the solution of large problems is the avoidance

of errors in the preparation of input data. Card formats and card ordering are made as simple

and flexible as possible in order to avoid errors caused by trivial violations of format rules.

A number of aids such as automatic #ata generation, extensive plotter capability, grid point

singularity tests, and grid point force balance prlntout have been provided to help the user

develop and validate his model. The sophisticated checkpoint/restart capability is designed

for recovery from data or syste_ error cQnditions, to allow for examination of intermediate

results, and to allow for retrieval of additional selective output following completion of the

analysis.
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1.4 NASTRAN AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN

NASTRAN may be effectively used to support the t_-. of structural design as well as perform

detailed structural analyses.

The automated multi-stage substructuring capability is an ideal tool for the support of design

activities. The substructuring capability may be useG to model as separate components those seg-

ments of the overall structure which may require design iterations. The substructure least likely

to be changed would then be incor,._rated in the early stages of model development since it would

not need to be regenera+'J in order to study the effects of design changes made to components

added in the I_+_ stages of model development.

NASTRAN also provides a capability for an iterative fully stressed property design option

with static analysis. This capability automatically minimizes cross sectional area thickness, or

moments of inertia to permit the structure to carry prescribed loads as maximum stress.

Special facilities have been incorporated to help a user interface NASTRAN with other programs

for pre- and post-processing. Thus, automated data generation and/or output interpretation can

be utilized with special user programs designed to meet his special needs.

Whether for design or for" analysis, exploiting NASTRAN's capabilities requires planning and

control to obtain reliable results efficiently.
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1.5 PLANNINGA NASTRANAHALYSIS

Detailed modeling of complex structures for analysis can be expensive in tenos of bot.t_

human and computer resources. Control of these costs is usually required, and control can be

best maintained by adherence to an analysis project plan. In this section, guidelines to the

preparation of a NASTRANanalysis plan are presented.

A suggested approach to planning a NASTRANanalysts involves sepa_ating the activity irate,

three phases: the problem definition phase, the analysis set-up phase, and the analysis executi_,_

phase.

The problem definition phase provides the framework for the remainin_ NASTRAN planning

activity.

I.

The analysis set-up phase involves a variety of tasks.

swered are also indicated for some tasks.

I.

Key activities in this phase include:

Identify the structure to be modeled using references to dra_vings,)dyouts, cr other

documents.

Carefully define the purpose and objectives of the analysis.

Identify the desired results to be obtained from the analysis.

Define the budget, computer resources, and timeframe for the analysis.

Define the engineering assumptions which are to be made.

Someperti,_ent_t_escionsto be a,_

Locate and collect descriptive data of the model. Can automatic date generation be

used?

2. Define normal NASTP.ANoutput requirements. What theoretical er exFe,'i_ental dat_ are

available for model checkout and validation?

3. Identify external input or output interfaces with fC_STRAN. _re pre- or post-pr¢cess_,_

to be used or developed?

4. Select the required Rigid Format and note any special requireq_entsof that Rigid

Format. Will several Rigid Formats be used at different sta_es in the analy'sis?
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S. Plan for documentation at this stage of the analysts. What structural plots are

requt red foe" docomentat| on?

6. Prepare a detatled cost resource requtremnt and schedule plans for the analysts.

Are there plans consistent wtth the budget computer resources, and ttmeframe esta-

bltshed in the problem definition phase?

The plan for execution phase should tnclude a description of the tasks and provide answers

to the questions which follow.

1. Specify data base management procedures. Will the User's Master Ftle (UNF) or Sub-

structure Operating File (SJF) be used, or will other computer system ftle utilities

be u_.'?

2. Specify methods for checking the _wxlel and/or its coeq)onents. Can plotttng be effe¢-

ttvely used? Can simplified loadtngs and boundary conditions be used at intermediate

stages of model development and checkout?

3. Plan for tracking the analysis progress in tens of cost, model validity, and model

accuracy. How can NASTRAN diagnostics or special Cost Control output be used?

4. If the analysis will involve using an unfamiliar Rigid Formt, DNAP alters, or other

new modeltn 9 procedures, plan a "pilot mode)" analysis. With the pilot model, test

all NASTRAN features to be exercised in the final analysis. This will assure the

planned analysis methods will satisfy the anal),sts objectives.
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1.6 MANAGEMENT uF NASTRAN PROCESSING

The organization of the NASTRAN system provides many means for management control and

monitoring of NASTRAN processing. NASTRAN provides standard solution techniques called Rigid

For_ts for executing different types of static, dynamic, stability, or heat transfer'analyses.

The Rigid Formats provide the principal form of management control because they provide a proven,

well documented procedure for a given analysis sequence. In conjunction with each Rigld Format,

NASTRAN provides a checkpolnt/restart capability. This capability allows runnilg a problem in

multiple steps to obtain intermediate results, as required, for checking the model and its res-

ponse. Also, the checkpoint/restart capabillty can be used for efficient error recovery. With

this capability, costly and unnecessary repetition of valid data calculations may be avoided when

recovering from errors.

NASTRAN also provides an extensive diagnostic,output capability. The diagnostic messages

can be u_ed in several ways to monito_ the progress of an analysis.

The concept of NASTRAN Rigid Formats is described in Section 4 of this guide. Tl_euse of

checkpoints, restarts, and diagnostics is presented in Section 6.

NASTRAN documentation also contains other information which can be used to effectively

manage a structural analysis project with NASTRAN. For example, Section 14 presents information

to help the user estimate resource requirements (machine tinteand cQre) prior to beginning

processing. These estimates can also be used to support cost p' jections for the analysis.
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2.I INTRODUCTION

Documentation for NASTRAN consists of five manuals; the User's Guide, the User's _lanual,the

Theoretical Manual, the Programmer's Manual, and the Demonstration Problem Manual. Each document's

purpose, content, and use is described in this section. Other sources of NASTRAN information per-

taining to reported errors or corrections, and user's eyperience, for example, are described in

Section 12.
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2.2 USER'S GUIDE (UG)

The User's Guide is designed to assist both the current and potential user of NASTRAN to make

fu11, efficient appllcation of the program's capabilities. An important function of the Guide is

to provide engineering management with an overview of NASTRAN's technical capabilities. With this

concise overview, management may better direct NASTRAN activities from an informed position not

previously posslble without extensive reading of NASTRAN documentation or personal hands-on

experience with the program.

The first thirteen sections of the guide are designed to provide the new and occasional user

with an awareness of the access to standard NASTRAN analysis capabilities. These sections provide

much of the Information required _nd the reader will be directed to the appropriate NASTRAN refer-

ence manuals for technical details of mode] building, selectlon of analysis to be performed, data

deck and system control deck creation.

The remaining sections of the User's Guide are designed to provide the more sophisticated

NASTRAN user with information needed to execute large, complex, or unusual analyses of structures

and coupled structural/non-structural compenent systen_. For example, n_terial presented in

"Operating Principles of NASTRAN" and a section on the introduction to the matrix abstraction

language (DMAP) provide an understanding of program design and guidance needed to exploit many

non-standard NASTRAN capabilities.

A significant portion of the User's Guide, beginning with Section 17, consists of independent

sections describing specialized NASTRAN capabilities in engineerinq terms. These are intended to

aid the sophisticated user with substructuring with modal synthesis, aeroelasticity, heat transfer

analyses, and other capabilities including acoustic analysis, cyclic symmetry, hydroelasti(:

analysis, and fully stressed design.

Exa_les are presented throughout the Guide which can be carefully examined to help the user

set up his own problem for execution. Also, references are given to locations in the NASIR.AN

manuals where additional or more detailed information is available. The contents uf the manuals

provided with NASTRJ_I are sum_'Ized below.
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2.3 USER'S MANUAL

Tile User's Manual presents tile n_re practical subjects, in a reference nw_nu.41 style on how

to input data to NASTRAN and on how to control its prt_cesstnil. This ma,,ual begins with a Ljeneral

discussion of structural n_)delln(lwltil a description, in physlcal terms, of each n_xlelin_j tool

available.

Many structural elen_nts are provided in NASTRAN. Each type of ele_m_nt is discussed in

terms of how it can be used, what input is requ|red, and what type of output can be obtained

as results. The _ader is shown how to use the constraints and partltionin(j features of NASTRAN.

lhe many types of static and dynamic load capabilities are surr,w_rized. Both the di_ct and n_Jdal

ioF,_ulations of the _tynamic equations of i_w)tlonare presented.

lhe specific detail of fon_at and card content for each input and cont_)l option of the

Lxecutive Cotltrol, Case Control, ard Bulk Data Decks is presented separately in Sections ?_._',

J.3, and 2.4, respectively. In each section, the card mnemonics are llsted alphabetically for

easy reference. Also, _Ince large problenls may require sizable Input decks, a descriptiof_ of

how to u__e the User's Master File feature for storing the data on tapes is given in Section 2.5.

The aut_ated daI_ qeneratinq feature and sub_tructurlnq with 11w)da1synthesis are p_esented in

Sectlon_ 2.b and 2.1, respectively. The extensive plottinq capability and its contn)l options

ar_, ,liscl_ssed _erarately in Section 4.

Section 3 presents a qenera} description on how to use the current Riqid Formats which direct

the flow of all NASTRAN's standard analysis, iler_,is also discussed tile input data for processing,

how to u_e the, checkpolnt/restart featu,,_',and how to alter the Rigid Format for speclal purposes.

A sL_section is dew)ted fo,"eacil available Rlqld Format. Each section contains a detail descrlp-

tion of the proces_inq steps, a sunm_ary of the Case Contr-o] re_luirements, a llst of the out out

,q_tlon_, and a list of the special paran_eters provided for execution contro] and specla] output

_._,_]_,_ _,;

Se_ti_n !- c_ntain_ all tlw, detail Instructlon_ wlth examI,}les for u_inq the Direct _atrix

Abstraction l'_qrar_ (1)P,AP) c_n_land'_, lhese [)MAP commands are used to cont_x}l all of NASIRAN p_)-

ce_sln_l. _h.,y are used to build .Ind to alter the standard Riqld For_r_ts or to create entirely new

_e,i_en,es for matrix pr_x'esslnq with NASTRNI.

xe_tton 6 li_ts and e_plains All of the error and dtaqnostlc mes_,aqes I_sued by NASTPJ_N.

_tion I ¢o(ltatns a very u_I, fL#I dictionary of the common terms and mmen_nlcs used throu(ihout

the NA_TRAN doct_ntatl(_n.
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PROGRAMMER'S t_NUAL

2. S PROGRAMMER' S MANUAL

The Progran_ner's Manual contains the detailed descriptions of the many modules and sub-

routines of NASTRAN and the data blocks on which they o,}erate. The frequent user of NASTRAN

would do well to read the first section. It contains information on how NASTI_N processes data

Imd how it controls that processing, l'hough understanding these processes is not required,

it w111 help to vlsuallze what happens during the execution of an analysls and my help the user

thereby to efficiently organize his processing requests. Also, NASTRAN offers such a plethora

of options° not all combinations of which can be adequately described. Hence, an understanding

of how tt,eprogram executes will help the user interpret the docun_ntatlon as needed to exploit

the system.

Section 2 is also of value to an experienced user. Here he will find a detaiIecl description

of the many data pools generated by and maintained within NASTRAN. Occasionally the user wlll

encounter the need for so_ of this data to help him locate an error in hls model. NASTRAN

provides the facilities for retrieving this oata at_d printing it out with special I)IMAPutilities.

An alphabetical index of the data block names is provided to help locate the pertinent data des-

criptions.

The remaining sections are devoted to describing the utility subroutines, the functional

modules, the matrix processing modules, the routines that generate the element matrices, and the

interfaces of NASTRAN with resident computer operating systems. Also, instructions are given

for adding new program capabilities and new input cards to NASTRAN. Finally, attention is given

to describing the utility progr.'-_ available to help support and maintain NASTRAN.
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2,6 DENONSTP,AT|O_ PROBLEM MANUAL

The Demonstration Problm Iqcnual contatns a discussion of each of the demonstration problems

supplied wtth the IMSTRN¢ progr_. The Nnual ts subdivided tnto serrate sections for each of

the major analyttc disciplines addressed by KASTIMN. Each section describes the problems to

be solved, the models selected, the loads applted, end a d|scussion of the NASTRAN rtsults

wtth a comparison to the theoretical solution, where posstb|e. Each Rtg|_ Forint analysts ts

demonstrated It least once, and practically a11 of the NASTRAN input options t_ ext,)lifted.

Ltsttngs of the Executive Control, Substructure Control, end Case Control decks for each problem

are Included. Additionally, there ts at least one example of how to use each Bulk _ta card

type. The complete date decks for a]] of the demonstration prob]lc_s are supp|ted wtth the

NASTRJ_N syst¢_ deltvery I_Ckage so that they m_y be executed by the user If he so dest_s.

Whenever a user contemplates exercising a new capability, he Is encouraged to execute the

dtmonstratton prob|cm exemp|tfytng that featu_.
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3. MODELING WITH NASTRAN

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic methods and options for creating N_STRAN models are summarized in this section.

The purpose of a model is to represent the properties of an actual physical system by a system of

matric equations which provide accurate approximations to the expected system response. This

mathematical model may be used to simulate many types of physical phenomena including static and

dynamic response, stability, and heat transfer in structures as well as fluid dynamics, aerody-

namics, and control system interactions with structures.

The basis for most NASTRAN modeling is the finite e|en_nt. The finite element method assumes

the physical system is subdivided qeometrical_y into elementary components. In structural analy-

sis, these components are represented by typical structural elements such as beams, plates, shear

panels, and solids. Because each element mathematically represents only a simple response pattern,

those sections of the physical system which are expected to undergo complex response patterns must

be subdivided into many elements. When the required number of elements beco_wes large, user aids

such as automated data generators (User's Guide, Section 9.4; User's Manual, Section 2.6) are

helpful in preparing the NASTRAN data. Also, NASTRAN's automated multi-stage substructuring

(AMS.';)facilities (UseY's Guide, Section 20) help build and analyze these large and con_piex models.

F_-_ the data describing the finite el_,ent representation of the physical system, NASTRAN

computes the finite ele,nent matrix coefficients defining the stiffness, mass, conduction, etc.,

properties of each element. These finite eloquent matrices are combined together to forth the over-

all system matrices which are used to represent the behavior of the basic nw)del. Special features

of the physical system may be defined and then added to cofl_)letethe nw)del using direct input

._atri\ te_s and general elements. Further processing is then undertaken to impose environ_w_ntal

constraints, loads, and/or period1 matrix transofmrations in preparation for the solution phase

(User's Guide, Section 4.0).

Once the physical system is defined by the finite element model, N_.STR3kNmay be used to pro-

cess that data for several different types of analyses. The basic fin:re element math_natical

,_del used for structural static analysis may also be used as the basis for all types of dynamic

an,_lyses, heat transfer analyses, buckling, etc. The basic structural model matrices qnust be

._u,1,_entedwith additional data appropriate to each specific type of analysis to define mass in-

erti,_i, damping, radiation effects, control _vst_n input, and/or aerodynamic surface effects, etc.

"-A
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NODELING WITH NASTRAN

In many cases, Guyan reduct-on techniques, modal formulations, and substructuring methods may be

used to reduce the problem size to more manageable proportions, These topics are discussed |ater

in Section 4.

Described below are basic considerations and general options for formulating a mathematical

model In NASTRAN. The topics discussed start with building the basic finite element structural

model and how to use substructuring techniques. Non-structural considerations such as for aero-

dynamics and fluid/structure interaction are then presented followed by available options for

thermal heat transfer analysis. Genera| capabilities of NASTRAN for research and develol_nt are

then illustrated in the discussions of options for control systems and direct matrix input for

special effects. The final section lists a number of the modeling restrictions imposed by NASTRAN.

The methods of obtaining solutlons for models defined by these data are summarized later in

Section 4.
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3.2 STRUCTURES

In NASTRAN structural analysts, finite elements are used to represent the stiffness, mass,

and damping properties of the physical system. Although the elements are pure mathemttcal enti-

ties, they have been chosen to stmulate frequently-occurring structural co_)oneflts such as beams,

plates, shear panels, solids, etc. The more complex structural components, themselves, may be

subdivided into sets of ele_ntary finite ele_nts to obtatn sufficient detatl to represent their

desired physical properties and anticipated stress patterns.

Table 1 ltsts available NASTRAN elements, their characteristics, and their application. Some

groups of elements are computattonally simtlar and are ltsted together. For Instance, IHEXt repre-

sents three solid elements, IHEXl, IHEX2, and IHEX3, wtth different nu,_)ers of connected points.

Individual descriptions of all these elements are given in the User's Hanual, Section 1.3.

Four types of tnput data are used to define the ftntte elements: grid points, connection

cards, property cards, and matertal data. The grid point data card (GRIO) defines the locatton of

the points connected by the elemnts and the orientation of the resulting displacemnt conq)onents

defining the translation and rotatton of these points. The connection data card (CBAR, CQUAD1,

etc.) also po_,nts to data cards defintng material and properties of the element. Natertal data

(HAT1, HAT2, etc.) are used to define elastic, n_ss, and damping properties. Physical data de-

fine element cross-sectional area and other properties. Mtny elemnts may reference the same

set of property data and many sets of property data may reference the sam material data.
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SUBSTRUCTURES

3.3 SUBSTRUCTURES

In cases when finite element models become too large for efficient NASTRAN processing, sub-

structuring may be used as a method to subdivide the model into more convenient and/or manageable

components. Each component substructure itself may be further subdivided into even more basic

components. These basic components may be modeled independently and combined directly with

other components at the matrix data level to build the final desired model for solution analysis.

This procedure is also convenient for redesign and remodeling prob1_s. Changes in one section

of the structure would not necessarily require reformulation of the entire model.

The automated multi-level substructure system (AMSS). described in Section 20, provides a

three-phase system for modeling with substructures. Each elementary or basic substructure com-

ponent model is submitted in a Phase I run. The only restrictions on the model are that boundary

grid points have compatable locations with adjoining components. Grid point and element identi-

fication numbers and responses are unrestricted. All required data for the models are automati-

cally generated and permanently stored in files provided and maintained by the user.

In the second phase of substructuring, the substructures may be combined; they may be re-

duced in matrix size using the Guyan reduction or modal synthesis methods; and they may be com-

bined again to form even more complex models. At any stage the user _aintains direct control

over each operation using simple linguistic co_lands (CI2W_BINE,REDUCE, S_LVE, etc.) All data is

stored on the user provided substructure operating file at each stage providinq each of restarting

and recovering from data errors. Any substructure may be analyzed using standard NASTRAN Rigid

Formats modified automatically for substructuring to provide for a solution and data recovery.

For detail data recovery at the level of the original basic substructure, the Phase 3 execu-

tion can be made from a restart tape or from the original model input data itself. Again, the

user-provided substructure operating file is accessed by NASTRAN to automatically retrieve the

required solution vectors needed for computing detail el e_nt stresses and preparing deformed

plots, etc.
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AERODYNAMICS

3.4 AERODYNAMICS

Aerodynamic elements are strips, boxes, or bodies which represent the surfaces for computa-

tion of aerodynamic interactions with the structure. These elements, like structural elements,

are defined by their gentry. Their motions are defined by degrees of freedom at associated

aerodynamic grid points. Often, requirements of aerodynamic theory will dictate the geome.try of

the boxes. For exanq)le, the doublet lattice theory requires trapezoidal boxes with their parallel

edges aligned to the streamlines. Also, if one box lies in the wake of another, their edges must

be on the same two streamlines. Aer.odynamic elements and grid points are generated to reduce the
\.,

labor for the user and to enforce the theoretical restrictions on the geometry.

Structural and aerodynamic degrees of freedom are connected to the structure by interpolation.

T;_isfeature allows selection of grid points and elements for structures and for aerodynamlcs, each

to be defined in a manner which is well suited to the particular problem. The structural model

for a wing may consist of a one-, two-, or three-dimensional array of grid points. The aerodyna-

mic theory may utilize a strip theory or lifting surface theory. For further details on the

aeroelastic theory and modeling procedures, refer to Theoretical Manual, Section 17, to User's

Manual, Section 1.11 and to User's Guide, Section 21.
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3.5 FLUIDS

FLUIDS

The hydroelastic capability of NASTRAN is designed primarily to solve for small motion dy_lamic

response of N:odels with combined structure and fluid effects. The options include both rigid _}nd

flexible container boundaries, free surface effects and compressibility. The fluid is des,.:ribLd

with axisy_:_eLric finite elements. The structure, however, is described with conventio_ial nul_-

axisyr_;inetricelements to form matching boundaries with the fluid. The analysis assumes s_cJll

perturbatior_s about static equilibrium. Second-order velocity terms are ignored. See Theoreti-

cal _Idnual, Section1 16.1; and User's Manual, Section 1.7, for full explanation.

°
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ACOUSTIC CAVITIES

3.6 ACOUSTIC CAVITIES

A. acousttc cavtty analysis may be performed to obtain the stationary waves tn the steady-

state flow of a gas through an axlsymmetrtc chamber wtth radtal slots. The wtdth and depth of

the slots and the dtameter of the center volume may vary along the axts of the chamber. The

boundaries of the chamber are assumed to be rtgtd. A Fourter sertes expansion is used to analyze

each series harmonic as a separate NASTRANrun. See Theoretical Renual, Section 16.2; and User's

Manual, Section 1.g for detatls.

"-~a,
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HEAT TRANSFER

3.7 HEAT TRANSFER

Modeling procedures using finite elements for heat transfer analysis closely parallel stan-

dard structural liw)_elingn_thods. Normal NASTRAN rod, plate, and solid elen_nts may be used

medel conduction and capacitance for heat transfer analysis in structures. At each grid poi.nt,

tenwprature is the generalized degree of freedo_nrather than displacement. Heat input rates on

9rld points, surfaces, and volumes are the generalized loads.

A set of specialized "boundary elen_nts" (HBDY) are also provided for heat transfer modelirKj.

T!_eseelements are used to define convection between structural surfaces and fluids or other struc-

tural surfaces. They are also used in the definition of radiation "view factor" terms and a_ recei-

vers of thern_l flux inputs. Other non-convective boundaries n_y be specified using conventional

constraints (SPC or MPC).

For further details, refer to descriptions given in Section 22 of the User's Guide, in Sec-

tion 8 of the Theoretical Manual, and Section 1.8 of the User's Manual.



3.8 OTHER MODELING OPTIONS

OTHER MODELING OPTIONS

In addition to the conventional finite elements, NASTRAN offers several alternative proce-

dures for modeling special effects. Non-elastic structures and mechanisms may be modeled using

multipoint constraint equations or rigid elements. Portions of structures may be modelea with

general elements (GENEL) defined by experiment or by analysis using other programs. Direct

_atrix inputs (DMI, DMIG) may be used to model specific phenomena using real or complex stiff-

ness, mass, or dan_)ing matrices.

_calar points, extra points, scalar elements, and transfer functions are available for

modeling non-structural phenomena and defining non-structural degrees of freedom. Use of scalar

quantities in NASTRAN is illustrated in the NASTRAN Demonstration Problem Manual and in the User's

Guide, Sections 18 and lg. Used in conjunction with solution techniques described in Section 4,

a wide variety of advanced problems may be analyzed.
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3.9 MODELING RESTRICTIONS

MODEL ING RESTRICTIOfIS

Aside from theoretical restrictions due to finite element formulation, very few gene,-al model-

ing restrictions are imposed by NASTRAN. The most frequently encountered restrictions are limits

These fact,)rs o:eon the model size _hich occur due to cost and computer resource restrictions.

discussed in Section 14. Some of the more general modeling restrictions:

a. Element Connection Order

Most element geometries require that the connected grid points be defined In a specific

order. This order is used to define the eleiJ_entcoordinate system which, in tl,rn, is

used to define the orientation for" the input of loads and for the outpt_t of stlesses.

b. Element Geomet rj/

The accuracy of so_r,e eleJ_;ents such as membranes and plates may be seriously eflected by

their geometry. Large aspect ratios a_,: s_:creiy warped surfaces should be av(_Ided.

See Theoretical Manual, Section 15.2.

Co _eeri n9 Units

No unit conversions are built into rIASTRAN. All models must he specified using; a con-

sistent set of units for force, mass, displacement, and time. A co¢lm)onL_ser e_ror is

the use of force units (pounds) for nefinin:] mass. In the metric systemaconmK,n mis-

take ;s the use of mass units (kilogr._:_;s)for the definition of forces or elastic

constraints.

d° Numerical Roundoff

The potential errors caused b_, n,Jtr,erical roundoff require scm_e_w)delln(lc(Jm_sid,rations.

For instance, elements havin,) stiff._c_s terms many orders of magnitude |artier than those

for adjacent elements may cayuse nunt:ricll problems. The use of rigid ele_mnts or multi-

point constrains In these cases is recc_mn_nded. See Theoretical Manual, Se(.ti,,n15.1.

e. LInjqueness of Element !O's

Element identification numbers must he unique within each type. Although different

element types may use the sar,e ider_tificatlons, it is reconmlended that all elen,ent'_

use unique IDs for the purpose ,)f spe,:ifyin!) 1gads and selecting output prir, t and

plot sets.
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Axt _fmmetrtc Problems

Axisymmetrtc fomulations use Forter series expansions (C_INEAX, TRAPAX, TRIAAX elements)

are thus itmtted in their scope. Because of this they are Jncompatable with many of the

general three-dimensional capabilities of other NASTRAN element.s. See User's Hanual,

Section 1.3 for details.
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4. ENGINEERING ANAI.YSES WITH NASTRAN

The NASTRAN system provides capebi1;ttes briefly described here for many types of engineering

analyses whtch can be performed with a particular finite element model. NASTRAN performs

these analyses ustng the Direct Matrix Abstraction Program (DIqAP) that ts an integral pert

of the system to define and control the required sequence of matrix generation, assmd_ly, and

processing operations.

The NASTRAN user may write his own solutton sequence using I]qAP, or as ts most often the

case, he Ny use one or more of the twenty DMAP sequences which are stored tn NASTRAN. The

standard 0MAP solutton sequences are called Rigid Formats. They relteve the user of hevtng to

know details and/or how to control each step of an analysis. Execution of a structural problem

may proceed to final solution all tn one run or, at the option of the user, the 0R_P sequence

may be terminated at any desired intermediate point. Restart capabilities are provtded for.

both scheduled and unscheduled interruptions in processing.

DI_P instructions my also be used to modify the extsttng Rigid Fomlts in order to change

the processing sequence, to obtain printouts of selected data blocks, to provide for a(Idttto_ll

input which was generated by other program, to output results to he used as input to other

programs, and to construct enttrely independent sequences or DMAP instructions to solve nearly

any problem that can be formatted in matrix notation.

The different engineering analysts approaches available with NASTRAN Rlgl_ Formats are

described here. Also tncluded are relationships between different structural and non-structural

modeltng options and Rigid Format applications.

Listings of each Rigid Format are presented in Section 3 of the User's Manual with

descriptions and equations for all the key steps. The rules and fOrNts for using DRAP state-

ments are presented tn Section 15 of the Guide ard Section 5 of the User's Manual.

Rigid ForNts are identified wtth an integer number, i.e., 1, 2, etc., and an analysts

approach. There are three, approaches: displacement (APProach D|SP), heat transfer (APProach

HEAT), and aerodynamic (APProach /_RII). The user selects the Rigid Fomlt and apprmlch by

using commnds tn the NASTRAN Executive Control Deck described in Section 6.
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LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS (RIGID FOI_TS I, 2, and 14, APP DISP)

4.2 LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS l, 2, and 14, APP DISP)

The Linear Static Analyses provided by Rigid Fromats I, 2 and 14 use most of the features

available for model definition in NASTRAN. These include specification of special coordinate

system_, grid point locations, element connectivities, material properties, constraints, and

temperature distributions as well as direct grid point force and element loadings. The results

available for output consist of weight and balance information, displacements, element forces

and stresses, grid point loadin_, and support reactions. The user may also request plots

of the undeformed as well as the deformed structural model.

Rigid Format 2, which provides all the features of Rigid Format l, also treats structural

models which are not fully constrained. It computes the inertia effects of unconstrained rigid

body accelerations. These effects are added to the user-specified loadings; the rigid body

motions are constrained; and then the normal static analysis is performed.

Rigid Format 14 is a special case of Rigid Format l and provides for efficient modeling and

analysis of structures exhibiting cyclic symmetry. Many structures, including pressure vessels,

rotating machines and antennae for space communications, are made up of virtually identical

segments that are symmetrically arranged with respect to a centroidal axis. There are two

types of cyclic symmetry: simple rotational symmetry, in which the segments do not have planes

of reflective symmetry and the boundaries between segments may be general doubly-curved surfaces;

and dihedral symmetry, in which each segment has a plane of reflective symmetry and the boundaries

between segments are planar. The use of cyclic symmetry allows the user to model only one of

the identical substructures. There will also be a large saving of computer time for most

problems.

Precedures for using the static analysis Rigid Formats are outlined in Section 18. The

procedure for using cyclic symmetry in NASTRAN is described in detail in Section 23 of the Guide.

The theoretical treatment for cyclic symmetry is given in Section 4.5 of the Theoretical Manual.

"._ j'
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NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS AND BUCKLING (RIGID FORMATS 4, 5 and 6, APP DISP)

4.3 NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS AND BUCKLING (RIGID FORMATS 4, 5 AND 6, APP DISP)

NASTRAN provides for two types of static nonlinearities, differential stiffness and material

plasticity. The differential stiffness effects treated by Rigid Formats 4 and 5 provide the user

with a second order approximation to the nonlinear effects of large deflections. The differential

stiffness matrix is computed as a correction to the original stiffness matrix from the work done

by each element in response to a user-specified preload. Rigid FornBt 4 adjusts the differential

stiffness matrix as a load correction in accordance with user specified convergence criteria. In

Rigid Format 4, the applied loads are not linearly related to the internal loads. In Rigid Format

5, the applied loads are assumed to move with their points of application and they remain fixed in

magnitude and direction.

Rigid Format 5 adds the differential stiffness matrix to the original stiffness matrix, and

solves an eigenvalue problem to obtain the critical load factor that would produce buckling.

This critical load factor, or the eigenvalue, multiplied into the preload vector gives the criti-

cal loading at which the structure would go unstable. The eigenvector obtained is the mode shape

in which the structure would buckle.

Rigid Format 6, on the other hand, is used for problems involving non-linear _naterials.

That is, the m_terlal properties are assumed to be stress dependent. The loading is applied

in piecewise linear increments. After each increment, a new stiffness matrix is generated

based on the current state of stress in each element. This new matrix is used to solve for

a corresponding increment of displacement and stress. These increments are accumulated to

prcduce the final nonlinear results. Since each increment in load requires a new solution,

the user is faced with the compro,nise between accuracy, which requires small increments, and

efficiency, which suggests using the largest possible .,_crements. All static load options

are allowed except for those due to temperature and enforced element displacements.

Section 18 of the Guide includes descriptive detail on how to use each of these three

Rigid Formats. The theoretical treatments for material non-linearities and differential

stiffness can be found in the Theoretical Manual, Sections 3.8 and 7.0, respectively.

4.3-1
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NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS 3, 13, and 15, APP DISP)

4.4 NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS 3, 13, and 15, APP DISP)

Rigid Formats 3, 13, and 15 provide for a normal mode analysis of undamped systems with

symmetric matrices. Rigid Format 3 is for use with elastic, linear structural models. Rigid

Format 13 a11ows the use of differential stiffness effects. The applied loads are assumed to

move with their points of application and they remain fixed in magnitude and direction. Rigid

Format 13 adds the differential stiffness matrix to the original stiffness matrix in proportion

to a user-specified increment for the deflections due to the preload plus incremental load which

is the total load applied to the model. Rigid Format 15 computes normal modes for models utilizing

cyclic symmetry. Additionally, normal modes calculations are included in the Rigid Formats for

Complex Eigenvalue Transient Response and Modal Flutter analyses summarized in the next Section.

Rigid Formats 3, 13, and 15 generate both mass and stiffness matrices and offer a choice

of methods for eigenvalue extraction. If only a limited number of mode shapes are required

within a user specified range of frequencies, then the FEER, Inverse Power or Determinant method

would be the appropriate choices. T_e_ Givens method of tridiagonalization is available and is

recommended if all or a large proportion of the natural frequencies and mode shapes are desired.

A Guyan reduction, which is available in all Rigid Formats for eliminating specified degrees of

freedom, is reconwfiended for reducing the size of the matrices to be tlsed by the Givens method.

(Massless degrees of freedom must be eliminated for this method.)

The available output of results includes the eigenvalues and natural frequencies, mode

shape deflections, modal forces and stresses for selected elements, modal reaction forces,

modal mass, and plots of the structural model for each mode shape.

The detailed theoretical basis for these calculations is presented in the Theoretical Monual,

Section I0. Section Ig of the Guide describes how to apply these three normal modes analysis

Rigid Formats.
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COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS 7 and I0, APP DISP)

4.5 COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS 7 AND I0, APP DISP)

Rigid Formats 7 and I0 offer the user a capability to compute complex eigenvalues and

vectors of non-conservative systems. These Rigid Formats provide for an analysis of systems

which include user-specified input of real or complex mass, damping and stiffness matrices,

or matrix transfer function equations. The assembled matrices may be real or complex, sym-

metric or nonsymmetric, singular or nonsingular.

The two formulations provided are the direct formulation of Rigid Format 7 and the modal

formulation of Rigid Format IO. The direct formulation provides for the most general descrip-

tion of a model which also includes program generated viscous and structural damping. The

unknowns are the degrees of freedom related to grid points, scalar points, and any special

extrapoints which may be used to specify non-structural quantities as are encountered in

control system, aerodynamic, or hydrodynamic modeling.

The modal approach, in contrast, employs the free vibration modes of the undamped model

as independent degrees of freedom to be assembled with the user-specified direct input matrices

and extra point control parameters. Proportional viscous damping on the modal ceordinates is

included.

The selection of approach would depend on the particular problem to be solved and the

number of roots to be extracted. The direct approach offers the greatest flexibility if only

a few roots are desired. If many roots are to be extracted, the modal approach may be more

economical. A summary of features comparing direct versus modal approaches for the dynamics

Rigid Formats is presented in Table 1 to help the user select the Rigid Format best suited to

his needs.

The available output includes frequencies and mode shape displacements, element forces

and stresses, and support reactions. These may be printe_ in either S_RTI or SORT2 in either

real/imaginary or magnitude/phase angle format. S_RTI prints a11 the requested output for

each frequency. SORT2 prints each component of output for all frequencies. The theoretical

basis for these Rigid Formats is presented in the Theoretical Manual, Section lO, and their

use is presented in Section lg of the Guide.

i
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4.6 DYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMATS 8, 9, 11 and 12, AFP DISF)

The NASTRAN dynamic analysls Rigid Formats provide a maximum amount of flexlbillty and

capabillty. Rigid Formats 8 and 11 offer Frequency and Random Response capability and Rigid

Formats g and 12 offer Transient Analysls capabllity. Rigid Formats 8 and 9 use a direct

approach; the other two use a modal approach. Table I summarizes the various options avall-

able to help the d_er select the Rigid Format best suited to hls partlcular problem.

These capabllities can be used to solve problems with thousands of degrees of freedom

with many time steps, or many frequencies and mode shapes. Provision has been made to a11ow

many types of special modeling techniques. Care should be taken, however, to avoid the dynamic

analysis of models that may be unnecessarily large because of the lengthy (and expensive)

computing times required for solution. Every effort should be made to reduce the size of the

problem either by careful design of the original model or by using the Guyan method to reduce

the total degrees of freedom. The user should pay special attention to the selection of the

most economical method for solving his particular problem.

_he modal approach for dynamic analyses differs from the direct approach in that it uses

the undamped mode shapes as independent degrees of freedom replacing the original model. In

either approach, special extra points may be added for special modeling purposes. The input

loads for the modal approach are transformed to the modal coordinates, and the resulting modal

displacements are transformed back to the physical displacements for output purposes.

The choice of direct or modal approach is dependent on the specific problem. The direct

approach solves a more general problem and does not require the extra steps of extracting the

normal modes and of performing the transformations to form modal coordinates. For transient

analysis, however, if many time steps are required, the direct formulation may be inefficient

compared with the modal approach.

Also available with the modal approach (Rigid Formats II and 12) is a mode acceleration

method of improving _,hesolution accuracy. This procedure replaces the unconstrained rigid

body accelerations with equivalent inertial and damping forces. The augmented 1oadlng is

then solved statlcally to obtain improved element forces and stresses. The user is cautloneo,

however, that this method is costly and should be used selectively.

4.6-I
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The Frequency and Random Response analysts of Rigid Formats 8 and 11 can be used to

analyze the steady state response of systems due to stnusotdally varying loads at specified

frequencies. The model may tnclude direct input matrices and transfer functions. The assembled

matrices may be non-symmetric, real or complex, and stngular or nonstngular. Loads must be

input on specific degrees of freedom and may have phase angles, time lags, and frequency

dependent magnitudes. The output may be sorted by frequency (S@RTI) or by component for all

frequencies (S_RT2) and printed in either a real/imaginary or a magnitude/phase angle format.

Curve plotting of these results is also available for each output component or a function of

frequency.

The Random Response analysis is treated as a data reduction procedure that is applied to

the results of a Frequency Response analysis. The user inputs a power spectral density function,

which is assumed to be stationary with respect to time, and the program computes the power spec-

tral density, mean deviation and autocorrelation function for the response of the selected

output components. The output from the Random Analysis must be selected one component at a

time, not via the Case Control options, but via the control cards of the X-Y plot package.

The random output will be real numbers automatically printed and may be plotted versus _requency

if so requested.

The Transient Analyses (Rigid Formats 9 and 12) perform a step-by-step irtegration of the

structural response in a time domain. The user provides the initial conditions, time step

requirements, and a time varying load. The available output for specified integration time

intervals includes displacements, velocities, accelerations, forces, and stresses for selected

elements and support reactions.

Some special features available to Transient Analysis include the capacity to incorporate

user-specifled direct input matrices, nonsymmetric control function equations, and a limited

nonlinear analysis capability. The nonlinear capability is available through displacement

and velocity dependent load components applied to specific degrees of freedom. For purposes

of economy, the user may change the integration tlme step. However, for each time step change,

the coefficient matrices must be reassembled.

The theoretical basis for these analyses is presented in the Theoretical Manual, Section

g through 12 and their use is described in Section Ig of the Guide.
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4.7 LINEAR STATIC HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMAT l, APP HEAT)

The linear heat transfer formulation is analogous to the structural formulation with tempera-

tures replacing deflections as the unknowns. Rigid Format 1 is available for determining steady-

state temperatures with no radiation effects. The same modeling features for specifying grid

point geometry, element connectivity and material properties are provided. In addition, special

features are available for the specification of fixed temperature, convection, and heat flux

boundary conditions. The available output consists of resultant grid point temperatures throughout

the model. This capability is described in detail in Section 22.
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4.8 NONLINEAR STATIC HEAT TRAKSFER ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMAT 3, APP HEAT)

Rigid Format 3, APProach HEAT, which provides a11 the features of Rigid Format I, also

treats heat transfer analyses wlth'temperature dependent conductivitles of the elements and

nonlinear radiation exchange. The solution of thermal equilibrium is obtained using an Iteratlve

technique that is user controlled. Section 22 describes in detail how to apply this capability.
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4.g TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMAT9, APP HEAT)

Rigid Format 9, APProach HEAT, provides the capability of time domain analysts for models

that include linear conduction, film heat transfer, nonlinear radiation, and any special effects

modeled with HASTRAHnonlinear elements. User controls for integration procedures and options

for linearizing radiation effects are provided. More detail on how to apply this capability

is presented in Section 22.
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4. lO AERODYNAMIC FLUTTER ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMAT 10, APP AER_)

Rigid Format IO, APProach AERg, provides the capability for modal flutter analysis for stabil-

ity studies of aeroelastic systems with a minimum number of degrees of freedom. This Rigid Format

includes structural mode calculations, aerodynamic matrix calculations, and transfor_nation of the

aerodynamic matrix to modal coordinates. The flutter stability analysis is performed using one

oF three available user selected methods: the K-method, the KE-method, and the PK-method. Solutions

may be obtained for subsonic and supersonic flow conditions. How to access this capability is des-

cribed in Section 21.
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4.11 AERODYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS (RIGID FORMAT 11, APP AER_)

Rigid Format 11, APProach AER_, provides the capability to compute responses of an aeroelastic

system due to applied loads and gusts. This Rigid Format may be used to solve frequency response,

random response, and transient response problems. Transient analyses are perfomed using a Fourier

transfo_n method. The structural model is reduced to normal mode format prior to coupling with the

aerodynamic matrix. This Rigid Format may be used for both subsonic and supersonic flow conditions.

Details are presented to access this Rigid Format in Section 21.
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4.12 CORRELATION OF ANALYSIS VERSUS MODEL CAPABILITI'ES

A summary of NASTRAN modeling options versus Rigid Format application is presented in

Table 2. Modeling options available in NASTRAN were introduced earlier in Section 3; the Rigid

Formats are introduce(l here in Sect:on 4, and the relationships between the two are summarized

in the table.
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Table I. Summary of Analysis Options for Dynamic Rigid Formats

RIGID FORMAT NUMBER, APP DISP

DIRECT MODAL
OPTIONS

Complex Frequency Transient Complex Frequency Transient
Eigenvalue Response Eigenvalue Response

7 8 9 I0 II 12

l 1
Proportional
Structural

roportional

iscous

ampim)

E1 e.ent c, l

Real Direct

Input Matrices
or Transfer 3 3 3 3 3

Func tions

CompI e x
Direct Input 3 3 3 3
Matrices

Non-I i near 3
Functions

[-nit-ia 1...... :'I ........

Conditions |
T

{:iiTII-III..........
3 4

']!iilliif _-._T_..-]I/LLI]i]i_/[[-_;_-__-_.__

Opt. iona I input constraints:

I) Applied to structure only

3) Applied to modal coordinates only
3) Applied to structure or extra points

4! Applied to extra points only
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Table 2. Summary of Modeling Options Versus Rigid Format

NOOELI NG OI SP HEAT
OPTIONS 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 1Z 13 14 15 1 3 g

STRUCTURES/NONSTRUCTURES

1,2,30 Structures

Substructures

Cycltc Structures
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NON-LINEARITIES

Large Deflection Modeling

Non-linear Materials

HEAT TRANSFER

Conduction & Convection

Radiation

LOADS

Static Loads

Frequency Dependent Loads

Tlme Dependent Loads

Non-Linear Loads

CONSTRAINTS

Guyan Reduction

Mu]ti-Point Constraints

Single Point Constraints

Element Deformation

Rigid Elements

Free Body Supports
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5.1 PROf_U_!DESIGN CRITERIA

The NASTRARprogram has been designed according to two classes of criteria. The first class

related to functional requirements for the solution of an extremely wide range of large and com-

plex problem in structural analysis with high accuracy and computational efficiency. These cri-

teria are achieved by developing and incorporating the most advanced mathemtical models and

computational algorlthms that have been proven in practice. In particular, they are achieved by

providing such features as the bandwidth-with-active-column technique in matrix decomposition;

packing routines to take maximum advantage of matrix aparslty so as to conserve input/output time;

highly stable and efficient algorithms for the solution of problems in elgenvalue analysis and

transient response; and an elegant approach to modeling the effects of control systems and other

nonstructural components.

The second class of criteria relates to the operational and organizational aspects of the

program. These aspects are somewhat divorced from structural analysis itselt; yet they are of

Chief among theseequal importance in determining the usefulness and quality of the program.

criteria are:

I. Simplicity of program input deck preparation.

2. Minimization of chances for human error in problem preparation.

3. Minimization of need for manual intervention during proqram execution.

4. Ease of program modification and extension to new functional capability.

5. Ease of program extension to new computer configurations and operation systems, and

generality in ability to operate efficiently under a wide set of configuration capabilities.

6. Capability for step-by-step problem solution, without penalty of repeated problem set up.

7. Capability for problem restart followlnq unplanned interruptions or problem preparation

error.

8. Mlnl,lzatlon of system overhead, in the three vital areas:

a. Olverslon of core storage from functional use in problem solution.

b. Diversion of auxiliary storaqe units from functional to system usage.

c. System housekeeping time for performing executive functions that do not directly

further problem solution.
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To achieve a program design to meet these criteria. NASTRAN was deve|opad as a modular system

with its own executive control capability. Specific attention was given to opening the program to

offer maximum user control over its operations. These design objectives are described next,

followed by an overview of the computer system requirements imposed by the program and a preview

of how the NASTRAN data deck is organized.

5.1.1 Modular Oesion and Executive Control

The criteria stated above have been achieved in NASTRAN by using modular separation of func-

tional capabilities in designing the software system. Each module is independent of all other

modules in the sense that modification of a module or addition of a new module will not in

general require modification of other modules.

Furthermore) control of module executions is performed by an efficient, problem-independent

Executive System. The concepts of functional modules and an Executive System providing control

are illustrated by the software constraints specified for module development and operation.

The restrictions on modules are as follows:

I. Modules may interface with other module_ only through auxiliary storage files that con-

tain data blocks.

2. Since the availability of the auxiliary files required for the execution of a module

depends on the execution of other modules, no module can specify or allocate files for

its input or output data. All auxiliary stu,age allocation is reserved as an executive

function.

3. Modules operate as independent subprograms and may not call or be called by other

modules. They may be entered only from the executive routine.

4. Modules may interface with the executive routine through a parameter table that is main-

tained by the executive routine. User-specified options and parameters are communicated

to modules in this way. The major line of communication is one-way, from user to execu-

tive routine to modu_,e. However, tn addition, an appreciable two-way communication from

module back to executive routine (and_ therefore, to other modules) ts permitted vta the

parameter table.
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No other constraints, except those imposed by the resident compilers and operating systems,

are required for functional modules.

The essential functions of the executive system are:

I. To establish and control.the sequence of module executions accordina to options specified

by the user.

2. To establish and communicate values of parameters for each module.

3. To allocate files for all data blocks generated during program execution and perform

input/output to auxiliary files for each module.

4. To maintain a full restart capability for restorinq a program execution after either a

scheduled or unscheduled interruption.

Each of these functions is essentially independent of any particular Feature of structural

analysis and applies to the operational control of any complex multimodule, multifile application

program. The Executive System is open-ended in the sense that it can accommodate an essentially

unlimited number of functional inodules, files, and parameters. Modification of the executive

system necessary for modification or extension of functional modules is restricted to chanqes in

entries in control tables stored within the executive routine.

5.1.2 Des.ign for User Control

The needs of the structural analyst have also been considered in all aspects of the desiqn of

the program. The first thinq to be remembered is that, in view of the wide range of possible appli-

cations of the program, it is not known exactly what these needs may be. For this reason a hiQh

degree of flexibility and qenerality has been incorporated into certain areas of the program.

For example, in addition to the usual list of structural elements that refer to specific types of

construction, the user is provided with more general elements that may be t_sed to construct any

type of special element, to represent part of a structure by deflection influence coefficients,

or to represent part of a structure by its vibration modes. For the more conventional types of

structural analysis, the user is presented with a large number of convenience features, including

plotting routines, which are definite nece<sities for analyzing large problems.

A major difficulty that a user faces in the solution of large problems is the avoidance of

errors in the preparation of input data. Card fnrmats and card orderina are made as slmple and
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flexible as possible in NASTRAN in order to avoid errors caused by trivial vlolatlons of format

rules. A number of aids for the detection of legal but incorrect data are also provided.

The problems that can be solved by NASTRAN include the following general classes:

I. Static Structural Problems

2. Elastic Stability Problems

3. Dynamic Structural Problems

4. General Matrix Problems

5. Heat Transfer Problems

6. Aeroelasticity Problems

Each general problem class is further subdividcd into case types which differ with regard to

the type of information desired, the environmental factors considered, or the method of analysis.

The mathematical computations required to solve problems are performed by the subprogram units

called functional modules. Each case type requires a distinct sequence of functional module call_

that are scheduled by the Executive System.

General methods of problem solution for all classes listed above except general matrix

problems are established internally to NASTRAN. This is accomplished with coded sequences of

macro instructions, called DMAP (for Direct Matrix Abstraction Program) commands, which are stored

in the Executive Systen:. Each particular sequence is called a Rigid Format and is requested by the

user for the particular analysis to be performed (statics, elastic stability, dynamics, etc.).

Each Rigid Format consists of two parts. The first is a sequence of insL_'uctions (including

instructions for executive operations as well as for functional module operations) that is stored

in tables maintained by the executive system. The second part is a set of restart tables that

automatically modify the sequence of instructions to account for any changes in the input data

when a restart is made after partial or complete execution of a problem. The restart tables can

accommodate a change of Riqid Format such as occurs, for example, when vibration modes are re-

quested for a structure that was previously analyzed statically. The restart tables are, as can

be imagined, quite extensive, and their generation constitutes a significant part of the effort

expended in developinq a Rigid Format. They are, however, one of the more important cost-saving

features of NASTRAN.

It is also possible fnr the user to modify a Rlqid Format via an ALTER feature, which is

described in Sectio,. 2.2 of the User's Manual. Typical uses of the ALTER feature are to schedule
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an exit at an intermediate point in a solution for the purpose of checking intermediate output,

to schedule the printing of a table or a matrix for diagnostic purposes, and to add or delete a

functional module from the sequence of operating instructions.

A flexible procedure is provided for the solution of general matrix problems. All of t_e

matrix operations (such as addition, multiplication, triangular deco_osition, and eigenvalue

extraction) used in the program can be directly addressed by the user with DI_AP. The user con-

structs a chain of DMAP instructions in order to effect the solution of general matrix probl,_s.

The rules for generating a DMAP sequence are explained in Section 5 of the User's Manua}.

The DMAP sequence itself consists of a series of statements consisting of executive operatio_

instructions and functional module calls. Each statement contains the name of the instruction

(or functional module), the names of the input data blocks, the names of the output data blocks,

and the names and values of parameters. Typical examples of parameter usage are to indicate

whether an operation is to be performed with single-ordouble-precision arithmetic, which mathe-

matical method will be used (when there are options), or the desired format of the output.

The names of some of the executive operations are BEGIN, CHKPNT (used when it is desired to

copy data blocks onto the Problem Tape in case an unscheduled restart is necessary), FILE (used

to save an intermediate data block), REPT (used to provide looping capability), PURGE (used to

prevent storage of data blocks), and END.

The functional modules belong to one of the following categories: structural modules, :latrix

operations, utility modules, and user modules. The structural modules are the main subprograms

of NASTR/_W. Some examples of structural modules, taken from dynamic analysis, are: READ (Real

Eigenvalue Analysis), GKA.M (Modal Dynamic Matrix AssenW)ler), TRD (Transient Response, Dynamic),

and DDR (Dynamic Data Recovery). Typical matrix operations provided are: add, _Itiply, trans-

pose, etc. The utility modules mainly provide capability for formatting output data. The user

modules are dummy modules that provide the user with the ability to write new functional capa-

bility that will automatically be recognized by the Executive System.

The usual methods of output for NASTRAN are the operating system print or punch files ar}d

the NASTRAN plot tapes. Procedures for normal output selection are described in Section 2.3 of

the User's Manual. The printing of tables or matrices generated by NASTRAN is controlled by a

group of utility modules described in Section 5.3 of the User's Manual. in many cases, it i._

desirable to save matrices and tables for use in restart operations. When usinq Rigid Forma_s,
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it is possible to save preselected tables and matrices by using the checkpoint option described in

Section 2.2 of the User's Manual. Checkpointed files are written on the New Problem Tape. It is

also possible for the user to save selected matrices on tape by inserting one of the user modules

described in Section 5.3 of the User's Manual into the DMAP sequence by means of the ALTER option.

The usual method of input for NASTRAN is the operating system card reader. When performing

restarts, the New Problem Tape from a previous run is redesignated as the Old Problem Tape and

used as an additional source of input. Tapes that have been prepareO with user modules on previous

runs can also be used as additional input sources by inserting one of the input user n_dules into

the DMAP sequence by means of the ALTER option.
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5.2 PROGRAMSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS

NASTRANts a very large, FtRTRAN computer program. It consists of more than 1600 sub-

routtnes and over 200 Individual overlay segments. The program is designed for batch mode opera-

Lion on each of three computer configurations: IBM System 360/370 series, CDC 6000/CYBER series,

and UNIVAC 1108/1110 series computers.

Two key concepts in the structure of NASTI_N are the open core and file concepts. All data

used or created in NASTRANcalculations are stored in an area of con_outer memory which begins

where program instructions end and temtnates where the user has specified the limit of n_ry

resources for the particular job. This area of memory is called "open core." Data are only

temporarily stored in open core. While the data are not actually needed for computations, they

are stored o_ either input, output, or scratch files assigned to the particular module. Thus, the

file is the primary source of data storage, and FCRTRANfile requirements are a major system

resource requirement of NASTRAN. Typical NASTRANruns require as many as 50 F_RT_N files for

execution.

The open core concept is described _n detail with an example in Section 5.2.4. NASTRANfile

usage is described in Section 5.2.5. Additional information about NASTRANand its characteristics

peculiar to installation on different computers _s presented in Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.3.

5.2.1 NASTRANComputers

Although NASTRANis a F_RTRAN-oriented system, considerable effort was required to develop

programming and word-handling techniques applicab!e to three separate computer configurations.

These computers exhibit wide differences in their binary word sizes and tnteger representation

The current computer configurations for NASTI_N and their significant differencesmethods.

follow:

I. IBM System 360/370 Series

Word Size - 32 Bits

Character Capacity - 8 bits/character and 4 characters/word (character z byte)

Integer Representation - Twos coe_)lementfor negative integers

2. UNIVAC 110811110

Word Size - 36 Bi_s
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.

Character Capacity - 6 bits/character and 6 characters/word

Integer Representation - Ones complement for negative integers

CDC 6000/CYBER

Word Size - 60 Bits

Character Capacity - 6 bits/character and I0 characters/word

Integer Representation - Ones complement for negative integers

5.2.2 Alphanumeric Data

Data stored within a computer as binary-coded-decimal (BCD) characters must be represented

by the proper hardware-defined bit codes. These character codes (and in the case of the IBM

System/360, the number of bits representing the code) vary among the NASTRAN computer types.

Although the number of characters-per-word could have been obtained from the SYSTEM table,

various data blocks and buffers within NASTRAN required firm entry sizes, regardless of computer

type, to facilitate indexing. Fer these reasons, the minimum number of characters-per-word (4)

among the threecomputer types was chosen as a program design standard. Computer types with a

word capacity of greater than f_.r characters will have the unused low-order character positions

filled with BCD blanks.

5.2.3 Word Packing

Standard F_RTRAN compilers do not provideethe capability for storing or retrieving data that

occupies less than a full computerword. Through the Machine Word Functions (MAPFNS) routine,

some limited word packing (not to be confused with matrix packing) is performed within the

Executive System and a few utility subroutines. Packing provides an efficient use of memory

space at the expense of the additional operating time needed to combine or separate the elements

of the packed words. The Machine Word Function _RF is generally used for combining elements,

while ANDF with a suitable mask is used for separating them.

5.2.4 The Open Core Concept

The design philosophy of the NASTPJkNsystem dictated a completely open-ended design whenever

possible. P_STRAN was to have the flexibility to operate on a second-generation machine with a

32K core (such as the now unsupported IBM 70Q4/7040 DCS) as well as the largest of the IBM S/360

series of co_)uterso and take complete _dvantaqe of the additional core storage without major
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program changel. The use of a fixed dimension for la_e arre.ys was rlBJectAmd,stnce thts auto-

maritally restricted the size of a problm that could be solved. |nstea_d, modules were progrmmd

to allocate space as required end to use spill logic to transfer data to scratch ftles when com-

plete core allocation is impossible. In this manner, a problem mfght cause sptll log1¢ to be used

on a computer with limited core storage, but not on e computer wtth a large core storage capacity.

5.2.4.1 Definition of Open Core

The definition of open core in NASTRANis: a contiguous block of working storage defined by

a labeled commonblock whose length is a variable detemtned by the NASTRANexecutive function,

CDRSZ. The Implementation of this definition by the mod!lle writer consists of the orlgtntng of

a labeled common block at the end of his overlay segment. This labeled commonblack contains a

dimensioned variable of length 1. CIJRSZreturns the number of words of core av&_lable between his

open core origin and the end of core. The module writer can now write hts program as if he had

dimensioned his array by that number. In actuality, he is extending beyond the area reserved for

the array into an area reserved for the job but not currently used by the segment. When tmple-
o

menting this concept, care must be taken to assure that the system does not use this area.

5.2.4.2 Example of an Application of Open Core

Figure 1 demonstrates the use of open core by two subroutines, A and B. By some means,

which are machine dependent and are discussed in Section 5, an end point is established for open

core. The length of open core is then the difference between this end point and the labeled common

block. In the example shown, subroutine A will have more open core available to it than B does.

5.2.5 NASTRANInput and Output Ftles

The particular (IBM S1360, UNIVAC 1100, Cl)C6000) operating system input and output files

provide the required data connection between NAST_N, the input data decks, and the printed output.

Utility subroutines XRCARO and R_RD convert special _STRAN input card fomts to s*Jnderd FIII_TRAN

data words easily handled by all _TRAN input processors. Printed output is generatH through

;llRTRAl_-fomattedwrite statements. All internal data block input/output is hendl_ by GINII,the

system of NASTRAN general purpose Input/output routines. GI_ provides the required manipulation
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to tatlor tY_ variable-length logtcal data records needed by most NASTRANmodules to ftxlKl-leegth

records available on al1 dtrect access mss storage hardware.

5.2.5.1 Use of the Operating System, Input Ftle

The system tnput ftle Is read only by the following routines wtthtn the NASTRANPreface:

1. $EHINTreads the first card and processes tt ustng uttltty XRCARDtf tt ts the NASTRAN

card.

2. The Executive Control Oeck containing free-field cards is read and processed by XCSA

using the XRCMD utility.

3. The Case Control Deck containing free-field cards is read and processed by IFPl using

the_ XRCAROutility.

4, The Bulk Date Deck containing flxed-field cards is read by XS_RT, This data Is sub-

sequently processed by IFP ustng the RCARDutility.

These card conversion utilities (XRCARDand RCARD) provide, respectively, all the free-field
$

and fixed-field data card processing required by NASTRAN.

5.2.5.2 Use of the Subroutine XRCARD

XRCARDInterprets NASTRANfree-field data cards and processes the ftelds tntc a sequential

buffer than can be eastly handled by subsequent modules. Free-field data consist of sertes of

data items separated by suitable delimiters and punched in non-specific card colums. Data ttem

may include alphanulric, integer, and various types of real variables. Field delimiters may

Include the comm, slash, parnethests, and blanks. For details regarding data and delimiter

usage and the formt of the sequential output buffer, see the XRCARDsubroutine description tn

the Progremmr's Nanual, Sectton 3.4.19.

5.2.5.3 Use of the Subroutine RCARD

RCARDinterprets NASTRANfixed-field data cards and processes the ftelds Into a sequential

buffer thin can be eestly hlndl_l by subsequent modules. Fixed-field data constst of datl |teNS

;unchaJ wtthtn spactftc card ftelds. Eac,! eighty-column card t_ divided tnto an etght-colum

lO field (for the card memontc) fullowed by either eight etght-colum data fields or four

stxteen-colum data ftelds. A special character (asterisk or plus) wtthtn the IO field detemtnes
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when the card is to be interpreted as cuntaining sixteen-colu_,1 fields. The last eight coIu_s

of the card are for continuation mnen_ics used by XSBRT and are not processed by RCARD. The

data item within the IO field must be alphanumeric, lhe data items within all other fields my

Include alphanumeric, Integer, and various types of real variables. For details regarding data

and the fo_t of the sequential output buffer, see the RCARD subroutine description in the

Programmer's Manual, Section 3.4.20.

5.2.5.4 Use of the Operating Syst_n Output File

Although NASTRAN printed output is formed and placed onto the syst_1 output file through

use of standard F_RTRAN-formatted write stat_r:_nts, twu basic NASTRAN design concepts prohibit

every operating module fret generating printed output. First,'since the F@RTRAN I/@ package

for output generation occupies a sizable block of computer memory, this package is generally

positioned by loader directives within specific output-oriented segments, rather than within the

root SE_l.ment of the overlay, to.reduce the total m_nory requirement. Second, becaLlse many

functional nw)dules generate the same or similar diagnostic and information messages, a NASTRAN

message writer (_SOWRT) was developed to centraliz_ messane text and thus prevent duplications

within many separate n_dules.

For the reasons previously discussed, NASTRAN output generation is restricted to a specific

class of modules which can reside within an output-oriented segn_nt below the link root segment.

These segments contain the output-producing modules such as the Output File Processor (@FP),

the Message Writer (MSGWRT), and the vari,_us table and matrix printers (TABPT, MATPRT, etc.)

along with the output titlinq (PAGE) and neceRsary F_RTRAN I/_ packaqes.

5,2.5.5 GIN@

GIN@ is a collection of subroutines which provide for all input and output operations within

NASTRAN except reading data from the resident system input file and writinq data on the resident

system output and punch files. The_e latter operation_ are accomplished through F_RTRAN-for_tted

r_ad/write statements. NASTRAN performs input,'output operations by making the following calls

to GIN_ entry points:

<
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1. DPEN

IIPEN Initiates acttvtty for a ftle (unless the data block assigned to the ftlets purged,

tn which case an alternate return is given). A working storage area (GINll buffer), for

use by GINI), ts asstgned (allocated) by the calling program, thus providing opttmum allo-

cation of storage by the ca111ng program. This working storage area is reserved for use

by GINI unttl acttvtty on the ftle ls terminated by a call to CLOSE (see paragraph 4,

below). On each of the NASTRANcomputers, the working storage area allocated by the

calling program is separate from the actual phystcal I/_ buffer.

2. WRITE

WRITE writes a specified (by the calltng program) number of words on a file. The block

of words to be written may comprise an entire logical record or portton of a logtcal

record.

3. READ

REAl) returns to the calling program a specified (by the calling program) nuel)er of words

from the log!ca1 record at which the file is currently positioned. READmay be used to

transmit an entire logical record or portion of a logical record.

4. CLDSE

CLIDSEterminates activity for a file. The working storage area assigned at IDPENts

released. The ftlets repostttoned to the load point is requested.

5. RFWIND

REWIND repostttons the requested file to the load point. The file must be "open," i.e.,

a REWINDoperation is requested subsequent to a cal] to _PEN and prior to a call to Cl.ISE.

6. _DREC

RMDRECrepositiens the requested file one logical w'ecord forward.

7. BCKREC

BCKRECrepostttons the requested file one logtcal record backwards.

8. SKPFIL

SKPFIL repostttons the requested ftle forward or backward N logical ftles, where N Is

specified by the calling program.
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g. EIIF

EIIFwrites a logical end-of-file on the requested file.

The basic unlt of i/ID in It_STRAN is a logical record. The length of a loglcal record Is

complete|y variable and may range from one word to an arbitrarily large number of words. For

NASTRAN matrix data blocks, the convention was adopted that each column of the matrix would com-

prise one 1oglcal record. For NASTRAN data b!ocks containing tables, no rigid convention exists.

Typlcally, each logical record contains one table of a specific type.

The logical record concept provides greatest ease in programming. However, since these

records must be stored on a physical device such as a drum, disk, or tape, the characteristics of

the device must be taken into consideration. The bulk of NASTRAN data is stored on drum or disks.

For both these devices, the common unit of organization is a track, which stores a fixed number of

words. Thus, there is a conflict between the variable-length GINID records and the fixed-length

tracks.

Thls conflict is resolved by blocking. GINII acts as the interface between the device and

the NASTRAN program. Usinq this technique, the program itself need not be concerned with device

considerations (which would create machine-dependent code). GINID has been parameterized so that

different devices may be easily accommodated.

Basically, blocking provides for the reading and writing of fixed-length blocks. The length

of a block Is a functlor of the device. It may be one track, one-half track, or other integral

division of a track (but never more than one track). Because of the relatively larqe tlme to

access a given position on a track (due to the rotational speed of the device and/or mechanlcal

movement of the head to the track), a block size equal to one full track is the most desirable.

However, limitations in the amount of storage available to hold the blocks In core is a second

COnS lderat i on.

Since the logical record lengths are variable but the length of records physically read or

wrlttem ts fixed, logic most be provided to accommodate this situation. Thts logtc is provided tn

the G|IIO routine, which allows for the following cases:

1. Nulttple logical records per block

2. I_lttole blocks per logtcal record
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The method by which physical input and output of blocks is accomplished by GINll is machine

dependent. On the IBM S/360, BSAH macros are used; on the UNIVAC leO8, NTRAN Is used; on the

CDC 6600, NBS mcros are used. These implementation differences are transparent to the NASTRAN

applications programmer (functional module writer). The systems programmer who Is interested In

Implementation details on the various machines is referred to Section 5 of the Programmer's l_nu_1.

The names of files input as arguments to the GIN_ routines listed above may be alphebetlc

(BCD, of the form 4HXXXX) or integer.

A GIlqJ file name is BCD if the file contains permanent executive tables or data blocks. A

list of these files for a particular NASTRAN run resides in the permanent portion of the FIST

executive table, The following list presents all current executive files with their BCD file

names :

File BCD File Name

Data Pool File PIII_L

New Problem Tape NPTP

01d Problem Tape _PTP

BCD Plot Tape PLTI

Binary Plot Tape PLT2

User's Ma_ter File UMF

New User's Master File NUMF

User Input File INPT

User Input Files INPI - INP9

Functional modules should not access these permanent executive ftles. Functional mudules

access the files on which their input, output, and scratch data blocks reside by internal integer

GINll flle names. Prior to calling a functional module, the link driver routine, XSEMI, calls sub-

routine GNFIST (GNFIST is called exclusively by XSEMi) to generate the FIST executive table. For

each input, output, or scratch data block required f_r operation of a module (this lnformtton

being contained in the _SCAR entry), GNFIST searches the FIAT to find the data block. If the data

block ts in the FIAT and a file has been assigned to it, an internal GINII file number denoting the

(Llta block ano a pointer (index) to the entry in the FIAT is placed in the FIST. The following

convention is used for internal GIN@ file numbers: input data blocks -- I00 + position in the
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IISCAR entry; output data blocks -- 200 + position in the IISCAR entry; scratch data blocks -- 301

through 300 + n, where n - number of scratch data blocks as defined tn the MPL. (The position in

the |SCAR entry is the position in the DMAP instruction). If the data block is tn the FIAT and is

purged, no entry is placed in the FIST -or example, consider the following OMAPcalltng sequence

for functional module XYZ:

XYZ A,B,C/D,E ,F ,G/V ,N ,PARIql/V ,N,PAItM2 $

The data blocks input to the moclule are A, B, and C; the data blocks output from the module are

O, E, F, end G; the module's parameters are PARM1and PARH2. Note that internal scratch files are

not mentioned tn the DIqAPcalltng sequence. The number of scratch ftles for a module ts defined

tn the Module Property List (MPl) executive table (see Section 2.4) and is com_Jntcated to the

Executive System via the @SCAR. Details on the syntactical rules of DMAo are given tn Section 5 oi

the User's Manual.

In order to read the input data block B, the GINIJ file number interval to XYZ is 102; in

order to write data block D, the GIN(_ file number is 201. The third of, say, ftve scratch data

blocks is referenced by XYZ through the GINI_ file number 303.
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SUBRIDUTINE A

CIIMIgN /BLANK/ XX

C_ IAX/ Z(1)

TNTEGERCIIRSZ

NZ =, CtlRSZ(Z(1),XX)

l_lI0 I = I, NZ

10 Z(I) - I

RETURN

END

10

SUBI_LITI NE B

CIMgN /BLANK/ XX

CfbHH_ IBXI Z(1)

INTEGER CIIRSZ

NZ = CI}RSZ(Z(1).XX)

DI) 10 I - 1,NZ

Z(I) .. I

RETURN

END

SUB. A

lAX/

Open core for SUB. A

Blank commonestablishes //XX
the end of open core for
some Nchtnes (see Section
5 of the Proo;-apme-'i Manual),

SUB. B

/BXI I Open core for SUB. B

!
_End of open core avail-

able for this Job,

Figure 1. An Example of the Use of Open Core.
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5.3 NASTRAN DATA DECK ORGANIZATION

NASTRAN is designed for batch mode operation• As such, job submittal takes the form of a

card deck or card i,_ages on file submitted as a file. The input deck begins with the required

resident operating system control cards. The type and number of these cards will vary with the

instailatlon, Instructions for the preparation of these control cards are presented in Section 11.

Also, additional details regarding system control cards should be obtained from the programming

staff at each installation.

The operating system control cards are followed by the NASTRAN Data Deck, shown in Figure I,

which is constructed in the following order (depending on the partlcular job requirements):

I. The NASTRAN Card

2. The Executive Control Deck

3. The Substructure Control Deck

4. The Case Control Deck

5. The Bulk Data Deck

6. The INPUT Module Data Card(s)

5.3.1 Khe NASTRAN Card

The NASTRAN card is used to change the default values for certain operational parameters,

such as buffer size and machine model number. The NASTRAN card is optional, but if present, it

must be the first card of the NASTRAN Data Deck. The NASTRAN card is a free-field card (similar

to cards in the Executive Control Deck) Its format is as follows:

NASTRAN keyword I = value, keyword 2 = value ....

The most frequently used keywords are as follows:

I. BUFFSIZE - Defines the number of words in a GIN_ buf+er.

.

Usually this value is

standardized at any particular installation. However, the desired value may be dif-

ferent from the default value of 1803 (IBM), I183 (CDO), and 1795 (UNIVAC). In any

event, related runs, such as restarts and User Master File runs, must use the same

6UFFSIZE for all parts of the run

C_NFIG - Defines the model nunW)er of the conflquratlon for use in timing equations

for nkltrix operations• Entries exist for the following confiqurations:
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MACHINE CONFIG. M_DEL N_.

IBM 360

IEM 370 (no default)

0 (default) 91, g5
3 50
4 65
S 75
6 85
7 195

9 155
10 16S
11 145
12 158
13 168

CDC 6000 (he default) 6 6400/6500
16 6600

C_ CYBER 170 0 (default) 175
12 174
14 173
15 176

UNIVAC 1100 0 (default) III0
14 1108

The machine type is automatically det_mined by NASTRAN. If the model number is the

default, the CII)NFIGkeyword is not needed on the NASTRAN card. It is importa,t to indicate

the proper configuratior: otherwise, all time-dependent matrix decisions will be incorrect.

3. M_DCg_IM(i)- Defines a nine-word array for module communications. Currently, only lq_OCilM(1)

is supported. If M_DCgM(1) = I, diagnostic statistics from subroutine SDClIMPare printed;

if -I, time and core estimates for module SDCMPS are _ade without doing the decomposition.

4. HIC_RE - Defines the amount of open core available to the user on the UNIVAC 1100 series

machines. The user area default is nominally 65K decimal words. The ability to increase

this value may be installation limited.

5. TRACKS - Establishes the format for the number of tracks (7 or 9) required for the

NASTRAN permanent plot file which will be copied te tape. This para_rmteris not required

if a physlcaI plot tape is used, since system control cards define the tracks. The para-

melees TI_CKS - l, FILES = PLT2 cause plot data to be written to a disk file formatted for

a plotter that reads 1-track tapes.

6. FILES - Establishes NASTRAN permanent files as being disk files rather than tape files.

The FILES are PII@L,ePTP, NPTP, UMF, NUMF, PLTI, PLT2, INPT, INPI, INP2.... INlXJ.

Multiple file names must be enclosed with parentheses such as FILES = (UMF,NPTP). The
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FILES parameter(s) must be last on the NASTRAN card. Note the plot files, PLTI and

PLI2, cannot be copied from disk to tape on the UNIVAC, thereforl, a l)hNslcaltape must

be a_'slgnadprior to job execution if plotting from disk is not avallable.

7. STST - Defines the slngularlty tolerance in El(;and SMAI. The default value is .O1.

Slngularlties are written to GPST or (if altered into the Rigid Format) GPSPC. If module

GPSPC is used, it may, on option, automatlca|ly constrain the strongest slnoularlt_

(weakest stlffness) combination.

Additional information for all NASTRANcard options is given in Section 6.3 of the Progremmr's

fhnual.

S.3.Z Function of the Executive Control Oeck

The first purpose of executive cont,1 is to provide a level of regulatlon for the mny

options within NASTR/QN. At this level the executive distinguishes between the broad approaches to

problem solution, e.g.. between a matrix abstraction approach by the analyst or a Rigid Format

approach according to problem class. Also at this level, the executive distinguishes between

several operational modes, e.g.. a first attempt, a continuation, or a modlficatlon. Certain

other functions of a general nature are convenient to i_lude with the executive control such Is

problem identification, selection of a level of diagnostics, and the estimation of solution elms.

The Executive Control Deck includes cards which describe the nature and type of the solution

to be perforw_bd. These include an identification of the problem, an estINte_ tlm for solution

of the problem, a selection of an approach to the solution of the problem, a restart deck from a

previous run if the solution is to be restarted, an indication of any special diagnostic printout

to be mde, and a specification of whether execution of the prob1_m is to be colq)letedin a

single run, or whether execution will be stopped (checkpointed) at some intermL_dlatestep.

Each of the cards conq)rls|ngthe Executive Control Deck is read and analyzed. Depending on

tlwtcard, Informtlon is either stored in various executive tables maintained in core storage or

written in i control table on the New Problem Tape for further processinq during a later phase of

the Preface.

The Executive Control Deck is described in detail with examples in Section 6.
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5.3.3 Function of the Substructure Control Deck

The user places commandsneeded to control the execution of NASTRAItfor autcmted multi-stage

substructurtng analyses via the Substructure Control Deck. These coalnds are auto_ttcally trans-

lated into OtaAPalter packages which are then automttcally inserted tnto ttm Executive Control

Dick.

The Substructure Control Deck is an optional deck. It is used only when the substructurlng

system has been requested through the APProach card in the Executive Control Deck. Furthe._

detatls and examples for the Substructure Control Deck are found in Sections 7 and 20.

5.3.4 Function of the Case Control Deck

When the Rigid Format solution route is selected, further details of control are provided by

the Case Control portion of the executive. In effect, the analyst can mntpulate hts problem

by means of entries he inserts in the Case Control Deck. Fundamenta! to the method of control in

this section is the notion of sets. Boundary conditions, loading cases, and output selections

are identified by set numbers and selected accordingly. The analyst can make choices amongst the

sets of data representinq differe_t physical situations which )r_ _llowed to be assembled in the

bulk data portion of the problem input. Here also the analyst can regulate his output.

The Case Control Deck includes cards that indicate the followinq options: selection of

specific sets of data from the B_41kData Deck (i.e., from the data deck that descrlhes the modeling

details and parameterl of a problem), selection of printed or punched output, definition of suO-

cases, and the definition of plots to be made.

The information definlnq data set splpctlon, output format selection, and subcase definition

is r_d from the Case Control Deck and written into a case control data block. Information

defining plot requests is written Into a plot control data block.

If the probl_n is a restart, a coml_rison with the case control data block from the previous

run (stored on the Old Proble(nTape) is made. Differences are noted in an exectuive ,start table.

5.3.5 Function of the Bulk Data Deck

In NASTI_kNthe input supplied to the mathematical operations perfomed in functlonal modules

is prolided in the form of previously orqanized data blocks. Data blocks derive from two sourtes:

those that derive from the bulk input data and those that Are generated as output from previous
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functional mdules. Those that dertve from the bulk data are organized tnto data blocks by the

IFP _uttne, but prtor to the execution ot' IFP, XSglRTsorts the bulk data. Oporat|on of the XSIIRT

routtne ts Influenced by the type of run. If the run ts a cold start (that ts, an tnttta| sub-

alttal for a given Job), the bulk data ts read from the system tnput untt or the User's lqBster

Ftle, is sorted, and ts wrttten on mgnettc f|les tn prt_aretton for problm execution. If the

analyst wants to provtde for a future restart, the SIIRT routtne prepares a f||e on the Rw Problan

Tape which ¢ontatns the sorted bulk data. If the run ts a restart, the bulk data are coptes from

the Old Fr_blu Tape wtth the eddttton of any changes from the system Input untt.

An echo of the unsorted bulk data _s gtvon tf requested. Similarly, printing of the sorted

bulk data mY he suppressed on request.

Since the collating sequence of a|phanumertc characters varies from computer to cIpVtor, the

sort routine converts a|l characters to an Internal code prior to sorting. Following the sort,

the characters are r_onverted. In this _y, the collating sequence ts mda computer Independent.

The algorithm used by the sort routtne ts btased toward the case where the data ts tn sort or

n_rly tn sort. Consequently, Bulk Data Decks which are nearly tn sort wtll be processed elf1-

clently by the routtne.

5.3.6 INPUT Module Data

NASTRM provtdes the capability to auto_ttcally generate bulk data cards for a number of

selected test problens. Thts capability |s fully described tn the User's Manual, Section 2.6.

The capability ts accessed by using a OMAPalter package fr_ the Executive Control O_k and by

placing specially fomatted data cards following the Bulk Data Deck, as shown tn Figure 1.

S. 3.7 NASTRANCharacter Set

Except for the IBM 3601370 series, all HASTRANdata cards must be punched us|ng the character

set shorn tn Table 1, below. The EBCDIC character set my be used on the :BIq 360/370

series. Any EBCDIC characters are automtlcally translated Into the character set shown _n the

table below. The EBC01Ccharacter card punch configurations are shown In pamthests for the

five characters that differ from the standard character set.
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Hodule Card ' "

NASTRAN Card

Figure I. (_eneral construction of NASTRAN data deck,.
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Table 1. NASTRANCharicter Sat.

Ch4rlcter

blank

0

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

g

A

8

¢

O

E

F

G

H

i

J

K

L

fl

Card Punch(s)

blank

O

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

12-1

12-2

12-3

12-4

12-5

12-6

12-7

12-8

12-9

11-1

11-2

11-3

1!-4

N

p
P

Q
R

S

T

U

V

H

X

Y

Z

$

/
4.

(
)
I

,it

, .i i

CardPunch(s)

11-S

11-6

11-2

11-8

11-9

0-2

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-6

0-7

0-8

0-9

11-34

0-1

12

11

0-4-8

12-4-8

4-8

3-8

0-3-8

12-3-8

11-4-8

[stoic Pw¢,,($)

(12-6-6)*

(12-S-8)*

(11-S-8)*

( S-S )*
( 6-S)*

*IU 3601370 only.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The Executive Control Deck serves to identify the job and the type of solution to be

performed. It also declares the general conditions under which the job is to be executed,

such as, maximum time allowed, type of system diagnostics desired, restart conditions, and

whether or not the job is to be checkpotnted.

If the job ts to be executed with one of NASTRAN's standard Rigid Formats, the number of

that Rigid Format is declared. Any alterations to the Rigid Format that may be desired would

also be part of the Executive Control Deck. These alterations would be specified as a set of

DMAP instructions to be inserted into the Rigid Format sequence (User's Manual, Section 3).

If Direct Matrix Abstraction (User's Guide, Section 15; and User's Manual, Section 5)

is used, the complete DHAP sequence must appear in the Executive Control Deck. These DMAP

instructions allow the user to specify his own sequence of matrix operations independent of

the standard sequences provided by the Rigid Formats.

The organization of the NASTRANinput deck is described next along with the card format

in Section 6.2. The Executive Contro] options are described in Section 6.3 and summarized tn

Tab|e l. Examples are also provided in Section 6.4.
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Table 1. Executive Control Options

The followlng Executive Control cards are mandatory:

I. _APP- selects a Rigid Format approach or a user provided Direct Matrix Abstraction
Program (DMAP).

2. CEND- defines the end of the Executive Control deck.

3. LO - defines the beginning of the Executive Control deck.

4. TI_____- defines the maximum time in minutes allotted to the execution of the NASTIWI
program.

The following Executive Control cards are required under certain circumstances:

I. BEGIN_ - defines the b_jinning of user provided DMAP stat_nts.

2. ENDS - defines the end of user provided DMAP statements.

3. ENDALTER - defines the end of user provided changes to a Rigid For_t.

4. RESTART - defines the beginning of a restart dictionary.

5. _ - selects the solution number of a Rigid Format.

6. UMF - selects a data deck From a User Master File.

7. UMFEDIT - controls execution of a UMF editor.

The following Executive Control cards are optional:

I. ALTER - defines the Rigid Format statement(s) at which the user makes alterations.

2. CHKPNT - requests the execution to be checkpointed.

3. DIAG - requests diagnostic output to be provided or operations to be effected,

4. Nt_ - requests a User Master File to be created.

S. $ - d_fines a non-executable comment.
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6.2 INPUTSEQUENCEANDFORHAT

TM sequenceof inputcardsfor executionof a NA_TRANrun, see Figure 1, begins wtth

LM required resident operating system control cards. The type and nueber of these cards

varies with the conventions used at each computer instal lation. See the programming staff at

thee installation for instruction in the preparation of these control cards. Typical examples

of the operating system control cards used by NASTRANare illustrated in Section ll for all

three computer systems on which NASTRANis maintained (Programmer's Manual, Section S),

These operating s_ystemcontrol cards are followed by the NASTRNI Data Deck _tch consists

of four sections:

1. Executive Control Deck (described here).

2. Substructure Control Oeck (Optional, Section 7).

3. Case Control Deck (Section 8).

4. Bulk Data Oeck (Section 9).

The Executive Control Cards are sL_nmartzed in Table 1 and illustrated with examples in

Section 6.4. They may occur in any seluence with only the following exceptions:

NASTRAN

This is an optional card and is described in Section S of the Guide and Section 2
of the User's Manual.

ID A1,A2

This is the first card of the Executive Control Deck. It may be preceded only
by the NASTRANcard, if used, and the operattnq system control cards.

CEND

This card is the last card of the Executive Control Deck and is followed by the
Case Control Deck or the Substructure Control Deck.

The Executive Control Card format is free field. The name of the operation (e.g., CHKPNT,

TIRE, CENO, etc.) may begin in any card column and is followed by the operand. The operand

rest be sep4rated from the name by one or more blanks. The fields of the operand are separated

by ¢Omwis and may be integers or alphanumeric. The '.:irstcharacter of an alphanumeric field

must be alphabetic, followed by up to 7 additional alphanumeric characters. If desired, blanks

be placed adjacent to sel_ratlng coronasfor legibility. If a card ends with a comma, a

contlnu6tion card will be expected. Coment cards ($ in column l) may be inserted anywhere

in the deck following the ID card. The individual options are described next.
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6.3 EXECUTIVE CONTROLOPTIONS

The Executive Control options are summarized in Table 1. Note that the _IAP options,

which are included as part of the Executive Control Deck on input to NASTRAN,ere not sum-

Nrtzed here. Instead, see Section 15 of this Guide for examples, and Section 5 of the User's

Hanual for full detatl on the individual Dt4APinstructions. The full explanation and examples

for Nch of the Executive Control options and the operands A| and Kt is found in Section 2.2

of the User's /4anual.

6.3.1 Use of Executive Control Cards

As already noted in Section 6.2, the NASTRANcard, when used, is always the first card in

the input stream following the operating system control cards. Otherwise, the [D card is the

first card and CEND is She last card of the Executive Control Deck.

If a restart run is being made, the restart dictionary punched from the preceding run

must be included. The RESTARTcard is the first card of the dictionary which contains the user

problem identifiers provided for the run being checkpointed. The last card contains the comment

$ ENDOF CHECKPOINTDICTIONARY. The information on the RESTARTcard is used by NASTRANto

check that the correct restart tape (Old Problem Tape) has been provided. If a new Rigid

Format execution is to be made with the same model from a previous run, a restart with Rigid

Format switch could save processing time by not requiring the regeneration of matrices saved

from the earlier run If desired, the restart dictionary may also be modified to alter the

reentry point used for the current problem (see User's Manual, Section 3.1.3, for detail).

If OIAGnostlcs are desired, the "sense switches" K must be specified. See the list of

options in Section 2.2.1. If long runs are being made with the user monitoring the operator's

console, a status report can be requested by inputting DIAG 5,6 to get BEGIN and END times for

each functional module printed on the operator's console. Host of the options, however, are

deslgned for use in program development and debugging of NASTRAN. Use of )lAP print utilities

(Section IS of the User's Guide), and NASTRAN's plot capabilities (Section 4 of the User's

Hmnuel) mre suggested for obtaining detailed information which would be helpful in finding

errors in a structural model.

If I CHKPNT is requested (An - YES), a New Problem Tape must be provided (Sectlon 11 of

the User's Guide).
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Tomodify a Rigtd For_.at sequence, use the ALTER card to add the desired DHAP instructions.

The sequence numbers of the Rigid Formats are provided in the User's Hlnual, Section 3. Nora tl_n

one alter package _ be used; however, the last package must terminate with ENDALTER. Set Section

15 of the Guide for examples of typical packages.

To be assured that _ checkpoint is taken before the operating system temtMtes a Job for

insufficient time, set the TIHE operand K to less than the time limit specified on tm operating

system run, job, or Job step control card. That way NASTRANwill provide a norm] exit, and the

punching of the checkpoint dictionary can be comleted.

If the UMFEDIT editing feature is to be used, the appt_)prtate tnput (UIIF) and output (NUIIF)

tapes must be mounted (User's Hanua], Section 2,5; and User's Guide, Section l]).

If the approach being used is APP DI_AP,the desired _P instructions must be initiated with

BEGINS or XDF_P$ (User's)4anual, Section 5.2) and terminated with ENDS. Note that any alphan_ric

commentary (except $) may be inserted between BEGIN and the dollar sign ($).
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6.4 EX/iMPLESOF EXECUTIVE CONTROLDECKS

The following are examples of commonly employed Executive Control Deck arrangements.

Additional examples can be found tn Sections 18-26.

6.4.1 ExuIple 1 - Cold Start m No Checkpoint

Card No.

1 IO

2 APP

3 S_L

4 TIME

5 DIAG

6 _NO

Notes: 2.

3.

1

MYNAHE,BRIDGE23

DISP

2,0

5

1,2

Execute a displacement approach.

Use the unmodified (K2-0), Rigid Format 2 - Static analysis with inertia
falter.

Request core memory dump if a nonpreface fatal message is generated, and
prtnt File Allocation Table (FIAT) (Programmer's Manual, Section 2.4.1)
following each call to the Ftle Allocator.

6.4.2 Example 2 -

ca_ No.

l NASTRAN

2 IO

3 CHKPNT

4 APP

s s_

6 TIME

7 CEND

Motes: I.

2.

3.

Cold Start, Checkpointp )CodifiedSystem Parameters

8UFFSiZE-878

PERS_NZZ,SPACECFT"

YES

DISP

1,3

15

Requests a chmnge tn GINm buffer size for NASTRAN's men rU_wrtte routi.e.

Requests a checkpoint tape be written (New PreblemTape).

R_ove instructions for loop control ihtch process additional sets of
constraints (K2-3). Rtgld Format 1 -Stattc Analysts.
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6.4.3 Example 3 - Restart, Checkpoint, Rigid Format Switch

Card No.

1 NASTRAN BUFFSIZE-878

I0 PERS_NZZ, CASEB

RESTART PERS_NZZ,SPACECFT,2/21/72, 3353,

1, XVPS, FLAG-O, REEL-l, FILE-6

2, REENTERAT DMAP SEQUENCENUMBER7

3, GPL,'FLAG=O, REEL=I FILE=7

$ END CF CHECKPOINTDICTIONARY

APP OISP

g S_L 3,3

10 TIME 10

ll CHKPNT YES

12 CEND

Notes: I. The same NASTRAN card is used to retain system parameters of the original
cold start run.

,

.

New ID parameters specified to help identify the restart dictionary to be
punched by this run.

The first card of the restart dictionary punched by the previous run
in which the CHKPNT option was selected. Date and time of execution is
added to the checkpointed run ID to prevent inadvertent restart from the
wrong tape. (See User's Manual, Section 2.2.1, for explanation of cards
to follow.)

,-7 ° The restart dictionary identifying the data stored on the restart tape
(Old Problem Tape) which was created as the New Problem Tape on the pre-
vious run.

g. Requests a switch to a normel modes analysis (Rigid Format 3), and removes
the looping instructions for processing additional sets of constraints
(K2-3),

II. Requests a new checkpoint tape be written, a N_ Problem Tape for this run,

6.4.4 Example 4 -

Card No.

1 ID

2 RESTART

3 l,

_start, _ Checkpoint, Al_red Rigld Format

PERSmNYY,PRtlJECTY

PERSOINZZ,SPACECRAFT,3/1/73, 53S1,

XVPS, FLAGS-O, REEL-l, FILE-6
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4 2, REENTERAT DMAP SEQUENCENUMBER7

5 3, GPL, FLAGS=O, REEL=l, FILE-7

6 $ END OF CHECKPgINT DICTIIDNARY

7 CHKPNI N_

8 APP DISP

9 S_L 3,3

10 TIME 15

11 ALTER 35

12 MATPRN KGGX.... // $

13 TABPT GPST.... // $

14 ENDALTER

l 5 CEND

Notes: 7. CHKPNT card is optional here since N__is the default.

II.

12.

13.

Beginning of ALTER package for inserting Dt,$_Pinstructions after Rigid Format
3 sequence number 35.

#

Request printout of stiffness matrix KGGX (User's Manual, Section 5.3.2;
Programmer's Manual, Section 2.2,1 and 2.3.9.I).

Rt_uest printout of Grid Point Singularity Table GPST (User's Manual,
Section 5.3.2; Programmer's Manual, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.9.3).

14. ENDALTER concludes the alter package.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

The Substructure Control Deck (User's Manual, Section 2.7) is an optional deck in the

NASTRANinput data stream. Its presence involves the use of the automated multi-stage sub-

structuring system with modal synthesis. When this deck is used, it is always placed im_dlately

following the Executive Control Deck.

Use of the Substructure Control Deck also requires using either of the following three

forms of the APProach card in the Executive Control Deck:

APP DISP, SUBS

APP DISP, SUBS, l

APP DMAP, SUBS

The APP DISP, SUBS Executive Control command causes NASTRAN to automatically create

ALTERs to the displacement approach Rigid Format specified. The APP DISP, SUBS, l command

indicates NASTRAN is not to automatically create the ALTERs. In this case, the user will

provide an ALTER package for the substructure operation to be performed. This package is

placed directly in the Executive Control Deck input stream. The APP DMAP, SUBS command

Indicates that a user supplied DMAP sequence for substructurlng operations will be provided

in the Executive Control Deck independent of any specified Rigid Format. These Executive

Control commands, their use and control over the substructuring system, are fully explained

later in Section 20.

!
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I INPUT SEQUENCENID FOMqAT

i 7.2 INPUT SEQUENCEAND FORMAT

The Substructure Control Deck is tnput tnmediately follmving the last card (CEND) of

the Executive Control Deck (User's Gutde, Sectton 6). The first card of the Substructvre

Control Deck must be SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE1, where t - 1, 2, or 3, according to the phase of

execution hetncj performed. The last card must be ENI)SUaS.

The Substructure Control cards are free forint. Blanks are used to separate the control

words. The equal stgn (-) ts used tn an asstgment statement, k comus (,) as the last entry

on a physical card signals that a continuation card ,tll be used. Coem_t cards, SigN|led

by a dollar stgn ($) tn card colunm one, can be tnserted anyahere tn the Substructure Control

Deck and thus may contatn any alphanumeric characters the user desires. On]¥ the first four

characters of each control word need be used so long as that optton ts untquely Identified.

A summary of Substructure Control cards |s gtven tn Table 1. Typical exaIples of their use

are given tn Section 7.4 and additional examples welch are related to actual problms can be

found In Sectton 20.

The tnput sequence of Substructure Control cards 4s crtttcal to successful execution.

All substructure commandsexcept SUBSTRUCTURE,[HI)SUBS, and _IF cause OIMP alters to be

generated. These alter packages are butlt by _TRJ_i as the Substructure Control Deck com-

mands are encountered. NASTRAflthen executes the analysts .specified In the sam sequence as

these DIqAP alters are generated. By convention, the _ commandand Its s_ed PASSklPRD

are placed before other executable commands. The user should also note that the order of

subcommands folio, In9 a g|ven commandts not. critical.

The functton of each Substructure Control commed ts descr|bed In Section 20 of thts

Gutde, and in Secttons 1.10.2 and 2.7 of the User's 14tnual. The OI4APalters automttcally

generated from each substructurtng commlnd are presented tn SectSon S.9 of the User's I_lnual.

A description of how the user may Interface with these NASTRNl-genereted substructurl_l OI4AP

alters ts presented tn Sectton 2.7.2 of tha User's Hanual y_ere the reader ,111 lesrn what

restrictions are 1reposed by thts proc_lure on other uSer-supplied OHAPalters for the Executive

Control Deck.

The relationship between the Substructure Control Deck and the Executive Control Oeck

Ns given tn Sectton 7.1. This relationship and others among the Substructure Control

Oeck, the Case Control Deck, and the 6ulk Data Deck are fully developed ,tth examples In

Section 20.
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Table1. Summaryof SubstructureCommands.

Ao

# SUBSTRUCTURE

NAME*

SAVEPLOT

_PTII_NS

RUN

# ENDSUBS

Phase and Mode Control

- Defines execution phase (1, 2, or 3)

- Specifies Phase 1 or Phase 3 substructure name (not used tn Phase 2)

- Requests plot data be saved in Phase 1

- Defines matrix options (K, B, K4, M, P, or PA)

- Limits mode of execution (DRY, G_, DRY(_i, STEP)

- Terminates Substructure Control Deck

eo

#

S_F Controls

S4iF

PASSWORD*

S_F_UT or S_FIN

PllSITI_N

NAMES

ITEMS

S_FPRINT

DUMP

RESTORE

CHECK

DELETE

EDIT

DESTROY

- Assigns phystcal ftle for storage of the S_IF

- Protects and ensures access to correct ftle

- Copies SIJFdata to or from an external file

- Specifies initial position of input flle

- Specifies substructure name used for inout

- Specifies data items to be copied in or out

- Prints selected items from the SgF

- Dumps entire SI_Fto a backup file

- Restores entire S_F from a previous DUMP operation

- Checks contents of external file created by SI_F_UT

- Deletes out selected groups of items from the S_F

- Edits out selected groups of items from the SlDF

- Destroys a11 data for a named substructure and a1__L1the substructures of
which it sTs-acomponent

Co Substructure Operations

COMBINE - Combines sets of substructures

NAME*

T_LERANCE*

CONNECT

OUTPUT

C_R4PgNENT

TRANSFttRM

SYMTRANSFtlRM

SEARCH

EQUIV

PREFIX*

- Names the resulting substructure

- Limits distance between automatically connected grids

- Defines sets for manually connected grids and releases

- Specifies optional output results

- Identifies component substructure for special pr_cesslng

- Defines transformations for named cm@onent substructures

- Specifies symmetry transformation

- Limits search for autoe_tlc connects

- Creates a new equivalent substructure

- Prefix to rename equtvalenced lower level substructures

# Mandatory Contrel Cards * Requt red Subcomand
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Table 1 Summary of Substructure Commands(continued).

Substructure Operations (continued)

REOUCE

NANE*

BIIUNDkRY*

RSAVE

_UTPUT

NREDUCE

NAME*

B_NDARY*

FI XED

RNAME

RGRID

NETH_ID

RANGE

NMAX

IL_OES

_L_UNO

USERMIIOES

DUTPUT

RSAVE

CREDUCE

NAME*

811UNDARY*

FIXED

NETH_D

RANGE

NMAX

_l.Oleiis

GPARAM

_TeUT

RSAVE

- Reduces substructure matrices

-Names the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Indicates the decomposition product of the interior point stiffness
matrix is to be saved on the SIJF

- Specifies optlonal output requests

- Reduces substructure matrices using a nomal modes transformation

- Names the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Defines set of constrained degrees of freedom for modes calculation

- Specifies basic substructure to define reference point for inertia
relief shapes

- Specifies grid point in the basic substructure to define reference
point for tnertia relief shapes. Defaults to origin of basic
substructure coordinate system

- Identifies EIGR Bulk Data card

-Identifies frequency range for retained modal coordinates

- Identifies number of lowest frequency modes for retair,edmodal
coordinates

- Flag to identify rerunning problem with previously computed modal data

- Flag to identiFy rerunning problem with previously defined bou_ary set

- Flag to indicate modal data have been input on bulk data

-Specifies optional output reauests

- Indicates the decom_osition product of the interior point stiffness
matrix is to be stored on the SI_F

- Reduces substructure matrices using a co._)lexmodes transformation

- Names the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Defines set of constrained degrees of freedom for modes calculation

- Identifies EIGC Bulk Data card

- Identifies frequency range of imaginary part of the root for retained
modal coordinates

- Identifies number of lowest frequency modes for retained mndal
conrdt nates

- Flag to identify rerunning problem with previously computed modal data

- Specifies structural damping parameter

- Specifies optional output requests

- Indicates the decomposition product of the ieterior point stiffness
matrix is to be stored on the S_F

f

* RIqutred Subcomand
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Table 1. Summary of Substructure Commands(continued).

Substructure Operattons (contJ nued)

MREC_VER

SAVE

PRINT

SILVE

RECOVER

SAVE

PRINT

BREC_VER

PL_T

- Recovers mode shape data from an MREDUCEor CREDUCEoperation

- Stores modal data on S_F

- Stores modal _a_a and prints data requested

- Initiates substructure solutton (statics, normal modes, frequency
response, or transient analysts)

- Recovers Phase 2 solution data

- Stores solution data on S_F

- Stores solution and prints data requested

- Basic substructure data recovery, Phase 3

- Initiates substru:ture undefonned plots
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7.3 EXANPLESOF SUBSTRUCTURECONTROLDECKS

The following are examples of Substructure Control Decks. Additional examples are found

in Section 20 of this Guide and in Section l.lO.2 of the User's Manual as they apply to specific

probl_,_. The notes are intended to highlight the specific intent of the particular card

illustrated.

7.3.1 Example 1 - Phase I_ Create Substructure WING

Card No.

1 SUBSTRUCTURE PHA_SEI

2 S_F(1) = S_FI, 1000, NEW

or S_F(1) = _02,,NEW

or S_F(1) = INPl, lO00, NEW

3 PASSWORD = PR_JECTX

4 NAME = WING

5 SAVEPLOT = 1

G S_PRINT T_C

7 ENDSUBS

$ (CDC)

$ (IBM)

$ (UNIVAC)

Notes: 2.

.

This deck is the first substructureexecution for Project X. It introduces
and, hence, initi_s the S_F. Three versions of _is card are shown,
one for each of the NASTRA/Wcomputers. Refer to Section 2.7 of User's
Manual for further details and instructions on the use of the S_F command.
Note that for the life of this SgF file, this is &he only time the "NEW"
parameter is used.

Assigns the password PR_JECTX to this S_F. This password must always be
used in later executions to gain access to the S_F.

Assigns the name WING to all matrices and tables created by this NASTRAN
execution which is to generate a basic phase 1 model.

Requests data be saved for undefor_d plotting of this structure. To
define these data, the following cards must appear at the end of the Case
Control Deck:

IiHJTPUT(PL_T)
SET 1 - (any valid set definition)

Note that _nly one set may be saved for a given Phase I substructure.

6. Requests a print of the substructure operating file (S_F) table of contents.
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Example 2 - Phase 2, Operations on Substructure WING

car__.d

1 SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE2

Z StlF(1) = S_F1, lOOO

3 PASSWORD= PR_JECTX

4 S_FPRINT TiC

5 REDUCEWING

6 NAME = WINGR

7 BQUNDARY= 1O

8 MREDUCEWINGR

9 NAME = MRWING

10 B_UNDARY = 20

11 FIXED = 30

12 METHOD= 40

13 NdAX = 5

14 _UTPUT = I, I0

15 S_LVE MRWING

16 RECOVER MRWING

17 PRINT MRWING

18 DISP = ALL

19 ENDSUBS

Notes: 5-7. Requests a Guyan reduction for the matrices associated wtth substructure
WING. The new model will be named WINGR and will have degrees of freedom
identified by boundary set IO specified on BDYC and BDYSI Bulk Data
cards. The other degrees of freedom from WING not referenced on these
cards will be eliminated or reduced out.

8-14. Requests a nomal mode reduction using the matrices associated with
WINGR. The new model will be named MRWING. It wtl] contain physical
coo_tinate degrees of freedom defined by boundary set 20, and will have
5 (NHAX) additional modal coordinates conq)uted using the etgenvalue ex-
traction method wtth set ID 40 identified by the EIGR card. When the
modes are con_uted, degrees of freedom specified by boundary set 30
(FIXED) wt_l be constrained to zero dtsplacemnt. Diagnostic and summary
DUTPUT ts _quested.

15. Requests a solutton for model MRWINGusing the appropriate OMAPsequence
sp_ifted on the Rigid Format used, i.e., nomal modes for RF 3, frequence
response for RF 8, etc.

16. Requests the process be initiated for recovery of data from the solutton
obtained for MRWING.
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Requests the displacements be printed for all degrees of freedam from
the solution to MRWING.

,t
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8. CASE CONTROL DESCRIPTION

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The Case Control Deck is used to provide titling information, to select sets of data

from the Bulk Data Deck, to generate the subcase structure, and to make output requests for

printing, punching, and/or plotting.

The Case Control d3ta are placed on a file which is read by the NASTRAN functional modules.

This information is used by a module to control is processing and to select the specific data

on which it is to operate. The sequence in which these functional n,odulesthemselves are

called is controlled by user input to the NASTRAN Executive Control Deck (User's Guide,

Section 6). The Case Control options (User's Manual, Section 2.3) are listed in Table ..

Typical examples of their use are given in Section 8.4. Additional examples related to

actual problems can be found in Sections 18 through 26.
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B.Z INPUT SEQUENCEAND FORHAT

The Case Cont.1 Deck Is Input In_dlately fo11_Ing the last card (CENO) of the Executlve

Cont.1 Deck (User's Gulde, Section 6) or, when present, the last card (ENDSUBS) of the Sub-

structure Control Oeck (User's Guide, Section 7), It temlnates wtth the BEGIN BULK card

which Initiates the Input of the Bulk Data Deck. Thts card and the ENDDATAcard. which sig-

nals the end of Bulk Data, must ¢lw_y.s be used even Jf there are no Bulk Data cards.

The Case Control card is free fomat, Blanks are used to separate the control words.

The equal sign (-) is vsed tn an assignment statement, A conga (.) at the end of a physical

card s|qnals that _ continuation card will be used. Co_nent cards, signalled by a dolllr

st_n ($) in card column nne, can be tnserted anywhere in the Case Control Deck and thus may

contain any alphanumeric characters the user desires. Only the first four characters of

each control word need b_ used so long as that option is uniquely identified.

The input sequence of Case Control cards is arbitrary wtth the exceptions of the |ocattons

of SUBCASE, SJBC_, etc.; _UTPUT(PLgT) and _UTPLgT(XYPL_T) contends; and the set of plot

commands. The effects of Case Control card order ts discussed Jn Sectton 2.3 of the User's

_nual,
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8,3 CASE CONTROL OPTIONS

The Case Control options are listed in Table 1. These options are divided Into functional

groups for Bulk Data selection, output selection, and subcase specification as described

below. A brtef summery of the subcase specification options is presented in Table 2. "Examiales,

with explanations, are presented in Section 8.4. Additional examples as they apply to specific

problems can be found in Sections 18 through 26. Refer to the discussion of each available
l

Rigid Format (User's Manual, Section 3) for a detailed description of the applicable Case

Control options.

8.3.1 Bulk Data Selection

In general, element connectivities, element properties, grldpolnt coordinates, and

related geometry data used to describe a structural model are n_ot selected from Bulk Data by

Case Control. All of these data that are found in the Bulk Data Deck are used in defining the

model. However, Case Control is used to select from Bulk Data by specification of the appropriate

set ide;,tifiers, those load sets, constraint sets, temperature data, direct input matrix

data, and method of analysis which are to be used in solvlng a particular problem. The

concept of Case Control allows the user to analyze one model under many different loading and

constraint condition_ all in one run. Each unique combination of conditions is identified

In Case Control as a separate subcase within that one run.

Addltional control, it should be noted, is p_ovlded directly in Bulk Data vla the PARAM

card (User's Manual, Section 3.1)• Each Rigid Fomat (User's Manual, Section 3) a11ows for

selected parameters to be specified on this card. These parameters may be used in directing

NASTRAN to perform additional processing and to provide for additional output.

8.3.2 Ou_tput Selection (User's Manual, Section 2.3)

The Case Control options for control of NASTRAN output allow the user to select the results

he wishes to have printed, punched, or plotted. General structural analyses, as performed by

NASTRAN, can produce such oven_helmtng volumes of computer printout that this selective feature

ts one of the most important functions of the Case Control Deck. A full description of the

specialized output available is presented at the conclusion of the discussion of each Rlqld Format

(User's Rgnu41, Section 3).
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CASE CONTROLDESCRIPTION

Certain categories of NASTRANoutput are automatically provided (User's Hanuel, Section

3.1). The e,Jtomattc output includes the NASTRANtttle page, echo of the Executive Control,

Case Control, and sorted Bulk Data Decks, O¢4APsequence listing on restarts and the Check-

point Dictionary when a ch;:ckpotnt has been requested. Additional output can be requested

for diagnostic purposes, e.g., see Executive Control DIAG card (User's Manual, Section 2)

and _4AP altars (User's GJlde, Section 15).

The specific output which may be requested through Cas.m Control can be divided into

categor!es as follows:

I. Output Contro" - provide for titles, organization, pagination and mode of output.

2. Output PJ_ounts- provide for definition of sets and intervals to limit volume

of output.

3. Output Categorle:.- provide for selection of data types to be output.

These requests may be applied for all subcases or selectively to individual subcases to further

limit the volume of desired output. Within a subcase, the user also has the option to suppress

output which had been requested above the subcase level. The output requests for specific types

of data provide the parameters (User's 14anualSection 2.3) with which the user n_LYselect special

sortln(jof the output, e.(i.,printed or punched. The user should refer to the explanations of

the Case Control exanq_lesin Section 8.4 where certain idiosyncrasies in the use of the output

options are described.

The output available frowna Random Response Analysis, Rigid Formats 8 and II should be espe-

cially noted. Unlike the results from other available analyses, the printout of the power spectral

density and autocorrelatlon Functions is available only through the plotting control options pro-

vided for (IUTPUT(XYIUT)(User's l_anual,Sections 10.4 and 19.7).

Plotting requests, which always appear after the last subcase, are sufficiently specialized

that separmte sections (User's Guide, Sections I0.3 through lO.S) are devoted to a discussion of

the four forms of plotting available In NASTRAN. These forms are:

I. Structural - illustrates the actual model in an undefomd and/or in a defomed

state (User's Man_l, Section 4.2).

2. X-Y Plot - provides curve plotting of selected response data in functional form

(User's Hmnual, Section 4.3).
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3. l_trlx Plot - provtdes a topogrephtcsl display of _trtx coefficients tn graphical

foe (User's _m/al, _ctton 5.3.2, "SEEIM.T").

4. _ntour Plots - dtspl_s stress _ dtsplacmnt _ntou_ (_er's _al, Sectton _.Z).

8.3.3 Subcase Speciftcatto_ (User's I_nual_ Sectton Z_3 }

In general, separate s,_cases are used to deftne untq_ c_lnattons " _dtn_ and constraint

sets. Subcases also are used to _nt_l output _sts, to t_ntify th_ _ of ana]_ts, to

change Integration tt_ Intervals an_or to specify unlq_ sets of dtrect Input _trt_s. Furt_r-

more, separate g_cases ere used to control s_t_ and entt-s_t_ co.talons Including su_r-

_sttton of _e cor_s_ndt_ solutions. _t_11m for s_case _t_nts acco_|ng to p':h

of the available Rtgtd Fomats can _ found _n t_ "Case Cont.1 _k and Parlters" subsection

of the User's _nual s_rttng with rectton 3.2. T_ foll_|_ sumartzes _ese _ut_nts as

they apply to the different classes of analysis:

1

1. Stattc _alyses, Rtgtd Formats 1 and 2

a Separate s_cases for _ch untque _tnatton of lo_dt_s and constraint set,;.

e Loadtng conditions, sel_t_ f_ Bulk _ta wtth L_O, _, or TE_E_TURE
(L_) ca_s, _ich are associated wtth _e sam sets of const_tnts sh_ld be
called for tn conttg_us subcases to avotd unnecessary c_utattons, T_ SPC
constr._tnt sets _ tnclu_ grt_tnt dlsplacmnts as s I_dtng _ndttton
whtch wtlI _ supert_sed on a_ other l_dtng select_ in t_t s_ase.

2. Stattc _alys_s wt_ Differential Stiffness, Rtgtd Fomt 4

e Case ConSul must contatn only _ s_cases. _e loadt_ a_ const_nt sets
must _ s_c]fted a_v_ _e subcase level. T_ ft_t s_case ts _ed to s_ctfy
the output _u*.sts that apply onl_ to _e 11near solution. T_ secord s_case
]s used to specify output _uests for _e _nltn_r solution.

3. Buckling knelysts, Rigid Format S

e Same as I_2 _bove except that the second subcase ¢ontatns the RIErltllO card
selecting the EI_B card from Bulk _ta _tch _ft_s the mth_ of et_nvtl_
extraction.

4. P_ec_tse L]_ar _alysts, Rtgtd Fo_t 6

• Case Cont.1 must c_tatn one a_ o_ly one subcase.

e The PLC_[F ca_ _htch must be used to select t_ s_e of loadtng factors
to be aplplled.

S. Nom_l Modes Analysts, Rtg_d Format 3

e _lttple ;u_ases are used only to control uut_t requests.

e The _T_ ca_ must _ used to select the El_ ca_ _om _lk _ta.
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6. Direct Complex Etgenvalue Analysts, Rigid Format 7

At least one subcase must be defined for each untque set of direct input
matrices (K2PP, M_PP, B2PP).

The CMETHgD card must be used to select the EIGC card from Bulk Data for each
set of direct input matrices.

Multiple subcases for each set of direct input matrices are used only for

output control.

l. Direct Frequency and Random Response, Rigid Format 8

At least one subcase must be defined for each unique set of direct input matrices
(K2PP, _12PP, B2PP) or frequencies and only one FREQUENCY card and one DFREQUENCY
card can be used for each such set.

Consecutive subcases for each set of direct input matrices or frequencies are

used to define thr 1oadlng conditions • one subcase for each dynamic loading
condition selected from Bulk Data by the DL_AD card.

Constraints must be specified directly in Bulk Data (GRID or GRDSET) or selected

above the subcase lev?]. Grld point displacements specified with these constraint

sets will be i_nored.

'_LpUt fr_ a Random Response Analysis may be selected only with the XY_UT

options (User's Guide, Section I0.4)

8. Direct Transient Response, Rigid Format 9

9°

One subcase mus_ be defined for each dynamic loading condition selected from

Bulk Data by the DLOAD card.

Const _Ints must be specified directly in Bulk Data (GRID or GRIDSET) or speci-

fied bove the subcase level. Grid point displacements specified with these

con _int sets will be 19nored.

Modal Cot._,.: Eigenv 'lue, Frequency and Random Response, and Transient Response
Analyses, Rigid Formats 10, 11 and 12

e METHOD must appear above the subcase level to select the method of eigenvalue
extractiott.

Constraints must be specified Directly in Bulk Data (GRID or GRDSET) or speci-
fied above the subcase level. Grid point dlsplacements specified wlth these

constraint sets will be ignored.

10. N)rmal Modes with Differentlal Stiffness, Rigid Format 13

• The Case Control Deck must contain three subcases.

The first subcase is used for output selectlon for the 11near case and to define

static 1oadinq condition with a LOAD, TEMPERATURE(LOAD), or DEFORM selectlon,

unless a11 loading is specified by grld point displacements on SPC cards.

DSCgEFFICIENT must appear in the second subcase, either to select i DSFACT set
from the Bulk Data Deck, or to explicltly select the default value ,_f unity.

• _TH_D must appear above the subcase level to select an EIGR bulk data card.

The static differential stiffness sotutlon ts output from the second subcase.
The eigenvectnr solutton ts output from the third subcase.

An _PC set must be selected above the subcase level unless all constraints are

specified on GRID cards.

8.3-4
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11. Static Analysis Using Cycltc Symmetry, Rigid Format 14

A separate group of subcases must be defined for each sjmltrtc segment. For
dthedral symmetry, a separate group of subcases are defined for each half.

The dtfferert loadtng conditions are defined within each grou_ of subcases.
The loads on e_ch symmetric seg_nt and the selected output requests may be
independent. T.e number of loading cases ts specified on the PARAMcard
NLOAD.

The SPC and MPC requests must appear above the subcase level and may not be
changed.

An alternate loading method is to define a separate group of subcases for each
harmonic index, k. The parameter CYCIm ts included and the load components
for each index are defined dlrectly within each group for the various loadlng
conditions.

12. Nomal Modes Analysis Using Cycltc Symmetry, Rigid Format 15

a METHOD mu_t be used to select an EIGR card that exists in the Bulk Data Deck.

An SPC set must be selected unless the model is a free body or all constraints
are specified on GRID cards, Scalar Connection cards or with General Elements.

Multiple subcases are used only to control output requests. A slngle subcase
is sufficient if the same output is desired for a11 modes. If multlple subcases
are present, the output requests will be honored in succession for increasing
mode numbers. M@DES may be used to repeat subcases in order to make the same
output requests for several consecutive modes.

13. Static Heat Transfer Analysis, Rigid Format 1, APP HEAT

A separate subcase must be defined for each unique combination of constraints
and static loads.

A static loading condition must be defined for (not necessarl_y within) each
subcase with a L_AD selection, unless a11 loading is specified with grid point
temperatures on SPC cards.

An SPC set must be selected for (not necessarily within) each subcase, unless
all constraints are speciCied on GRID cards or Scalar Connection cards.

Loading conditions associated with the same sets of constraints should be in
contiguous subcases, in order to avoid unnecessary looping.

REPCASE may be used to repeat subcases in order to alhM multiple sets of the
same output item.

14. Nonlinear Static Heat Transfer Analysis, Rigid Format 3, APP HEAT

A single subcase must be defined with a single 1oadlng condition (L_AD) and a
single constraint condition (SPC).

An estimated temperature distribution vector must be defined ov_TEMP cards
and selected with a TEMP(MATERIAL) request. Temperatures for constrained
components are taken from these TEMP cards and entries on SPC card_ are ignored.

!
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l

15. Transient Heat Transfer Analysis, Rigid Format 9, APP HEAT

e

e

A single subcase must be defined with a single constraint condition.

DL_AD and/or N_NLINEAR must be used to define a stngle time-dependent loading
condition, The static load cards (QVECT, QVOL, QHBDY, OBOY1, and OBDY2) can
be used to define a dynamic load by using these cards with, or instead of, the
DAREA cards. The set identification number on the static load cards (Field Z)
is used in the same manner as the set identification number on the DAREA cards

(Field 2).

TSTEP must be used to select the time-step intervals to be used for integration
and output.

If nonzero initial conditions are desired, IC must be used to select a TEMP
set in the Bulk Data Deck.

An estimated temperature distribution vector must be defined on TEMP cards
and selected with a TEMP(MATERIAL) request if radiation effects are included.

16. Modal Flutter Analysis, Rigid Format 10, APP AER@

Only one subcase is allowed.

Desired direct input matrices for stiffness [Kpp2], mass [Mpp2], and damping

[Bpp2] must be selected via the keywords K2PP, M2PP. or B2PP.

CMETHID must be used to select an EIGC card from the Bulk Data Deck.

e FMETH_D must be used to select a FLI'TTERcard from the Bulk Data Deck.

• METHOD must be used to select an EIGR card that exists in the Bulk Data Deck.

e SDAMPlNG must be used to select a TABDMPl table if structural damping is desired.

17. Modal Aeroelastic Response, Rigid Format II, APP AER3

METHOD must appear above the subcase level to select eigenvalue extraction
method.

At least one subc_se must be defined for each unique set of direct input
matrices (K2PP, M2PP, B2PP) or frequencies.

ronsecutive subcases for each set of direct input matrices or frequencies
a_e used to define the load;ng condition - one subcase for each dynamic loadln9
condition.

• Constraints must be defined above the subcase level

DLBAD must be used to define a frequency-dependent loading condition for each
subcase. If transient loads are selected, a Fourier Transform is used to com-
pute frequency-dependent loads. All loads in one run must be of the same type.

FREQUENCY must be used to select one, and only one, FREQ, FREQI, or FREQ2
card from the Bulk Data Deck. If TL_ADs are selected, a TSTEP must be selected.

_FREQUENCY(DTIRE) may be used a_ve the subcase level or within each subcase
to select a subset of the '.olutionfrequencies (times) for output requests.
The default is to use all .:olutlonfrequencies (times).

e If Random Response calculations are desired. RANOIIRmust be used to select
RANDPSand RANDTi cards f,om the Bulk Data Deck. Only one _FREQUENCYand
FREQUENCY ca;_ can be ,_ed for each set of direct input matrices
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Table 1. Ca_e Control Options

BULKDATA SELECTION

Loads:

DEFORM
DL_AD
OSC_EFF! CI ENT
LIIAD
NONLINEAR
PLCI}EFFICIENT

Constraints:

AXISYI_IETRIC
MPC
SPC

OUTPUTSELECTION

Output Control:

ECH_
LABEL
LINE
MAXLINES
_UTPUT
tUTPUT(PL@T)
_UTPUT(XY_UT)
CUTPUT(XYPL_T)
SUBTITLE
TITLE

Specific
Output
Amounts:

HA_NICS
H_DES
_FRE_JENCY
SET

Dynamic
Direct Input Analyses
Matrices: Conditions:

B2PP
K2PP
N2PP
TFL

SCLUTIgN Set
Response:

NLLgAO
SACCELERATI_N
SDISPLACEMENT
SVECTgR
SVELgCITY

CNETHCD
FREQUENCY
IC
METHOD
RANDOM
SDAMPING
TSTEP

Stress,Force,
Degree-of-
Freedom
Response:

ACCELERATION
DISPLACEMENT
ELF_RCE
ELSTRESS
ESE
F_RCE
GPFgRCE
_CF@RCE
NCHECK
CLCAD
PRESSURE
SPCF@RCES
STRESS
THERMAL
VECTOR
VELgCITY

Thermal Ftelds:

TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE(LIMJ))
TEt_:_RATURE(MATERtAL)

Aeroelasttctty:

Ft4ETHDD
GUST

AeroelasttcttE:

AEROF

SUBCASE SPECIFICATION

General Case:

SUBCASE
REPCASE
SUBC_M

Symmetric
Case:

SYM

SYMO_Nq

Combination Coefficients

General: S_mme,trlc:

SUBSEQ SYMSEQ
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_B_SE

_BC_

SUBSEQ

SYM

S_C_

SYMESEQ

REPCASE

MDOES

CASE r ,TROL DESCRIPTION

Table 2. Case Control - Subcase Specification

Defines the beginning of a subcase that is terminated by the next
subcase delimiters encountered.

Defines a combination of two or more immediately preceding subcases
in static or inertia relief problems only. Output requests above the
subcase level are used.

Must appear in a subcase defined by SUBC_M to give the coefficients
for making the linear combination of the preceding subcases. The
first coefficient applies to the first subcase, the second to the
next subcase, etc., for all subcases except combination subcases.

Defines a subcase in static or inertia relief problems for which only
output requests within the subcase will be honored. Primarlly for
use with symmetry problems where the individual parts of the solu-
tion may not be of interest.

Defines a combination of two or more immediately preceding SYM
subcases in static or inertia relief problems only. Output requests
above the subcase level are used.

May appear in a subcase defined by SYMC_M to give the coefficient,
one for each subcase, for making the linear combination of the
preceding SYM subcases. A default value of l.O is used if no SYMSEQ
card appears, otherwise, a coefficient must be _pecified for all
subcases except combination subcases.

Defines a subcase in static or inertia relief problems only that
is used to make additional output requests for the previous real
subcase. This card is required because multiple output requests
for the same item are not permitted in the same subcase.

Repeats the subcase in which it appears M_DES times for eigenvalue
problems. Used to repeat the same output request for several
consecutive modes.

w_ o" ",
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EXAMPLESOFCASECOflTROLDECKS

8.4 EXAMPLESOFCASE CONTROl.DECKS

The following are examples of commonly employed Case Control Deck arrangments.

examples can be found tn Secttons 1_ through 215, as they apply to spectflc prob!ems.

that are provtded are intended to highlight the particular intent of the current example.

Details already expla|ned in preceding examples are not repeated.

8.4.1 Example 1 -MuIttpIe StAtic Loadings

Card No.

Addtttonal

The notes

1 TITLE - STATIC ANALYSIS OF I_I_RFRAME

2 SUBTITLE - CL_ISEDI_/SITI_N

3 IBUTPUT

4 DISPLACEMENTS - ALL

5 MPC - 3

6 SPC - 15

7 SET I = 256 THRU 289

8 SET 5 • 15 THRU 20, 23, 25, lOl THRU 123

9 SUBCASE1

I0 LABEL • DEC_NPRESSI_IN

11 LIDAD= 561

12 IDLI_IAD• 1

13 SUBCASE 2

14 LABEL - REENTRY THERMAL

15 TEMPERATURE (L_IAD)- 761

16 STRESS _ ALL

17 SUBCASE3

11_ LABEL - IMPACT

19 SPC - 25

20 LOAD • 1061

21 STRESS • 5

_.2 EEGIN BULK

8.4o!
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Notes:

CASE CONTROLDESCRIPTION

1"2.

3-4.

5.

6.

9-10.

11-14.

15-18.

19-21.

22.

Identified bastc problem and spectal conditions

Overall output request for all grtdpotnt dtsplacaent:

Selects multtputnt constraint set from Bulk Data Deck

Selects stngle putnt constraint set from Sulk Data Deck

Defines sets of grtd potnts and elemnts for selective output to be
spectf|ed later

F4rst load subcase, lade1 tnformtton, ]oadtng selected from Bulk
Data and spectal output request for applled loads on grtd potnt
set #1.

Second load subcase, label tnfomatton, therm_ load set selection and
spectal output request for stresses for all elewnts.

Third load subcase, label tnfomatton, change tn stngle potnt con-
straint set, load selection and lt/tted stress output for elements
defined by set #S.

Stgnals begtnn|ng of Bulk Data Deck co follow

8.4.2 Example 2 - Linear Combination of Subcases

Car_ No.

1 TITLE - BUILDING ASG637-111oPG

2 $ SET 1 GROUNDFLIWR AND FIRST FLli_R BEAMS

3 SET = 1THRU 25, 51THRU 75,

4 101THRU 125, 151THRU 175

5 $ SET 2 SUPPIIRTGRID PIIINTS

6 SET 2 - 1 THRU 26

7 DISPLACEMENTS- ALL

8 ELF_RCE = 1

9 _LJlAD = ALL

10 SPCFmRCE- 2

11 SUBCASE10

12 ELFgRCE- N_NE

13 DEFDI_ • 10

14 SPC - 10

lS SUBCASE20

16 ELFtlRCE- NDNE
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Card

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

EXAMPLESOF CASECONTROL_CKS

$K - 20

SUBC_q31

LABEL - PRETENS]DNPLUS TWICE SUPPJRT SETTLENENT

SUBSEQ- 1,0. 2.0

soecoM

LABEL - PRETENSIONMINUS TWICE SUPIqlRT SETTLEIqENT

SUBSEQ- 1.O..2.0

BEGIN BULK

Notes: 4.7. Commentcard to facilitate tnterprttatton of set definition.

12. Outpu: request for support roncttons on stngle po|nt constraints and
prtntout of grtdpo|nt loadtng vector,

13-15. Ftrst sul_ase_ element defamation loedtng, suppress|on of alemnt force
output request above subcase level, end selection of stngle patna
constra|nt set.

17-19. Second suocase, enforced dtsplacments at support specified by stngle
patna constraint set end suopresston of elmnt force output. A null
load vector wtl1 be output due to absense of dtrect applted grtdpotnt
loads.

20- 22. Combination subcase eddtn9 two prevtous subcases, l_bel Information
end coefficients for combination wtth output for dlsplecqments, ele_nt
forces, roacttons end epplled loads.

23-25. Combination subcase taking subcese 10 end subtraction tvtce subcase 20.
Same output wtth nw label.

$pectal note should be mde of tho fact that NASTRANappiles the combination coeff_c|ents

to the element stress end force results before they ere corrected for the DEI_RIq or TENP(L_AD)

Iotdtng effects. These corrective effects ere no__tmultiplied bY the combiner:on coefficient

_en they art Iddod to the combination loading results.

6.4.3 Example 3 -Stattcs Problqm with $_nmmtry

Card No.

TITLE • GkJUNOLEVEL ST|RAGE TANK

SUBTITLE - NDN-SYWqETRICLJADS

SET 1 • 1. II, 21. 31, 51

SET 2 • THRU 10. 101THRU 110
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CASE CONTII_. 0E$CRIPTION

Card No,

5 DISPLACEMENTS• ALL

6 ELSTRESS • 2

7 t)L#AO5 - 1

8 SYM 1

q SPC = 11

lO LIIAD - 21

11 SYM 2

12 5PC • 12

13 L@AD• 22

14 SYMI_OM3

15 SYMCIJM4

16 SYMSEQ 1.0, -1.0

17 BEGIN BULK

'(_te_: I0-15. Definition of symmetric and anti-s_trlc loads and support conditions.

16. Symmetric sunzmatlonof suhcases 1 and 2.

17-18. Anti-sj_mnetriccombination of subcases 1 and 2. The output selected
will be printed for all four subcases.

8.4.4 E×_mple 4 - Use of REPCASE in Static Analysis

Card No.

1

3

4

S

6

B

9

10

TITLE - FRAMING FIR BLDG 673-7A

SUBTITLE • HEAVY EQUIPMENT LIIADING

SET 1 - 1 THUd 10. 101 THRU 110, 201 THRU 210

SET 2 " 21THRU 30, 121THRU 130, 221THRU 230

SET 3 - 41THRU 100 EXCEPT55, 57, 59, 61, 65, 72, 78, 95

SUBCASE!

L_:9 - lO

SPC - II

DISP - AtL

ELFBRCE - i • 4'
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CIrd No.

11

12

13

14

15

Notes:

EXAHPLE$OF CASE CONTROLDECKS

REPCASE2

ELFI_CE - 2

REPCASE3

ELFIIRCE- 13

BEGIN BULK

8-11. Specifies 1old end support conditions to be an41yzed and rqKlUeStS
output for dtsplacemn_s at all grtd points and element forces for
the elements tn set #1.

12-15. Specified two subcases for output control for printtng elelm_t forces
for sets #2 end #3.

8.4.5 Example S - Use of I_ES end PUNCHOutput OpLtons

Card No.

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

Notes:

TITLE - DXTANKSUPPmRTSYSTEMW|TH CIINSTRAINEDMDOES

L[NE- 40

HETHpO• 2

SPC - 10

SUBCASE1

DISP(PUHC_) - ALL

STRESS • ALL

MIDEs - 2

SUBCASE3

DISP • ALL

BEGIN BULK

4, Specified 40 lines maximumper I_ge of printout.

S Selects EIGR card from Bulk Oa_a for specification of method for etgen-
value extraction.

7-10. Specified df_placements be punched end element strlsses be printed
for the first two modes.

11-12. Specified displacements be printed for ell r_m4tntng mchts.
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8.4.6 Example 6 - Use of SORT2 Output Option

Card No.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Notes :

TITLE - T_J_NSIENTANALYSIS IDFAXLE

SUBTITLE - TRAVELLING WAVE

TSTEP = g

IC=9

SET 1 = 2, 4, 6, 8, lO, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20

g_TPUT

DISP(SalRT2)= 1

VELID(SIDRT2)= l

BEGIN BULK

5. Selects timestep definition from Bulk Data.

6. Selects Initlal conditions from Bulk Data.

8-10. Specifies output requests for displacements and velocltles for all
output time steps (SlBRT2)at each grid point selected by set #I.
The excitation is produced by initial conditions only.

Special note should be taken that there is only one subcase here.and, therefore, it

need not be explicitely defined.

8.4.7 Example 7 - Use of XY_J_Twith Frequency,and Random Response

Card No.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

g

10

TITLE = DIRECT RAND_ RESPONSE TO PSDIO2-A

SUBTITLE = CABINET 5A

SPC • 11

DL_AO - 102

FREQ - 101

RANDI_I- 2

JlUTPUT

SET 1 - 1 THRU 10, 101 TNRU 110, 120, 130, 150

SET 2 • 0. I, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0

DFREQ • 2 i ,.11_



Card No.

11

12

13

14

iS

16

17

18

Notes:

EXAI_ES OF CASECONTROLDECKS

ACCEL(SIMT2,PflAS[) = 1

SUIRASE 15

lABEL - IWIPII_ SliURCETIP

B2PP = TIEI)/_

IwrPUT(XVt_)

TC_ - PSO trlmTIP IMmI_

XYPRINT ACCE P,T_,_ 1S/l(T1)/l(T2)/IO1(R3)

BEGIN BULK

5-8.

12.

13.

16.

19.

Specifies envtroment for the analysts Including support conditions,
frequency dependent dynamtc load, the set of frequencies for solution
and the power spectre1 denstty function.

Specifies frequency set #2 for outputttng results.

Requests the acceleration for all output frequencies for each grtd
potnt of set #1 tn mg_ttude/phase angle format.

Specifies the dtrect tnl_t damptng mtrtx.

Requests output from the RandomResponse analysts consisting of the
power spectre1 denstty functton for the ftrst subcase (#15) at grtd-

tnt 1 (X-acceleration), grtdpotnt 1 (Y-acceleration) and grtdpotnt
1 (Z-angular acceleration).

_4P
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9. BULK DATA DESCRIPTION

9.1 INTROOt_r ION

The primary NASTIUIN tnput medtum for definition of the data requtred for a structural analysis

ts the Bulk Data Deck. The cards in thts deck are used to define the structural model and the

Yartous other sets of data used to specify the env|ronment to which the model ts subjected for

analysts. Also, Bulk I_ta cards may be used to spectfy the parameters and limits requtred to

control the analysis. A brief summary of the available options are presented tn Table 1. An

alphabetically ordered, detatled description of all Bulk Data cards ts found tn the User's Manual,

Sectton 2.4.

In general, all the data submitted describing the phystcal properties of the model are

used directly by NASTRAN. Those data used to spectfy conditions of the envtrenment such as

constraints, temperatures, and loadtngs must be selected via Case Control options tf they are

to be applied to the model. Methods of analysis, including the associated data and limits

must also be selected from Bulk Data via the Case Control options. Because these last two

categories of tnfomatton are fully under the control of the user, the Bulk Data Deck may

tnclude several sets of these data at once. The "subcase" structure of the Case Control deck

prevtdes the user with the factltty to deftne each unique combination of these data as

separate subcases to be analyzed stnce more than one subcase may be solved tn a single run with

N_TRNq.

For large problems, the Bulk Data Deck may conslst of several thousand cards. In order

to mlnlmlze the ha_l|ng of large n_rs of cards, p_vlslon has been made In _TRAN to

alphebetlca|ly sort and store the Bulk Data on a check_Int tape and/or on a User's lqastar File

tam (Section 9.4). Data can then be added or selectlvely deleted durlng subsequent runs.

The Bulk Data Deck may be sul_nltted wlth the cards In any order as a sort Is perforn_

prlor to the execution of an analysls. It should be noted that the machlne tlme to perform

this sort is mlnlmlzed for a deck that is already sorted. The sort tlme for a badly sorted

deck w111 become slgnlflcant for large decks. The user may _1_In a printed copy of the un-

sorted and/or the sorted bulk data by select1_ in the Case Contrel O_k (User's Manual, _ctlon

2.3, ECHII). A sorted llst1_ Is necessary In order to make _Iflcati_s during a subseq,Jent

ex_utlon from a checkl_o|nt/restart. _Is 11stlng Is automatlcally provided as an echo of the

Bulk Data Deck unless s_clflcally suppressed by the user.

9.I-I
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IULI¢ DATA OESCRIPTIOH

Input data preparation for large finite elIts Idels ts very ofl_ the lamjest st_le cost

tn an analysis, as well as a major source of error. AutIted ata gemretton ts one mires for re-

ducing both cost and input error through the use of design ortented Idels that cover Ire of the

structure than a stngle ftn|te elemnt. NASTRNt provtdes a specialized ut|ltty mdule, called

INPUT, to create the mJortty of Bulk Data cards requtrlKI for seven selected ktnds of problms.

This automated data generation is described in Stcttem 9.5.

To examine the use of Bulk Data Cards, refer to the Damonstretton Probllm Hlmu_ll v_|ch contains

an extensive index to problems illustrating application of Hch Bulk Data Card optton.

9.1-2
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PROBLEMDEFINITION

9.2 PROBLEMDEFINITION

NASTRANembodies a lUq_KI element approach, wherein ttm distributed Physical properties
.

of a structure are represented by a model consisting of a ftntte number of idealized sub-

structures or alments that are Interconnected at a finite number of grtd points, to which

loads are applted. All input and output data pertain to this Idealized structure1 model.

The grid point definition form the basic framework for the structural model. All other

parts of the structural _del are referenced either directly or Indirectly to the grid points.

Three general types of grid points are used in deftntna the structural model. They are:

l. Geometric grid point - A point tn three-dimensional space at which three components

of translation and three components of rotation are defined. The coordinates of each

grid point are specified by the user.

2. Scalar point - A point in vector space to which one degree of freedom is assigned.

Scalar points can be coupled to geometric grid points by means of scalar elements

and by constraint relationships.

3. For axls)_nmetrlcanalyses, the geometric grid point becomes a ring--a point in space

rotated about the structural axis of symmetry.

The structural element is a convenient means for specifying many of the properties of

the structure, including material properties, mass distribution and some types of applied loads.

In static analysis by the displacement method, stiffness properties are input by means of struc-

tural elements, scalar stiffness elements, or stiffness mai:rices. Mass properties (used in

the generation of gravity and inertia loads) are input either as properties of structural

elements or as properties of grid points. In dynamic analysis, mass, dawing, and stiffness

properties may be input either as the properties of structural elements or as the properties

of grid points (direct input matrices).

Structural elements are defined on connection cards by referencing grid points. In a few

cases, 611 of the Infomation required to generate the structural matrices for the element

is given on the connection card. In most cases the connection card refers to a property card,

on which the cross-sectional properties of the element _re given. The property card in turn

refers to a mterial card which gives the material properties. If some of the material pro-

parties mr@ stress-deponent or t_rature-dep_,Jent, a further reference is made to tables

for this information.

9.2-I



BULK DATA OESCRiPT(ON

Various kinds of constl'atnts can be applied to the grtd points. Single-point constrkints

are used to specify boundary conditions, including enforced dtsplacelnts of grtd potnts.
v, ,,

ICult|potnt constrttnts ere used to specify a 1|near relationship emmj selected degrees of

freedom, Including the defintt|on of tnftn|tely rtgtd elements. Addtttmmlly, r|g|d elemnts

are available for autmmttc generetton of multtpotnt constraint equations. Omitted po|nts are

used to partition matrices and to reduce the number of degrees of freedom used tn the analysis.

Free-body supports are used to remove stress-free motions in stattc analysis and to evaluate the

free-body inertia properties of the structural model.

Static loads may be applied to the structural model by concentrated loads at grtd points,

pressure loads on _urfaces, or indirectly, by means of the mass and theme1 expansion properties

of structural elements and enforced deformations of one-dimensional structural elmnts. Due

to the great variety of posstble sources for dynamic loadtng, general functional and tabular

fores of loads are provtded to the user tn dynamic analysts.

General procedures for deftntng str._ctural models are described tn the User's Nanual,

Section 1..Some useful and specific ideas for modeltng using NASTRAN are presented in Sections

18, 19 and 21-26. The user ts encouraged to become famtltar with the many suggestions and

guidelines _)resented in these sections. They tnclude how to use the spectal coordinate systems,

how to number grid points to avoid Inefficient process|ng, what elements can be used for whtch

purpose, how to load and support a structure, and h_w to explott the unusual modeling features

of NASTRMI. Add|ttonel techetcel detail, of course, can be found throughout the Theoretical

ICanusl.

rULSTRAN provides features for automatic Bulk Data generation. A description of the capab|l|ty

is found in Sectton 9.5.
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9.3 OPTIONS ANO FORMAT O_NA L PAGE IS
oF QUAL 

There are nearly two hundred Bulk Data opttons currently available in NASTRAN. Because

there are so many and varted alternatives, these options are sumrtzed in the following Table 1,

_here they ere organized according to data _pes for easy reference by the user. A scan of

these opttons wtl1 provide the user with an overvtew of his alternatives for ew_del spectftcat|on,

for load definition and for control of the execution. In the User's Manual, Sectton 2, each

option ts listed in alphabetical sort by Bulk Data Card memontc. Here• the user will find

the full description of the input ca_J fornwlt, the applicable restrictions, and the referenc_

to other Bulk Data Cards required to complete the.input. Here also, the user will find which

Case Cont_'ol option must be used, if any, to selectively apply these data to the problem at.

hand.

Each category of data found in Table 1 includes references to the standard NASTRANn_ar)uels

for the related theory and application of the input shown. The order of the categories wa_

selected to follow a natural sequence for model development. As such, a user may use thesL_ tables

as a checklist to be assured that he has considered every aspect of his input.

It should be noted that some options appear in more than one category. This is done

to help avoid overlooking an option that may serve several purposes.

Specific procedures and the formats for Bulk Data input are cTearly spelled out in the

User's Manual, Section 2.4. Examples of many of the Bulk Data options can be found throughout

this User's Guide where actual problems for each of the standard and special analysis capa-

bilities of _L_STILe_Nare illustrated and explained.

To summarize, each Bulk Data Card is divided into ten ftelds; each eight cclumns wide.

The first fteld contains either the card mnemntc or the continuation code from the preceding

card if more than one card is required for definition of the data. These co._ttnuation codes

must be unique in order to facilitate the sorting of the Bulk Data Deck. The last seven

columns (74-80) of fteld 10 on each card are used only for specification of that unique con-

ttnuatton code. The card mnemonic always starts in card column 1. The continuation code

from the preceding card starts in card col_ 2 with a + in card column 1. Each of the re-

mining data entries to be supplied my be placed without tel}added blanks anywhere within tPwe

appropriate field. These entries my be integer, real, or alphanumeric data.
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However,occasionallymorethan'e_;lht-rJrcl¢olumsire requtred for the user to spectfy

hts data w|th sufficient accuracy. In these situations, each Bulk Data Card mY be expanded

to cover two separate cards with 16-colum ftelds for the ddta entrtes (fields 2-9). When

thts arrangement ts used, an * must appear following the card mlmontc and/or tn card ¢olum 1

of the continuation card.

The type of data to be expected tn each fteld ts checked by It_S._AN on tnput, aml a

message tstssued tn the event of an error. To help detect pesstble modellng errors. I_STRAfl

also perform many othe.- checks as the tnput data Is used by the program.
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9.4 USERHASTERFILE

NASTRANprovtdesthe User's Haster Ftle (UMF) capability to asstst the user tn hendllng large.

(severe1 boxes of cards) Bulk Data Decks whtch are often typtcal for NASTRANproblms. This cape-

btllty ts completely described with examples Jn the User's Manual, Sectton 2.5. The capability Js

brtefly summrtzed here.

Prtor to the ftrst run of NASTRA/(for a new model, the enttre Bulk Data Deck m_y be submtttad

to create a User's I_ster Ftle. On a subsequent run, the user may create either a User's I_stor

Ftle or a Standard checkpoint to a tape called the New Problem Tape (NPTP) on which w111 be stored

the Bulk Data Deck Jn sorted order. Any other subsequent runs can then be mde wtth the old problem

tape as a source for that data deck. When a run is a restart from a checkpoint, the old checkpoint

tape, now called the Old Problem Tape (_PTP), must be provided. Any Bulk Data cards submitted wtth

the restart run wtll be added to the old Bulk Data Deck for access during processing. If a check-

potnt for this run Js requested, another _ew Problem Tape will be written on which wtll be stored

the new, augmented Bulk Data D_k. The UHF and _PTP may not be used at the same time, since the

bulk _ta would be duplicated.

Thus, a user can add Bulk Data cards wlth each subsequent run, and he can also delete cards

by Inserting Bulk Data cards with a / in column one, fo11_ed by one or two of the sequence numbers

asstgned to each card of the sorted Bulk Data Deck from the previous run. All cards in the range

of these sequence numbers wtll be deleted. If only one number ts tnput, only that Bulk Data card

ts removed. These features are also available for edtttng and updattng the User's t_ster Ftte.

9.4-1
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9.5 /LJJTOt4ATEDDATA GENERATION

AUTOI4ATEDDATAGENERATION

9.5.1 Uttllt_ 14odule INPUT Usage

NASTRANprovtdes a spectal utlllty module, INPUT, for creating the maJortlLy of,lulk Data

cards for seve,_ selected ktnds of problc:as. Thts capability ts fully described tn Sectton 2.6

of the User's Manual, where exmples of tts use are found. A sumary of the key INPUT features

is provided here:

1. INPUT allows the user of NASTRANto generate the maJortty of the bulk data cards

for a number of selected test problems wtthout hevtng to actually input the physical

cards tnLo the Bulk Dat_ Deck.

2. The test problems for whtch parttal data are generated by INPUT are:

a. N x N Laplace Network from scalar elements

b. W x L Rectangular Frame from BAR elements or RlllOelements

c. W x L Rectangular Array of QUAD1elements

d. g x L Rectangular Array of TRIAl elements

e. N - segmnt strtng from scalar el_aents

f. N - cell beam made from BAR elements

9- N - scai_t' potnt full matrtx wtth opttonal untt loadtng

h. N - spoke wheel made from BAR elements

+ l+i
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Table 1. Bulk Data Options

A. Splttal Geometry

Axts_mtFtcApproach (UIq 1.3.7, 1.7.1, TM4.1, 5.9)

AXlC Required to define existence of contcal shell problem

AXIF Required to deftne existence of ftutd coordtn_.te system, tncludes default plra-
meters

AXS_r

_INTAX

RI_

Re_utred to define existence of acoustic slot analysts, tncludee default peri-
meters.

Locatton on sbe11 rtng (conical shell) at which loads can be applled and dis-
placements are requested.

Rtng for contcal shell.

SECTAX Sector of a contcal shell.

Coordinate

BAR_-

CORDtC

CiIRDIR

clmols

GTRAN

TROIS

S_stem (UIq

Stmple beam

Cylindrical
coordinates

Rectangular
coordinates

1.2.2, 1143.4.1)

orientation and property default for CBAR.

coordinate system by reference to (1-1, three grtd points, and 1-2,
of three points).

coordinate system by reference to (t-1, three grtd points, and t-2,
of three points).

Spherical coordinate system by reference to (t-1, three grtd points, and i-2,
coordinates of three points).

Redefines output coordinate system dtsplacemnt sets for.substructurtng.

Trsnsformtton of basic coordinate system for substvucturtng.

Flutd Points (UM 1.7.1, 174 16.1.1)

FREEPT

FSLIST

6RIOB.

GRIOF

GRIDS

PRESlrr

RINGFI.

S_BOY

Fluid surface points for recovery of displacements.

Declares flutd points (RINGFL) which lte on free surface t_Jndary.

Grtd locatton on RINGFL for structure boundary.

Scalar degree of freedom for acoustic analysts of a fluid.

Scalar degree of freedom on acoustic slots.

Pressure points for data recovery tn flutd analyses.

Ctrcle (fluid point) tn flutd model.

Ltst of slot points (GRIDS) on interface between fluid and rndtal slots.
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Table 1. Bulk Dat_ Opttons (cont'd)

A.

GRXO

GRIDB

GRDSET

SEQGP

Sparta1 Geometry (cont'd).

Srtd Potnts (UM 1.1, 1.2, TH 3.1)

Grtd potnt location, dtr_ectton of dtsplaceemnt and constraints.

Alternate GRID definition for hydroelasttc analysts.

Defa,llt opttons for all GRID cards.

Grtd and scalar potnt number resequenctng

Scalar Potnts (IM 1.1, TH 3.1, 14.2)

EPOINT

SEQEP

GRII)F

GRI OS

SPtIIINT

SEQGP

Extra potnts deftned for dynamics.

Extra potnt number resequenctng.

Scalar degree of freedom for acousttc flutd analysis.

Scalar degree of freedom on acousttc slot boundary.

Scalar points defined.

Grtd and scalar potnt number resequencfng.

Aerod,vnamtcs (UM 1.11, TH 17.0)

AEFACT Aerodynamic Spanwlse Divisions.

AERD Aerodynamic Phystcal Oata_

B.

AXIC

CCIRIEAX

PCeNEAX

CTmRDRG

PTImORG

CTRAPRG

CTRIARG

mlAX

CTRAPAX

CTRIkAX

Element and Properties

Axts_mmetrtc (UM 1.3.7, 1.7.1, lM 4.1, 5.9)

Reclutred to deftne existence of contcal shell problems.

Conctal shell element connection.

Conctal shell properly.

Torotdal rtng eleeent condition.

Torolda1 rtn9 properly.

Trapezoidal ring elem_t connection and property - axtsymmetrtc response.

Triangular ring element connection and properly - axts_trtc ._espoflse.

Otrect Ntrtx tnput TOT axlsymmtrtc problem.

Tral_zotdal rtng e_emnt connection and property - nonaxtsymmtrtc response.

Triangular rtn9 element connectto_ and pTopcrty - nO_axtsymmtrtc response. 4L
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BULK DATA DESCRIPTION

Table 1. Bulk Data Options (cont'd)

B. Elemnt and Pro_

(u, 1.3.1. TMS.1)

Attributes for OCUMtAND PDUMt dummyele_nts (for user-defined element types
i-I thro 9).

COUt4i Dummyeloment connection.

PDUHI l_y e1_ent property.

PLDTEL Dummy element definition (for plotting only).

Flul__._.dd(UM 1.7.1, TM 16.1.4)

AXIF Required to define existence of fluid analysis and default parameters.

AXSLDT Required to define existence of axisywetrtc slot analysts and default para-
meters.

CAXFI Fluid ,_.len_ntconnection i=2, 3 or 4 fluid points In an acoustic slot _nalysis.

CFLUIOI Fluid element connection for axisym_trlc fluid (for user-deflned fluid points
i--2,3 or 4).

CSLOTI Slot element connecting i-3 or i--4GRIDS points for evenly spaced radial slots.

General (UM 1.3.1, TM 5.7)

CNGRNT Indicates identical elements to another specified prlnmry element.

GENEL General eloment in terms of its transformation matrices.

C_t Concentrated mass element connection (t-1 for mass matrix, or t-2 for offset
mass inertia properties).

Ltn_._t(UH 1.3.2, TM 5.2)

CBAR Simple beam element connection.

PBAR Stmple beam property.

BARDR Stmple beam orientation default for CBAR.

CIItR_ Rod elemant property and connection.

CRIID Rod tension-compression-torsion element connection.

PRI_ Rod elemant property.

CTUBE Tube tension-compression-torsion element connection.

PTUBE Tube element property.

CVISC Viscous damping connection, extensional and rotational.

IWISC Viscous damper property, extensional and rotational.
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¢Q_EM

P_E_

CmPLT

_OPLT

¢qUMt

PqUAOt

CSHEAR

PSHEAR

CTRBSC

PTRBSC

CTRPLTI

PTRPLTI

CTRIAt

PTRIAt

AUTOHATE_DATAGENERATION

Table 1. Bulk Data Options (toni'd)

Elem, nt end properties (cont'd)

Pla__.t! (UN 1.3.5, TM 5.8)

Quadrilateral membrane elment connection.

_uadrtlateral membrane element property.

Ouadrtlate_a] bending element connection.

Qutdrt|atera] bend|ng elemnt property.

Quadrilateral m_brane and bending element connection (t-1 for general and t-2
for homogeneous behavior).

Quadrilateral membrane and bending element property (t=1 for general and i=2
for homogeneous properties).

Shear panel element connection.

Shear panel property.

Baste triangular bendtng element connection.

Bastc triangular bendtng element property.

Htgher order triangular plate element connection.

Higher order triangular plate element property.

Triangular membrane and b_ndtng element connection (1-1 for general and t,2
For homogeneouc behavior).

Triangular membrane and bending element property (1-1 for general and t-2 for
holmgeneous properties).

CTRMEM

PTRMEM

CTRIM6

PTRIM6

CTRPLT

PTRPLT

CI_tiST

PTidlST

Triangular membrane element connection.

Trtangular mmb_'ane elment connection.

Higher order triangular membrane element connection.

Htghee order triangular me_rane element property.

Triangular bending element (TqPLT) connection.

Triangular bending element (TRPLT) property.

T_tst panel elemnt connection.

Twist panel property.
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B,

NPC

mCS

NPCAOD

ClRRT

CONCT1

CRIGI)R

CRIGi)I

CRIG02

CRIG03

CYJIIIN

RELES

Scala______r (UIq

COAmt

PDAm

CELASt

PELAS

C_SSt

mASS

Clmt

CVISC

PVlSC

B'dLKDATA DESCRIPTION

TIble 1. Bulk Date Opttons (cont'd)

Elemnt Ind Propert!es (cont'd)

Rtgtd Connectors (UN 1.4.2, TIC 3.5.1)

Equations of constretnt whtch miy be used to stmulatea rtgtd elemmt.

Hultipotnt constretnts for substructurtng.

Unten of aultlpotnt constraint sets deftfled by _C cards.

Substructurtng connectlvt ttes

Substructurtn9 connecttvt ttes

Rtgtd _ element.

Rtgtd elemnt for 6 DOF.

Rtgtd elqment for selected OOF.

General rtgtd element.

Connect_vtttes for cycllc symetry mdels.

RelHses rtgtd connections for substructurtng.

1.3.8, TH 5.6)

Scaler vtscous damper' connection (t-2 or 4 wtthout reference to property).

Sce]ar vtscous damper property.

Scaler sprtng connection (t-2 o_" 4 wtthout reference to proper_).

Scalar sprtng property.

Sclllr miss connection (t-2 or 4 wtthout reference to property).

Sc|lar ross property.

Concentrated miss eleaent connection (t-1 for mass mtrtx, or I-Z for offset
ross tnertta properties).

Vtscous damptng connection, extqmstmal _nd rotational.

Vtscous damper properly, extenstoM1 and rotational.

solt__u(u. _.3.9, m s.12)

OfEXAt HGxahedro_ constant streIn element co_flecttofl (t-1 uses $ tetrahedre, t-2 uses
10 overllppfng tetrahedre).

C|H(Xt lsopsrmmtrtc solld hexahedron element connections (t-I for 11neer, t-Z for
quodre_.tc, end t-3 for cubtc functions).

9.5"-6
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AUTOI_TED DATA C_EliEI_TZON

Table 1. Bulk Oata Optton's (cont'd)

B. Element and Properties _cont'd)

Soltd (cont'd)

PIHEX lsoparamet_tc soltd hexehedron elemnt property.

CTETRA Tetrahedron constant strain element connection.

CWED_ ldedge constant strain element connection.

Surface Heat (UM 1.8.3, TR 8.3)

CHBDY Heat convection boundary for steady-state heat condition.

C. Heterials

Antstroptc

RAT2

_TT2

RAT3

RATT3

RATS

RATT5

(UM 1.3.1, 1744.2)

Antsotropic material properties.

Temperature-dependent _able references for RAT2 properties.

OrthotropJc matertal properties.

Temperature-depenuent table references for RAT3 properties.

/_JsotropJc theme1 material properties.

Temperature-dependent table references for thermal conductivity matrix (RATS).

Flutd (UH 1.7, TM 16.1.1)

AXIF

AXSLOT

BOYLIST

CFLU|Dt

CSLOTt

FSLIST

SLBOY

Oeftnes default parameters and existence of flutd analysts.

Default parameters and the existence of axtsymmetrlc slot anal_ts.

Flutd mass denstty at flutd boundary.

Flutd mass density and bulk _cdulus.

Slot flutd elment mass denstty and bulk modulus.

Flutd mss density at free surface.

Flutd ms_ denstty at boundary between axts_metric flutd and evenly spaced
radtal slots.

IMT1

tuTTI

mTT4

lsotroptc (UM 1.3.1. TM 4.2)

lsotroptc material properties.

Temperature-dependent table references for RAT1 properties.

Temperature-dependent table reference for therml conductivity or convectt_
f11m coefficient (RAT4). 4F .'
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Table1. BulkData Options (cont'd)

C. Materials (cont'd)

Stress Dependent (UM 1.3.1, TM 3.8.1)

MATS1 Stress-dependent table references forMAT1 properties.

TABLES1 Tabular stress-strain function referenced by MATS1.

MIATTI

TABLEMi

TEm

TEMPD

TEMPAX

TEHPPt

TEMPRB

Temperature Dependent (UM 1.8.3)

Table references for MATt type matertal and thermal properties (t-1, 4 for iso-
tropic, t-2, 3, S for antsotroptc).

Tabular function for generating material properties and parameter data (|-1
thru 4 for specific algorithm)

Grid point temperature field.

Grid point temperature field default.

Temperature sets for conical shell problem.

Plate element temperature field (I-I includes gradient, 1-2 includes thermal
moments, and i-3 includes tabular descriptlcn over cross section).

Temperature field for line elements.

BOYLIST

FLSYM

FSLIST

SLBDY

Constraints and Partltlonln9

Fluid Bounder] (UM 1.7.2, TM 16.1.3)

Defines boundary (RINGFL polnt;) between fluid and structure.

Axlsymetrlc syi_netrycontrol.

Required to define fluid points which lie on free surface.

Llst o_ slot points (GRIDS) between fluid and radial slots.

Heat Boundary (UM 1.8.3, TM 8.3)

CHSDY Heat convection boundary element for steady-state he_t condition.

Hu_)tipointConstraints (UM 1.4.2, TM 3.5.1)

RPC Defines 11nearly dependent constraint relatlons between displacements.

RPCADO Union of multipoint constraint sets defined by MPC cards.

MPCAX Required to define MPC-type relations for conical shell coordinates.
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AUIUMAIkUIJAIAt_.I_.XAIIUN

Bulk Data Options (cont'd)

D. Constraints and Partitioning (cont'd)

ASET

AsE'r1

BDYC

BDYSi

lIMIT

_4TT1

4JIM[TAX

Pl_tttfontng (UM 1.4.4, TM 3.5.3)

Rigid Body

SUPAX

SUPgRT

Defines Independent degrees of freedom to be placed in analysts set.

Defines independent degrees of freedom to be placed in analyses set.

Oeftnes boundary sets with substructuring

Defines boundary sets with substructuring.

Defines degrees of freedom omitted from analysis set (reduces independent degrees
of freedom).

Defines degrees of freedom omitted from analysis set (reduces independent
degrees of freedom).

Omitteu conical shell degrees of freedom,

Notion Constraints (UH 1.4.3, TH 3.5.5)

Cordial shell fictitious supports for detemtnate reactions for free body
analysis.

Fictitious _upports for determinate reactions applied to free body analysis.

Sl_91e-Polnt Constraints (UM 1.4.1, TH 3.5.2)

GRID

GRIDB

GROSET

5PC

SPCl

SPCADO

SPCAX

SPCS

SPCSI

SPCD

SPCSD

Grid point location, direction of displacement and constraints.

Grid location on RINGFL for fluid boundary and constraints.

Default options for all GRID cards.

Defines slngle-po_nt constraints and enforced displacements.

Defines sets of single-point constraints.

Union of singular point constraint _ets defined by SPC and SPCI cards.

Defines slngle-point constraints for conical shell coordinates.

Defines single-point constraints with substructurln9.

Defines single-point constraints with substructurlng.

Defines enforced displacements.

Defines enforced displacements with substructurtng.
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Ee

LtAOC

Table 1. Bulk Oata Opttons (cont'd)

Lolds

Combinations (UM 1.5.1, TM 11.1)

Linetr combination of dynamic load sets.

Ltnear combination of static load sets (except temperature and dtsplacmont
londs).

Linear combination of load sets wtth substructurtng.

(UM 1.52, 1.S3, 1)I 11.1, 12.1)

DAREA

I_LAY

OUlAO

OPHASE

_INLINf

FRESPT

RANOPS

RAROT1

TABRND1

RLlUmt

TABLEDt

TLItAOt

TSTEP

DAREAS

OELAYS

DPHASES

Dynmlc load scale factor and grid _Int _ocatlon.

Dynamic load function tie delay and grld point location.

Linear c_Ination of dynamic load sets.

Oynamlc load function )hase lead term @ (theta).

l¢onlineardlsl)lacementdependent transient forcing functions (I-I thru 4 defines
function type).

Fluid pressure point locations for output and control devices.

Frequency dependent self and cross-power spectral density factors of load sets.

Autocorrelatton function time lag for random analysis.

Tabular function of power spectral density versus frequency for random analysts.

Frequency dependent dynmtc loads for frequency response (t-l, 2 deftne_ function
type).

Tabular functtun for generating frequency or ttme-dependen_ loads (t-1 *.hru 4
for spectflc algorithm).

Time-dependent dynamic load for transient response (t-1, 2 for function type).

Ttme step Intervals for solution and output tn transient analysis.

Dynamic load scale factor with substructurtng.

Dyn_tc load function ttme delay wtth substructurtng.

Dynamic load function phase lead tern with substructurtng.
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Ee

_BOY

0SOY1

qeOV2

QVECT

QVK

PLPN)3

TEHP

TERPO

TEHPAX

TDCPPt

TEHPRB

Static (UM

DEFDRN

DSFACT

F]IRCE

FIRCEt

F_CEAX

GRAY

LMO

minx

mMENT_

PLFN:T

PL_

PLI_02

PLIED3

AUTOIMTEDDATAG£NERATION

Bulk Data Options (cont'd)Table 1.

Loads (cont'd)

Heat Transfer (UN 1.5. TIC8.0)

Therml load at boundary for steady-state heat conduction.

UnIfom heat flux Into HBOYel_ents.

Distributed heat flux tnto HEOY elmnts.

Vector heat flux tnto HBOYelements.

Heat flux per volume generated by elements.

Uniform stattc pressure on surface of hexahedron element.

Grid potnt temperature fteld.

Grtd point temperature field default.

Temperature sets for contcal shell problem.

Plate element teaperature field (only average temperature use4 for heat transfer
analysts).

Temperature fteld for 11ne elements (only average grtd potnt temperature used
for heat transfer analysts).

1.S.1. TI¢ 3.6)

Envorced axtal defomatton for 11ne elments.

Defines scale factors for 1Gmdsand stiffness mtrtces tn differential stiff-
ness analysts.

Force load specified at grtd i_tnt by vector.

Force lo8d specified it grtd point (t-1, two grid points, or t-2, four grtd.
points)

Force loedtng on an axts_metrtc ring.

Gravity vector definition (uses miss mtrtx).

Ltnear combination of stetI_ load sets (not Including therml or deformtion
Ioedtngs).

Rmmt specified on an axtsymetrtc rtng.

Roment specified at grtd point (t-1, two grtd points, or t-2, four grid points)

Defines scale factors for load tncreme.ts _n ptecewtse ltnetr analysis.

Defines a static prtssure load on an area.

Oeftnes a pressure load applted to tvo-dtmnston41 (plate) elements.

Unlfom static pressure on surface of hexahedron elemnt.

!

-4k
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Static (cont'd)

PIIINTAX

PRESAX

RFORCE

SLg_O

TENP

TEHPD

TEMPAX •

TEI4PPi

BULK DATA DESCRIPTION

Table 1. Bulk Dab Options (cont'd)

Defines locatton on axts3mmetrt¢ contcal shell rtng (RINEAX) at whtch IOIKIS
may be applied.

Defines pressure loadtng of contcal shell element.

Static loading condition due to centrifugal force fteld.

Defines static loads on scalar points.

Grid point temperature fteld.

Grid point temperature field default.

T_perature sets for contcal shell problems.

Plate element temperature field (i_1 includes gradient, t-2 tncludes tbe_'mal
moment, and i=3 tncludes tabular description of temperature over cross section).

TEMPRB Temperature field for line elements Including gredtenc.

F. Methods

Buckltng (TM 10.3, 10.4)

EIG8 Required data for eigenvalue extraction for buckling analysis.

Control Systems (TM 1.4.2)

TF Dynamic transfer function as equa,:ion or direct matrix input.

Differential Stiffness (ll47.1)

DSFACT

Etgenvalue

EIGC

EIGP

EIGR

TABI_P1

F.requency

FREQ

FREQ1

FREQ2

Define scale factors for applied loads and stiffness matrices tn differential
stiffness approach.

(TMlO.O)

Data required to perform complex etgenvalue analysis.

Defines poles used in complex elgenvalue analysis.

Data required to perform real eigenvalue analysis.

Tabular function of structural damping versus ?requency for modal fomulattons
only.

Response (TM 12.1)

Set of frequencies used in frequency response analysts.

Set of frequencies specified by starting frequency, Increment, and number of
increments desired.

Set of frequencies specified by starting frequency, ftnal frequency, and number
of logrithmtc tncr)_nts desired.

r
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Table 1. Bulk Data" Opttons (cont'd)

F. HethoFI.s C.cont'd)

Frequenc_ Response (cont'd)

TABDMP1 Tabular function of structural damping versus frequency for modal formulations
only,

H_droelasttc (UM 1.7, TH 16.1, 16.2)

FREEPT Location of flutd free surface points for displacement recovery.

AXSLIDT Required to define existence of axtsymetrtc slot analysts and default para-
meters.

Ptece_tse Linear (TM 3.8)

PLFACT Required to define scale factors for load increments in ptecewtse ltnear analysts.

Random Response (TH 12.2)

RANDPS Frequency dependent self and cross-power spectral density factors of load sets.

RANDT1 Autocorrelatton function time lag for random analysis.

TABRND1 Tabular function of power spectral density versus frequency for random analysis.

Transient. Resoonse (UH 1.6, Tt4 11.0)

TABDHP1 Tabular function of power spectral density versus frequency and modal formulations
only.

TIC Initial conditions for both displacement and veloctty for direct formulations
only.

TSIEP Time step Intervals used tn transient analysts solution.

TICS Inttial conditions for both displacement and veloctty for substructurtng (RF 8
and 9 only).

Aerodynamics (UM 1.11, TM 17.0)

FLUTTER Aerodynamic Flutter Data.

MKAEI_t Math Number - Frequency Tables.

FLFACT Aerodynamic Phystcal Data.

G. Mtsce; laneous

Comment (tim 2.4.2)

$ For inserting commentary material tnto unsorted echo deck.

Oelete (UM 2.4.2)

For removing cards from either Old Problem Tape or the User's Haster
rtle.
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BULK DATADESCRIPTION

Table 1. Bulk D_ta Options (cont'd)

Miscellaneous (cont'd)

Direct Matrix Input

C(INMt Concentrated mass element connection (t=1 for mass matrix, t-2 for offset NSS
inertia properties).

I)NI User-defined direct matrix input, real or complex (general).

I)MIG User-defined direct structural matrix input, real or complex at grtd points.

DMIAX Axts)mmtrtc related user-defined direct matrix input (flutd or structural).

TF Direct matrix input for dynamic transfer function.

Output Control

FREEPT Location of free surface flutd points for displacement recovery.

PLDTEL Dummyelement definition for plotttng purposes only.

PDIHTAX Defines location on axtsymmetric conical shell ring (RINGAX) for recovery of
displacements.

PRESPT Pressure point on RINGFL for pressure data recovery in fluid.

TSTEP Ttme step intervals for whtch solutions and output quantities to transient
analysts are desired.

Parameters (UM 3.1.5}

PARAM Specifies parameter values used tn DMAPsequences (Including rt91d forNts).

Resequenctng (UM 1,2.2)

SEQEP Resequences extra point numbering to optimize bandwidth.

SEQGP Resequences grid and scalar point numbering to optimize bandwidth.

Tabular Input (UM 1.8.3)

OTI Input table data blocks directly.

TAE_)MPI Tabular function of structural damping versus frequency.

TABLEDt Tabular function for generating frequency or time-dependent loads (user prescribes
t-1 thru 4 for spectftc algorithm).

TAOLEI_I Tabular function for t_rature-dependent material pro$_rtles and parametric
data (user prescribes l-I thru 4 for specific algorltl_n).

TABLES1 Tabular stress-strain function referenced by MATS1 card.

TABRND1 Tabular function of power spectral density versus frequency.
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10. PRINTING AND PLOTTING FEATURES

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The posstble opttons for printing and/or plotttng the results obtained wtth NASTRANare many

and varied. In most cases the labeltng of thts output ts self-explanatory, or it is deductively

obvious. In spite of the wtde variety of posstble output, certain unifomity has been provided

to expedite tts interpretation. Thts section, therefore, Illustrates only the characteristic

sets of output and some of the less obvious interpretations, where necessary.

The types of NASTRNt printed output my be subdivided into five general categories: (1) tn-

put echo, (2) error messages, (3) substructure control requests, (4) case control requests and

(S) miscellaneous. The last category itself may be segregated into special output requests

controlled other than from case control and automatic output. The location of this output w111

vary with the sequence of operations performed by NASTRAN, and some will v_ry with the particu-

lar computer system being used. Each of these output categories wtll be discussed in the sec-

tions that _ollow.

!
)

(
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INPUT DATAECHO/_10 DIAGNOSIS

10.2 INPUT DATA ECHOAND DIAGNOSIS

Thetnput data to NASTRANundergoes extensive checking, rearranging, and numerical processing

in the tnitial phases of execution. The Executive ContrOl Deck, the Substructure Control Deck,

the Case Control Deck, the Bulk Data Deck, and the DHAP sequence are processed in five phases,

each phase having its own procedure for processing and diagnosis.

The Executive Control Deck is printed as shown in Ftgure 1 on every execution of NASTRAN,

exactly as it is input on cards, exceDt when appreach DMAP is used. In this case, the DMAPdeck

is echoed later. Diagnostic messages, if any, follow the printout of each data card.

The Substructure Control Deck printout (if substructurtng is used) is shown in Figure 2

The deck is reproduced exactly as input, and diagnostic messages, if any, follow the printout

of each data card. An echo of the automatically generated DMAPalters may be requested by

DIAG 23 in the Executive Control Deck. This echo will follow immediately and precede the Case

Control Deck echo described next.

The Case Control Deck printout is shown in Figure 3. All input cards are printed with no

modifications. The diagnostic messages de_l primarily with proper data format. In certain

levels of NASTRAN, a complete list of all legal case control requests a_ printed if the user

misspells a request. The plot control cards, a subset of the Case Control Deck, are processed in

a similar n_nner.

The Bulk Data Deck may be printed in two forms, depending on the ECH@ option selected. The

unsorted bulk data echo option (Figure 4) is an unprocessed printout of the input Bulk Data Deck.

On a restart from a previous run, only the new cards and deletion card: are printed along with

a sorted echo of the modified Bulk Data Deck, including these new cards that were added.

The default printout is a sorted echo (Figure 5) of all the bulk data cards to be u_ed in

the computer run. They are arranged in alphabetical and numericai order. All entries in fields

2-9 are shifted and left-justifled by NASTRAN for proper alignment to facilitate the sorting.

The continuation cards are printed following the parent card. No comment cards are printed in

the sorted echo. Each card is assigned a sequence number on the left-hand side to allow for modi-

fication of the Bulk Dat_ Deck on restart from a checkpoint.

The diagnostics are printed with the sorted bulk data echo. If errors occurred in the data

format, the card containing the effor is identified as shown in Figure S. For some errors it is

10.2-1
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printed4gatn,and the spectftc data fteld contatntn9 the error 4s under14ned. The Bu|k Oeta

Deck ts processed one card at a ttm, and errors occurring from a c(xnbtnetton of dlffermt data

cards may not be detected at the sam ttm.

Follou4_j the bulk data echo ts the OMAP_nptler source 11sttncj (UM 3.Z to 3.20) If reques-

ted by 0IAG 14 tn the Execut|ve Control Deck. In nomal stroctural analyses, th|s ts a 11sttng

of the Rtgtd Format se|ectecl tn the (xecuttve Contro] Deck. Th|s |tsttng wt11 |ncluda any user-

supp||ed _4AP alter_ and altors created by NASTRANfor automated substructurtng, tf used (see

Ftgure 6), Sectton 3 of the User's Munua| describes the R|gtd Formats, and Sectton S of the User's

Manual describes the deta|ls of the ,_AP language.

A spec|al procedure ts used on a restart from a prevtous run. The DMAPoperations to be

executed on restart are |danttfted with an astertsk (*). Immediately preced4ng the 0MAP ltsttng

|s a summary of modified bu|k data cards by data card name. Also, the types of data which are

to be modtfted are marked wtth a do|]ar stgn ($). On|y those users vho are Interested tn the

mathemattca] operations performed during a restart need to be concerned wtth these deta|ls.

10.2-2
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i 10.3 USER-REQUESTED DIAGNOSTIC HESSAGES ° !

The OIAG card tn the Executive Control Deck is a convenient tool for prtnttng Jnfomatton on

the status of a IMSTRAN run. Iqore than the.ray diagnostic requests are available. For example,

t_e DIN; card is usN to l.'tnt mtrtx trailers, the cont_ts of certatn arrays and tables, DIqAP

statements, etc. The method of requesting thts type of prtnt ts |llustrated In Ftgure I where

eight DIAG numbers are specified. The ]nfomatton obta]ned ]n an unsuccessful run my be used to

locate an area where there may be _ program error or an engineering modeltng error. A few of the

more common requests are discussed _._d Illustrated below.

DiN; 8 prtnts the trailers of matrix and table data blocks, The six words describe the di-

mensions, form, type and density o _ a matrix, but Ny not contain relevant Information for a

table. Shotm below ts an example and a description of each item tne Ntrtx trailer.

*** r)IAG 8 MESSAGE -- TRAILER FOR DATA BLIICK SCRATCH4 - 9 8 6 1 4 4861

MATRIX NAHE - SCRATCH4

NI_. IIF C_LUNNS - 9

Nil. IIF I_S - 8

MATRIX F_RIq • 15

MATRIX TYPE , I

MAX|HUM lql. |F TERMS IN ANY CllLUMI4 • 4

MATRIX DENSITY - .4861 (" _.61z)

A complete discussion of data block trailers, including definitions of mtrtx form and type

is presented tn the Programmer's Hanual, Sectton ?.2.

DIAG 13 prints tn the dayflle the current length of open core each ttme the calculation

routtne Is called throughout the NASTRAN execution. The lenqth ts gtven tn both octal and dec|-

_11 numbers. An example ts shown tn Ftgure 7.

D[AG 14 prtnts the DfIAP statements for the Rtgtd Fomat selected. The beginning of the

Rlgtd Format 1 11sttng ts presented tn Figure 6.

O|AG 15 dtsplays tn the dayftle the G|N0 own and close operations for subroutines, data

b|ocks, and scratch ftles. The numbers from 0 to 3 shown to the rtght Of the open and close

statements In F4gure 7 are the codes whtch tndtcate f_le conditions (read. wrtte, rewtnd, end
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of file), lhe codes are described in Section 3.4 of the Programmer's Marius1.

" DIAG 19 prints data used by NASTRAN to determine which of three mthods wt|l be mst effi-

cient for ,_,,trix multiply and add or triple multiply (see Figure 8).

DI_G 2! provides a table showing the vector sets to which each degree of freedom of grid,

scalar, and extra points belong. Such a table is illustrated tn Figure 9.

DI_kG 22 provides as many as five tables showing the assignment of degrees of freedom of grid,

scalar, and extra points to Analysis, Omit, SPC, and RPC sets. One type of tab]e is shown in

Fiqure lO.

DIAG 23 prints a listing of the DMAP alters generated du,'Ing an automated multistage sub-

structuring run, Tile first part of a typica) listing is shown in Figure II.
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I0.4 ERROR AND WARNING MESSAGES OemmNAL PA_ m

OF POOR QUALrrY

The NASTIL_Nsystem will automatically print out messages to the user for several reasons:

user information messages, user warntn9 and fatal messages, and system error messages. )Cost of

these messages are listed with a brief description in "Section 6 of _he User's Manual. Each ms-

sage is given a number and my refer to a specific data iten, mathematical operation, or internal

operation. Fatal mssages will cause the program to exit.

Of specific user interest are the user information messages which provide data regarding the

perfor_nanceof a particular Job. User information messages 3023 through 3028 provide data on the

matrix deconq)osltlon. These include such data as the semi-bandwidth (B), the active columns (C),

the number of coles held in core (R), and the esti,_atedCPU running time in seconds. Message

number 3035 prints out the error ratio for a solution. Message number 2073 print; the method

selected for a matrix multiply operation. These messages aid the user in detecting problen_ with

running time and accuracy.

Another type of message is the warning of gridpoint singularities (Figure 12) which provides

useful information. This printout lists the grid points which have a possible slngularity in the

stiffness matrix. The number of singularities and the specific unconstrained degre_.sof freedom

(grldpolnt displacements or rotations) are listed in the order that they are detected. This is

only a warning message and may not be significant ir_certain special cases.

i
I
I
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10.5 CASE CONTROLDECKOUTPUTCONTROL

The output data processing for presentation of results is pe_fomred by NASTRANwith a s|ng|e,

general PUrpose routine which prtnts titles, ]ahels, column headings, and the numerical results.

It ts therefore obvious that many types of data wtll share stmtlar formats and have the same

general appearance.

The Cite Comtrol tntput contains specifications for the type and contents of printout (UG 8).

Each output request defines a phystcal type of vartable and specifies a set of points or elements

to which the request applies. Options are available to print out the results of a dy_mtc analy-

sis tn either of two types of sort. The default option, S_RT1, wtll print the resuits for all

points or elaments for each ttme step or frequency (Figure 13). S_RT2 wtll print the results

for each petnt or element for all time steps or frequencies (Figure 14).

In certain dynamic problams (Figure 13) for Complex Etgenvalues or Frequency Response, the

output consists of complex numbers. The user has the option of specifying thst the output be

printed in a real/Imaginary format or tn a magnitude/phase angle format. Each patr of numbers ts

written wtth the real value or magnitude directly above the imaginary value or phase angle.

(Note: The phase angles are in degrees.)

The most commonformat of printed output relates to the grid, scalar, or extra points (Figure

13). The following quantities are printed in this format:

DISPLACEMENT ACCELERATION

Dt.liDAI) VECTOR

SPCFDRCE PRESSURE

VELgICITY THERMAL

in dynamic analysis, the following types of output are available as SIDLUTIONset output

(Figure 14):

SOISPLACEMtENT SACCELERATI_IN

SVEL_CITY NLL@AD

Thts output provides the results only for the degrees of freedom used tn the solution of the

dynamic problam. If a direct formulation ts used, the quantities printed reIRte to the motion of

)
I

-%
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the grid, scalar, or extra points remaining after the constrains and mtrlx reductions have be_n

applied. If a modal formulation is used, the output describes the motion of th_ moda_.__1coordinates

and any user-supplied extra points. The NLLalADoutput request provides the nonlinear dtsplacqP

ment or velocity-dependent loads generated only for the transient analysis.

Note that grid, scalar, and extra points, as well as modal coordinates, may be tntemtngled

in the output. The points with only one degree of freedom are printed tn a specta] format. The

"ID" = N number is printe( only for the first point in a sequential set of up to six such points.

The result_ for the second and succeeding points are printed on the same ltne with the first. If

more than six points occur in a numerical sequence, the seventh "ID" will be printed so as to iden-

tify the second line of printout, and so on for every succeeding set of six such points.

In the general gridpoint output, the _alues given for T1, T2, at_d T3 correspond to the three

translations, and R1, R2, and R3 correspond to the three rotations of that grid point. 'The orien-

tation of these displaceme:,t components is defined by the output displacement coordinate system,

which is either the NASTRAN"basic" rectangular system or a special coordinate system that is

specified by the user for that grid point. If a rectangular system is used, the TI, T2, T3 and

Rl, R2, R3 directions correspond to the X,Y,Z(TI = ur (radial), T2 - u0 (clrcumferential), and

T3 = uz (axial)). The rotations Rl, R2, and R3 dre given in units of radians and are defined as

vectors with the same directions as the translations.

The formats of the element forces and stresses are not as unlfor_ as the output formats for

grldpoint data. Each element type has a particular set of output quantities which is printed in

a self-explanatory format. These formats may vary with the type of analysis. Element force out-

put, _n general, is the self-equilibrating internal load system for that element in units of

force (moment), or force (n_ment) per length. Element stress output, In general, consists of

direct stresses at a particular point in the eleme_,t. Both these sets of elemeAt output quan-

tities are defined in the local element coordinate system. Section 2 of the User's Manual lists

the output quantities avail6ble for each element. Examples of these printouts are given in

Figures 1.5and 16. The first example is a typical element stress output; the setond is a more

elaborate printout of stresses occurring in the harmonic analysis of an axlsymmetric conical

shell element. As with the grid point,data printout for _ynamic analyses, these values may be

real or complex, and may be requested in either SIlRTIor $g}RT2format.
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Table 1. Output Request Codes for Combine and Reduce Operations.

C_IMBINE

Code Output

2

3

4

6

7

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Code

SIF table of contents

CtNCT1 bulk data summary

CtNCT bulk data summary

GTRANbulk data summary

TRANS bulk data stwnmary

RELES bulk data summary

Sum,nary of automatically
generated connections

Complete connectlvitymap of
final cond_!n_ pseudostructure

The EQSS item

The BGSS item

The CSTM item

The PLTS item

The L_DS item

for the new
psuedostructure

REJUCE

Output

Current problem summary

Boundary set summary

Su_ry of grid point IO
numbers in each boundary set

The EQSS item for the structure
being reduced

MREDUCE

Code Output

5

6

7

8

9

I0

II

12

Code

Current problem summary

Boundary set summary

Summary of grid point ID numbers
in each boundary set

The EQSS item for the structure
being reduced

The EQSS item

The BGSS item for the new

The CSTM item reduced

The PLTS item pseudostructure

The LiDS item

Modal D_F set summary

Fixed set summary

Summary of grid point ID numbers
in each fixed set

CREDUCE

Output

Current problem summary

Boun4ary set summary

Summary of grid point ID numbers
in each boundary set

The EQSS item for the structure
being reduced

The EQSS item

The BGSS item
for the reduced

The CSTN item pseudostrqcture
The PLTS item

The L_DS item

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

The EQSS item \

The BGSS item I for the new

The CSTN item I reduced
The PLTS item pseudostructure

Th'_L_DS item

Modal DiF set summary

Fixed set summary

Summary of grid point ID numbers
in each fixed set ,qr
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Table 2. S,_m_ry for Structural Plott|ng Opttons.

PLIITID

SET t

PL_TTER

PR_JECTIIIfl

AXES
VIEW _"

MAXIMUM

DEFIBXATIIB

SCALE

IIRIGIN

VANTAGE_I_

PI_DJECTIIWI
PLME
S(PARkTIDN

_ULAR
SEPARATIDN

CNqERA

Optional to give plot identification, must precede
lUTPUT(PLIT)

Required and specifies sets of elements for plotttng
(UM4.2 for opttons)

Optional to :¢.,ctfy plotter name and Ill)EL names (UM 4.1)
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Required to specify scale for plotttng deformed structure
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replaced by FIND card (LR 4.2)

Required to define origin of plotted object relative to
lo_mr left-hand corner of paper, may be replaced by
FI_ card (_ 4.2)

Required to spectfy location of observer wtth respect to
structural model for either perspective or stereoscopic
projections only, my be replaced by FIND card (UM 4.2,
TM 13.)

Required to specify R-direction separation of the observer
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projections only, mY be replaced by FIND card (UN 4.2,
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Opttonal to specify S-coordinate separation of the tvo
vantage points of other than 2.756 inches tn the stereo-
scoptc projections only (UM 4.2)

Optloeml to specify type of ftlm and/or paper and n_mber
of blank frames on microfilm plotters only (UM 4.2)
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10.6 SUBSTRUCTURECONTROLDECK OUTPUTCONTROL

NASTRANprovtdes the automated substructurtng user wtth facilities to prtnt useful sumurtes

of substructurtng bookkeeping tnfomatton, the status and contents of the substructurtng data base

ftle ($0F), descriptions of the results of Substructure Control Deck conmnds, as well as the _lor-

aal engineering tnfomatton of analysts results such as displacements, velocities, accelerations,

forces of constraint, and applled loads.

Structural analysis resu1% at the bastc substructure level, Including elment forces and

stresses, gr4d potnt force summaries, omttted degrees of freedom dtsplacoments, etc., are not

prtnted ustng Substructure Contrel Deck commands. These data are requested ustng Case Control

Deck output requests tn Phase 3 substructurtng runs. The automated substructurtng system ts com-

pletely described tn Sectton 20, Including the relationships between Case Control and Substructure

Control Deck output requests. Summaries of the output requests available tn the Substructure Contrel

Deck are provtded tn thts sectton.

There are three major prtnt request commandsand a plot v_luest comnand tr, cluded tn the Sub-

structure Control Deck. Each ts described In the following secttons and tn data11 tn the User's

I_nual, Sectton 2.7.

10.6.1 S_FPRINT Command

The SIWPRINT commandprovtdes a means of deLen, tntng the status of the Substructure Operating

Ftle ($1W) at any stage of an analysts. The co,and ts often used to obtatn the table of contents

of the S|F whtch tncludes a 11st of all substructures, how the substructures are related, how much

stor|ge space ts hetng used and rematns available, and _hlch substructure 1tern extst. The fore

of the cammnd ts stmply:

SIIFPRINT TI)C

Exemples of SIIFPRINT TIR prtnted output are shown tn Ftgures 17 and 18.

The SI)FPRINT comund also may be used to request prtnt of Individual substructure 1teas or

mtrtces, such as a stiffness mtrtx or load.

All opttons for ustng the SIDFPRINTcomand are descrlhed tn the User's I_nual, Sectton 2.7.
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10.6.2 IUTPUT Subcom_nd

The subcommnd liUTPUT is used with substructurtng operation commandsClIqBINE, REDUCE, MREOUCE,

and CREDUCE. llUTPUT requests specific information relattng to the operation being performed. The

command is used as shown below:

liUTPUT 1,2,6 ..... 17

Each integer requests a particular 1ten relat|ng to the operation. A complete summary of the

options ava|lable for _UTPUT under each commandis presented in Table 1. Use of t)UTPUT is Illus-

trated in Figure Z, and exomples of the resulting print are presented in Figures 19 through 25.

10.6.3 PRINT Subconmand

PRINT "name" is used as a subcommandof RECOVERor NREC_VERwhere "name" is any substructure.

The PRINT subcommandis followed by case control type commands such as DISPo SPCF, IilL_IAD. These

commandsare merged with any similar Case Control Deck comnands to create a complete print request

for the named substructure. For these cases the Substructure Control Deck commands override any

identical Case Control Deck commands. Note that no output will be printed unless these specific

requests (DISP, SPCF, _L_AD) appear in either the Substructure Control or Case Control Decks.

ENERGYis a subcommandto PRINT in substructure control, but it is not available as a Case

Control command. ENERGY is used to print relative emdal coordinate contributions to analytical

solutions. The ENERGY command only applies to substructures used in modal reduce (MREIXICE)opera-

tions.

For specific details of using PRINT and associated commands, refer to descriptions of the

RECiVER and MRECmVER commands in section 2.7 cf the User's Manual. Output generated by displace-

ment and energy requests in substructuring Is illustrated in Figures 26 and 27.

10.6.4 PL)T Command

Structural plots of undeformed structures are requested in Phase 2 substructurlng runs using

the command:

PL_T name

where name is any substructure (from a basic model to tlx..completely assembled model). An_ number

of these commands may appear In the Substructure Control Deck. Undefomed structural plots will be

lO.6-Z
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gent.rated ustng Case Control Deck structural plot commands. The enttre sequence of Case Control

commandswtll be executed for each Substructure Control Deck cmmand. Refer to Section 20 of the

User's Gutde and Sectton 4 of the User's Nanual for more detalls on substructures and plotting.
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10.7 HISCELLNIEOUSPRINTOUT

Alongwtth the standard output options, certain results are printed automttcally or my be

selectively requested independent of the Case Control options. Those quantities whtch are selected

by the user are described below, follo_d by a description of the results whtch are output auto-

mttcally.

10.7.1 Parmeter-Controlled Output

Specialized output may be requested vta the PARAH Bulk I_tA Card (User's I_nual, Section 3.1).

These options tnclude:

C_0PNT o requests the weight and balance results (Figure 28). The output quantities for the

user-specified grtd points are:

1. Reference points.

2. Rigid body mass matrix (t_) relattve to the reference point in the basic coordinate

system.

3. Transfomatton matrix (S) from basic coordinate system to principal mss axes.

4. Principal masses and associated centers of gravity.

S. Inertta matrix I(S) about the center of gravity relattve to the principal mass axes.

6. Inertia matrix I(Q) about the center of gravity relative to the prtnctl_l inertia axes.

7. Transfomattoil matrix (Q) such that [I(Q)] = [Q]T [I(S)] [O].

The general t *.y o_ thls output ts necessary due to the potential problems of the user's tnputtng

d|recttonal masses and general inertia terns. The effects of scalar potnts are tgnor_l, but |11

other _ss effects are Included.

IRE..__S-requests the printout of the. static analysts restdual load vector (Figure 29). Thts

w111 produce a printout of the error occurring at each solutton degree of freedom for each stltlc

lo_d vector. The form of the data is tn general matrix output format printed by the OlIAP mdule

ItATGPR (User's I_nual, Section 5.3).

10.7.20l_P..__-Controlled Output

iln Output Uttltty Hodule's (User's Hanual, Section 5.3) printout ts controlled by tnclgdlng

modules IIATPRN, RATGPR, and/or TABPT tn the [3_P alters to a Rigid Format or tn the user-
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specified _ program. The HATGPRmodule, whtch prtnts results with grldpotnt referqmces, and HATPRN

module, whtch prtnts results ustng the tnternal numbering sequence, are htghly recommended for ftnding

dtfflcult errors tn a mtrtx fomulatton, but the volume of printout precludes thetr use tn routtne.

debugging of large problem. Exawles of the prtntout format are gtven tn Ftgures 29 and 30. The

TABPT mdule prtnts the tntemal NASTRNI table data specified tn the _ Instructions. The use of

these modules requires some knowledge of the D_P language (User's t_nuai, Sectton 5), and requtres

an understanding of the NASTRANdata block contents (Programmer's Hanuel, Sectton 2). '

10.7.3 Automatic Output

Diagnostic prtntout whtch may be augmented with the Executive Control DIAG card (User's Gutde,

Section 1, and User's I_nusl, Section 2.2) ts a convenient tool for the experienced NASTRNI user to

anahyze the execution of a problem. A description of all posstble outputs ts beyond the scope of

thts Guide. Also, an understanding of some cf the available prtntout requires a knowledge of the

NASTRANprogram.

Some of thts diagnostic output ts automatic. This printout occurs in different locations,

depending on the particular c_puter system being used. The standard output conststs of the BEGIN

and END times for every functional module and some of the m_or subroutines.

_hen a user requests a checkpoint be taken, the RESTARTdata ts automatically prtnted. Thts

data Is witten as 1t Is created and ts a duplicate of the checkpoint dictionary cards punched at

the end of each run. If the restart deck Is lost, the cards may be punched ma|;ually from thts

printout.

Every ttm an etgenvalue extraction routtne ts executed, the Etgenvalue Summary Tables are

automttcally prtnted. Thts occurs tn normal modes, buckling, and complex etgenvalue analyses.

The output sho_m tn Figure 31 and 32 tncludes the etgenvalue routtne diagnostics and the etgen-

values, fruquenctes, generalized (modal) mass, and generalized (modal) stiffness for each solutton

root. Refer to the Rtgtd Format dascrtpttons (User's _nual, Section 3) for a definition of the

contents printed for each Rtgtd Format.

Each time a plot output request is made, a Plot SummaryTable ts automttcally prtnted for

both the structure (Ftgure 33) or plot (Ftgure 36) operations. Each plot produces a page of out-

put coetatnlng data tn the scale factors, origtns, sets, iahels, and/or curve maxlmJs and minimums.
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10.8 STRUCTURALAND C_ITOUR PLIDTTING

10.8.1 Structural Plotting

The structure plot control opttons, as sumartzed tn T_ble 2, are described in data11 tn

Section 4 of the User's Manuel. ll_ustrettve examples of thetr use ere presented in Sections 18

and 19 of thts Guide. The following describes the actual results and contains recmmendettons

for general usage.

1. The undeformed plots are generated near the begtmtng of the tIASTRANexecution. These

plots provide vtsual verification of the geometry and element connecttvities of a model.

For large complex problems, tt Is recommended that several plots be rode using different

sets of elements, view angles, and labeltng options in various combinations. The user

may then select the best views of hts structure for plotttng the results of subsequent

runs.

2. Use of the FIND option ts recommended to automatically calculate the ortgin and scaltng

factors used for plotting each section of a structure. Figure 33 illustrates the plot

data summary printed out for each plot requested. If the user specified hts own data,

It Is possible that some points wtll net he tncluded in the plot. Thts also occurs

frequently when a different set of structural elements ts plotted with the ortgtn and

scale of a previously plotted structure. The FIND card should be used before each PLOT

command, unless the structure and view data are unchanged. Another problem occurs

when. a deformed structure is plotted and the MAXIMUMDEFtRIMATImNcard ts missing. With-

out It, the scale ts chosen to place the extreme limits of the structure It the edge of

the plot. Large deformations at these points, therefore, mtght not get plotted.

3. The use of syemetry perspective and stereo projections, lad user-defined scales and

ortgtns is _o_t recommended for the Inexperienced user. These options ere best approached

tn an experimental mode by using mall test examples. Figure 34 shows part of a large

structure plot packet tn a Case Control Deck. It 111ustretos the use of many of the

plotting options.

4. Quite frequently some of the plotter choices available tn NkSTRNI are not compatible wtth

a certain Installation hard.Ire or my be Inefficient for tONI plotters. Plot tape con-

verslo_ programs are cmmonly available to remedy these situations. They requtre only an

additional tape set-up and an extra Job step tn the Job control deck.
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10.8.Z Contour Plotttng

Contovr plots _ be obUtned by requesting then on PUIT cards end I_ tncludln8 e s_perete

CmNTIUt card tn the structure plot packet. Ntne types of stress and four _ of dtspl#c4ment

conteor plots my be soloct4d. The paI_re on the CJJI(TJJ_ card are d4scvssed tu SKt4on 4.2 of

the User's Ilknual. In a horN1 IMSTRNi run. these plots are iv•liable follovln9 the solutton _f

the structure. In • substrecturtng run. they ire available only In Phase 3 runs, Mire the basic

structure1 rel•tions hetNon points •nd eleints •re recovered and the solvtlon data for eech sub-

structure 4$ i (User's Gutde, S_tlon 20).
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10.9 XYPLeTT|NGMO PRZNTZNG

The XYIDLIITopttens (User's Hanualo Sectton 4.3) are used for a vertety of purposes In _mtc

analysts, apectelly to produce curve plots of selected variables versus ttm of frequmcy. Options

are else available t9 prtnt out selected components of the mults venus ttm or fmtmlcy, or to

prtnt out the peak values only. Also, the prtnter ttself my be used as e plotter _dlen qwlck qus11-

tettve results are*desired. The prtnted characters are placed tn locations on the printout to

represent one or rare curves at a ttm. Ftgure 35 shows the XY request I_cket In e Case C_trol

I]eck. F|gure 36 t11ustrates a typtcal XY Output Sumeary table, one of whtch ts prtnted for HCh

curve. When the XYPRINT command|s used, a table of XY patrs ts printed tmud|atel¥ follm|llg the

sumury table (Ftgure 37). Thts represents the data _htch w|11 be plotted to t'tll the current

request.

The commnd cards to produce XYPL_T prtntout or plots are described tn Sect|an 4.3 of the

User's l_nuel. The following discussion _s concerned with atdtng the user tn tnterpretl_j hts

output and evotdtng problem.

1. (]utte frequently the user cannot ant,ctpate the crtttcal potnts end elmmts for _tch

plots are destred. Plotttng a nu_er of potnts and elements my be Inefficient end

confusing. A common procedure ts to checkpoint the solutton run end printout much

of the data. From these data, the crtttcal potnts and elments and the plot scales

my be selected, and a restart can be made for plotttng only.

2. The automttc selection of scales t n the XYPLI_Topt|on was destgned for the geMrel

case end may be undesirable for a spectftc user problm. For InstAnce, quantities _htch

are to be co_ptred should be plotted wtth the sam scale wtth perhaps more tholl (me curve

plotted per page. But. the plotter automttcally stzes each plot to reach the VFller

_nd lmmr 1lutes of the plot regton specified. The procedure suggested above SMluld

help evotd this problm.

3. The automttc 1abellng of the plots tncludes the potnt or elmmnt |denttflcett(m mr

and plot sequtmce number. Thts sequexce number corresponds to the order le idltch the

plots wore cmtod. A separate and untque TCURVEStale for Hch frelm should lie Input

for every plot. Liter. thts Stale wtll be very useful when the user ett4_ptl to rlKAII

• Mt he hid tnteeded to have sho_ Jn Hch plot.
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The number of opttons available tn the XYPLIBTcontrol package ts usually ovend_lmtng to

the beginner. It ts suggested that, at ftrst, stngle plots to be placed on stngle frames

and that most of the defaults be used. If a checkpoint has been taken, the options

may be select|rely and economlca|]y expertmanted wtth, ustng the restart feature of

NASTRN_.
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10.10 NATRIX TIH:_.JGY

NASTILANprovides a special capability to print or plot the topolo_ of any matrix. This

capability requires the user to insert a I)HAPalter packet wlth the SEEMAT instruction {User's

t41nual,Section 5.3) _Ich identifies the matrix data block and selects the output options. Whether

prlnted or plotted, the SEEMAT output will show the nonzero matrix elements positioned pictorially

by row and column within the outlines of the matrix. SEEMAT identifies each degree of freedom which,

for large matrices, will produce a large volume of output.
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11. SYSTEMCONTROLCARDDECKS

11.1 INTROOUCTIOfl

Thtssecttonts designed to ortents n_ user of NASTRANto the baste requtrments for opera-

t|ng NASTRANon any of the standard computer systems 11sted |n Tible 1.

Table 1. Standard Computer Systems for NASTRNi

m

Sectton

I1.2

11.3

11.4

Comutor System

IBM 360/370 (llS) (m 5.3)

UNXVAC1106/1110 ((xec 8) (PM 5.4)

CDC50001CYBER(m,m/SE) (m s.s)

Though e vest majority of the NASTRNt subroutines ere wrtttan tna subset of fl#RTRNI to be

comptlable with ell three system, certain utilities have been written tn Assembly lenguuge to

facilitate Interfacing the NASTRNqExecutive System wtth the resident operating system softmre.

NASTRNt consists of epproxtmtely 1600 subroutines of source code and ts dtvtded into 15

functional links (Progremmer's Mmnuel, Section 5). When the NASTRANprogram ts ectus11), Installed

at the user's location, the local usage conventions must be considered tn order to detain|he the

most advantageous miens of making NASTRM accessible to the user. At certetn Installations, vbere

NASTRNI Is heavily used, tt may be made available as a system resident progrm. Alternettvely,

the program my be stored off-line, but tn load module fore so that tt ran be readily loaded tnto

the system vhen required. |tshould be noted that NASTRANts designed to dynamically allocate

core so that at execution tim, ell the core mmr_ that can be rode avmtleble wtll be used. When-

ever precttcmble, the maxtmin core available should be used to achieve atntmm run ttms. For

further discussion of core r_utmients, see Sectton 14.

Each of the following sections wtll summrtze the rudtmnts of the system control cards re-

quired to operate NASTRNt on each of the three cmputer system. Examples _Jre provided for many

of the typlcal stt_attons encountered, Including usage of checkpoint tapes, user tapes, plot tapes,

and substructure operating ftles. #tot ell conditions can be covered tn this Guide. Homver,

sufficient exemplea art gtven to Indicate what questions to ask of the mstdent system personnel

tn the event monl complex arrengetnts are desired.
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I1.2 NASTRANONTHE1814SYSTEH360/370(_S)

11.2.1 _anization Summary

Thts section describes how the NASTRANinput deck (Including control cards) must be set up

for oparetton on the IBM 360/370 hardware (Programmer's Henual, Section 5.3). The overall orgeni-

zat|on of the deck Is shown tn the table below. Each ttem tn the table ts described tn Sect]on

11.2.2. Fiany examples of commondeck set-ups are presented tn Section 11.2.3. All system control

cards have two slashes (//) punched tn columns 1 and 2.

Table I. Organ_zatlon of the Input Deck

I

2

3

4

5

6

J_ card

NASTRANtnstream procedure

EXEC card

Control cards for optional files

NASTRANdata deck

/*

11.2.2 Descriptions of theXnput Deck

11.2.2.1 JIM Card

The Jm6 card tdentiftes the Job and furnishes parameters necessary for scheduling and account-

tng purposes. It ts Installation-dependent; therefore, check wtth cognizant persoemel at your

Installation for the proper usage.

11.Z.2.2 NASTRANInstream Procedure

The NASTRANtnstream procedure ts a deck of about 100 control cards which are required to

execute NASTRAN. These cards must be tncluded tn every run. However, some Installations may

have these cards pemanently stored in the system (cataloged). ]n thts case, the tnstream pro-

cedure deck may be left out of the Input deck.

A 11sttng of the NASTRNq t:'streem procedures ts gtven tn Table 2, followed by descriptions

of the numbev_l 1tern. _ J
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Table 2. Bastc Job Control Language (JCI.) /'or NASTRNI Runs.

1. //NASTRAN PROC NAME:OXLJLR,NSTNLMOO.LITS0.LOAD0o
// PUNITSzCYLtP|z|tPZz_,
// SUNITSsCYLtSLn3oS2mIt
// TUNITS:CYLoTI=3oT_8;,
// OENPLTaI

J/Q_ OOOQOOQOQOOeQOOOOOOOQeOeO_OOOOOe _

//e... , PROCEDURE N A S T R A N • ...
t/e--- eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee _.
I/e---

2. //MS (AEC PGNaNASTRANo_EGIONaAIvKoP&RN:oCOREa(STATobtK)o
3. //FTOIF001 DO UNITaSYSDAeSPACEa(CYL,(_t|))t

// DCBa(RECFN_FBoLRECL_O0_LKSIZE_?_80_UI;NO=I)
4. //FT04F00; 00 SYSOUT=AtOCEn(RECFM:VBAtLRECL=I37,DLK_IZE=3429)
S. //FT0_F00| 00 DONANE=SYSIN
6. //FT0bF00| DO SYSOUT:AtOCD=(RECFM=VBAtLRECL=I37,dLKSIZE=3_29)
7. //FTOTFO0| DD SYSOUT=8

8. //FT|44r00L 00 DONANE=PLT_ * FORTRAN PLOT REF
9. //INPI DO OSN=NULLFILE EXTRA

10. //INP2 DO DSN_NULLFILE INPUT
11. //INP3 00 DSN:NULLFILE AN_
12. //INP_ 00 DSN=NULLFILE ¢UTPUT
13. //INPb DO 0SN=NULLFILE UNITS
14. //INPb 00 DSN:NULLFIL( FOR
15. //INPT DO 0SNuNULLFILE MATRIX
16. //INP8 DO DSN_NULLFILE STO_AGE
17. //INP9 DO OSNaNULLFILE AND
18. //INPT 00 0SN:NULLFILE RETRIEVAL

//, FOLLOUING FIVE CARDS DEFINE THE EXECUTIVE FILES. .
//, EXCEPT FOR THE tIPTP AND POOL, THESE FILES ARE i_FINED TO 8( NULL •
//e AND NO EXTERNAL USE CAN BE MADE OF THESE DATA SETS UNLESS PROC •
//• OVERRIDE CAROS ARE SUPPLIED---SPECIFY UNIT, OSNt VOL-SER-NO. •
//e FURTHERMORE ANY OVERRIDES MUST APPEA_ IN THE SA_£ ORDER AS •
//* THOSE OEINO OVERRIDDEN, I,E** ALPHABETXCAL, •
//.

19. //NPTP
20. //0PTP
21. //PLT_
22. //POOL
23. //U_F

//,

DO UNZTnSYSOAoSPACEa(kPUNITSt(_PItLP2))tOISP=(,PASS)
O0 OSN_NULLFILEoLABEL=(*NL)*0I_P=OLD
00 DSNmNULLFILE
00 UNITmS¥SOAoSPACE=(kPUN|TSt(&PLt_PZ))
DO 0SN=XLJLR.UNF.BULK.LI?_0.0ATA,0ISPaSHR

//* ***• (XANPL( TAPE OVERRIOE CAROS FOR EXECUTIVE FILE OUOS •*••
//, Dee• QUESTIONS(?) qUST 8( REPLAC[O ViTH APPROPIATE NA_[ ••e•
//*

//o //NSoNPTP 00 UN|T=_t00tVOL_SERa?eDSNa?tOISPz(NEMoK(EP) t
//• // LABELa(IeBLP)
//e //NS,OPTP 00 UNIT_Z_00tVOLaSER=?,OSNa?tUISP=OLUt
//e // LABELa(|tBI, p)
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Tlible |. hslc _ob Control Languige (JCL) for HASTRAHRu_ (Contlmie4)

SS+
SS+
/So ,tQo+
SS+

24. /SPRIOL 00
I+. //Hill 00
|6. SSPRII3 D0
t7. SSPRI04 Da
28. t/PN|gS DO
29. SSP_|OU OG
30o SSPN|O? OG
31. /sp_lev oo
_, SSPR|09 09
33, SS_ll0 01)
34. SS_lli O0
3S. SSP_L|i UO
36. S/pR|13 DO
37. S/PWll* OO
38. SsPmll_ O0
39. SS_AIIt O0
40. SSPAIIT O0
41. s/pmlio OO
4Z, s/PRt|v OG
43. /Sp_l_U 09
44. S/Pill| O0
4S. sxpml_ oO
46. //PRIIJ O0
47. S/_l_4 OO
48. SS_l_S DO

S0. /sP_l_? O0
SI. ssp_|_e O0
_, ssP_t_v 00
S3. //Pn|30 OO
$4. SSP_I)i O0
$S. //PN|$d OO

SSe

PA|NARY SCRATCH 01TA S(YS **co*

UNIToSVSOM_S4)AC[eILI_JJNITS_ILP|_KPdJ
U_|TeSVSOAoSPACEe(LPUNITSo(LP|oLPSI
UNIToSYSOA_SP_¢Eu(LPUN|TS_(LP|_LPSJ
UN|TeSVSGA,SPA¢[_(LPUIqITS,¢LP|,kPS|
U*J|TeSVSG&eSP4¢EuCLPU_|TSeI_PIDkP4)
U_I|TeSYSGAtSPk¢(_
U_IITeSYSGM,SPAC(e
U*IITeSYSGA_SPA¢I[_
UN|ToSYSGAeSPAC[_
U_|T_SYSG&eSP&¢Em
U_|TuSYSDA_SPA¢[_
U_ITeSY$OAeSPAC(R
UNITeSYSDk,SPAC[e

UN|TaSVSDA,SPA¢(a
U_ITuSYSOAeSPAC[u

|
)
)
J
)

¢LPUNITS, ILPIoLP_))
(LPUNIVS,(LPIoLPdIi
(LPUN|TS_ILP|DLP_))
ILPUNITS_(LPIeLP_)I
(LPUNITSeILPle&P_))
ILPUNITS,(LP|tLPd))
(LPUNIT$_(LPlekPd|J
(L_UN|TSoIbP|DLPd_))
(L_UNITS, IbPIoLPI|)
(LPUN[TSoCLPIeLPI))
(LPUNITS, IbOI,LP_))

U_ITeSYSD4*SPACEeILPUNITS,(LP|okP4))
UNITeSYSDAoSPACEeILPUNITS,(kPIe6PS))
U_ITaSVSO&_SP&CEe(kPUNITS_(kP|oLP_))
UNIToST$O&eSPA¢(e(LPUNITSe(LP|_kP_))
UN|ToSYSOA*SPACER(LPUNITSeILP|eLPK|)
UNITeSYSDAoSP&¢(_(LPU_ITSe(LP|_LP4))
UN|TaSYSOAeSPA¢[aILPUNITSe(LP|oLP4Jl
UqlTaSTSOA*SPACEe(LPUN|TSttLP|tkPd))
UNITaSYSOA_SP&¢E_(LPUNITSeILP|tkP_)i
U_|ToSYSOAoSPACEeIkPUN|TSDI&PJD_P_))
U_IT_SYSOAoSPAC[_(LPUNITSe(LP|_kPd))
U_|ToSYSOA_SPAC[u(LPUNITSD(LP|e&P_II
U_|TuSY_OA_SPACEuIL_UIq|_So(LP|eLPdI)
U_ITuSYbOA,SPACEu(LPUfq|VSeILP|_kP_|)
UN|ToSYSO&oSP&CEofLPUNITSo(kPJBLP4))
U_|ToSYSOAeSPACEuIkPUN|VSeILPL_PK)|

SS*
/So

S4. sss[¢o!
S7. sssEc0_
$8. sssECOJ
S9, //SEC0_
60. sssECO_

I_. sss_¢o_
63, sss[¢ou
44. S_SEC0v
iS. S_SE¢|0
64. /_S(Cl 1
69. /_VkCl_
68. //SE¢|J
(9. SSSLCI,
70. s_$[¢ I_D
71. S/Sq&PSHQT
72. _IV(_I_
13. s_SvSuOO_

**ee* S(CONO&RY _¢d&TC_ O&TA S_IS ,0***

DO UNITeSYSOAo_PAC[ulLSUIqI_S,IkSIokS4))
DO _NIToSYSOAeSP&¢LxILSUIq|TS_(kS|,k_d))
DO U_I_eSYSDAD_PACEuILSUN|TSDIkSiokSd))
O0 UN|TeSYSOAeSPACku(kSU_l|VSeIbS|_LS_Ji
O0 UNITeSYSOA,SPAC(e(LSUNIrS,¢LSA,6S4IJ
O0 _NITeS_SOAoSPACEe(LSUNITS*tLSIokb_))
OO U_ITeSTSOAeSPAC(eCLSUNITS*ILSI*bSd|)
DO UhITeSYSDAeSP&C(oILSUIq|TSDILS|e_SdJJ
00 U_IToSTS0AoSP&CEuILSU_iTSoCLSItLSd))
DO UN|_eSY_UAeSPAC(a(LSUN|TSefLS|eLS_I|
O0 U_IToSTSDAeSPACEuILSU_|TSeIbS|okS4))
O0 UN|TOSYbOAe_P*CEwILSU**|TSeIkSI_Sd))
DO U_|ToSTSO4eSPACEoIL_UN|TSe(kSIDkS4))
O0 UN|TeSYSDA*SPLC(oILSUN|TSoIbSI_LS4)I
O0 VTIOU_oAoOCIel4|CFNoVlAo_4|¢LeI|JoK_JJ/ttNI
OO O_knkkAM(oO|SPe_N
i_) SVSOUTmA
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Table 2. hstc Job Control Linguage (JCL) for NASTRANRuns (ConttnuQd)

SSO
S/e e_eoe TERT|ANY SC_&T_M UATA _TS ooego
/SQ

74. //T(ROA DiD UNITaSYSOAoSPAC[a(LTUO41;So(LT|tkT,))
75. //T(R0_ OlD UN|ToSYSOADSPAC(a(LTUN|TSt(kTIoLT,))
76. //T(HOA DO UN|TnSYSOAeSPAC[a(LTUN|TSo(LT|BLT_))
77. /ST(H0_ DO UN|ToSYSGAoSPAC(mCLTUN|TSo(kTItkT4D)
78. /SXPTO I_ UNXTaSYSG&oS, PAC_KLPUN|TSt¢LP|.LP_))

//e... ENO OF PROC(OU_L ---

7_. // P(NO

11.2-4
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NASTRANON THE IBM SYSTEH 3601370 (_S)

Description

The PRI)C card defines the name of the tnstream procedure and sets default values for the

sJmboltc parameters.

SYMBOLIC DEFAULT
PARAMETER VALUE

R 400K

T 10

DENPL_ 1

NAME XLJLR. NSTNLJ_O.
L1750. L_AD

PUNITS CYL

Pl 1

P2 1

SUNITS CYL

$1 3

$2 1

TUNITS CYL

T1 3

T2 1

DESCRIPTION

Defines regton size.

Defines CPU limtt (minutes).

Defines t._e density of the plot tape (556 bpJ)

Defines the data set name of the executable.

Defines the space allocation units for the primary files.

Defines the initial space allocation for the primary files.

Defines the increment space allocation for the primary
files.

Defines the space allocation units for the secondary files.

Defines the initial space allocation forthe secondary files.

Defines the increment space allocation for the secondary
files.

Defines the space allocation units for the tertiary files.

Defines the initial space allocation for tertiary files.

Defines the increment space allocation for tertiary files.

2. The EXEC card defines the name of the program to be executed, NASTRAN, the region stze in

which NASTRANts to be executed, and the default PARM.

3. The FTO1FO01 DO card defines the data set to be used as tntemedtate storage for NASTRAN

input. BCD or EBCDIC card images are read and converted to BCD card images and written on

Untt 1, then NASTRNi reads tts input from Untt 1.

4. The FTO4FO01 DO card defines the data set that wtl) contain the run log. The NASTRANrun

log contains tnternal timing for NASTRANand a trace of the modules that are executed in

an execution. It ts usually assigned to a printer (SYSIiUT-A); however, tt may he assigned

to any devtce or set to dummyand thereby deleted as desired.

S. The rroslrOOl ix) card Is deferred by the use of the DONA_-SYSIN parameter and wtll be dis-

cussed te the examples that follow.

11.2-5
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24 thru SS.

ftles.

thru ?0.

f|lel.

SYSTEHCONTROLCMO 0[CK5

6. The FT06FDO1 IX) card deftnes the pr|nted output from the NASTRkq run. Thts prtntad outl_it

ts wrlttlm |n BCD. As vlth FTO4FDO1, tt cin be mdtfted at execution ttw by tlw user Is

desired.

7. The FT0?FOO1 DO card defanes the pun¢l_l output fr_n HASTRAHtxec,ttons. It can be mdtftell

as destred.

|. The FT14FDO1 DOcard ts deferred by the use of DOflN(-PLT2 (see |tm 23).

9 thru 18. These DO cards deftne dial sets to be used is user tapes through the use of IH_TT2

and IUTPUT2 rout|nes. All have the peremter DON-NULLFILE whtch restricts the operating

systee from allocating thin unless they are supplied as overrtde JCL.

19. The ItPTP DO card ts used to describe the nee problem tape (checkpoint tape) to be used by

WkSTRAH. It |s set up is a temporary ft|e and shou|d be overridden |ftt ts to be saved

for later use.

20. The tlPTP card def|nes the old problem tape (previous checkpoint tape) for the WkSTRANrun.

It must ex|st pr|or to the NASTRANrun tn ,htch tt Is used, and tn this procedure 0SINNULLF|L[

must be overrtden before the I)PTP could be used to retrteve data.

21. The PLT2 DO card deftnes the output data set containing the 5C4020, CJU.(]IHPor RASTPLT p|ott|ng

dies.

i_2. The PIIIIL DO cards deftne the data set to be used as the 0ate Pool ftle. ;t ts always presest

end refers to temporary scratch dtsk.

23. The UNF DO card deftnes the data set that contatns the User Nlster Ftle dlta to be tnput to

WLSTItNI. |t must be specified tf It ts needed.

These DOcards daftne the prtmiry untts to be used by NASTPJ_ as tliporiry ilorktltg

{Note, each IX) card must reference only one untt.)

These DO cards def|ne the secondary units to be used by IMSTIUUI as tilporsry wrktng

(Note, each DO card rest reference o_ly one untt.)

71. The SIIAPSH_ DO card deftnes the data set that contatns the diagnostic dump |f WLSTRNI tikes

s user abort. It ts elstgned to the prtnter.

72. Tile STEPL|II card deftnes the data set him and the locat|cm of the executeble.

73. Tim SYSIJeURPDO card deftnes the data set that contatns the diagnostic dlaq) tf IMSTIMII fAIRs

e syitm abort. It ts assigned to e printer.
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74 thru 77. These 0D cards define the tertiary unit's to be used by NASTRANas temporary working

files. (Note, each DD card must reference only one unit.)

78. The XPTD DO card defines the temporary date set that ts to contain the checkpoint dictionary

during QtECKPIIINT runs tn a 61111 coq)attble format (NDT BCO card tinges).

79. The PENOcard signifies t_,e end of an tnstream procedure. It should be removed before the

JCL ts placed on the PRtCLIB.

The following restriction should be noted: Plot tapes must be 7-track tapes When plotting

for a Stromberg-Carlson plotter; any remaining tapes (problem tapes, UHF, PLT2 tape for the

CN.CIIMP plotter, or the General Purpose Flotter, etc. ) may be 7- or 9-track as the user d_stres.

The NASTRN¢execution deck setup is presented as an instream procedure such that it may be

verified before addition to the installation procedure library (PROCLIB) to permit easy recall

and reuse.

The procedure provided is intended for use on an IBM 360 computer operating under _S. It

should be reviewed for each installation prior to actual use. Among the items that may necessltmte

mdlflcatlon of the procedure are the following:

I. Any modiflcatl_n to the standard IBM BS operating system could make modification of

the PRdBCnecessary. For example, all SYSOUT-A and SYSOUT-Bdata sets are provided wtth

OCB information and space allocation. If a particular installation ts using HASP

(Houston Automatic Spooling System), it becomes necessary to remove the DCBparameters

and the space allocation ts no longer needed. Stmllar modifications wtll be necessary

when running under ASP (Auxiliary Support Processor) or related systems.

2. The procedure as provided has temporary scratch ftle space sufficient for stall to

medium stze problems. Medium to large problems will require the initial space a11oca-

tton for primary and secondary ftles to be doubled (P1-2, $1-6), whtle very large pro-

blares often tax the resources of the computer and must be dealt wtth on an Individual

basis.

3. If the number of DO statements in the procedure is too great, it Ny be reduced (at sore

cost tn I_lrforNnce) as follows wtth the most expendable data sets listed first:
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a. INPT,II4P1 ,INP2,---,II_9,1_TPoUHF,PLT2(and FT14FO01). The data sets are not used
by ItASTRANunless requested by the user through h|s data.

b. TERO1,TER02,---. Terttary ftles my be eliminated tf careful thought ts gtven (o
the selection of the space allocation parmeters P1 and SI.

c. The secondary ftles (S(C01,S[CO2,---,SEC15) mS he Cut beck to a slng|e oral (SEC01)
as long as enough space is pre*allocated for the prtlry ftles (PRIO1,PRI02,----)
to run the problem. It ts recommended that at lust four or ftve sac.(_lery ftles be
retatned, however.

11.2.2,3 EXEC Card

The EXEC card actually causes NASTP_i to execute. The formt ts:

//name EXEC NASTRAN

where "name" is an alphanumeric name of up tO 8 characters, the first of which must be alpMbettc.

"Name" ts optional. If used, it should begin tn colunm 3,

There must be at least one blank space preceding the word EXEC, and at least o_e blank space

between EXEC and NASTRAN.

NOTE: For some unusual problems, Jt may be necessary to
s--_Ify parameters on this card. These paramters are
described in Section 11.2.2.2.

°

4"
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NASTRANOitTHE IBM SYSTEt4360/370 (_S)

Control Cards for Opttonll Tape and Disk Ftles

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR O'JALITY

No tapes ere req, tred to run NASTRAN. However, a variety of options are available to the

user which require the definition of tapes and/or their disk file equivalents in the system control

card deck. These eddit|omel f|les fell tnto two categories: 1) NASTRANpermanent files (see Table

3) which are referenced in the procedure deck (Section 11.2.2.2), and 2) Other FI_RTRANunits r_t

covered tn the procedure deck. For additional information on how NASTRANmanages Input/output

tn the IBM system, see Section 5.3.2 tn the NASTRANProgrammer's Manual.

Table 3. NASTRANPermanent Files

Ftle Klme Purpose

INPI
(t-1,2,... ,9,T)

NPTP

ePTP

PLT2

UMF

User tapes referenced by DMAPutility
modules INPUTT1 and _UTPUT1 (UG 15, UM 5.3.2)

New problem tape for checkpointing

Old problem tape for restarting

Plot tape for SC4020, Calcomp, or NASTRAN
General Purpose Plotter (assigned F_RTRAN
Unlt 14)

User's Master File

Note that the file names tn Table 3 are in the same order (alphabetical) as they appear in

the procedure deck (Sec¢ton 11.2.2.2). In order to successfully override the procedure deck speci-

fications, the deftntng cards must appear tn the same order after the // EXEC NASTRANcar_.

In addition, the user may w|sh to use any of the remaining F_RTRANuntts not referenced i,

the procedure deck. These are needed when using the INPUTT2 and/or _UTPUT2 DMAPutilities (User's

Guide, Section 15; User's Rlnuel, Section 5.3.2) and when running substructurtng problems (User's

Guide, Secttcm 7; User's Rlnual, Section 2.7). The F_RTRANunits available for use are FTO2rO01,

FTO3FOOI, FTOSFOO1-FT13FO01, and FT15FOOl-FT23FO01. Control cards defintng these units must appear

afte_.._._rthe aforementioned set of procedure deck override cards.

Generally, NASTRANpermanent ftIes (except for the plot tape PLT2) may be located on user-

asstgned dtsk packs tn$_ ' of on tape. If the user wishes to store any suCh file on disk, he .nust

specify FILES-xxx (xxx-INP .... ,URF) on the NASTRANcard (User's Guide, Section 6).
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il.2.2.S NASTRANDataDeck

TheNASTRANdatadeckmustbeprecededbythe follovlng card:

/INS.SYS]N DO *

There must be st 1rest one blank space on either stde of "DO.m

11.2.2.6 /* Card

The data deck must be follo_d by one delimiter card with "/'" punched tn colums 1 and 2.

!1.2.3 Exmaples

Thts sectton presents a number of ex_mples which Illustrate the deck of control cards needed

to successfully execute NASTRANfor a variety of problmas. These exmples are annotated. However,

because of the volume of the text, notations made for a gtven exmple ere not repeated on sub-

sequent exmuples. Therefore, tf a card tn some exmple ts not understood, tt wtll be necessary

to refer to an earller exmple where the card ts annotated. The exlplea are orgmntzed as sham

tn Table 4. Treble 5 Identifies the key features of each example.

11.2.3.1 Eximple 1 • Standard

1. //NASTPJ_N_ ..........

2. lnstrmm Procedure Deck

3. II EX£C NASTRCJt

4. //HS.SYSIN DO *

S. MSTRNI Input Dack

6. I*

Notes: 1. See Sectton 11.2.2.1.

2. See Sectton 11.2.2.2.

3. See Sectton 11.2.2.3.

4. |dantlftes the following cards as NASTRANtnput data.

S. See Sectton 11.2.2.5.

6. See Sectton 11.2.2.6.
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Table 4. Organization of the Examples.

I Exwple

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

I)escrtptton

Non-restart runs

Restart runs

Runs ustng Substructure Operating Ftles

Runs perfomtng data transmission to/from other programs

Runs using the User's Master Ftle

Table 5. NASTRANKey Features tn Control Card Examples.

Feature

Plot

Checkpoint

Restart

Substructur|ng

(hlta Tranmlsslon

User's Master F|le

INPI ,..., INP9, INPT

NPTP

IIPTP

PLT2

UNF

FTxxFO01

Example Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

X X

X

X

X

X

11.2-11
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11.2.3.2

11.2.3.3

Example2 - Standard,wtth Plotting

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. //NS.PLT2 DD UNIT-2400,LABEL-(,NL),DSN-PL_T360,

// DCB-(BLKSlZE-2400,RECFM-U,BUFN_,l),

// DISP-(NEW,KEEP)

3. //NS.SYSIN DD *

Notes: 2. Defines the plot tape. The PLT2 DO card tn the procedure
deck is everrlden. If the NASTRANGeneral Purpose Plotter
ts use(t, the I)CB parameters should be as follows:

DCB-(BLKS[ZE-3OOO,RECFH=F,SUFNII-])

Example 3 - Very Large Hodel, with Checkpoint and Plotting

1. // EXEC NASTRANoR-6OOK,T-2OO,PI-SoP2-5,SI-IOo

// S2-10,T1-10,T2-10

2. //NS.NPTP DO UN]T-2400,LABEL-(,NL),DSN-NPTP360,

// O]SP-(NEW,KEEP)

3. //NS.PLT2 DO UNIT-2400,LABEL-(,NL),OSN-PLDT360,

// OCB-(BLKSIZE-24OO,RECFH-U,BUFN#-I),

// DISP-(NEW,KEEP)

4. //NS.SYS[N DD *

Notes: 1.

®

.

Procedure deck paraF_eters are redefined to provide larger
region size, longer execution time, and more scratch ftle
space (Sectton 11.2.2.2).

Overrides NPTP DD card. DCB parameters are Internally
generated.

Overrides PLT2 DO card. Notice that NPTP and PLT2 carols
are placed in same order as in procedure deck (Table 2).

11.2.3.4 Exan_le 4 - Restart

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. //NS.IDPTP DO UNIT-2400, VttL-SER-xxxxxx,

LABEL-(,NL),DSN-NPTP360,O]SP-DLD

3. //NS.SYS[N DO *

1
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11.2.3.5

11.2.3.6

NASTRANON THE IBM SYSTEM3G0/370 ((IS)

Notes: 2. Overrides IJPTP DO card |n procedure deck. NASTRANbuffer stze must be
sime as tn r_]n which generated IkoTP.xxxxxx ts Installation assigned.

Exlmle 5 - Substructurtng, Intttal SI_F Creation, Checkpoint

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. //NS.NPTP DO UNIT-2400,LABEL-(,NL) ,OSN-NPTP360

// DISP'(NEW,VEEP)

3. //NS.FTO2i'DO1 DO UNIT'2314,VlIIL-SER"xxxxxx,

// OSN-SIDFI,SPACE-(TRK. (500)),

// DCB-BUFI_,I ,D]SP=(NEW,KEEP)

4. //NS.SYSIN O0 *

S. S_F(I )-Frog,,NEW

Notes: 3. Allocates FIIRTRANUntt number 2 on a disk pack for use as a new SPF.
xxxx;.x is Installation assigned. This cavil is placed after the NPTP
overrlde card,

S. References FDRTRAH Unit number 2 in the Substructure Control Deck.
Slze of SlBFis defined in SPACE field on JCL card.

Example 6 - Substructurlng, Multiple SIDF's

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. /INS.FTO2FO01 DD UNIT-2314,VIBL-SER-xxxxxx,

// DSN-SIDF1,DISP=OLD

3. //NS.FTO3FO01 DO UNIT-3314,VI)L-SER-xxxxxx,

// OSIq,,SilF2,SPACE-(TRK, (1000)),

// DCB-BUFNt)=I,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

4. //NS.SYSIH OO *

S. SeF(i )-FTOE

6. SIIF( 2)-FT03

Notes: 2.

.

S.

JCL for SIIF created in previous run. NASTRANbuffer size must
he the same

Allocates FIDRTRANUntt number 3 on a dtsk pack for use as
extended SIIF space.

References FIIRTPNt Unit number 2 in the Substructure Control
_k.

I1.2-13
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11.2.3.8

SYSTEMCONTROLCARDI_CKS

References F_RTRANUnit nueber 3 tn the Substructure Coqtrol
Deck. New parameter ts not needed for SIIF extens|ons (|n fact.
must no__tappear).

Example 7 - User Tape Input

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. //NS.INPT DD UNIT-2400,UtlL-SER-xxxxxx,LABEL-(,NL),

II DSN-INPT360,DISP-I)LD

3. //I¢S.SYSIN DO *

Notes: 2. Overrides INPT DO card tn procedure deck. Ftlets used as
tnput to ZNPUTT1module (IJH 5.3.2). Could also be In old tape
attached for output vta OUTPUT1module (UI4 5.3.2). Other
ftle names that can be used are ]NPt(t-1.9).

Exmple 8 - User Tape Output

1. II EXEC NASTRAN

2. //NS.FT19FO01 DO UNIT:2400,VeL-SE_-xxxxxx,LABEL-(,NL),

// DSN-USER3_O,I)CB-(B£KS!ZE-8190,RECFH-VS),

// DISe-(.eW,KE[P)

3. //NS.SYSIN DO *

Notes: 2. Deflnltlon of addltlonsl F_RTRAN unlt to be used by IIUT_2
module (UM 5.3.2). The number 19 w111 appear tn the appropriate
locatJon In the INJTPUT20HAP statement.

11.2.3.9 [ximple 9 - DemoDrtver Decks and UHF Tape

1. // EXEC NASTRAN

2. IINS.Ut4F DD UNIT-2400,VOL-SER-xxxxxx,LABEL-(,BLP),

II OSN-UMF,OCB-DEN-2,DISP-_LD

3. //NS.SYS%N DDIJNIT-2314,VDL-SER-xxxxxx,

II OSN-XLJLR.UI4F.OR[VER.L1750.OATA(010120),

// DCB-BUFNII"I,DISP'SHR

Notes:

/*

2. Overrides the UMF DO card to reference the URF tape.

3, Overrides the $YS|N OD card to reference the Ortver Oeck
file. Oeeo problmO10120 (ember nine) ts vsedes in
exlmle. Notice that no tnstrem bulk data cards are requ|red.

11.2-14
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11.2.3.10 ExmpIQ 10 - UIqF Ftle on 0tsk

1. /I EXE¢ MSTI_

2. //IIS.UNF OOUNIT-2314,V_L,SER-xxxxxx.

// 9SN'XLJLR.UIqF.EULK.LITSO.OATA.DISP'SHR

3. I/NS.SYSIN IX) *

4. NASTMN FILES'UHF

S. {NASTRANExecutive Contro| and Case Control decks.}

S. IESlN |ULK

7. [fl0OATA

8. /*

NOteS: 2. Overrides the Ulf OOcard to rtferenceUflfdlsk ftle.

4. IhlcN|r_l to s|gnel to NASTRANthat UMF resides on dtsk.

S thru 7. ExKuttve Control deck, Case Control deck, BEG|N BULKcard, end
(NOOATAcard arl rcKlUtrlld, but no Bulk Oita deck ts required.
Reference must be made to UNF deck In Executive Control.

_p
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11.3 NASTRANONTHEUNIVAC110811110(EXEC8)

11.3.1 Deck O_jintzation Sumae_f

lhts section describes how the ltASTRAI¢input deck (Including control cards) must be set up

for operation on the UNIYi&Chardware (Pregramer's Hanual, "Section 5.4). The overall organiza-

tion of the deck ts shown in the table below. Each ttem tn the table ts described tn Section

11.3.2 in the following text. Section 11.3.3 explatns the procedure to catalog NASTRA)¢. Many

extples of cI deck set-ups are presented in Section 11.3.4.

Table I. _anizatlon of the Input Deck

1

2

3

4

RUN card

QU_ card

Control cards for tapes

Control cards for heading
and Link l

;NASTPJ_Ndata deck

Control card for Links 2-99

FIN card

Throughout thls section, tM _TRA;¢ program is assumed to be cataloged on FASTRANO. If

NASTIUU(Is Stored on tape Instud, It wlll be necessary to catalog it. Section II._.3 explains

thts procedure.

Hiny contrnl cards are exemplified tn thts section, In 811 cases, they begin wtth the symbol

"O". Thts I)llbol (a 7/8 multi-punch) must be punched in column one of the control card. An

alpM_ric string of cMrecters always i_!ately fol1_ thls symbol, beginning In card column

two.

11.3.20escrtptlons of the Input Deck

11.3.2.1 RUN Card

The RUNcard identifies the run and furnishes pirmters necessary for scheduling and account-

trig p_rlx)m. It ts Installation-dependent; therefore, check wtth coontzant personnel at your

installation for the proper usage.

II.3-I
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11.3.2.2 QUAL Card

The QUALcard Is used to quallfy for I_STRNt the ftle names _htch art referenct¢l domstrmm

tn the Input deck. The format ts:

tlQUAL qua1tfter

Replace "qualifier" wtth the proper alphtnumrlc strtng tn use at your tnstellettofl. Thls strtn9

sh_ld be preceded by at least one blank space.

11.3.2.3 Control Cards for Tapes

No tapes are requtred to run r(ASTRAN. However. tf the user wtshes to checkpoint, restart,

plot or hove access to user tapes, etc., tapes are needed. The tape untts whtch may be used have

been asstgned by the system uttllty routtne flTAB$ (Programmer's Hanual. Sectton 5.4.2) is follom:

F|RTRAN
Untt

1-?

8

9

10

11

13

14

15-23

24°39

External Hame

Standard untts asstgned for operations

I)PTP - Old Problem Tape used for restart

ttPTP - He_ P_oblqm Tape used for checkpotnttn9

- User Master File used for tnput

NUHF - New User Haster Ftle used for output

PLT2 - Plot tape for SC_020, CALCIIIqP, or NASTPLTPlots

INPT - User tapes for tnput and/or output

INPt (t=1-9) - Available for user tapes

24-39 - Available as UTI-UTS user tapes

These untts wtll be dxnamtcally assigned by IMSTRA_ for Internal use unless they have becm

previously esstgned by user-supplied asstgn cards. The user _upplted tape control cards must

reference the external name as shown tn the following examples:

IIASG,T PLT2,T,tapeno or MSG.T 25.T,tapeno

mote tMt "tapeno" must be replaced wtth the r_el number of the tape to be used; end one or more

blank spices rest follow "(M3G.T."

executing on the UII|¥AC 1106/1110, the extemll names |IIPT end |NPt can be esstgml¢ as

vser tapes end referenced vta the companion OIMP utilities (User's Minual, Sectton 5.3.2) INPUTTI
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tM IIUTPUT1. These sam F|RTIU_¢ unit numbers (14-23) plus units 24-L_ my be riftrtnL_4 dlrt_t17

u user tapes vta the c_panton DMAPutilities (User's I_nual, Section 5.3.2) |KPUT_ aM IIUTPUT2.

The user must, however, take care that the FtRTRAN untt number referenc_l by INPUTrl a_l/or

not also be referenced by INPUTT2 and/or |UTPUT2 tn the same NASTRN¢run.

11.3.2.4 Ltnk 1 Card

Tvo cards ere required to sukpress the system heading on each page of output and to tntttetJI

the execution of Ltnk 1.

OHDGoN

PXQT *NASTP_¢, LINK1

11.3.2.6 The NASTRAHData Deck

Thls Is the standard NASTRAN data input consisting of the Executive Contrel Deck, the _b-

structure Control Deck (optional), the Case Control Deck. and the Bulk Data _k. (See Sections

6, 7, 8, and g of this guide for details.)

11,3.2.6 Other Links

A cont,1 card adds about 1400 llnk execution cads to the run strlm from a N/kSTIU_¢P_gm

file. These cards are required to execute Links 2 through IS and 99 of _TRNI. The format Is:

@ADD _ASTRU_N.NAST_N

One ormrl blank spaces must follow "@ADD". Omitting this card wlll cause NASTRAN to exlt after

exKutlng Link I and serve as an economical input data check.

11.3.2.7 The FIN Card

The FIN card indicates the end of the input deck. The fomat ts:

_F|N

11.3.3 C_ltilogtng the NASTRANPro2r_

If _TItAN Is stored on tape at your installation, It will be neccssa_ to a)py It to _TIUUI

before It can be executed. To parfom this task, the followi_ cards should _ the

¢4rd (item 2) in the input deck:

I_LET(.C NASTRNt
O(_L(ll[,C RASTIMn._STR_
IMSG, UPR NASTRNI.F//I_S/20

11.)-3
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(MSG,T ABSTAP,T, xx,xxxR*
@C_IPY,G ABSTAP.,NASTRAN.
@FREE ABSTAP.

*Eeplace "xxxxx" with the serial number of the tape.

11.3.4 Examples

This section presents a number of examples which illustrate the deck of control cards needed

to successfully execute NASTRANfor a variety of problems. These exa_les are annotated. However,

because of the volume of the text, notations made for a given example are not r_)eated on subse-

quent examples. Therefore, if a card in some example is not understood, it will be necessary to

refer to an earlier example where the card is annotated. The examples are organized as shown tn

Table 2. Table 3 identifies the key features of each example.

11.3.4.1 Example 1 - Options : none

I @RUN - - -

2 @QUAL quaIifier

3 @HDG,N

4 @XQT *NASTRAN.LINKI

(NASTRAN DATA DECK)

S @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

6 @FIN

Notes : 1. Installation-dependent RUN card.

2. Replace "qualifier" with the proper alphanumeric string tn use at your
installation.

3. Suppress system heading on output pages.

4. Add control card to initiate execution.

5. Add control cards needed for N_TI_J_Nexecution.

6. Terminates run.
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Examle

1-4

5-8

9-14

15-17

18-19

Table2. Organizationof the Ex_ples.

Description

Non-restartruns

Restartruns

Runsustngthe User'sRasterFtle

Runsperfomtngdatatransmissionto/fromotherprograms

Substructurtng runs

Table 3. NASTRANKey Features tn Control Card Examples.

Feature

Restart

Checkpoint

Plot

User's Raster Ftle

Data Transmission

Substructurtng

User Tapes

NPTP

NUflF

IIPTP

PLT2

UNF

Z 3 4 5

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

J

X

X

I

Example Number

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X X

X X X

X X

X X

x ! x
X X X X

14 15 16 17 18 19

X

X

X

X X X

X X

X X X X X

X

o
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11.3.4.3

11.3.4.4

$¥$TEHCONTROLCAR9 OECKS

2 -Opttons • plot

2 _ qu81t fter

3 IMSI;,T PLT2 ,T, XXXXXM

4 O)IQT *NASTI_N. LINK1

S (MSTRAN O, ta Oack)

I tMO0 *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

7 BFIN

Notes:

Eximple

3. Thts card deftnes the plot tape. Replace "xxxxx" wtth the reel
number of the tape.

3 -Opttons - checkpoint

I B_UN * " -

Z III(_AL qua1 tfter

3 IFASG,T NPIP,T, xxxxxH

4 OXQT *NASTRAN.L l NK1

S (NASTRk%Data Oeck)

6 tMi)O *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

7 0 FIN

Notes:

Exauple

3. Thts card deftnes the New Problem Tape (or checkpoint tape).
Replace "xxxxx" wtth the reel number of the tape.

4 - Options - checkpoint, plot

?. eQUAL qua1 tfter

3 iMSG,T NPTP,T ,xxxxxM

4 IASI;,T PLT2 oT,yy_3_

S I)]iQT *NASTRNI.L INK1

6 (liASTRAN Detl Deck)

7 _ qlASTIIM. NASTRAN

8 I_IN
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11.3.4.6

11.3.4.7

NASTRAN(IN THE UNIVAC 1108/1110 (EXEC 8)

Example 5 - Options - restart

1 @RUN ....

2 @OUAL qualifier

3 eASG,T _PTP,T,xxxxxR

4 @XQT *NASTRAN.LINK1

5 (NASTRANData Deck)

6 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

7 @FIN

Notes: 3. This card defines the Old Problem Tape (or restart tape).
Replace "xxxxx" with the reel nunW_erof the tape.

Example 6 - Options = restart, plot

I @RUN - - -

2 @OUAL qualifier

3 @ASG,T gPTP,T,xxxxxR

4 @ASG,T PLT2,T,yyyyyW

5 @XQT *NASTRNtLINKI

6 (NASTUN Data Deck)

7 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

8 @FIN

Example 7 - Options • restart, checkpoint

I @RUN - - -

2 @OUAL quallfler

3 @ASG,T NPTP,T,xxxxxW

4 @ASG,T _PTP,T,yyyyyR

5 @XQT _ASTRAN.LINK1

6 (NASTY' Data Deck)

7 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAr|

8 @FIN
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11.3.4.8

11.3.4.9

Example 8 - Options = restart, checkpoint, plot

1 @RUN - - -

2 eQUAL qualifier

3 @ASG,T NPTP,T,xxxxxW

4 OASG,T DPTP,T,yyyyyR

5 @ASG,T PLT2,T,zzzzzW

6 @XQT *NASTR_.LINK1

7 (NASTRANData Deck)

8 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

9 @FIN

Example 9 - Options = create a UMF

I @RUN - - -

2 @QUAL qualifier

3 @ASG,T NUMF,T,xxxxxW

4 @XQT *NASTRAN.LINKI

5 (NASTIL_NData Deck)

6 @ADD _I_ASTRAN.NASTR/E_

7 @FIN

Notes: 3. This card identifies the tape for the New User's Master File.
Replace "xxxxx" with the serial number of the tape.

11.3.4.10 Example 10 - Options - edit the old UMF and create a new UMF

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Notes:

@RUN - - -

eQUAL qualifier

@ASG,T NUNF,T,xxxxxW

@ASG,T UMF,T,yyyyyR

@XQl *NASTRAN.LINKI

(_LASTRANData Deck)

@ADD _ASTP_N.NASTRAN

@FIN

3. This card identifies the tape for the User's Raster File.
Replace "xxxxx" with the serial nu_er of the tape.
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11.3.4.12

11.3.4.13

NASTRANON THE UNIVAC 1108/1110 (EXEC 8)

Example 11 - Options - UMF

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

@RUN - - -

@OUAL qualIfler

@ASG ,T UMF,T,xxxxxR

@XOT _AST_N. LINKI

(NASTRAN Data Deck)

@ADD *NASTRAN.N_TRJkN

@FIN

Example 12 - Options : UMF, plot

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

@RUN

@0UAL qualifier

@ASG,T PLT2,T,xxxxxW

@ASG,T UMF,T,xxxxxR

@XQT *NASTRAN.LINKI

(NASTRAN Data Deck)

@ADD ,NASTRAN.NASTRAN

@FIN

Example 13 - Options - UMF, checkpoint

@RUN - - -

@0UAL qualifier

@ASG,T NPTP,T,xxxxxW

@ASG,T UMF,T,xxxxxR

@XQT *NASTRAN.LINKI

(NASTRAN Data Deck)

@ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

@FIN
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11.3.4.14 - Example 14 - Options - UMF, checkpoint, plot

1 @RUN - - -

2 @QUAL qua1 tfter

3 OASG,T NPTP,T ,xxxxxW

4 eASG,T PLT2 ,T,yyyyyW

5 eASG,T UMF,T, zzzzzR

6 @XQT 'N_IASTRAN.LINKl

7 (NASTRAN Data Deck)

8 @ADD _TRAN. NASTRAJV

9 @FIN

11.3.4.15 Example 15 - Options - user tape input

1 @RUN - - -

2 @QUAL qualifier

3 @ASG,T INPT,T,xxxxxR

4 @XQT *NASTRAN.LINK1

5 (NASTRAN Data Deck)

6 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

7 @FIN

11,3,4.16

Notes: 3. This card identifies the user's input tape. Replace "xxxxx" wlth

the serial number of the tape. More than one user input cape may
be used in a given Job. Additional tape names are INFI, I=1,9.

Example 16 - Options - user tape output

@RUN - - -

@OUAL qualifier

@ASG,T INPI,T,xxxxxW

@XOT *NASTPJ_N.LINKI

(NASTRAN Data Deck)

@ADD *NASTP,#,N.NASTIU_

@FIN
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11.3.4.18

Notes: 3.

NASTRM ON THE UNIVAC1108/1110 (EXEC 8)

Thts card Identifies the user's output tape. Replace "xxxxxx" with the
sertal number of the ".De.. More than one user output tape my be used tn
a gtven Job. Addttton_l - qames are INPt, t-1,9.

Exlmple 17 -Opttons • user tape tnput and putput

1 ORUN ---

2 eQUAL qua1 tfter

3 OASG,T !NP3,T,xxxxxW

4 LbASG,T I NF7,T ,yyyyyR

5 eXQT ,_IASTRAN.LINK1

6 (NASTRANData Deck)

7 @ADD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

8 @FIN

Example 18 -Opttons = new S_F on dtsk

1 ORUN - - -

2 L_UAL qualifier

3 eASG,U INPI,F/I/IO00

4 OXQT *NASTRAN.LINK1

5 NASTRAN FILES=INP1

(other NASTRANdata cards)

SOF(1) - INP1,4OO,NEH

(other NASTRANdata cards)

Eka,DD *NASTRAN.NASTRAN

OFIN

Notes: 3. The card Identifies the ftle to be used as the S_F. Allowable mmms
for the SDF ftles are ]NPT and INPt, t-1,9.

5. The specification requlred because INP1 restdes on dtsk.

6. SOF declaration tn the Substructure Control Deck.
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11.3.4.19 Example19-Opttons- old SI)Fontape

1 #RUN - - -

2 @QUAL qua1 t ft er

3 (_SG,T INPT,T ,xxxxR

4 @XQT *NASTRAN.LZNK1

• (NASTRANdata cards)

S_F(1 )-INPT .250

(other NASTRANdata cards)

@ADD *HASTRAN.NASTRAN

@FIN

Notes: o Thts card identifies the user's SBF. Replace "xxxxx" with
the serial number of the tape. Additional SOF's (up to I0) are
similarly defined.

11.3-12
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I
11.4 NASTRANON THE COC 6000/CYBER (N_IS AND NIIS/SE)

11.4.1 Organization of the [npuL Deck

This section describes the o_jantzatton of the flASTRANinput deck., Table 1 !_sts

the items appearing tn the overall deck setup.

Table 1. Organization of the Input Deck

1

2

3

4

5

6

. r

J_B description cards

Control cards to load NASTRAN

Opttonal tape setup cards

Execution procedure cards

NASTRANdata deck

E_R and E_F cards

Each item tn the table is described tn Section 11.4.2. Severe1 examples of commondeck

setups are presented tn Section 11.4.3. For more information concerning NASTRANon the CPC

60OO/CYBER, see Section 5.5 in the NASTRANProgrammer's Hanual.

11.4.2 Descriptions of the Input Deck

11.4.2.1 JiB Description Cards

These cards vary according to installation and whether or not a temtnal is being used. A

key card is the JIIB card. It contains limits on core size, CPU time, I_ time, tapes, and pri-

orft|es.

11.4,2.2 Control Cards to Load NASTRAN

NASTRANoperaLes as 15 separate programs, or links, under the I_S and I_S/BE operating

systems. These 15 files may be stored on tape, on the system permanent files, or on private

disk pacLs. These options may vary considerably from site te site.

If NASTRANexists on system or private disk files, an ATTACH card ts used for each link.

If it is stored on tape, the links must be copied separetely onto randmaccess devices.
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Varlovs methods are used to mccompltsh the 1attar0 depending on the Installation. Consult the

system progrlmmr or NASTRANrepresentative for assistance in thts case.

If the user has e foreknowledge of whtch NASTRANlinks are actually needed for a gtven

execution, he cam save ttme and expense by attaching or copying from tape only the requtred

14nks.

11.4.2.3 Option1 Tape Setup Cards

No tapes ere requtred to run NASTPJUt. However, t,* the user wishes to checkpetnt, restart,

plot, run substructurtng, or have access to user tapes, etc., tapes, or their dtsk equtvalonts,

are rmlutred. The user shou!d refer to the Programmer's Manual, Sectton 5.5.2 and 5.5.4

as v_11 as his local system personnel for additional detmil concerning the procedures for

ass4gnln9 tapes for use by tIASTRAN. The tapes _htch are available to the user are as follovs:

Ftle Nam Purpose

lllPl (t-T,1,2,...,9) User tapes referenced by [_4AP uttltty modules INPUTT1 and OUTPUT1
(UGIS, UMS.3.Z)

UTt (t-I ,... ,S) User tapes referenced by DMAPutility modules INPUTT2 and OUTPUT2
(UG 15. UM 5.3.2)

NPTP New Problem Tape for checkpotnttng

tPTP Old Problem Tape for restarting

UNF User Master File

PLT2 Plot tape for NASTRANGeneral Purpose Plotter, SC4020, Cmlcolq),
or 0080 plots

The laser must reference these ftle names tn his Job control deck tf they are to be used

oil a NASTRAHrun. The user tapes INPt and UTt are accessed vta the DIAP paramter P2 (UM 5.3.2)

COrreSponding to the specified ftle name.

Substructure runs requtre (1 to 10) Substructure Operating Flies. These also must be

4eftned by control cards unless they are betng used only for scratch purposes wtthtn the run.

The Io9tc41 ftle rims rest be 4 letters tn length, and must match the names on the SIIF cards

III the Svbstngctur_l Control Deck (User's Gutde, Sectton 7).

Typtcal faints of the tape/disk control cards are:

EST,IIPTP ,HI .4363 ,I_IL _ .._
ST,Iq.TZ,H;. (SAVE,RIm,_L) "" _'_"

ATTACH(S_F1,JlLDSOF,XO-xxx) )-dt sk
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These requests also vary wtth the local operating system.

11.4.2.4 Execution Procedure Cards

Oue to differences in link switching, the execution procedure differs between the N|S

and N|S/BE operating systems. NmS, at most, requires only RFL, REDUCE, and execution command

cards, as follows:

RFL(220000)
REDUCE(-)
LINKI,INPUT.

Under NIIS/BE, the deck s_tup reads in a CYBER C_ntrol Language procedure ftle, and transfers

control to it (see Section 11.4.3).

11.4.2.5 NASTRAN Data D_ck

This ts the standard NASTRAN data input consisting of the Executive Control Deck (User's

Guide, Section 6), the Substructure Control Deck (User's Guide, Section 7), the Case Control

Deck (User's Guide, Section 8), and the Bulk Data Oe_k (User's Guide, Sectton g).

11.4.2.6 EDR and EDF Cards

An EtR card (7-8-9 multi-punch in column 1) separates all input reco_s from each other

and from the system control cards. An EI)F card (6-7-8-9 multi-punch in coluem 1) temtnates

the entire deck.

11.4.3 Examples

The following examples show control card setups for usin 9 NASTRAN .nder the NeSand NI_/

BE operating systems. Accounting, tape results and plot library control cards may vary at

different Installations. The first ntne deck setup_ illustrate usage on NtiS. Example 10

illustrates the additional task that needs to be performed _hen executing under NtS/BE. Table 2

Identifies the key features of each example.

11.4-3
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Table 2. Key Feat+res of Examples.

Fea t ure

Plot

Checkpoint

Restart

Substructurtng

User's Master Ftle

Data Transformation

NJDS/BE

_xalT

1!2 3 4

X

X X

X X

X

m

)le Numl_r

5 6 7 elm 10

x)
X

X

X X

X

X I
I

!1.4.3.1 Example 1 - Simple Load and Execute (N_S)

1. NASTRAN,TSO0.
USER,- ......
CHARGE, - ......
DELIVER.- ......
*---r_Mp NASTRAN FROM TAPE T@ DISC

2. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D-PE,LB=KU)NASTOI
3. REWIND,TAPE.

4. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKI,
5. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK2.
6. COPYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
7. COPYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
8. COPYBF,TAPE,LINKS.
9. CalPYBF,TAPE,LINK6.

10. CaIPYBF,TAPE,LINK7.
11. C_PYBFoTAPE,LINK8.
12. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK9.
13. C|PYBF,TAPE,LINKIO.
14. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK11.
15. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK12.
16. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK13.
17. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK14.
18. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK1S.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*---EXECUTE NASTRAN
20. RFL(220_OO)
21. REDUCE(-)
22. LINKI,INPUT.
23. /EIIR

24. (NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
25. /EOF

Notes: I. Job cards, installation dependent.

2. Tape containinq IS NASTRAN link files is attached.

3. Make sure tape is rewound.
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4-18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Copy tape to 15 individual temporary dtsk files.

Free tape drive for other jobs.

Set maximum fteld length for NASTRAN executfon,

Allows NASTR_ to dynamically a',ter fteld length.

Execute NASTRAN ]ink 1. Other links will be dynamically executed.

End-of-record (7-8-9 multi-punch tn column 1). Separates system control
cards from NASTRAN input deck.

NASTRAN tnput data, consisting of the Executive Control Deck (UG 6).
the Substructure Control Deck (UG 7), the Case Control Deck (UG 9),
and the Bulk Data Deck (UG 9).

End-of-file (6-7-8-? multi-punch in column 1). Job Terminator.

11.4,3.2 Example 2 - Checkpoint and Plot

1. NASTRAN,TSOO.
USER,- ......
CHARGE,- ......
DELIVER.- ......
*--DUMP NASTRAN FROM TAPE T_ DISC

2. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D=PE,LB=KU)NASTOI
3. REWIND,TAPE.

4. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKI.
5. C@PYBF,TAPE,LINK2.

6. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
7. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK4.

8. C#PYBF,TAPE,LINK5.
9. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK6.

10. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK7.
11. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK8.
12. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKg.
13. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKIO.
14. C#PYBF,TAPE,LINKll.
15. CgPYBF,TAPE,L_NK12.
16. C_PYBF,TAPE,LI_;;_3.
17. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK14.
18. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK15.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*--TAPE SETUP
20. REQUEST(NPTP,NT,D'PE)SAVE
21. REQUEST(PLT2,MT,HI)SAVE

2_. RFL(220000)
23. REDUCE(-)
24. LINKI.INPUT.
2S /E¢R

26. (NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
27. /E_F

Notes: 20.

21.

Attach NPTP for checkpointing.

Attach 7-track PLl2 for p|otting using the SC4020, Calcomp, 0080,

or NASTRAN plotters.
%
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Example 3 - Static Analysts Restart

, '

.

3.
Q

5.
6.
7.
8.
g.

10.
11
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

NASTRAN,TSOO.
USER, .......
CHARGE,.......
DELIVER. - ......
*--ATTACH NASTR/kNFILES NEEOEOFWR STATICS

ATTACH_LINK1 ,NASTLINK1, ID_LRC)
ATTACH_LINI(E,NASTLINKZ,ID LRC)
ATTACHt LINK4, NASTLINK4, I D=LRC)
ATTACH_L INKS,NASTLINK5, I D- LRC)
ATTACH,LINK8,NASTLINKS, ID=LRC)
ATTACH4L INK12, NASTI.I NK12, ID-LRC )

ATTACH_LI NK13,NASTLINK13, ID-LRC)
ATTACH,LINK14,NASTLINK14,ID LRC)
*--TAP] SETUP
REQUEST(_PTP,NT,D=PE)VSN-xxxxxx
RFL(220000)
REOUCE_-)
LINK1, INPUT.
lEeR

(NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
/EIIF

Notes: 2-g. Links needed for static analysis attached. Reside on disk.

IO. Attach _PTP for restart, xxxxxx is installation assigned.

11.4.3.4 Example 4 - Restart J Checkpoint Using Disk

I. NASTILAN,T500.
USER,- ......
CHARGE, -......
DELIVER.- ......
*--DUMP NASTRAN FROM TAPE TQ DISC
REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D=PE,LB,KU)NASTCI
REWIND,TAPE.
COPYBF,TAPE,LINKI.
CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK2.
CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
CAIPYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
CDPYBF,TAPE,LINKS.
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK6.
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK7.
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK8.
C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKg.
CtlPYBF,TAPE,LINKlO.
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKll.
CgPYBF,TAPE,LINKi2.
CDPYBF,_APE,L I NK13.
C_PYBF,TAPE,L INK1 4.
CDPYBF,TAPE,L INK1S.

.

3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8,
9.

10.
11.
1Z.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*--TAPE/DISK SETUP
20. REQUEST(OPTP,NT,D'PE)VSN'xxxxxx
21. REI_JEST(NPTP,*PF)
Z2. RR.(ZZO000)
23. REOUCE(-)
24. LINKI,INPUT.

*--CATALtIG NEW FILE
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2S. CATAL|IG(NPTP,NEMPTAP,ID-LRCoRP-30)
26. IEOR
27. NASTRANFILES = NPTP

(NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
28. (REMAINING NASTRANINPUT)
29. IE|F

Notes: 21. Request NPTP as a permanent ftle to be subsequently cataloged.

25. Catalog NPTP.

27. NASTRANcard must have FILES-NPTP, as NPTP wtll restde on dtsk.

Example 5 - Substructurtn9, Intttate SOF

.

.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24,
25.
26.

NASTRAN.T5OO.
USER, - ......
CHARGE,.......
OELIVER. - ......
*--ATTACH NASTR/_
ATTACH(LINK1,NASTLINK1. ID=LRC)

ATTACH(LINK2,NASTLI NK2, ID=LRC)
ATTACH(LI NK3,NASTL! NK3,I D LRC)
ATTACH(LINK4,NASTLINK4, I D-LRC)
ATTACH(LINK5,NASTLINK5, ID•LRC)

ATTACH(LINK6,NASTLINK6, IO;LRC)
ATTACH(L I NK7,NASTLINK7, IO LRC)
ATTACHLI NK8,NAS'II.INK8. ID=LRC)
ATTACH LINK9,NASTLINK9, ID-LRC)
ATTACH LI NK10,NASTLI NK10, ID=LRC
ATTACHLINK11 .NASTLINK11 , ID=LRC
ATTACHILINK12, NASTLINK12, IO=LRC
ATTACH LI NK13,NASTLINK13, I D-LRC
ATTACH LI NK14, NASTLI NK14, I D=LRC)
ATTACHIL INK15 ,NASTLINK15. ID=LRC)
*--SIIF SETUP
REQUEST(SIIF1 .*PF)
*--EXECUTE NASTRAN
RFL(220000)
REOUCE(-)
LINK1 ,INPUT.
*--SIIF CATALIIG
C'I,TALIIG(SIW1 ,NASTSI)F1, ID=LRC,RP=30)
IEtR
(.ASTRA_ INPUT)
SIIF(1 )-SIIF1,500,NEN
(RE_AINIm _STRAN INPUT)
/EIF

Notes: 2-16. Nastran _stdes on permanent ftles.

17. Request SIW1 for future catalog.

21. Catalog SIF1.

24. StF card tn Substructure Contr_)l Deck must reference lo9tcel
ftle name tn Job Control Deck (UG 7). NEMlustqlqM_roncer11.

L

.q_
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11.4.3.6 Example6 - Substructurtng,ExtendSIW

1. NASTRAN,T500.
USER,.......
CHARGE,.......
DELI VER. -------
*--OUI_ NASTRANFROMTAPE Til DISC

2. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D'PE,LB-KU)NAST01
3. REWIND,TAPE.
4. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKI.
5. CWPYBF,TAPE,LZNK2.
6. CPYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
7. CIIPYBF,TAPE,L INK4.
8. CliPYBF,TAPE,L INK5.
9. C_PYBF,TAPE,L INK6.

10. CIIPYBF,TAPE,L1NK7.
11. C_PYBF,TAPE,L I NK8.
12. CtPYBF,TAPE,LINK9.
13. COPYBF,TAPE,L INKIO.
14. GIPYBF,TAPE,LINK11.
15. C_PYBF,TAPE,L INK12.
16. CtPYBF,TAPE,LINKI 3.
17. CtlPYBF,TAPE,L INK14.
18. CgPYBF,TAPE,LINK15.
19. RETUI_!,TAPE.

*--S_F SETUP
20. ATTACH(SIIF1 ,NASTSIIF1, ID=LRC)
21. RFL_220000)
22. REDUCE(-)
23. LINK1, INPUT.

*--SI_F EXTEND
24. EXTEND(SIDF1)
25. /EPR
as. (ttASTRAN INPUT)
27. SIW(1)-S_F1,500
28 (RE_A[NING NASTRANINPUT)
29. /EilF

Notes : 20.

24.

27.

Attac_ pemanent f_le containing old S_F.

Extend StF to save n_ly written data.

SDF declaration in Substructure Control Deck.

11.4.3.7 Example 7 - UMF Run

1. NASTRAN,TSO0.
USCk,- ......
CHARGE,- ......
DEL%VER.-......
*--OUI_ NASTRANFRC_ TAPE 10 DISC

_. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,O-PE,LB-KU)NAST01
3. REWINO,TAPE.
4. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK1.
5. CPYBF,TAPE,LINK2.
6. C,,IIPY3F,TAPE,L[NK3.
7. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
8. CIIP_fl|F,TAPE,L|NKS.
9. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LZNK6.

I0. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKT.
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11. C_PYBF,TAPEoLINK8.
12. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKg.
13. CWPYBF,TAPE,LINKIO.
14. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKll.
15. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK12.
16. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK13.
17. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK14.
18. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK15.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*--SET UP UMF TAPE
20. REQUEST(UdF,NT,D=PE)VSN=xxxxxx

*--EXECUTE NASTRAN
21. RFL(220000)
22. REDUCE(-)
23. LINKI,INPUT.
24. /E@R
25. (NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
26. /E_F

Notes: 20. UMF tape set up. Reference is made to it in the Executive
Control Deck of the NASTRAN input (UG 6).

11.4.3.8 Example 8 - Executive Denw)nstrationProblems l-l-I and l-l-IA.

These problems test Statistics Rigid Format #l and the restart code, and use the User

Master File to obtain bulk data. Note that the PUNCH file, which contains restart table data,

must be PACKed to elir late record marks (7-8-9 cards) within the file.

I °

°

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15
16
17
18
19

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

NA" AN ,T50O.
U' .(,.......
C _RGE,-......
REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D=PE,LB=KU)NAST01
REWIND,TAPE
C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKI.
C@PYBF,TAPE,LINK2.
CgPYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
C#PYBF,TAPE,LINK5
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK6
C#PYBF,TAPE,LINK/
CCPYBF,TAPE,LINK8
C_YBF,TAPE ,LINK9
C_YBF, TAPE,LINKIO
CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKII
CIJ)PYBF,TAPE,LINKI2
C@PYBF,TAPE,LINK13
CCPYBF,TAPE,LINK14
C#PYBF,TAPE,LINK15
RLTURN,TAPE.
*--GET THE UMF AND DRIVER DECKS

REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D=PE,LB=KU)NAST03
CCPYPF,TAPE,UMF.
CIIPYBF,TAPE,#LI)PL.
REWIND,UMF.
RETURN,TAPE.
*--UPDATE A DRIVER DECK AND EXECUTE
UPDATE,Q,C-NASDATA.
Rrt(?20000)

"._(% °
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27. REDUCE(-)
E8. LINKI ,NASDATA.
29. REDUCE

*--PRIICESS FILES FIDRRESTART
30. REHIND,NPTP,PUNCH,UMF.
31 PACK,PUNCH.
32. RETURN,_L.
33. RENAME,_IPTP=NPTP.

"--UPDATE SEClaNDDRIVER DECKAND EXECUTE
34. UPDATE,Q ,C-NASDATA.
35. RFL(220000)
36. REDUCE(-)
37. LINK1 ,NASDATA.
38. /EilR
39. *C DDClOl1
40. /EIIR
4!. *C DDC1011A
42. *I DDO1011A.3
43. *READ PUNCH
44. /E#F

Notes: 20. Attach tape containing UMF and UMF Driver Decks.

21. Copy UMF to permanent file.

22. Copy UMF Driver Decks to _LDPL for CDC UPDATE utility.

25. Obtain driver deck for input into NASTRAN.

28. NASTRAN execution. Input found on file NASDATA, generated

by update.

29. Turn over control of field length to system.

31. Pack punch file containing checkpoint dictionary.

32. Scratch previous NASTRAN I_D_Lfile.

33. Old NPTP is now new #PTP.

34. Obtain follow-up driver deck for inp:Jtinto NASTRAN.

37. Execute NASTRAN a second time.

39. UPDATE command to place driver deck DDClO11 onto UPDATE
compile file.

42-43. Checkpoint dlcitionary residing on file PUNCHIS inserted
into driver deck DDCIOIIA for restart purposes.

11.4.3.9 Example g - Data Transmission

1. NASTRAN,TSO0.
USER,- ......
CHARGE,.......
DELIVER. - ......
*--DUMP NASTRANFROMTAPE TD DISC

Z. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D-PE,LB-KU)NAST-1
3. REWINO,TAPE.
4. QIPYBF,TAPE,LINK1.
S. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK2.
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6. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
7. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
8. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK5o
9. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK6.

10. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK7.
11. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK8.
12. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKg.
13. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKIO.
14. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK11.
15. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK12.
16. C_IPYBF,TAPE,LINK13.
17. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK14.
18. CgIPYBF,TAPE,LINK15.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*--USER TAPE SETUP
20. REQUEST(INPT,NT,D=PE_JSN,xxxxxx
21. REQUEST(UT5,NT,D=PE)SAVE

*--EXECUTE NASTRAN
22. RFL(220000)
23. REDUCE(-)
24. LINKI,INPUT.
25. /E_R
26. (NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
27. /E_F

Notes: 20. Requests user tape to be read by DMAP utillty INPUTTI
(UM 5.3.2)

71. Requests user tape to be written on by DMAP utility
OUTPUT2 (UM 5.3.2). F_RTRAN unit 15 is implied.

11.4.3.10 Example 10 - Execution under NDS/BE

I. NASTRAN,T500.
USER, -......
CFLARGE,-......

2. REQUEST(TAPE,NT,D-PE,LB-KU,F=SI)NAST01
3. REWIND,TAPE.
4. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKI.
5. C_PYBFoTAPE,LINK2.
6. CDPYBF,TAPE,LINK3.
7. CIDPYBF,TAPE,LINK4.
8. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK5.
9. C#PYBF,TAPE,LINK6.
10. COPYBF,TAPE,LINK7.
11. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK8.
12. CmPYBF,TAPE,LINK9.
13. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINKIO.
14. C_PYBF,TAPE,LINK11.
15. CmPYBF,TAPE,LINK12.
16. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK13.
17. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINK14.
18. CIIPYBF,TAPE,LINKIS.
19. RETURN,TAPE.

*--READ AND EXECUTE NASTRAN PRIIC.
20. CIIPYCR,INPUT,NASTRJ_N
21. BEGIN,NASTPJ_N,N/LSTRAN.
22. /E_R
23. . PRIC,NASTRAN,RFL-200000 , I NPUT- ,#UTPUT- ,PUNCH,,.
24. #RFL,RFL.
25. L INK1 , INPUT,IUTPUT , PUNCH.

s

'r
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26. WHILE,RIG.EQ.O,REPEAT.
27. BEGIN,NEXT,TAPE99.
28. ENDW(REPEAT)
29. REVERT.
30 EXIT.
31. REVERT(ABDRT)
32. /EOR
33. NASTRAN SYSTEH(76)=l
34. (NASTRAN INPUT DATA)
35. /EDF

Notes: 20. CYBERControl Language Procedt, re Ftle (CCL Proc)
ts copted to file NASTRAN.

21. Transfer control to file NASTRAN.

23-31. CCL Proc.

33. SYSTEM(76) must be set equal to I on the NASTRAN card
to infon_ NASTRAN of NgS/BE operating system.
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12. NASTRANINFORMATIONSO'JRCES

12.1 NASTRANNEWSLETTER

Periodically, the NASTRANNewsletter is published to provide NASTRANusers wtth ttmely tnf6r-

matton on the development of new capability, Software Problem Reports (SPR), Documentation Error

Reports (DER), and user's experiences. The Newsletter is free and may be subscribed to by wrfttng

COSMICat the following address:

Computer Software Management

and Information Center

University of Georgia

Suite ll2, Barrow Hall

Athens, Georgia 30603

Telephone: (404) 542-3265

A blank form to be used in subscribing is shown in Figure I. The information requested on this

form is used by COSMIC to help them provide better service to all NASTRAN users.

%

,it
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12.2 SOFTWARE PROBLEM REPORT (SPR) LOG

Another service called the Software Problem Report (SPR) Log is also provided by COSMIC as

part of their NASTRAN maintenance service. This log is available to all interested users by

writing to COSMIC. The SPR Log is essentially a working document whose primary value lies in its

currency. For this reason, it is continuously updated and published at frequent intervals.

The user is encouraged to submit SPRs to COSMIC as a service to all other users of NASTRAN.

The recommended procedures for doing so are presented in Section 12.4.

/
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12.3 NASTNANUSER'S COLLOQUIUM

More formal reports on application and development of NASTNANhave been published by IO_SA

following each NASTRANUser's Colloquium held at vartous NASAcenters around the country. The

Colloquiom proceedings now available are entitled:

"NASTRAN: USER'S EXPERIENCES"

l. NASATM X-2378, September, 1971

2. NASATM X-2637, September, 1972

3. NASA TM X-2893, September, 1973

4. NASA TM X-3278, September, 1975

5. NASA TM X-3428, October, 1976

"SIXTH USER'S COLLOQUIUM"

6. NASACP-2018, October, 1977

"SEVENTH USER'S COLLOQUIUM"

7. NASACP-2062, October 1978

These proceedings may be obtained at modest cost from:

Natlonal Technical Information Service

Sprirgfield, Virginia 22151

12.3-1
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12.4 SPR SUBMITTAL

It :,s a goal that every NASTRANrun terminate with either correct results or a user-oriented

message describing the difficulties encountered. Progress towards this goal is made by means of

user-sulmttted nvltertals describing software problems. Figure 1 shows the standard SPR sulmtttal

fom.

The following guidelines are recommended so that each Software Problem Report (SPR) can be

efficiently handled.

I. If you suspect an error, first try to determine if the error is already known. An SPR

log is available through COSMIC which lists known errors. This log is indexed by

module and often contains a suggested user avoidance procedure.

2. If the malfunction involves a computer-dependent termination, such as system abends on

the IBM 360 or error modes on the CDC and UNIVAC computers, consult first with your own

programming operations staff for possible job set-up errors.

3. Having decided that the problem is caused by an unknown malfunction in NASTRAN, and if

you have programmers available, attempt to determine the cause by consulting them and

the listings. The best error submittal is one which contains a run which exemplifies

a stated error and contains a suggested program correction along with the statement,

"We tried this fix and it worked," or even "We tried this and it didn't work."

4. Having exhausted your own resources, consider sending the run to COSMIC for further

investigation. If you consider this approach, be sure that the run has as much

diagnostic data as possible. In particular, be sure that DIAG's I, 2, 3, 8, 13, IS,

16 (for inverse power problems), and 19 were on and that a d_mp was taken. Be sure to

include an echo of all the input data and the Run Log (the day file (CDC), Log (UNIVAC),

or FT04 (IBM)). If this data is not available, please rerun the. job to obtain it. You

should also take the tim to describe the circumstances surrounding the run, i.e., "I

changed this one card from when it ran before," etc. A complete NASTRANdata deck in

card form should also be submitted, because later testing and other reruns may need

12.4-1
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to be made. If plots have been made, send copies of them. If user tapes are Involved,

dump them.and send the dump. Be sure to give your name, address, phone number, and as

precise a description of the difficulty as you can.

If you take the tlme to follow these guidellnes, COSMIC will be able to respond to SPitsmore

quickly and more economically. The processing of SPRs can be delayed for extended periods when

insufficient information is submitted to permit prompt identification and correction of the

reported error.

12.4-2
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SPR SUBMITTAL

Originator:

Organization:

Address:

Phone No.:

Date:

NSMOUse

SPR No.

Priority

Date Rec'd. :

Date Assigned:

Materials Submitted:

( ) Output: __ Runs

( ) Deck

( ) Plots

( ) Letter

( ) Dump

( ) Traceback

( ) Fix:

( ) Program Listing

( ) Link Map Listing

( ) Other:

Level:

Computer:

Rigid Format:

Error Message:

Module:

• [] Displ-I Heat[-] Aero

orE] DMAP ['fAlters

Subroutine(s):

Avoidance (if known):

Estimate correction effort (if known):

Description:

Level Fixed

Test Problem

Verified by NSNO :

NSMO Use

Figure I. NASTRAtl_w)ftwirQProblinn qeport (SPR).
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12.S OERSUBIIITTAL

It is also a goal of COSMICto supply the user with complete and accurate documentation to

facilitate the appltcattun and development of NASTRAN. Even though COSMICcarefully edits all

documentation, errors of commission and errors of omission do occur. COSMIC recognizes,

however, that it is the user who ultimately puts the documentation to its most severe test.

Therefore, COSMICwelcomes all user reports of documentation errors. Valtd errors wtll be

reported to other users via the NASTRAN Newsletter.

A sample DER form is shown in Figure I. The user is encouraged to submit this form to COSMIC

along with a copy of the documentation page with annotations to indicate the error. If appropriate,

also provide the specific text which would serve to correct that error. Some types of documenta-

tion errors may indicate the presence of software problems as well. If this is known, the user

should consider submitting a supporting SPR followlng the procedures suggested in Section 12.4.

t.
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DER

Originator:

Organization:

SPR NEE CAPABILITY

NASTRN¢ DOCUHENTATIONERRORREPORT(DER)

Date:
, m,im ,

Phone No. :

8anual D Theoretical

[-1 User's _ Page

i"] Programmer's _ Numbers
[_] Demonstration

Descr|pt;on oF the Error and Correct|ons

(A copy of the page(s) in error with marked corroctio_s should be attached.)

i

Comments

Editor
Approval

Date

NSm
Approval

Date

MPSL
Entry

Date

Ftgure 1.

Change
Made

Date

, | . ,

Edttor
Check

Date

NSHO
Vert f.

Date

Editor
Verif.

Date

MPSL
Entry

Date

NASTRANDocumentation Error Report (DER).
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13. OPERATINGPRINCIPLES OF NASTRAN

13.1 INTRODUCTION

To model a structure in NASTRAN requires a knowledge of the input and control options bu_
o

little understanding of how the program itself works. However, a fundamental knowledge of the

basic operating principals of the program will assist the user in fully using NASTRAN's capabili-

ties. With the "black box" stigma of the program removed, the N/LSTRANuser Is free to use

many of the special purpose diagnostics and efficiency controls available to him. Understanding

the operating principles also aids understanding processing failures, interpreting diagnostic out-

put, and planning unusual analyses.

Presented in this section is an overview of NASTRAN as a computer software system. The over-
t

view includes a description of the major subdivisions of NASTP_AN: the executive system, the

functional modules, the input/output utilities, the matrix algebra utilities, and the data base

file structures. Included here is a summary of standards and conventions used in NAST_H code

development to implement the theory of NASTRAN applications. The conventions described include

the engineering notation used, the nested v_or concept, the open core concept for data storage,

formats used for matrices and tables, and fundamental concepts of the NASTRAN Input/output (I_)

system. This section concludes with a discussion of the theory behind NASTRAN restart procedures.

In-depth treatment of the topics presented in this section are found in Sections I of the

Theoretical and the Programmer's Manuals. Specific references to other material are also provided.

13.1-1
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13.2 PROGR/_DESIGN OVERVIEW

An understanding of the NASTRANprogram design can be facilitated by a knowledge of some of

the design criteria which are related to computer science rather than structural analysts. Chief

among these criteria are:

1. Simplicity of problem input deck preparation.

2, Htntmizatton of chances for human error in problem preparation.

3. Minimization of need for manual intervention during program execution.

4. Capability for step by step problem solution, without penalty of repeated problem set up.

5. Capability for problem restart following unplanned interruptions or problem preparation

error.

6. Minimization of system overhead in the three vital areas by:

a. Not diverting core storage from functional use in problem solution.

b. Not diverting auxiliary storage units from functional to system usage.

c. Not using system housekeeping time for performing executive functions that do not

directly further problem solution.

7. Ease of program modification and extension to new functional capability.

8. Ease of program extension to new computer configurations and operating systems.

9. Maintain ability to operate efficiently under a wide set of computer configurations.

The design goals for NASTPJ_Nare achieved through modular separation of program activities.

The major functional subdivisions of NASTRJ_Nare presented in Figure I. They are:

I. The Execctlve System - It provides for overall control of the Job. It allocates files,

supervises the input process, generates the execution sequence. It acts as an interface

bet_len the program and the computer operating system.

2. System data and module parameters - These data are storld tn small, core-held common

blocks. These tables serve to define the status of the system and provide co,muntcatton

between the system and modules.
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3. Functional Modules - These are self-contained blocks of code designed to perfom

selected analytical functions such as element matrix generation or assembly with a

minimum number of interface data blocks. To provide simplicity and convenience for

updating and maintaining the system, the following restrictions are applied to functional

modules:

a. Modules may interface with :ther modules only through auxiliary storage files, as

opposed to passin? information between each other while in core.

b. Since the availability and allocation of auxiliary files for module execution inter-

_;t with the execution of other modules, no module can directly specify or allocate

physical files. The auxiliary storage allocation is reserved as an Executive func-

tion.

c. Modules operate as independent subprograms, and may not call, or be called by, other

modules. They may be entered only from the Executive System.

4. GINi (General Input/Output utilities) - A comprehensive set of utility subroutines de-

veloped for manipulating data blocks. GIN@ routines are always used to read or write

data blocks for internal NASTI_kNoperations.

5. Data Block - A collection of unformatted tables and/or matrices used for writing to

and reading from auxilliary storage. The contents and formats are defined by the

routines creatln_ them. Every NASTRAN file is made up of data blocks except for user-

supplied files defined via the Job control, all files are allocated temporarily.

6. Matrix Utilities - A set of mathematical subroutines provided for matrix decomposition,

matrix multiply, matrix partitioning, elgenvalue analysis, etc.

These major subdivisions of NASTRAN and their relationships to each other are described in

more detail in the following three sections.
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13.3 THE EXECUTIVE SYSTEH

The essential functions of the Executive System are:

1. Establish and control the sequence of module executions according to options specified

by the user.

2. Establish, protect, and communicate values of parameters for each module.

3. Alloca_ system files to all data blocks generated during program execution. A ftle is

"allocated" to a data block, and a data block is "assigned" to a file.

4. Maintain a full restart capability for restoring a program execution after either a

scheduled or unscheduled interruption.

The Executive System is open-ended in the sense that it can accommodate an essentially un-

limited number of functional modules, files, and parameters. Modifications of the Executive Sys-

tem to accommodate changes or additions to functional modules are performed with changes to con-

trol data tabl__s.

The Executive System controls the execution of NASTRANin tm phases: (1) the preface, in

whtc,_ a basic setup is performed; and (2) the execution of the DMAPprogram tn which the modules

are controlled. The key executive subroutines performing these steps are:

1. XCSA (Control Section Analysts) - Processes the Executive Control Data Deck and loads

th_ DI_P code from the Rigid Format Tables.

2. GNFIAT (Generate FIAT) - Allocates the NASTRANworking ftles and assigns tntttal data

block names to the Ftle Allocation Table (FIAT).

3. XGPI (General Problam Initialization) - Processes the Direct Matrix Abstraction Program

(DMAP) much ltke a compiler. Restart logtc is also performed to identify the modules

to be re-e^ecuted. The output ts the Operational Sequence Control Array (IISCAR), which

provides the information for executing the modules.

4. XSFA (Segment File Allocator) - Manages the data block to physical ftle relationships

throughout the' NASTRANrun. It reallocates files when new data blocks must be allocated

and previously used data may be discarded to free the ftle to the system.
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,S. XSEMJ (I • 1,2...M) (Executlve Sequence Monitor, Link |) - The 11nk-drlven routlnes which

control the calls to the functJor_1 modules. If a module resides In the |th 11nk, the

XSEMI routlne requests the f11e and parameter a11ocatlons and directly calls the module.

If the module resldes on another 11nk, the XSEMI routine returns to the overall control

for 1oadlng another XSEMI routlne, ._ach HASTRAN 11nk Is a major over1_LY segment of

the progr_,

The general programmlng phllosophy behlnd the Exe_utlve System routlnes is that rellab111ty

and efficiency are paramount concerns. It was also antlclpated that few changes were to occur in

the Executlve System as the NASTRAN systm grew, thus, few ge,_eral rules were Imposed on the

Executlve System code, resulting in a sophlstlcate(l, but (llfflcult to modify, system.

In addition to the above specJallzed functions, the Executive System controls the Input data

card processlng, and provides various other functlons such as def|nlng open core and clock time.

For more Informatlon on the topics above, consult the NASTRAN Programmer's Manual Sections 1.2,

2.4, 2.2, and 4.1 through 4.20.
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FUNCTIONALMOOUI.ES

A ItASTRANmodule consists of one or more subroutines whtch perfom a stngle computational

process, The size of a module may range from less then ten l|nes of code to Nny thousands of

executable statements. Functional modules serve to manage or control a sertes of opertttons,

which may be executed by other module_ or matrix utilities, to accomplish an analytical objective,

;n general, functional modules are executed _n the sequence spectftlKI by the NASTRANRigid Formats

Or by user I)HAP instructions,

13.4.1 Module T_es

Four module types occur tn NASTRAN, and each tyl_ is limtted to a specific range of functions.

These are:

t

1. Preface Modules - Executes under direct control of the Executive System during the pro-

blem initialization. Since these modules are not used by O¢4AFand their data block naw4s

are fixed, many of the normal NASTRAN coding restrictions do not apply. For example,

preface modules may wrlte on thelr own input files or on the reserved HASTRAN system

files.

2. _xecutive Operation Modules - Perform logical DMAP operations such as JUMP, LNP, and

FILE declaration. Except for the checkpoint module, none of these modules perfom any

major calculations or I/i operations.

3. Utility Hodules - Designed for general use with simple inputs and outputs. Utility

functions range from performing print requests to complex n_trlx operltions.

4. Analysis Oriented t4odules - Provided for _l_ctftc steps tn the Inalysts of structures

which are not easily defined wlth matrix algebra. Examples are the ele_nt table as-

sembler (TAll and the stress recovery routi_ (SORI). Other modules Ire provided for

more effic,ent processing of matrices than available wlth Utility Module OMAP steps.

An example is module SSG2 which reduces the static load vectors u_ing a serie! o_

matrix operations.

13.4.2 Mod, le Data Interfaces

Coeeentcation between modules is performed using data block files and pcrameters.

13.4-1
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of input ftles, output ftles, and parameters for every DMAP module are pre-deftned tn the block

data program XMPLBD.

Input uata block ftles are spec|fted as ftle number 101, 102, 103 ... IO0+N according to the

DI_AP calltng seqL_nce. These numbers are used tn the calls to the GII_ uttltty subroutines for

all ftle operations. Similarly, the output ftles are defined as 201, 202, 203 ... 200+n and the

tnternal scratch files are labled 301...300+N. Severs1 of the GINID system error messages reference

these numbers. The user must refer to the Rigid Format description in the User's l_nual to detemtne

the actual data block tn question.

Parameters are stored in the blank common block (CIIN_N /BLANK/ ltst). The types my be

Integer, real, complex, or BCD characters. Floattng point numbers may be stngle or double pre-

cision. The type of each parameter ts fixed tn the module code and tn the system tables. Modules

may use the parameters as either input or output data.

13.4.3 Module Over)a_s and Open Core

Each module tn NASTRAN generally ts assigned separate overlay segments independent of the

other modules. During execution only the module code and the required utility subroutines are

loaded into core. Furthermore, a coownon block assigned by the module ts loaded belo_ the current

code for use in an "open-core" storage space. Open core exists from thts point to the maximum

core space requested for the execution. Al1 m_trtx and table data required for a given module

operation are brought tnto open core for temporary storage. Results are moved from open core to

date block files for access by other modules.

A typical NASTRAN overlay "tree'* ts illustrated in Figure 13.2. Shown are examples of modules

which are divided into separate parts, conslst_ng of a small "dr(ver" routine which calls the

major sections of code located near the bottom of core. This scheme allows the large and complex

matrix utility routines to be used by more than one mule in a link, yet still allows the largest

possible open core space for each module.

Each mule in NASTRAN performs It's own open core allocations. The executive subroutine

Y,IIRSZ (core size) Is used to determine the available length of core relative to a particular data

location. The module allocates space for GIN@ Input/Output Duffers, along with all core-helU

variable length arrays. The modules are also responsible for their own spill processing. This

occurs men a particular set of arrays do not fit in the available open core and must be processed

a piece at a ti,ne using scratch files for the extra data.
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13.4.4 Module Restrictions

A number of general rules have been followed tn the developmnt of NASTRANmdulas _lch pro-

vtde efficiency, reliability, and east of metntemnca. UnderstAnding these rules my aid tn +he

use of the program. The general medule design rules are:

1. Only GIND uttltty routines (e.g., (#PEN, CLDSE, READ, WRITE, PACK) aro used to access

data blocks and scratch ftles.

2. Only substructure utilities (e.g., SmFmPEN)are used to access the automated substructur_

operation ;'ile (SOF).

, No data ts written on input d.=ta blocks.

data blocks. )

t

(Note, however, that a module MY rud output

4. Values of system parameters and arrays are not changed.

5. Uttltty routines are used whe,ever posstble to avotd unnecessary code dupltcatto,. /m

example ts the use of the HESAGErouttne which stores cormmonerror message print formats

on a separate overla.y.

For additional module coding restrictions and conventlo, s, refer to Secttons 1.3 through 1.5

of the NASTRM Programmer's Hanual. For discussions of the utt11"ty routines refer to Secttons 1.7,

3.4, and 3.5 of the Programmer's Hanual. For individual module descriptions refer to Section 4 of

the Programner's Ranual.
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THE NASTRANI/D SYSTEM

NASTRANts primarily a file-oriented program, using mass storage devices for nearly all major

data transfers. The four types of Input/Output systems provided tn NASTRANare the external user

interfaces, the tnternal data blocks, the checkpoint/restart file, and the substructure data base.

These are described individually below.

13.5.1 External User interfaces

Aside from the conventional input data file and output print ftles, NASTRANmay be used to

read or write data on other user-supplied external files. These are summarized below;

1. Plot files are created for both structure plots (plots of the model geometry) and dynamic

response curves (XY output plots). The format is dependent on the computer hardware and

plotter hardware.

2. The punch file ts used for several purposes. The restart dictionary data are autm_ticaily

generated and stored on the punch ftle. The DMAPprogram may be punched tf DIAG 17 is

requested. Al1 printout data may also be punched for post-processing by other programs.

3. User Ftles are machine-dependent file names that are requested by the user tn hts system

job control cards. Modules using these files must be defined in a [3_AP program. Modules

]NPUTT1 and tUTPUT] read and write data blocks in NASTRANformat. ]NPUTT2 and DUTPUT2 read

and write data blocks which are converted to F_RTRANfomat on the user ftles.

4. Substructure Operating Files (S_r) are direct access device files defined by the user for

storing substructure data. A data base management system automatically provides the

required NASTRAN1/_ interface.

For more information on the external I/0 interfaces of NASTRAN, see Section 5.0 of the NASTRAN

Programmer's Manual for system interface descriptions versus computer type.

13.5.2 NASTRANOata Blocks

Data blocks in NASTRANare treated as separate, self-contained ftles used for temporary data

storage. The Executive System allocates the storage devices while the modules perform the calcu-

latiem$ to geeerate data for storage tn the data blocks.

13.5-1
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Each data block may be subdivided into an unlimited number of records. Each record may coe-

rate an unlimited number of words or may be completely null. [n rare cases a data block rally also

contatn sevet'al logical files, but this practice is discouraged. OeLailed information on the data

blocks used in the NASTRANRigid Formats is contained in Section 2.3 of the Programmer's I_nual.

The most general form of data block is the table. Any format of data may be used with mixed

integers, floating point number, and BCD characters. No data conversions are performed on tables.

A _tandardized packed matrix format is used for all NASTRANdata block matrices. Only non-

zero terms and their packed identifiers are stoned on the file. A set of matrix uttlity subrou-

tines are used to read and write matrix terms. All NASTRANmatrices are stored by columns, t.e.,

each column is a separate logical record.

All _ASTRANdata block names are stored in core°held tables which contain 6 words of so-called

"trailer" information. The trailer data is used to identify the characteristics of files without

actually perfoming any I/_ operations. The trailers ._or matrix data blocks are particularly use-

ful in that they contain the dimensions and density of the matrix. The input executive control

card DIAG 8 will produce a printout of each trailer as the data block is created. The contents

for matrices are:

WORD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DEFINITION

Internal Data Block Name

Number of Columns

Number of Rows

Type of Matrix (square, rectangular, etc.)

Type of Matrix Terms (single, double, etc.)

Maximum Number of Non-Zero Words in a Column

Matrix Density x 103

For definitions of the types of matrices see the DNI (Direct Matrix Input) bu]k data card

(h_scriptlonin Section 2.4 of the User's Manual.

13.5+3 Checkpoint Files

The NASTR/U_Cl_eckpolnefile is defined by the user _ his m,tchine-dependentjob control input.

A single o_w_ratlngsystem file is required° which may be on any of the available system p_rmanent

13.5-2
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bulk storage devices, including multi-reel tapes. If a checkpoint ts requested, the contents of the

NPTP (New Problem TaPe) wtll tnclude the current cast cont,1 data, the sorted bulk data, all NASTIUVt

data blocks written via the DHAP request CHKPNT, and the parameter values at each checkpoint stop.

Associated with the NPTP file ts a checkpoint dictionary which ts normlly written on the punch ftle

tn card images. The restart dictionary contains descriptions of the data blocks and the XVPS

(Executive Vlriable Parameter Save Table) stored on the NPTP file.

On restarts, the previously r.:nerated checkpoint file Is assigned as the DPTP (llld Problqm TaPe)

ftle. The corresponding checkpoint dictionary ts Included in the Executive Contr_l Deck end the

program automatically proceeds with the restart process.

13.5.4 Sub.s.tructure Operating Files

For autoeated multi-stage substructure analysis, the Substructure Operating File (SlIF) Is a

single logical file used to store all data necessary trot a complete multi-stage substructuring

analysis. The SIIF may actually reside on one to ten physical files. Hoover, these physical

files are chained together to form a single logical file for use in the analysts of larger

problems.

Each physical file comprising the SIDFmust be a direct access dtsk file. These files are not

processed with NASTRANGINO operations, but treated as external user files. In a substructure

analysis, NASTRANstores data on the SII)F_htch must be saved from run to run. Therefore, tt is

the user's responsibility to maintain the p_ystcal disk It]as comprising the SIDF from one execution

to the next. A complete description of how to use and mtntatn the S(IF is presented tn Section

20.12 of the User's Guide and Section 2.7 of the User's I_lnual.

13.S-3
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13.6 NASTRAN CHECKPOINT/RESTART LOGIC

NASTRAN has a sophisticated checkpoint and restart capability. This capability a11ows the

user to efficiently recover after either a scheduled or unscheduled interruption. Some situations

applicable to the use of checkpoint/restart are listed below:

I. A run may abort due to insufficient time, a user data error, or insufficient core.

2. The user may request termination of his run at selected steps during the analysis for the

purpose of examining intermediate results prior to continuing the run.

3. The user may wish to rerun only a portion of the analysis with limited data changes.

The overall design philosophy for restart is twofold. A restart selectively executes only the

modules necessary to accomplish a user-input data change. The user is able to change any part of

his problem including model data changes, additional cases, or more output requests. At the same

time restarts are automatic as far as user interference is concerned. The user need only check-

point his original run and submit changes to the original run on subsequent runs.

13.6.1 Restart Types

In NASTRAN there are four general types of restarts. Unmodified Restart (UMR), Pseudo Modi-

fied Restart (PMR), Modified Restart (MR), and Rigid Format Switch (RFS). In Section 3 of the

User's Manual, UMR's and PMR's are described together as Unmodified Restarts. These classifica-

tions are for descriptive and internal purposes. The user need not know anything about which

type is which. The basic characteristics of each "type will be described below.

An Unmodified Restart results when the user simply resubmits a problem with no data changes.

It is used to continue a solution from the point of interruption. Presumably the problem aborted

previously due to time expiring, or the user-requested early termination for the purpose of examin-

ing intermediate results prior to completing the solution. The restart dictionary (created while

checkpointing) is processed, and the solution is started again at the last re-entry point (after

the last successful checkpoint).

A Pseudo Modified Restart occurs when the user requests additional output from the program

which simply requires the re-execution of an output module such as the Structure Plotter, the

Grid Point Height Generator, or the Stress Data Recovery module. The numerical solution is \
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not effected by these modules; only new output is generated. Note that a PMR is the conmm)n case

since printer output, plotter output, etc. is usually requested. A true UMR is rare. On a PMR,

output modules are re-executed to display requested output, and then the problem is continued at

the re-entry point.

A true Modified Restart occurs when some numerically significant data change. The modules

which process these data must be re-executed. These modules are re-executed to regenerate their

output data blocks based on the new data and tl:e problem is 'continued at the re-entry point.

IX Rigid Format Switch (RFS) is a special form of Modified Restart in which a problem changes

from one solution type to another. One example would be: a user has solved for the static solu-

tion on Rigid Format I and now wants to find the normal modes by using Rigid Format 3. RFs may

or may not require data changes. The key difference here is that the re-entry point cannot be

used to determine the proper place to restart. For a RFS, NASTRAN examines the final modules on

the new Rigid Format and lets the File Name Table chain the solution back to the proper restart

point. ,

13.6.2 Restart Decision Process

To understand, in general, how the above types of restart are implemented, it is necessary to

consider the Module Execution Decision Table (MEDT), which is associated with each Rigid Format.

The Module Execution Decision Table has one entry for every DMAP instruction in the Rigid Format.

A Card Name Table associates bits of the MEDT with selected bulk data card names, case control

selections, and parameter names. The File Name Table associates bits of the MEDT with selected

data block names. The following example illustrates the use of these tables in determining the

effects of changing a bulk data card on a Modified Restart.

Suppose the F_RCE bulk data card is to be changed when executing Rigid Format I. DMAP modules

BEGIN, FILE, FILE, GP3, SAVE, PARAM, PURGE, CHKPNT, SSGI, CHKPNT, EQUIV, etc., will ae executed

since the bit associated with loads is set for each of those modules.

Each part of the NASTRAN Preface contributes to processing the information for a restart.

The XCSA module extracts and stores the Card Name Table, the File Name Table, the Module Execution

Decision Table, the DMAP sequence, and the Rigid Format Switch bit if any. These are written in

the XCSA Executive Control Table on the New Problem Tape for later use by module XGPI. IFPI com-

pares the current CASECC (case control) data block with the one sul:wnittedon the previous run (a

copy of CASECC is stored on the 01d Problem Tape for this purpose).
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Three types of changes are noted by IFPI:

1. Changes in data set selection such as Load s_t, SPC set, etc.;

2. The occurrence of output requests for printer, plotter, punch;

3. Changes in the looping structure of the problem.

XSIIRT analyzes bulk data card changes in a similar manner; setting the proper bits in the

tables. XGPI then analyzes this information to decide which modules are to he executed. Input

data blocks are then checked for RFS restarts to find if they are to be generated or available on

the checkpoint tape. If the input data blocks are missing, the modules which generate them are

flagged and the process continues until all module data requirements are satisfied.

13.6.3 Restart Rules

Some of the basic program rules followed in the restart decision process are:

I. The first choice of re-entry points is always the last entry in the checkpoint dictionary.

2. If a data block occurs more than once in the dictionary, the last entry before the re-

entry point is always used.

3. On DMAP looping problems the prooram will restart either at the last entry for the last

loop or at the first, depending on the changes. Restarts in the middle of a set of loops

must be controlled by manually editing the dictionary.

4. User-supplied DMAP ALTER code is always executed. ALTER code defined in the checkpoint

run is not saved and must be included in the restart if required.

13.6-3
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13.7 NASTRANPROGRAMMINGCONVENTIONS

NASTR/_ development encompassed a comprehensive set of rules for temtnology, messages, and user

controls. These have tncluded the use of consistent mneumonics for the names of data program

variables, and module/subroutines. These conventions have been useful both to the programmer and

the engineer. A unique example, described below, is the use of vested degree of freedom sets for

naming vectors, matrices, and their partitions. This nomenclature system is followed from the basic

theoretical development, through the user data inputs, to the actual code. The reader is directed

to Section 7.1 of the User's Hanual for a comprehensive, dictionary of terms which frequently occur

in the use of NASTRAN.

This section describes some of the conventions particularly useful when running NASTRAN. Some

of the particular diagnostics and notation systems are included along with error message rules and

some methods for overriding the system.

13.7.1 Diagnostic Outputs

The executive control card, DIAG, is particularly useful in diagnosing problems in NASTRAN.

The format is:

DIAG ni, n2, n3 . . .

where each integer n produces a specific type of diagnostic output. Some sample diagnostics are

given in the list below:

n

13

15

21,22

23

Type of Output

Prints matrix and table trailers

when they are generated

Prints open core length

Trace open/close operations on
data blocks

Print degree-of-freedom definitions
for all points and all types of
constraint sets

Print Automatlcally-generated DIMP
ALTER data for substructure problems

The diagnostics referenced above are most commonly used and greatly assist the user in de-

bugging NASTRANproblems. These and all other diagnostics are described in detatl in Section 10.2

of the User's G_tde.
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13.7.2 t_trtx/Vector Degree of Freedom Sets

In NASTRAN, vectors and mtrlces lhlre the same format. Each row or colum corresponds to

a stngle degree of freedom deftned as a geeereltzed dtsplacaent at a grtd, scalar, or extra

potnt. Each degree of freedom, u, belongs to one or more set_ (e.g., Ug and um) as t11ustrlted

tn the dtagrem below:

Um

Us

Uo

ulL ud

Ue

uf

U n

Ug

Up

where the sets on the left-hand stde are selected by the user as constrmlnts etther explicitly on

SPC, NPC data or Implicitly as subroutine degrees of freedom and left-hand displacement sets

are def|ned tn the ltst below:

um coordinates are eliminated as Independent degrees of freedom by m_ltl-potnt constraints

us coordinates ire eliminated by single point constrmlnts
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uo coordinates are omitted by structural matrix partitioning

ur are coordinates to which determinate reactions are applied in static analysis

u_ are the remaining structural coordinates used in static analysis (points leftover)

ue are extra degrees of freedom introduced in dynamic analysis to describe control
systems, etc.

In static analysis, we are concerned only with the grid point set, Ug, and its subsets. The

application of constraints and partitioning to the stiffness matrix involves, essentially, the

elimination of Um, Us, Uo, and Ug to form a stiffness matrix, k_, with coordinates defined by u¢.

The physical significances of these computations are explained in Section 3.5 of the Theoreti-

cal Manual. The concept of nested vector sets is extremely important in the theoretical development

of NASTRAN. The reader may, in fact, find it useful at some point to memorize the relations de-

fined above among the displacement sets.

Load vectors are identified with the same notation. Rectangular matrices are, v'he_ever

necessary to clarify the meaning of the symbol, distinguished by double subscripts referring to

the vector sets associated with the rows and columns of the array.

In the NASTRAN DMAP, a stational set of names have been given to the various types of

matrices. If x corresponds to the degree-of-freedom set or size, the following list explains the

names:

UxV - Matrix of dlsplacement vectors

Px - Matrix of load vectors

Kxx - Stiffness matrix

Mxx - Mass matrix

Bxx - Damping matrix

Gx - Transformation matrix for dependent coordinates, x

Dx - Rigid body transformation

Ox - Forces of constraint

PHIx - Eigenvector matrix

Uxx - Upper triangular _ _npositlon factor

Lxx - Lower trlangu_e- _)composition factor

For specific information on any data block, refer to Section 2 of the Programmer's Manual.
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In some cases, additional letters are added to.the basic data blank name to denote a special

form of the matrix data. The following list deftnes these key letters:

0 - Output data block

O - Dlfferentlal stiffness

L and NL - llnear and non-11near

I or 2 - Denotes sort o_ output data.

13.7.3 Error _ssages

NASTRJ_Nprovldes a comprehensive system of error checking to facilltate recovery from error

conditions. Sectlon 6.1 of the User's Manual contains a llst of a11 user and system message

along with explanatlons when required. SoFneuseful general comments on the error message system

are listed below:

I. Warning Messages - Are issued when a logical discrepancy is encountered, which may be

extraneous to the actual problem, and the program may proceed.

2. User Fatal Messages - Are always related to input data error_ or serious structure modeling

problems when no alternative path is possible. Insufficient time limlts or core slze

may also cause these messages.

3. System Hessages - Are Intended to occur only when the program code is in error. However,

these may occur due to user DNAPchanges or after user warning messages have occurred,

and the system connot recover from the bad data.

4. Potentially Fatal Messages - Occur in the DMAP compilation and in substructure problems.

These are serious, but not necessarily fatal, errors. Using D_LAP,the user may specify

these errors to be fatal with the XDMAP control card.

When the cause of a fatal error condition cannot be immediately determined, the user has several

recourses. The user should survey the run output for automatically generated informative, warning,

or other fatal messages which may help identify the source of the problem. The user should deter-

ment from the computer system "day file" which NASTILANmodule was In execution at the tlme of the

error. Then he should determine which calculations were being performed on what data. The user

will find details of Rigid Fo_t calculatlon steps in Section 3 of the User's Manual.

",q,_
J
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If the proceduresoutlinedebove do not uncover the source of the probll, the Job sl_ld be

re-run with requests for appropriate additional dtegnosttc output. This eddttto_l dilg_ltlC

output should be requested using the DI_!G card in the Executive Control dick. Also, OIIAP A1t4rs

could be tncluded to obtttn table end matrix printout of key tnfomtton which _uld help identify

the problem.

]f rerunning the job and evaluetton of the new data obtained do not identify the source of the

problem, then the error should be reported to COSMIC. Refer to Section 12 of the User's Guide

for those procedures.
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14. ESTIMATING RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR NASTRAN

14.1 INTRODUCTION

An important aspect to using any finite element program is the task of estimating costs and

resource requirements to determine feasibility of processing a particular structural model.

Because small, simple models usually do not tax the capacity of the computer hardware and they

usually do execute economically, the user may be unjustifiably tempted to linearly extrapolate

the costs for processing much larger models. Depending on model size and configuration, the user

may encounter serious problems with excessive execution times, job turnaround, file space, and

overwhelming amounts of printout. The actual costs and resource requirements for a NASTRAN

analysis are complex functions of matrix size_ density, bandwidth, and available computer

resources, and may increase dramatically with problem size and complexity.

Methods used for estimating cost and resource requirements for a NASTRAN analysis are pre-

sented in this section. Because detailed explanations of the algorithms and timing equations

are given in the Theoretical and Programmer's Manuals, this section is oriented toward presentlng

more practical working procedures. Included is a summary of critical operations performed in each

Rigid Format and timing parameters for estimating these critical steps Simplified equations are

included for estimating CPU time versus problem size and available computer core. Also, methods

are presented for estimating other resource requirements, such as file space and tape requirements.

l
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METHODS FOR PREDICTING NASTRAN COST FACTORS

!
Several methods are available to the user for predicting cost requirements of a particular

strdcturel model executing in a particular type of analysts. Estimates may be based upon exper-

ience, tests, and/or detailed examination of the computerized operations. The different methods

are further explained in the following paragraphs.

]4.2.1 Past NASTRAN Experience

It should be noted that the NASTRAN program ts designed to treat large models. However, the

sizes of the resulting matrices may exceed the capacity of the more efficient 1n-core processing

algorithms. Therefore, the NASTRAN matrix processing modules also include a necessary "spt11" logtc

to provide for those conditions in which the required segments of matrix data cannot be held in core

all at once and must be spilled to periphery storage devices. Thus, whenever this "spill" logic ts

invoked, there is usually a quantum jump in processing cost due to the extra data transfers to and

from periphery storage. Estimating computer run times when spill will occur is a complex process.

For thts reason, using previous NASTRAN experience, described next, is highly recommended.

If previous NASTRAN models _ "e stmilar to the probi_.m in question, examination of the old runs

will provide valuable insight into the costs of the different aspects of the analysis. A NASTRAN

run log is recommended for cataloging pertinent data and costs of previous jobs. Thls log should

include typical parameters such as number and type of elements, matrix sizes and densities, and

matrix bandwidths, along with the corresponding execution times of key operations such as EMG,

MPYAD, DECliMF, SDCI_4P, FB$, and READ, etc. The start and stop time for each of these modules are

given tn the computer output, called the "Day File." The matrix size parameters may be obtained

by Including a DIAG 8 card in the Executive Control Deck. However, as mentioned previously,

extrapolating run times is dangerous because the timing furlcttons are complex. The run costs of

some operations are proportior, al to the square of some, and to the cube of other size parameters.

Also, when the size of the problem requires "spilling," i.e., becomes larger the can be conveniently

handled tn core, the cost of the additional multiple-pass operations may be several factors larger

than those for the in-core run time.

14.2.2 Testtn_] for Cost wtth NASTRAtl

In several crtttcll matrix operations such as multiplication, decolq)osttton, and fonelrd-

beCkl,lrd substitution, NASTRAN automatically estimates the CPU time before actually executing

14.2-1
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the step. If the ttma 11mtt given on the Executive Control card "TIME" w|11 be exceeded, the

progrm extts wtth t message containing that ttme estimate. The user may obtatn the NASTRAN-

calculated esttmate at a m11 cost by subn|tttncj his Job wttha dellherately low limit on the

TIME card. A statler procedure may he used tn dynamtc analysis when many ttm steps or

frequencies are expected "and the cost Is known to he proportional to the nueber of solutions.

The user may submtt the Job for only a small number of steps tn order to obtain the actual run

ttma per step and then extrapolating the solution time for the larger Job. Note that this

procedure vt11 only approximate the cost for etgenvalue extractions using the tnverse paver

method. It vould not be valid fror the Givens-Householder and Hessenberg methods of etgonvalue

extraction.

14.2.3 Evalqetton of t_he Computerized A1,9ortthms

When the operational steps within the program and the size and form of the data to be pro-

cessed are knoun, the resources required to process these data may be obtained by an analysis of the

code algorithms. Fortunately, ,any of the major operations in NASTRANhave Ix,an analyzed for the

purpose of automttcally perfoming detailed internal estimates of the central processing tim

(CPU) in order to protect the user. These equations involve the size and properties of the input

matrix data for etch step, the available computer core. and the particular timing parMleters for

each computer. These equations, whtch are described in the Programmer's Manual, also may be used

by the analyst to estlmte the required resources and detemtne feasibility prior to the embarking

on the lengthy tasks of preparing and checking the f|n|te element model, 1as constraints, and the

solutton processing requirements. The following sections describe how to proceed with these

estimating tasks.
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14.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RIGID FORMATS

Each type of solution in NASTRAN, or Rigid Format, requires Its owe characteristic mtxtur_ of

computer resources. Summarizing all of the calculation steps for each of the Rigid Formats ts

be_nd the scope of this guide. • For the interested user, the detailed steps taken for developtmj

and processing of all matrix equations are presented in Section 3 of the User's I_nual for every

Rigid Format. Some of the specialized operations such as PLA3, PLA4 (Plastic Analysis) are not

covered below and would require separate and detailed analysis of the program code.

For most purposes, the more costly operations in the Rigid Fo_ts may be isolated to a few

modules. These critir_ I modules are named and the operations they perform are summarized in

Table I. The major calculation _,)dules and subroutines used in each of the Rigid Formats Ind in

the substructure operations are listed in Tables 2 and 3. In the analyses which could involve

boundary set changes, nonlinear iterations, or time step changes, groups of operations would be

repeated by looping through selected segments of these Rigid Formats. These groups of operations

are denoted by underlining of the module names involved in that looping. Available procedures for

predicting the running times for most of the operations are given in the subsequent sections.

The matrix size coefficients referenced in Tables 2 and 3 are:

L: Static matrix size after all constraints and

omitted degrees of freedom have been removed

R: Rigid body support degrees of freedom

D: Dynamic matrix size = L + extra points

H: Modal dynamic size - no. of modes + extra points

NL: Number of loads

NF: Number of solution frequenci

Ai: Substructure matrix size, input to operation

C: Contributing substructure matrix size

B: Boundary size for output reduced matrices

14.3.1 Static Condensation and Gu_an Reduction

Matrix static condensation and the associated Guyan reduction procedure are provided in Ill

_SIRAN Rigid For_ts as a means of reducing the order of the solution matrices. This feature
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ts opttonal and is selected by use of lIMIT or ASET data cards. Reasons for using this feature

are pre_ented tn the User's Hanual, Section 1.4.

The most costly processing steps for static condensation and Guyan reduction are described

below. Equations and numerical coefficients to be used for computing CPU running times and core

requirements are presented in later sections.

Thracemmjor steps are involved In static condensation, and a fourth step is used for Guyan

reduction. These steps are:

1) SOCI_P(o x o) (DecomposeKoo)

[Koo] * [Loo][Uoo] (I)

2)

where the "o" degrees of freedom are either those unconstrained degrees of freedom

specified on the @MIT data cards, or they are those no_ttlisted on ASET data cards.

FBS Co x a) (Solve for matrix GO)

[Loo][Uoo][Go] = -[Koa] (2)

3)

where the "a" degrees of freedom are either those unconstrained degrees of freedom

specified on ASET data cards, or they are those associated with points.

MPYAD (a x o x a) (Solve for reduced stiffness matrix, Kaa)

[Kaa] • [Kaa] + [Koa]T[Go ] (3)

4) For other matrices (M, B, etc.), the steps for each type are (using the mass matrix as

an example):

MPYAD (o x o x a), Ml - [Moo][Go] + [Moa] (4)

MPYAD Ca x o x a), M2 - [Moa]T[Go] + [Maa] (5)

MPYAD Ca x o x a), Maa - [M2] + [Go]TIM 1] (6)
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14.3.2 Element Matrix Generation

The co_t of generating matrix partitions of stiffness, mass, and damping coefficients for

the finite elements in NASTRAN is associated primarily with CPU activity and is not slgnlficantly

affected by core size of I/_ transfers. Each of these element matrix partitions is generated in

core-held arrays using individually designed algorithms and procedures appropriate to each

element type. Because of the differences in algorithms and procedures, the cost of generating

matrices for each element depends upon the element type, its configuration, and its properties.

For instance, the cost of matrix calculation for the BAR element will increase when pin joints,

grid point offsets, and local coordinate systems at the connected points are selected by the user.

Typical execution costs of NASTRAN for the most used element types are shown in Table 4 for

various computer models. Note that the costs for some major element options are shown. For

different models of c_nputers from the same manufacturer, the costs will be nearly proportional

to the outer loop factor, M, described later in Section !4.4. However, note that the element

execution times are not proportional to M when comparing costs between manufacturers. This

effect is caused by the differences in c_npilers dnd utility subroutine efficiencies.

I
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14.3.3 I)etermination of Open Core Size

The actual working core parameter, W, is dependent on the core allocated by the user, tl_

spice used by the necessary portion of NASTRAN, and the type of matrix data. In the sections

whtch follow, M is defined as the number of matrix terms which may be placed in working core.

C ts the number of core Word_____savailable, the number of terms is:

W = C/p (7)

where.

p I

I, real single precision

2, real double precision or
complex single precision

4, complex double precision

If

For IBM and UNIVAC machines, double-precision arithmetic is normally required and is the

default. For CDC hardware, only single precision is supported. For all machines, complex

arithmetic is used in the solution and data recovery sections of Rigid Formats 7, 8, lO, and II,

and in the aeroelastlc Rigid Formats only.

The exact number of words in open core may be obtained by including a DIAG 13 card in the

Executive Control Deck. The requested printout will be included in the "day file" where the total

space for open core available to the user is defined for each module. However, each module

requires from two to six "buffers" for storing active input/output file data. The number of

buffers depends upon the module, the input and output options, and upon the spill activity in

large-order problems. The buffer size times the number of buffers required must be subtracted

fr_ the available core size to obtain the factor, U, which is the number of Words of working

core for storage of matrix data. The user must refer to the Programmer's Manual for explicit

buffer requirements for a particular NASTRAN module, e.g., SDCIDMP.

°o_
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Table 1. Definition of Critical Operattol:s.

APD. AMG, FAI

CIN4PLEXMIIOES

OORI

OECmqP

OSMG

EMG

FBS

MPYAO

mOES

PLA3, PLA4

R_G

socl_p

SSGHT

- Aeroelasttc data processing modules

- Extract general etgenvalues, etgenvectors

- Dynamic Data Recovery - Recovers grid point

displacements, etc.

General decomposition for unsy_metrtc matrices

Differential Stiffness Matrtx Generator,

simtlar to EMG

Element Matrix Generation

Forward/Backward Substitution

- Matrix Multiply - Add

- Extract Nomal Modes (READ module)

- Piecewise Linear calculation _ules

- Radiation Matrix Generator

- Symmetric Matrix Decomposition

- Heat transfer stattcs nonlinear solutton

generator
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14.4 ESTIMATINGCPU TIME REQUIREMENTS

In the following sections, numerical methods are given for estimating the central processing

unlt (CPU) time for the crltlcal NASTRAN calculatlons. It must be noted that the given equations

are bqise_Jon average problom characteristics and have been determined from slwllfied code

algorlt_s. Although the coefficients to be used In the equations have been determined em_Irlcally

from actual hardware tests, their range of accuracy is 11mlted by the range of the tests and the

approximate nature of the equations.

The basic matrix timing coefflclents for various computer hardware are glven In Table I. The

three basic operations 1;sted are:

M_ - Tight Loop Multlply-Add

These values define the time. for real arithmetic performed prlmarlly In computer Index

registers.

M - Loose Loop MultJp13-Add

These ealues de_Ine the tlme for real arithmetic performed by F_RTRANcode wlth core

data transfers.

P - Pack/Unpack for Matrix I/_

These values define the average CPU tim to transfer one matrix term with row and

column indices to or from a location in the file buffer.

Timing data given in Table I correspond to the default computer arltlvaetlcpreclsl_

seloct_ by NASTRAN. A11CDC system times are for slngle-preclsion operations. The tlming

data for the other machlnes correspond to double precision, the normal default. If a dlffe_t

precision Is used in • key arltlvaetlcoperatlon, the coefflclents should be adjusted acco_Ingly,

The standard nomenclature used In NASTRAN timing calculatlons is given In Table 2. These

tam are used In the basic timing procedures and equatlons which follow.

11.4.! Matrix Multiplication and Addition - MPYAD

Four separate methods are used by NASTRAN for multiplication of matrix data blocks. Three

methods are used by the MPYAD module for computing the product of two matrices and adding a

14._I
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third (A-B_C). Additionally, the MPY3 module is provided for the specialized "triple multiply"

operation (HTAH), frequently encountered in substructure analysis.

In the MPYAD module, the estimated running time for each of the three alternatives is

calculated and the fastest method is selected by the program. The choice taken will depend on

the relative sizes and densities of the input matrices and the amount of computer core

available. Figure I provides approximate equations for the three MPYAD methods. Note that it

is the time to multiply which predominates. The time to add is negligeable by comparison.

Large-order matrices with ranges in density of from lO percent to 50 percent are assumed. For

the more detailed equations, consult Section 3.5.12 of the NASTRAN Programmer's Manual.

14.4.2 S_mmetric Trianqular Decomposition (SDC___

A sparse matrix Gaussian elimination method is used in NASTRAN for triangular decomposition

of symmetric matrices. This method does not require to so-called "banded matrices" to realize

efficient processing. In effect, the method uses a variable length band, processing only the

"active columns," in which non-zero terms occur. Fu1| details on the computational algorithms

are given in Section 4.7 of the Programmer's Manual. Also note that the rarely used "passive

columns" effects are deleted in the method shown below.

Figure 2 illustrates the method used for calculating the "active column" size for each row

of a matrix. The characters "X" signify non-zero, off-diagonal partitions of the input matrix.

Typically, each X may represent six degrees of freedom or one grid point in the model. During

the decomposition, the non-zero terms create additional terms in the rows below. The resulting

region defined by the dashed lines will be completely populated in the resultant triangular

factor. The number of active columns at each row is measured by counting the columns inside the

dashed regions for that row. The aIgorithm described below may be used to calculate the CPU time

for the In-core process. This is followed by a method for estimating the out-of-core execution

time which involves "spill logic."

S_metric Decomposition in Core

The steps used for calculating execution time are:

I. Calculate or estimate the active colur_nfactor Ci for each row i.
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Calculate the maximum value CMAX, the average value Cavg,and the RMS value

CBAR(C), where:

(1)

(z)

,

and N is the order of the matrix.

Determine if matrix spill logic is required.

condition is met:

W > ½Cma x (Cn_x + 3)

No spill occurs when the following

(3)

4. If no_o_1)illoccurs, the timing equation is:

T = ½ M_C2N + P Cavg N (4)

Note that the second term may usually be ignored.

Note that the example in Figure 2 shows a poorly banded matrix having a significant hUmbler

of widely spaced coupling terms. However, examining the number of active columns listed down

the right side of the figure, w,_ observe that the actual value of C is _nly about 7D, where D

is the number of active columns per partition X. By using th_ active column technique of

deco_osition, the running time would be comparable to a banded matrix with B - 7D.

14.4.3 Symmetric Decomposition with Spill

When the matrix decomposition process requires splll logic tO comq)ensate for limited core

storage, scratch files are used for ten_)orary out-of-core storage of results. The non-zero

matrix terms shown in Figure 3 are subdivided into core-slzed partitions, or "spill groups,"

which are spilled to and read back into core fr,m these scratch files as necessary to finish t_wI

processing. Note that once a group is spilled, each row of that group ts then treated separatel

and, as such, is read back in only if it is required for calculations involved tn processing a

subsequent group when it o_cupies core.
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The actual spill logic in the NASTRAN symmetpic decomposition routines is very complex, end

no slngle equation is adequate for estimating the resource requirements. A recommended procedure

for large-order problems is to submit the job with a deliverately low estimate on the NASTRAN

"TIME" card of the Executive Control Deck. The SDCJ_IP routine will perform the time and core

requirt_nent calculations, print the pertinent decomposition parameters, and exit due to the low

user-specifled time limit. However, this recommendation requires full development of the solution

matrices, which may be expensive. Therefore, an approximate method is given below which will aid

In prellminary estimation.

I. Horizontally subdivide the non-zero partitions of the matrix into spill groups which

would fit in available core. Fisure 3 illustrates the method using a banded matrix for

simplicity. The number of rows for each spill group, Si, is chosen such that:

S i
-- (2C i Si) + 2C i , W (5)
2

where W is the total number of terms which may fit into core. The shaded area in

Figure 3 corresponds to the available core space. Incidentally, note that Si is less

than C i if spill logic is required.

2. For each row in a spill group, determine the number of groups below that spill group

which are affected by that row. This deteYmines the number of passes, Npi, required

for reading that row in from storage. Note that each row in a spill group may have to

be treated separately. In the example, the first set of short rows in Group 1 will be

processed with t_o passes, once when processing Group 2 and once when processing Group 3

The long rows forming the second part of Group 1 will require three passes since it

affects three groups below, Groups 2, 3, and 4.

3. The additional CPU time required for the spill processing is approximately the

following value:

N

Ts - _2P C i Npi (6)

where P is the average coefficient of the pack and unpack time, C i is the number of

active columns for each row, and Npi is the number of spill passes required to be per-

formed on row i. Add Ts to the estimated time manually required for decomposition

_ithou_ spill logic.
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34.4.4 For_rd-Backward Substitution - FB$: GFBS

Forward-Backward Substitution is the second step of the general solutton of simultaneous

equations. It follows the decomposition of a matrix described above. The FBS module perfoms

these operations for decomposed symmetric matrices, whereas the GFBS (General FBS) modu]e |s

used when the decoa_posedmatrix ts nonsymmetrtc. Each ts discussed separately below. The basic

mtrtx equatton of both the backward and the forward substitution steps ts:

[Unn][Xnp ] • [Ynp ] (7)

where [U] ts the upper triangular matrtx resulting from decomposition, [Y] is gtven, and [X] |s to

be determined as the mtrtx of P so]utton vectors, each n rows long.

For the sxmmetrtc code, the parameter Cavg for the average number of active columns is

obtained from the same estimate used for symmetric decomposition. The FBS time is:

TFBS = 2npMeCavg+ P(2nCavg + -_) Kf (8)

where Kf _ np/W. Kf is the integer number of passes, where one "pass" is required for each

core-held partition of the matrix Y.

For the unsj_mmetrlccode, the bandwidth B, the column size C of the upper triangular factors

may be different from those of the lower factor (B and C). Combining the two passes (the forward

and backward substitution steps), we obtain the following equation:

TFBs • npI4jL(B+ B + C + C) + nP(B + B + C + C + _)Kf (9)

are Kf _, np/W. Kf is the integer number of passes where one pass is required for each core-held

partition of matrix Y.

14.4.5 Rode Extraction (Nodule READ)

Four alternate methods of extracting nomal modes are available in NASTRAJM.Although the

inputs and outputs from the calculation are nearly |dentlcal, the internal operations end the

ttme and core requirements differ considerably. The methods of esttmttng the requtrtments for

leach of the four methods are described separately below:
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Givens - Householder (GIV) with QR Transforms - This process requires a Cholesky

decomposition of the mass (or differential stiffness) matrix. In most cases, the IIHIT

(or ASET) procedure must be used to remove massless components and may be used to reduce

the matrix to core-held size, in which case the execution times for computing the manual

modes of the resulting matrices are relatively short. However, note that the execution

times toobtain these final reduced size matrices may be quite significant. When the

size of the input dimension, N, becomes too large for the final matrices to fit in

core (i.e., (N(N+I)/2 > W))• the execution time requirements increase significantly

due to spill. The following calculation steps are performed for Givens elgenvalue

extraction:

a) Use SDCI_HPon the mass matrix (order = N), perform an FBS to invert the triangular

factor• and use MPYAD to pre- and post-multiply the stiffness matrix to obtain the

dynamic matrix. Estimating equations for these steps have been given earlier

(refer to Theoretical Manual• Section 9.2).

b) Tridlagonalize the dynamic matrix with a CPU time for execution of approximately

where K

(no)
TTD = 4/3 M.N_ + 1/2 PNWK•

= {(I/2 N(N + l) . l)} (K > O) (ll)
W • "

c)

and the term in brackets is rounded up.

Inverse transfor_ the resulting Nv eigenvectors to physical coordinates. This

requires a CPU time (Tv) of approximately

Tv = 3MN3 Nv (IZ)

Inverse Power with Shifts {INV) - In the inverse power method, the normal modes

(eigenvectors) are obtained indirectly through an iteration process. The matrices

are decomposed Into triangular factors at "shift points," each of which may be used

to extract several eigenvectors. Each eigenvector requires an approximate average of

six FBS steps and six matrix multiplies with a single column right-hand matrix. For

estimating the running time:
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a)

b)

ESTII_e_TINGCPU TIME REQUIREHENTS

Calculate the SDCI)MPtime, TD, for deco_;pusingthe sum of the stiffness and mass

matrix. Calculate the FBS and MPYAD time, TFM, for a single column. See the other

parts of this section for the appropriate estimating algorithms.

The total time estimate, T, would then be approximated by the equation:

T + TD(Nv/3) + 6TFM • Nv (13)

where Nv is the expected number of eigenvectors to be extracted. Note that these

estimates are obtained from experience with well-behaved systems. When closely

grouped frequencies occur or a poor initial estimate of a region is chosen, more

iterations may he reQJired and/or extra shirt points may have to be considered.

All of these will require an increase in the above estimate.

FEER Method - No accurate methods are currently available for estimating the running

time for this method. However, tests indicate it is faster than the inverse power

method.

[_terminant Method {DET) - This method iterates to an eigenvalue by fitting curves

through the matrix determinant at trial eigenvalues. Because of its inherent

inefficiencies, the DET option is not recommended for general use. The only reason

for its existence is for checking results from the other methods.
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Table 2. Nomenclature for Timing Equations.

T

N

Cav9

W

M£

M

P

Boi

fl,mlp

K

PA'_

- CPU ttm

- Order of square mtrtx

average of number of acttve colums

Stmple average Of number of acttve colums

Effective core space (number of open core

cards/number of words per mtrtx terns)

Ttght loop multtply t,tme coefficient

Loose loop multtply ttme coefficient

Pack/Unpack coefficient for mtrtx 1/11

hndwtdths for unsymmtrlc decoml)OSttlon

-Matrtx dimensions for MPYAD

- Nwd)er of passes for sptll processing

-Denstt¥ of mtrtces A and B
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MATRIX PROBLEM: [A(m x n)] x [B(n x p)] - [C]

or

[A(n x m)] T x [Sln x p)] - [C]

METHOD 1

T

where

(Holds unpacked parts of band C in core)

- M_PAmp + POA mk 1

K1 > (m +n]p- W I

Ki is the integer number of passes in reading

the A matrix.

METHOD 2 (Holds packed parts of A in core)

T = (M + M_) PA mnp + P(np + mp) K2

where

2PAmn
K2 _

K2 is the integer number of passes in reading

the B and C matrices.

METHOD 3 (Sparse B Matrix, Transpose Case Only)

T • MLoBmnP + PPB(nP + mp) K2

Figure I. Approximate Timing Equations for MPYAD.
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Figure 3. Subdividing Symmetric Upper Triangular Matrix
Partition into "Spill Groups."
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14.5 ESTIMATINGOTHERHARDMAREREQUIREMENTS

In IKIdittonto the CPUttmerequirements previously derived, any other cost factors are

tnvolved tn esttmttng the overall expense of a NASTRANanalysts. These f_ctors range from

the herdmre costs of prtnttng -.,_O plotttng the results to the very significant costs of the

engineering effort necessary to model the structure. Estimating the labor costs of performing

an anelys|s ts a mJor subject far beyond the scope of thts gutde. This sectton, therefore,

M_Ils Only wtth other he_lware factors whtch tnclude I/m charges, tape mounts, and permanent

ft1I requtrlments. Because meet" ,,_ these items are htghly dependent on the operating systems

or tnstal/Tatton facilities, addttton31 tnforltton may be requtred by the user, whtch must be

obtetr.._d from hts local computing facility.

14.5.1 Input/Output Data Ftle Factors

In NASTRAN,most of the tntemedtate data storage ts placed on scratch, bulk storage ftles

vhtch My be repeatedly accessed during the job execution. On most modern hard,are, the actual

cost for thts process ts btlled in addttton to the CPU costs, and deftned as the local "I/0" cost.

Severe1 d|f_"erent methods are used by the computer operating systems to charge the user

for thts 1/| activity. Some of these are:

1) Charges for the total number of words or btts of data transferred through the I/_

had, are.

Z) Charges for the total file space requested and/or used by the program.

3) Charges for the number of calls to the peripheral processor (PP) routines which

control the ]/D operations.

4) Charge for the total actual clock ttme, which, on some systems may be the prtmary

cost factor.

Illn¥ operating systems use a combination of the above factors tn calculatin9 system resource

_mtts or equivalent :ost untts for l/ll activities. In NASTRAN, all of these activities tend to

|ncroase dtrectl¥ wtth model stze, and their costs tend to be proportional to CPU costs.

Hmmver, unllke the CPU cMrges, the user my mdtfy the 1/11 costs by changtng NASTRANparameters

Or ps_cedurts. Some of hts optto_s are:

14,_-I
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I) If the system charges are primarily for I/@ routine calls as In (3) above, the buffer

size parameter, BUFSIZE, defined on the NASTRANcard, may be increased to increase the

amount of data transferred in each I/ID call, which reduces the number of calls required

See Section 2.1 of the User's Manual for details. However, note that the increased

buffer space will correspondingly decrease the core space available for computation

which, in turn, could affect the CPU cost.

2) If the system charges are primarily for the amount of date storage, Is tn (1) above,

and the problem size is mall, the BUFSIZE parameter may be decreased. Thts will

reduce the space taken up by nearly empty blocks of data on the file and wtll gtve

the program more useable core space.

3) On IBM hardware, the size and number of working files is controlled by the Job Control

Deck. Although the standard NASTRANsetup is designed for efficiency tn a normal

analysis, the number and sizes of these files can be expanded or contracted for

unusual cases. On other hardware, the number and size of the files are controlled by

the program.

4) With very large structural matrices, the checkpoint file may become very large. In

many cases, much of the data stored on this file will no__t.tbe used in scheduled

restarts. A suggested procedure is to run a small pilot model through the entire

procedure and note which checkpoint files are necessary for the restart. The DMAP

ALTER feature may be used to eliminate the unnecessary checkpoint instructions to

reduce the size of the checkpoint file.

It should be noted that all of the above procedures are recommended only for the experienced

NASTRANuser. Some experimentation with pilot runs may be necessary to check out and validate

the partlcular combination of operating system changes and NASTRAN analysls modifications

selected by the user.

14.5.2 Tape and Pertinent File Requirements

The NASTRANuser may employ several options to archive data on bulk storage devices for

subsequent jobs. These tnclude using the checkpoint procedures or the IUTPUTt modules which

wr4te user tapes. Since these user tapes generally contain only stngle mtrtces or block data,

their stze requirements are not crucial. However, some care may he necessary tn the use of the
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ESTIMATING OTHERHARDWAREREQUIREMENTS

checkpoint procedures which are initiated with the Executive Control Deck CHKP_INT command. The

IRITPUTImodules are called into service with DNAP alters input also via the Executive Contrel Deck.

The NASTRAN checkpoint/restart procedures may employ system permanent files, private disk

packs, or physical tapes for the NPTP (New Problem Tape). The NPTP file is a single file which

could easily exceed the space available on a single tape or disk pack. The user is cautioned to

check with his computer center operations to obtain procedures for specifying multi-unit files

for checkpoint runs on any large-order structural problems.

14.5.3 Substructure Operating File (S_F) Requirements

In the automated multi-stage substructure system (AMSS), a data base file system is used to

store a11 data required for solving problems with substructuring. The Substructure Operating

file (S_F) is a single random access data base which may reside on from one to ten system files.

files may be added to store the S_F as the data base grows, but the maximum size of each file

must be specified on the run in which the file is first used. File size resources for each new

substructure that is to be added to the data base are estimated based on the expected size of the

corresponding NASTRAN data block to be stored. Each substructure will require storage of basic

structural data Including the stiffness matrix, with options for_e mass, load, damping, and

solution matrices. In addition, transformation matrix (H_RG) is required for each substructure

which contributes to a higher level combination structure or to a reduced structure. The system

automtlcally reports the space available on the S_F.

Several options are given in the system to maintain and control S_F file space. At each

stage of the process, the space used currently and the unused space available are printed aut_-

matlcally. Additional files may be attached at any stage to provide more space for storage of

the SDF. Ftnally, unused substructure data or data no longer required for subsequent operations

wry be deleted or edited from the files by the user in order to make that space available for

future operations.

_ _j 14.5-3
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15. OIRECT NATRIX ABSIRACTION PROrJU_ (OIMP)

15.1 OlMP OVERVIEW

OI¢_P ts the "programing ltnguege" of NASTRAN which controls the execution logic and sequence

of the It_TRM program operations. Etch Ot_AP Instruction cruses a block (module) of NAS11U_

code to be executed, tM each Rigtd FonMt ts stmply t sequence of Ot_P Instructions pemenently

stored tn Ig_STRN_. The user _y code tnd execute t DRAP sequence tn place of a Rtgtd Fomit.

Re Iky also mike cha_.ges to the Rtgld Formats through the use of ALTER and Ot_AP data. In

etther case, these Instructions ire tl,ays Included in the Executive Control Oeck (U(; 6).

The fomlt and dettiled usage of the user-urtented O_qAPtnstr_lcttons ire de$.-rtbed tn

Section S of the User's IMnutl. NASTRAN modules are described tn Sectton 4 of the P_'ogrmmr's

RInual. The types of tasks whtch can be performed by NASTRAN ustng I_HAP Instructions f_11 tnto

the following categories.

1. Executive, e.g., Jump, checkpoint, equivalence ftles, exit (UH 5.3.4).

2. Uttllty, e.g., print or copy files, manipulate parameters (UIq 5.3.2).

3. l%t_ix Arithmetic, e.g., add, multiply, transpose matrices (UH 5.3.1).

4. Structural, e._., assemble tables, calculate element data (PR 4).

The first three categories ire intended for general user applications. However, the structurt

ortlmted modules require specialized input tables end are intended for use In the Rigid ForintS.

In addition, severe1 dummy modules have been Implemented in NASTRAN for whtch the user my

tmpllment his o_ code (PH 6.7 end 6.12).

The next section presents a guide to the rules governing the use at DRAP instructions in

It_STRMI. This is fo|lo_ed by a description with illustrative examples using etch of the four

categories of operations defined above.

IS.I-I
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15.2 FUNDAMENTAL [PAP RULES

The OgAP code m4ky be viewed as a program t_ whtch the variables are data blocks residing"

on !/11 devices and simple parameters which remain In core. The DHAP module instructions ere

equivalent to subroutine calls In whtch the user selects the tnput and output variables end

the subroutine perform a predeftned opevltton. The genes1 format for a module lnstr'uctlon

ts:

NIIDLecE IN1, IN2 .... /IIUT], OUT2 .... /param 1/param 2/ ...... $

where VIIDULE ts the name of the operation, IN1, IN2, etc.. are user-selected nares of Input

data blocks, mJT1, tlUT2, etc., are names of output data blocks, and param 1, param 2, are ftelds

used for defining the parameters. As tn a FiIRTRAN subroutine, the number of variables end their

order tn a module Instruction are important.

The tnput and output data block names are chosen arbitrarily; their position tn the tnstruc-

tlon provides the Instructions to the module. Guidelines for data b|ock specification are:

1. Blank ftelds or two successive commas Indicate a "purged" data block. The module

specifications tndtcate where purged data blocks are legal.

2. Data blocks must reside on distinct ftles, i.e., the names are dtsttnct and not

equt valanced.

3. Input data blocks should be logtca|ly avallable as output from previous modules, as

outputs from the preface, or as checkpotnted data blocks on a restart run.

The parameter ftelds In the DNAP Instructions may take s@veral forms. Examples are l_sted

below:

/(blank)/ or drop)pad from end - The module's default value Is used

/VAR/ or /V, N,VAR/ - VAR ts a vartable Input parameter name.

/Z3.2/ or IC,N,;_3.2/ - An Input constant, 23.2 Is specified.

/VAR-16/ or /V,N,VAR-16/ - The vartible VAR ts qlven an Input value tf not previously set.

/V,S,LUSET/ - The output INIrameter LUSET t$ saved.

The types of constants used tn the parameter fields are specified tn the module descriptions

and must b_ consistent. The types of constants used are Integers. real numbers, cow|Ix nui_lrs,

led BCD flags.

15.2.1
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EXECUTIVE OPERATIONS

The fomts for the Executive Instructions are less restrictive thin the functtone] m4utes.

The tnput and output data block ftelds may be mtsstng and parameters are spe¢tftecl wtth only the

vartable name. Execut]ve Operat$ons Instructions or statements are dtv/ded ],to genera] categories

is follows:

1. Declarative Instructions FILE, BEGIN, and LABEL whtch aid the DIMP cOral)liar and the

ftle allocator.

2. Instructions CHKPNT, EQU]V, PURGEand SAVE whtch atd The NASTRANexecutive s:fstlm

tn allocating ftles, Interfacing between functional modules and In restarting a problm.

3. Control instructions REPT, JUHP, CDND, EXIT, and ENOwhtch control the order tn _tch

I_P Instructions are executed.

The rules associated wtth the Executive Operations Instructions are dtstlnct for each Instruc-

tion and are discussed tndtvtdua]ly _n Sectton 5.7 of the User's Henual.

Some exMples of executive module formats are:

BEGIN - Oeftne start of DI4AP

LABEL LBL1 - Provide a label for jumpso etc.

CIRIO LBL2, PARAH- Cond_t4onal Jump to label LBL2

EQUIV DB1, OB2/PARAPI- Equivalence two data blocks

CHKI_IT OB1, DO2, DB3 - Mrtte data blocks on checkpoint ftle

EXIT - Stop the program

The example that follows ts most useful for those situations whtch call for co, trolllng

the p4rttal execution of a Rtgtd Format. The subsequent sections present addtttoNI1 exuIples

of execution operations.

lS.3-1
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DIRECT MATRIX ABSTRACTIONPROGRAM(Ol_P)

Example 1 . Part|al Execution of Rtgld Format 1

Alter Rtgtd Forint I (Static Analysis) to stop execution after plotttng the undefomed structure.

Card
No____.

1 IO EX.ItNPLEI,I_I)ES

2 APP OISP

3 SIlL 1,0

4 TIME 2

5 ALTER 17

6 EXIT $

7 ENDALTER

B CEND

9 TITLE - DI_P EXAMPLE1

10 PL_TIO * I_OE1D£SIGN CHECK

11 PUTPUT (PL_T)

1E SET 1 ALL

13 FIND SET 1

14 PL_T

15 BEGIN BULK

i

NOTES

BULK DATA FIELD

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

16 CtNRtO
17 clm_o
18 GRID
19 GRID
20 GRID
21 MATI
22 ENDDATA

ON CAROS: 2.
3.
S.

.

.

2

3.÷7

2
3
0.0
1.0
2.0

1
1
O.O
1,0
0.0

1,0
1.0
O.O
0,0
0.0

t 1234S6 I
34_

, 1234S6 [

l
Use displacemnt approach,
Use Rt91d Fomit 1.
Insert the Immediately followtncj OIqAPInstruction(s) after Ltne 11
of the Rtgtd Fomet Identified by the SI)L card (UM 2.3.1).
NASTRANwtll execute the Rtgtd Format up to the point where tt
encounters "EXIT" M_re tt wtll temtnate.
End of Rtgtd Format alters.

, i

".._,
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15.4 UTILITY OPERATIONS

The Uttltty Operation instruction (User's Nanuel 5.3.2) can be divided tnto geewral cate-

gories as follows:

1. Read and write of user tapes (e.g., INPUT, INPUTTt, liMJTPUTt)

2. I_trtx and table printout (e.g., HATGPR, MATPRN, _ATPRT, TABPRT, TABPT)

3. Manipulate parameters (e.g., PARAH, PRTPARH, SETVAL)

4. Display matrix topology (e.g., SEEHAT)

S. Generate partitioning vectors (e.g., VEC)

These utilities are particularly helpful for debugging a structural model as well as for

checking out new routines developed by a user. Also, wtmn external programs are to be used

for data preparation for input to NASTRAN, or for post processing the results obtained from

NASTPJ_N,these utilities facilitate the transmission of the data (User's Guide, Section 9).

(xamples of these utllities are presented below and in subsequent sections.
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DIP,£CT MATRIX ABSTRACTIONPROGRAM(DMAP)

Exlmple 2 -Prtntout of Table Oata

Alter Rt91d Format 1 (Stattc Analysts) to prtnt the grtd potnt coordinates tn the basic coor-"

dlMt41 systm.

Card
No_..

I IO EXN4PLE2,BGPDT

2 APP DISP

3 SilL 1.0

4 TIME 3

S ALTER 5 )

6 TASPT BGPDT.... //$

7 ENOALTER

8 CENO

9 TITLE - DMAPEXAHPLE2

10 BEGIN BULK

NOT(S

1

11 Yctmtlo

12 i cttmlo13 GRIO

14 FGRID

IS GRID

16 HAT1

17 ! ENOOATA

011 CARDS: 2.
3.
5.

.

7.

BULK DATA FIELD

2 3 4 5 6 7

1

2

1

2
9

3
I

1 3.E+7

.0

1.

2.

p

t
i ,

1
io
1.

O.

I ,

1.

.O

O.

O.

.123456

3456

123456

Use dtsplacment approach.
Use Rtgld Format I.
Insert the tnmdlately folloutn9 OMAP Instruction(s) after Ltne 5
of the Rtgtd Fomlt Identified by the Sill card.
Prtnt the Bastc Grtd Potnt Data Table (PM 2.3.3.5),
End of Rtgid Formt alters.

10
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Example3 - Wrtte User Tape end Prtntout lntemldiite Natrtx

The following Illustrates the writing of a user tape vta FORTRANfor use In subsequent process|NI

outside NASTRAN. The matrtx data represents the mode shapes for the reduced set (u a) of dT_mtc

degrees of freedom (Theoretical Manual, Sectton 9.3.1) computed wtth Rtgtd Forint 3 (User's

Hanual 3.4.1).

Card

1

Z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

lZ

13

14

1S

16

17

18

19

20

21

Z2

23

IO EXAHPLE3,TEST2

APP OlSP

TIME 10

SBL 3,1

ALTER 91

]IILITPUT2PHIA....II-11111C,N,TEST2 $

OUTPUT2..... II-9111 $

MATGPR GPL,USET,SIL,PHIA//C,N,FE/C,N,A $

ENDALTER

CEND

TITLE - B_X3 FRAME

SPC - 12

METHIDD- 3

DISP - ALL

PLOTID • HIDE SHAPESWITI'KIUTEQUIPMENT

JUT_T(Pt.OT)

SET 1 - ALL

VIEW 34., 30., O.

MAXIMUM DEFIN_4ATION12.0

FINO SCALE

PLDT _ DEFtRHATIONS O, SET 1 SYI4B_LS2, SHAPE

BEGIN _..K

EI_TA

15.4.3
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DIRECT MATR][XABSTRACTIONPROGRAM(DI_)

NOTES ON CARDS: 1

5.

0

7_

8.

9.
10.

11-21.

22-23.

Requests execution of Nomal Modes Analysts.
Insert following alter package following DIM_Pinstruction 91,
Rigtd Format 3.

Requests output vta FDRTRANof the mode shapes for displacement set ua

tO user tape on FIIP.TRAHUn$t 11 after _vHnding and writing the NASTRAH
label TEST2. (See UG 10 for _IRTRNt unit assignments.)
Mrttes ft11,11 end of ftle (EIW) on the tape. Note that the first coma
ts required as a delimiter when the first fteld t,$ blank.
Requests prtntout of the same mode shape matrix fop al1 modes generated
(Number of modes is FE, Degrees of Freedom Set ts A).
Concludes the alter package. "
Concludes the Executive Control Deck.
Case Control deck which specifies the constraint set, selects from Bulk
Data the method of etgehvalues extraction, requests prtnttn3 of the mode
shapes for all grtd points and dtrects the structue'al plotter p_ckage
to p|ot a|] mode shapes under]ayed by the undefor_ed p]ot of the mode|
using all elements.
Contain the Bulk Data Deck for the.model which would include either Ii)MIT
or ASET data to reduce problem slze via Guyan reduction to the desired

displacement set ua.
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15.5 MATRIX OPERATIONS

The Matrix Operation instructions (User's Manual 5.3.1) include the basic functions of

adding, multiplying, partitioning, merging, transposing and solving mtrlx equations with

single and double precision, real or complex data. These DNAP instructions may be used to

process any matrix data generated by NASTRANor input to NASTRANfrom outside sources via the

user tape facilities.

Examples 4 - Processing with User Supplied MatricEs

The following example illustrates a complete DNAP sequence for reading two matrices from user

tape, adding them together and printing the results.

Card
No,

l ID EXAMPLE4,ADD

2 APP DMAP

3 TIME 5

4 BEGIN $

5 INPUTT2 /MTXA,MTXB,,,/-I/15/*BgU* $

6 ADD MTXA,MTXB/MTXSUM/ $

7 MATPRN MTXA,MTXB,MTXSUM,,// $

8 END $

9 CEND

10 BEGIN BUIK

II ENDDATA

NOTES ON CARDS:
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10-11.

Defines DMAPapproach.
Initiates input of user specified DMAP sequence.
Reads in two matrices (MTXA and NTXB) from user tape on F_RTRAN
Unit 15 which were written via F_RTRAN by a program external to
NASTRAN. (Note, this tape could also be written with NASTRAN uslng
_UTPUT2 (UG 7.3.2.2) NASTRAN tape label BgU is used for positive
identification.
Add the two matrices to form MTX_HM.
Printout all three matrices.
Terminates DMAPsequence.
Terminates Executive Control Deck.
Case Control Deck is empty except for initiation of the Bulk Data
Deck which should contain at least one Bulk Data Card (e.g., ONl card
with null data and the ENDOATAcard required to temtnate the NASTRAN
input stream.
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STRUCTURALOPERATIONS

15.6 STRUCTURALOPERATIONS

The Structure10_eretton instructions (Progrmmer's IMfluel, Secttolt 4) Inclule all the

baste functions for solvtng structo, rel problms. These tnclude processing of bdsl¢ tqmt data,

gmeratton and usmbly of elemnt end user specified stiffness, ross, d_ptq _ leed mtrlces,

execution of stattc and d)lwmtc analyses and data recovery. The aodulu calIN IW these

tnstructte_s my tn turn call the uttllty m;_rlx operation subroutines is rmw|r_l to IWClc_S

t._ data.

The best examples of use of the Structural Operation ONAP Instructions ire the RIgtd Fomets

themelves. A staple application ts t11,streted below. For more cmplex appltcat|m, see the

Substructurtng sample tnput tn thts Gutde, Sectton 20. Additional exmles ere gtvee tn the

User's Manuel, Sectton 5.4.

Exmple 5 - Replace Program _enere*_l Data with User Data

Thts exmple Illustrates an altar to Rtgtd Format 3 (Nora1 Mode /_lysts_ so that I ross

mtrtx Input on ONIG Bulk Data cards ts used _,n place of the NASTRMi generated ross mtrtx.

1S.6-1
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DIR i MATRIX ABSTRACTIONPROGRAM(OMAP)

¢.

Card

No._._:..

l ID EXAMPLES,DMIG

2 APP DISP

3 TIME 2

4 SIlL 3,0

S ALTER 2B,28

6 HTRXIN, MATPilfJL,EQEXIN,SIL,IMFRfJNDMII,,ILUSETINIINGGIOIO

• 7 ENDALTER

8 ALTER 30

9 EQUIV RFR_I)RI ,l_G/ $

10 ENDALTER

11 CEND

12 TITLE = DMAPALTER, EXAMPLES

13 METHOD- 10

14 DISP - ALL

15 BEGIN BULK

NOTES

16
17
18
lg
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ON

BULK OATA FIELD

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

1
2

MFRilMOMI
MFRII_I
MFRIIP(_(I
IO
MAX
I
2
3
1

1
2
0
2
2
GIV

,3.+7

,0.0
1.0
' 2.0

C@NI_IO
CONRIIO
DMIG
ONIG
_IG
EIGR
+EIGIO
GRID

GRID
;GRID

MAT1
ENDOATA
t

0.0
1.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
2
2
2

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5+3

1.5+3

123456
3456

123456

+EIGIO

CARDS: 2. Use displacement approach.
3. Select Rigid Format.
5. _ltne 28 of Rigid Format 3 (UM, 3.4.1) with the following DMAP

alter.
6. Use the structural operation MTRXIN (PM 4.57) to replace SMA2 (PM )

and create the _trlx MFI_IMI_Isupplied by the user on DMIG Bulk Data
cards. Sets flag _ • 1 tf that matrix ts created, otherwise sets
flag to -I.

7. Conclude current alter package.
8. Initiate another alter package to be inserted following 1the 30 of Rtgtd

Format 3 (without replacing 1the 30).
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STRUCTURALOPERATIONS

NOTESON CARDS(cont'd):

,

10.
11.

12-15.

18-20.

Equivalence user suppl|ed matrix (MFRI_Z) to the NASTRANmss matrix
(HGG). Thts user supplted matrix wtl| now be used tn al1 subsequent
operations whtch reference RGG.
Concludes current DMAPalter package.
Concludes Executive Control Deck.
Case Control deck for extracting nomal modes _nd specification of
output requests.

Provides data for user supplied mass matrtx referenced above by the
name provtded here (HFRII_I).

SPECIAL NOTE: The data set NATPilgL used as input for HTRXZN (Card No. 6) is generated during the
_ace operation (PI_ 2.3.2) and ts not an output from a previously specified DNAP
instruction.
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16. NASTRANEXTER_L INTERFACES

16.1 INTRODUCTION

NASTRANis a true general purpose computer program. As such, tt may be used to perfom a

wide range of structural, structural wtth nonstructural interactions, and many other problem with

phystca] phenomenon that can be defined in matrix eouetton format. Because of NASTRAN's versatility,

requirements often exist for the transfer of data between NASTP_Nand other computer programs or

between different organizations, each using NAST_I_N.

Data transfer to and from NASTRANmay be performed using the following:

]. Preprocessors for performing .lutomatic data generation, data checking and updating,

data conversion to NASTRANformat, grid point resequenctng, oartttton vector genera-

tion, radiation view factor qeneratlon, etc.

2. N_TRJe_Noutput as input to po;tpro,essors which perform data scanning, transient

response data conversion to generate acce]eration input, plot file edltlng, rep_)rt

generation, shock spectrum analyses, etc.

3. NASTIU_N_P and Substructure Contro] Deck c_nds for transfer of substructurlng

data tables and matrices from NASTRANto magnetic tape or disk and vice versa for

back-up sto_age or as input to NASTRAN at other facilitles, even If the computers are

different.

4. Special NASTRAN Bulk Data Deck cards /or direct matrix and table input to represent

special purpose and unusual model requirements, load, or response phenomenon.

5. Special matrix and output data card punching cap_hlllty.

The data transfer capabilities to and from NASTR/QNlisted above are described in this section.
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16.2 PRE- AND POSTPROCESSORS

PRE- AND POSTPROCESSORS

Computer program which interface as pre- and postprocessors with NASTRANare available from

government sources. Such special purpose progrms have been developed to perfom automatic

bulk data generation, grid point resequenctng, radiation view factor generation, and other data

generation or output scanning and reporting tasks.

COSMIC, NASA's Computer Software Nanagemnt and Information Center, is a clearinghouse where

government-sponsored and maintained software is transferred from government agencies to the

industry. COSMIC is responsible for distributing NASTRAN and the many NASTRAN-related pre- and

postprocessor programs that have been developed. To obtain a catalog of programs avallabl_

through COSMIC, write or call:

COSMIC

Suite I12, Barrow Hall

University of Georgia

Athens, Georgia 30602

Director: Dr. Haeold Hale

Telephone: (404) 542-3265

16.2-1
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16.3 NASTRANHOOULESFOR OATATRANSFER

NASTNVl provtdes the capabtllt7 for users to conveniently and east1¥ transfer ate from.

NASTRANto user tapes or dtsk ftles. Access to thas capability ts provtded thr_jgh the sev_

I)_P mdules 11seed below:

Hodule Otta For_t O;)eratlon

[NPUTT1

]NPUTT2

alUTPUT1

(IUTPUT2

tUTPUT3

TABPCH

EX[_

GINID

FIIRTRAN

GIN_

FtlRTRAN

"OMI" Card

"DTI" Card

User Selected

Read

Read

Write

Write

Punch

Punch

Read and Write

The user _t code a _P sequence or use a Rigid Formt alter to mke use of these

utilities, except for EX]D. The Substructure Control Deck commnds SDI_UT, SIWIN, RESlllR(,

OUI_, and CHECKmay be used to execute EXlm. Each module and tts use Is explained tn the

sections that follow.

16.3.1 NASTRANGII_IFiles

The most efftctenL way to transfer NASTRNt data blocks from one run to another on the seal

type of computer, is through the use of INPUTT1 (Proqramer's Hanual. Section 4.96) end IqJTPUT1

(P_grammer's I_nu41. Sectten 4.100). These m_dules use the NASTRMt rHd/_rtte GZN_ (_e_erel

|nl_t/Output) routines. I,structtons and examples for ustnq ]NPUTT1 and _TPUT1 are presented

In the User's N_nual, Section 5o5.

16.3.2 NASTIM/t FIRTRAN Files

The NASTRANutility module_ INPlJTT2 (Progrmmer'i Mlnu_l. Section 4.)9) Ind _TPUT_

(Progr_mer's M_nu41. Sectton 4.101) provtdev general capability for Interfacing NASTR/kR_lth
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other compuce_ programs and pre- and postp_cessors. "These two uttltty programs read (or write)

data hlocks (tables or matrices) frm tape or dtsk files ustnq unformtted FIIRTPJIN REN) and WRITE

statements. Instructions and examples for ustng INPUTT2 and alUTPUTZ are presented In Sectton 5.5

of the User's Manual.

1_.3.3 NASTRAN Punch Ftles

User's may create punchea card records of NASrRAN matrices and tables using DI*AP modules

OUTPUT3 (Programmer's Manual, Section 4.10_) and TARPCH (Programmer'; Manual, Sect%n 4.103).

These record_ are useful for lon_-te_ storage of data in a phystcal format. Punched card ftles

on ma_nettc tape are _o a convenient way to transfer NASTRAN data between different types of

computers. Note that if the data transfer is to be via magnetic tape, such data transfer froF_

one make oT machine to another will nor,_ally require assistance fro_ computer support personnel

at both machtn_ sit_s.

glUTPUT3 and TABPCH qenerate punched c_rd data In NASTRAN Bulk Data Deck card formats: DMI

and DTI, respectively. These data card fo,_ats a)e presented in Section 2.4 of the User's Manual.

Details regarding restrictions on their use are presented under "Remarks" for each bulk data card

description.

Instructions for using _UTPUT3 and TABPCH, with example_, are presenteo in Section 5.5 of the

User's Manual. Note that to use DMI or DTI data blocks, an appropriate DMAP sequence or alter

package must be written.

16.3.4 NASTRAN SOF Ftles

NASTRAN provides speclal capability for transfer of substructurlng data flles between

different types of computers. This capability is accessed using the S_FOUT(EXTERNAL) and

SDFIN(EXTERNAL) automated substructuring commands. More efficient operations are available if

the data Is to be transferred between computers of the same type. Use of these external transfer

commnds In the Substructure Control Deck automatically results in a DMAP call to module EXll

(Programmer's Manual, Section 4.130). The external form of S_F_UT and S_FIN cause unformRtted

data records on the Substructure Operatinq File to be converted to formatted records, simllar to

punch or prtnt records. These recrods may be saved on magnetic tape and, as formatted records,

they can ewmtily be read into NAST_N on a different type of COmputer. Detalled Instructlonu for

using the SI)FIIUTand SIFIN commnds are presented In Section 2.7 nf the User's Manual.

w_

.wr'
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When transferring substructure data wtth these commands, the user must consider tape

standards and character sets of the two machines to be involved. For example, when creating a

tape on a COC computer for tnput to an IBM machine, the CDC user must request his output tape

be tn the EBCI)]C character format. Thts request must be done using tnstal|ation-dependent

Job control cards. The BCD character set would be specified tf the Input were to be either to

CDC or to UNIVAC hardware. Note that external SI_F files utiltze a standard block size and should

not be Peb|ocked outside of ,_:_STRAN.
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17. INTROOUCTIONTO NASTRANAPPLICATIONS

17.1 INTROI:UCTION

In earlle; secttens of thts mnual generel principles for mxlellng structure, controlllntl

solutions, and operettng tn the HASTRANenvironment are presented. The fo110vtng secttons contain

more spectftc rules and guidelines particularized for the application of NASTRANto uch type of

analysts. These discussions are augmented by annotated examples t11ustretlmj typical optlens. As

a _tde to Identifying secttons o; tnterest to the reader, the plregrlphs that follow outltne how

to plan for spectal applications of KASTRNt, and they summrtze each tn order of presentation tn

liter sections.

These spectal appl 1cartons are also discussed tn order of decreasing fr_ucmc.y of useege and

geflereltty. The rules and guidelines presented tn the ftrst two sections, stattcs and dy_mtcs,

iPtPly to the remaining spectal toptcs. Methods of analysts are presented tn the latter secttons

because of thetr specialized nature and requtr_ents for use by the experienced analysts utilizing

the mrs sophisticated tools of NASTRNI.
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SUMMARYOF APPLICATIONS

A brief summary of the applications capabilities of NASTRAN(cnd contents of the User's Guide

sections which follow) is presented next.

17.2.1 Static Analysis

Basic procedures for finite element structural analysts using NASTRANare described in Section

18. Many of the topics are fundamental, so they also apply to the subsequent sections. The sub-

jects include definition of elements, constraints, singularities, and non-llnearlties. Interpre-

tation of the output is also described. Key data cards and case control options are included in

the discussions. Six sample problems are presented along wlth card-by-card descriptions of the

input data.

17.2.2 Dynamic Analysis

Section 19 on dynamics examines the special modeling and analysis control options required

for solutions in the time or frequency domain. Topics include identification and control of dif-

ferent dynamics analysis options, input options for mass and damping, and special options Incldlng

use of transfer functions and non-linearities. Seven example problems are presented to 111ustrate

some of the many modeling and solutlen alternatlves.

17.2.3 Substructurin9 and Modal Synthesis

The automated multi-stage substructuring system in NASTILekN(AMSS)provides an efficient ap-

proach to the analysis of large-order structural models. The AMSS capability allows a structure

to be conceptually subdivided into smaller, more manageable substructures which are initially

modeled and checked in separate NASTRANruns. Substructures are then assembled to construct a

system mode. Operations for reductn_ matrix sizes, combining substructures, invoking solutton

procedures, and recovering and editing data are controlled directly by the user with simple

linguistic commands. Solutions are obtained u_ing existing NASIlRANRigid Formats. This capability

ts described in Section 20.

17.2.4 Aeroelasttc AnalysEs

NASTRANstructural models may be coupled with subsonic and supersonic ae+'odynamic models for

aeroelasttc flutter and gust response analysis. Structural grid points and aeroelastic degrees

17.2-1
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of freedom are coupled by automated spline methods which may be used for axial bodies, fixed sur-

faces, and moveable surfaces. The options for aerodynamic coupltng tnclude strip theory, mech box

method, piston theory, and the doublet lattice approach.

Section 21 of the User's Guide contains a description of NASTPANaeroelasttc analysts capa-

bility. A description of how to use the aeroelastic capability is presented in the User's Manua|,

Section 1.11.

17.2.5 Heat Transfer Anal3sis

NASTRAN heat_ransfer analysis capability may be used to determine temperatures and fluxes,

or to determine temperature inputs for structural problems. Steady state and transient problems

can be solved, including heat conduction (with variable conductivity for static analysis), film

heat transfer, and non-linear (fourth power law) radiation. A useful feature of NASTRAN heat trans-

fer is that the same model can be used for both the heat transfer and structural response analyses

if the same Finite elements are a'ppropriate.

Instructions for using NASTRAN heat transfer capability are presented in Section 22.

17.2.6 Cyclic Symmetry Modeling

Cyclic symmetry formulations may be used for many structures such as pressure vessles, rotat-

ing mechanisms, and antennas for space communication. Each of these structures consists of several,

virtually identical segments evenly spaced around an axis of symmetry. The advantage to the cyclic

symmetry r,_tflodis that only one of the identical segments need be modeled. A solutlon Is obtained

from a minimum set of matrix equations which are on the order of only one segment. Two basic

approaches, rotational and dihedral symmetry are pr_)videdby this capability.

NASTRAN cyclic symmetry capabilities are fully described in Section 23.

17.2.7 Hydroelastic Analysis

The N/_TRAN hydroelasttc modeltng option provides the, capability for analysis of coupled axtsym-

metric flutd and nonsymmetric finite element systems. Small motion ._nalyses yteldtng nonM1 modes

and dynamic responses may be performed. Fluid compressibllity and gravity effects may be Included.

Basic input cards and a typlcal sample problem are described in Section 24.
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17.2.8 _.._mstSc C_vl_

The icousttc cavtty analysts ts destgned to solve for resonant, nodes In slottecl solld rocbt

engine clvlttes. The concepts of c¥cltc symetry and axts_nmetrtc ele_nts are coubtnld to obtatn"

efficiency vta reduced problem stze. Requtred tnput and a sample problm are presented In Sectton

2S.

]7.2.9

The clpebtllty for fully stressed destgn provtdes a method tn stattc analysts for optimizing

structurtl properties for mtntmm stze and/or untfom stress distributions. An Iteration lool) ts

provtdad to automtlcally update property data based upon tnternal stresses caused by severe1 tnde-

pendent load c:ses. Convergence ts achteved when all stresses or structure1 parameters reach thetr

specified 111dts tn at least one case. Input data and control parameters are described tn Sectlon

26. Thts sectton also tncludes a small comprehensive, example problem.
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17.3 PLANNING FOR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

A complete analysis project requires more effort than simply defining the finite element

mo_l, prescribing loads amd constraints, and executing NASTRAN. A complete plan for a large

analysis project often includes pre-processing steps for data preparation, a pilot model study,

grid point resequencing, and an extlmation of the execution costs. For the actual NASTRAN execu-

tions, checkpoint/restart steps might be dellbera_ely scheduled and controlled with DMAP commands.

NASTRAN post-processors for stress-scanning and external plotting may be used to edit output data

for ease of analyst interpretation.

Because of the many available methods for solving a oarticular problem with NASTRAN, the user

may find it difficult to select the optimum solution path. For this reason the user should famil-

iarize himself with all of the special NASTRAN options. With this knowledge he may define an

analysis approach meeting his own particular needs. The purpose of the detail descriptions of

special NASIRAN applications presented in the following sections is to familiarize the reader

wlth the basic capabilities and required input data.

Sections 18 and 19, Statics and Dynamics, apply to nearly every NASTRAN analysis. Unique

(Litarequirements and modeling restrictions for the special NASTRAN capabilities are presented

in Sections 20 through 26.

Specific requirements for data card formats are given in the NASTRAN User's Manual. The

theoretical approaches and their limitations are presented in the Theoretical Manual.
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18, STATfCIII_LYSIS

18,1 INTROOUCTION

Tht stattc anllysts capability tn NASTRANts destgned to solve for steedy-state structural

response to potnt loads, p_ssures, tnerttal loads, thermal loads, or enforced displacements.

Rtgtd Fomat 1 tddresses constrained structures and Rigid Formit 2 treats free-body structures

under uniform accelerttton, NonltnHr static solutions using differential stiffness require

Rtgtd Fomet 4, buckling ts tntlyzed using Rtgtd Forint S, and plasticity anQly_ls ts processed

wtth Rlgld Fo_t 6,

The ;_rpose of this se_tlon Is to deflne options for _s|c f_n_te element _odelln9 and

methods for obtalnlng solutlons. Toplcs are organlzed accor_Hng to the sequence In whlch the

typlcal analyst would approach the problem, Baslc methods of s_mulatlng a structure using grld

points and fin|re elements are follo_<l by proctMures for deftntng constraints and loading

conditions. Thus, the methods used tn NASTRANfor contr_011ing the solution and selecting output

requests are summrtzed. Special purpose options and the nonlinear analysts methods are brtefly

discussed, follot_.,<l by several examples of stattc analysis input data decks.
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18.2 DEFINING THE STRUCTURAL MODEL

The idealized structural model in NASTRAN uses grid points (to which loads am applied and for

which degrees of freedom are defined) and elements (which are connected at the points) as shown in

Figure I. Three general types of grid points are employed in static analysis:

I. Geometric Grid Point - A point in three-dimensional space at which three components of

translation and three components of rotation are defined. The motions of the structure

at these points are the displacement coordinates which represent the degrees of freedom

for which a solution is obtained. The location of the point, the direction of the

applied loads, and the orientation of the translations and rotations may be defined in

terms of local coordinate systems. The user defines each grid point on a GRID bulk

data card.

2. Scalar Point - A point to which only one degree of freedom is associated. These

coordinates may represent actual displacements, displacement differences, or scalar

quantities such as fluid pressure, electric current, voltag_ _, or any other quantity

required for a particular model. Such coordinates may be connected to one another and

to grid points by means of constraint relationships or via scalar elements. The SPgINT

bulk data card is used to explicitly define scalar points.

3. Axisymmetric Rings - A point on the cross section of an axisymmetric structure,

connected with axisymmetric elements. Displacement coordinates correspond co trans-

lation and rotation coefficients of a Fourier series describing deformation of the ring.

RINGAX data cards define these points.

The structural element, be it a line, surface, or solid element, is a convenient p_rameter-

izing concept for specifying many properties of the structure, includin 9 its mechanical properties,

material pvx)perties, mass distribution, and applied loads. In static analysis by the displace-

ment method, stiffness properties are derived from the specified structural elements. Mass

properties, used in the generation of gravity a_d inertia loads, may be specified either as

properties of structural elements or as properties of grid points.

Fron a theoretical viewpoint, the formulation of a static structural problem for solution

by the displacement method is completely described by the matrix equation

[K]{u} - (P} . (1)
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Ftgure 1. Topology of in tdelllzl_ structural mdel.
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In st•ttc analysts, the stiffness matrix [K] ts calculated for •11 degms of freedom ,stng the

ftntte el•lanes. It ts then reduced tn order by the application of v•rtous constraints cm the.

solutton vector {u}. In • parallel procedure, the load vectors {P} ere generated from el•rant

end grtd point I_ad de_e and •re modtfted mlso vt• the same constraint rel•ttenshtp• used for

(u}. After the solut|on to (qua•ton 1 Is obtatned for the dtsplacNmnts, (u}, • data recovery

process produces requested displacements, forces, and stresses for each specified loading

condition. The available options to the NASTRN_user for deftntng a finite elm•n• mIel aH

analysis procedures are described below.

_8.2.1 Finite Elements

NASTRANprov|des a ltbrary of more than 60 different finite element fomulattons. These

range from stmp'le"scalar springs which connec_ stngle degrees of freedom, %o three-dhmenstonal

solld elements connecting up to 32 grtd points. Table 1 tn Section 9 of this User's 6utde lists

• 11 the different e1oment data cards by name. Theoretical development of each element ts given

tn Section 5 of the Theoretical l%nual. A description of each element ts presented tn Section

1.3 of _.he User's _tanual, whtle the actual data card formats are described tn Section 2.4 of the

User's 14anu•l. IIASTRANe1oments are defined by the user wtti_ the following data card types:

1. A connection card to define the grtd or scalar points to be connected, the property

number, end any necessary orientation dat;: The mnemonic for these Bulk I_llta or.pals

contains the prefix C plus %he element name. For example, the CBARcard defines the

connections far the BAR element.

2. A property card to define the geometric data not Implicitly given by the connected grtd

points and mtertal Identification numbers. [ach property card ts given • unique

Identification number which ts referenced by any n_ber of appropriate aliments. The

preftx P plus the element name ts used to name the card, t.e., PBAR.

3. Materttl date cards to define el_sttc properties, mass density, %hem1 expansion data,

and stress ltmlts. The HAT1, which t - 1, 2,..., define the mtertal property data.

There1 end stress dependencies are defined by H_TTt and flAT$t data cards. Each

materttl ts gt_en a untque tdenttftcat;.on number which may be referenced by any nUllxlr

of property cards.

18.2-3
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As in most general purpose programs, certain exceptions exist to the general rules. For

instance, some elemants do not require reference to an associated property card or to matertal

data.

The selection of the grtd point locations and elemnt t)ges is made by the user I_sed upon

his experience, the desired accuracy of solution, the cost of execution, and the engineering

objectives for the entire analysts. The following guidelines are useful in defining the e|gmmt

model s:

1. Select elements most suited to supporting the significant internal stresses. For

instance, if bending stress is significant, plate elements would be indicated to

support the out-of-plane applied loads.

2. The number of elements to be used for modeling a section of the structure ts determined

by the anticipated displacement and strain pattern. Each different element type approxi-

mates the true _J_ution strain pattern with a particular function which may be a constant

c. d polynomial. The deviation between the actual strains and the approximated element

strains detemines the accuracy of solution.

3. Each type of element may not connect to all six degree._ of freedom at a grid point.

Any grid point displacement components which are not somehow "connected" by any attached

elements must be constrained or they wtll ca,Jse matrix stngularfties.

18.2.2 Constraints and Boundary Conditions

Constraints are used in NASTRANto specify known values and relationships for selected dis-

placement coordinates. These constraints ave used to specify fixed boundary conditions, to

eliminate matrix singularities, to define rigid elements, and to support free body motion.

1. Single-point constraints define the displacement at individual displacement degrees of

freedom. The data cards used are SPC, SPC1, SPCADD, SPCD, and the seventh _;eld on the

GRID card. The constraints on the GRID card are permanent. The SPC, SPCl, and SPCADO

data are selected by Case Control cards and may be changed for different subcases. The

SPCDdata defines enforced dt;placements via load requests.

2. Rulttpotnt constraints are oeftned by user-supplied coefficients relattng two or mre

dtsplacemnts. This option is applicable to many modeling situations such as rigid
_c
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connections between two or more petnts, deftntng 11nkages and htnged Jotnts Ind

deftntng displacement differences as auxiliary de.qrees of f_eedom. The Iq_ and I_?JiO0

Bulk Oata cards are used to supply the input data. Note that:

a. A dependent coordinate Is generated for each data ca_l. Since thls coord1._ate ts

deflned as dependent by the NPC equatlon, It may not be speclfled wlth any other

_onstralnt nor as a dependent coordinate In another MPC equatlon.

b. Since no checks on the valldlty of the equations are performed, erroneous ans,erS

may result tf tnput errors are made. For examole, _f a rtgtd 11nkage ts defined

ustng wrong distances between gr4d potnts, the structural response wt11 stmulate a

local attachment to ground.

3. Rigtd etements _re a spec|al automatic form for MPC data generation. The constraint

coefficients are calculated from the geometry of the referenced grtd points connected

via the rigid element specified on CR|GD1, CRIGD2, CRIGO3, and CRIGDR cards. Since

each rigid element generates a set of HPC equations, a corresponding set of dependent

coordinates is generated. As wtth the MP_ data, no other constraints may be applled

to those dependent coordinates.

4. Rigid body supports are defined on a SUPtlRTcard, a_,d they are used to supply temporary,

nonredundant constraints on free body _ot|on. They are required for inertte r_ltef

analyses using Rtqtd Fon_at 2, and they are recommended for u_e tn modal analyst_ of

free bodies.

5. Ratrlx condensation, or Guya, reduction. Is technically not _ method of constraint,

but it ¢ollo_s the same general path as the constraint sets described above. The data

are supplied u_tng lIMIT, (IMIT1, ASET. and ASET1 Bulk Data cards. The specified degrees

of freedt_r for elimination b.v reduction ar_, restricted to only nonconstratned coordi-

nates. Iqtrtx condensation Is generally not recommended t'or use tn static analyses

for reason_ of efficiency. The exception to thts ts when using the automated substruc-

turtng capab_!tty described tn Sectton _0,

Errors tn constraint tara are not automettcally corrected by NASTRAI_. Conflicting constraint

data, when detected, are treated _s fatal errors.
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Grid point singularity tests are performed to _letect n,11 colums tn _he stiffness mtrtx

rls_lttng fr_ deficient constraints or el_t co_necttvtttes, A typt¢,l message contains:

1. The suspect grtd point

Z. The order of the singularity

3, The combinations of grid point components that cause the singularity, arranged tn

order of severity.

The gr|d point slngu16rity testing is Itmtted to one grtd point at a ttm and does not detect

coupled singularities, such as a free body. The numerical tolerance is conservative Ihd may

|ssue singularity mssages for components having small relative sttffnesses. It my also tgf_ore

|mpltctt constraints on the displacement components associated wtth multtpotnt constraints or

rigid elemnt data.

18.2.$ Loidln_ Constraints

Static loads in r(ASII_ANfall into four"general categories -- directly appllN loads,

enforced element strains, inertial loads, and enforced grid point displacements. [ach clt_ry

Is sumurized below:

I. Olrect load options include concentrated forces and moments, pressures, mnd scsl,r

loads. _ta card names are FIRCF, I_I_I_EriT,PIIiV&D,SLIIAD,and their vmrlmtions, listed

earlier in Table I of Sectlon 4. The load data on each card must belong to a load set.

Oifferent load sets n_y be c_Ined into one _et with a _IAD Bulk Data c,_. Only those

load sets called out In the Case Control Oeck are applied to the model as I¢_mdvictors

tn the solution phase.

2. Enforced element strain options include t_pera_ure loads and enforced els_eflt deforml-

ttons, e.g.. caused by misftts tn structural assembly. Only the MO, TUBE. and BAll

elements al low enforced defor_tions whtch are defined on the DFFIIRMcard.

All elmnts may be subjected to themal expansion. The grtd po|nt fortes and momnts

computed to prevent expansion are applted as loads on the model. Temperature lo_lda anl

requested separately fro_. and are combined wtth the other applied lo_ds called out in

the Case Control Deck.

The tlM_perature field required to define these lnadtnqs obey the following

priori ttes:



O_F|NING THE STRUCTURAL MOr_L

a. The default temperature for the entire $tr_cture is deftned on a TEMPI) card.

b. Grtd point tmratures, defined on TEIIP cards, overrtde the default.

c. Element tmrature ftelds contltntng gradients overrtde the grtd point data.

Input data cards are TEMPRB, TEHPP1. TEMPP2. These data may also be used to

dtftne mtertal coefficients for tNperature-dependent mtertals.

3. |nerttal loodtng opttons |nc|ude gravtt3 and centripetal forces. These loads, defined

on _AV and RFIRCE data cards, are calcullted dtrectly from the structure1 mess metrtx.

These data ire rlKIOeSted by use of the Case Control LIIAD card.

4. Enforced grtd point dtsplacemnts were discussed previously under Constraint Conditions

tn thts sectton. The $PCO card ts a special case tn that tt does not generate con-

straints and must be requested tn a load set. Any component dtsplac(_ents defined or

an $PCO card must be deftned on $PC or SPCl constraint data cards.

)
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STATIC ANALYSIS CONTROL DATA

18.3 STATIC ANALYSIS CONTROL DATA

The NASTRAN Executive Control, Case Contr)l, and parameter input via the Bulk Data Deck

provide control options for directing the basic computations. Complete descriptions of these

data are given in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and for the PARAM Bulk Data card in Section 2.4 of the

User's Manual. Some of the basic controls are given below.

18.3.1 Executive Control Data

An Executive Control Deck example for static analysis is given below:

Card Input

ID STATICS, EXAMPLE

APP DISP

S_L 1,0

TIME 5

CEND

Comments

Identify job

Use displacement method

Select Rigid Format 1

Set internal time limit (CPU minutes)

End of deck

For more examples and other options on the above cards, see Section 6 of this guide. Other

types of executive control cards define checkpolnt/restart, request diagnostics, and provide

DMAP input and alters.

18.3.2 Case Control Deck

The NASTRANCase Control Deck is used to define loading conditions, to select constraints,

to control printed output, and to request plots. A basic Case Control Deck example for static

analysis is given below:

_e _,

• ,le
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Card Input

TITLE = ANY CHARACTERS

SPC • Z5

DISP • ALL

STRESS• ALL

SUBCASE11

LOAD - 5

LABEL " FIRST CASE LABEL

SUBCASE 25

LIMD • 15

LABEL - SECOND CASE LABEL

BEGIN BULK

STATIC ANALYSIS

Comments

Provide output page heading

Select single-point constraint set

Request output - dlsplacements

Request output - element stresses

Denote first case

Request first loadtnq

Provide output label

Define second case

Request second loading

Provide output label

End of deck

Other useful examples of case control requests are given in Section 8 of this guide. The options

are summrized tn Table 5.

At the end of the Case Control Deck, the rlot Control Deck nay be added for requesting plots

showing the deformed and undeformed static model. The descriptions of the options are oiven In

the User's Nanua|, Section 4. A basic example of a plot request for the undeformed structure Is

gtven below:

Card Input

JNJTPU_(PLOT)

SET I ALL

FIND

PLOT

Comments

R_lutred delimiter

Use all elements for set to be plotted

Find scale and origin

P|ot - first set

18.3, 3 Control Parameters

Par4mwtrlc control data are specified on PARAM bulk data cards.

18.3-2
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A complete 11st of parameter opttons for all Rt91d Forints ts gtven on the bulk data card descrip-

tion for PARN4 tn t.he User's I_nual, Sectton 2.4, and for each Rtgtd Forint tn the User's Nmual,

Sectton 3.

18.3-3
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18.4 OTHER STATIC SOLUTIONS

The discussions above are primerlly concerned with 11near static analysls of user-deflned

structural configurations. Alternate analytical processes are available for spectal structural

configurations and responses. These are summarized below.

18.4.1 Property Optimization

NASTRANincludes a method of design optimization for linear static analysis (Rigid Formt 1)

based on automation of a relatively simple strategy known as "fully stressed design." According

to this concept, the cross-sectional properties of each structural element are changed at each

design iteration to produce a limlt stress (zero margin of safety) somewhere within the element,

on the assumption that the loads carried by the element are unaffected by changes in its cross-

sectional properties. The assumption is strictly true only for st_tically determinate structures.

In indeterminate structures of low redundancy, the assun_tion is not muc_,in error, so that 8 few

repetitions of the algorithm will produce a stress distribution throughout the structure which has

very nearly a zero margin of safety in every element, i.e., a "fully stressed" design. In struc-

tures of high redundancy, the procedures will converge more slowly (if at all), and modifications

of the basic strategy may be required to achieve convergence.

The physical quantities involved in the design algorithm are: properties, stresses, and

stress limits. The properties may include thicknesses, cross-sectional areas, or moments of

inertia. Most NASTRAN elements have several independent properties. They also have several

types of stresses and several places where stresses can be evaluated. The stress ltmtts include

those for tension, compression, ano _hear.

18.4.2 Cyclic Symmetry

Many structures, including pressure vessels, rotating machines, and antennas for space

com_nicatlons, are made up of virtually identical segments that are symtrically arranged with

respect to an axis. There are two type_ of cyclic sy_try: simple rotational sy_try, in which

the segments do not have planes of reflective symmetry and the boundaries between segments may be

generally doubly curved surfaces; and dihedral symmetry, in which each segment has a plane of

reflective 5_metry and the boundaries between seqmnts are planar. In both cases, economic

solutions for structural response are obtained by analyzing a subregion containing as few segments

as posslble.

18.4-1
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Principles of cycllc symmetry cell for reductng the analysts region to the sill•st repeated

secttN of the structure. Neither accuracy nor generality are lost tn the process, e_cept tMt

tJm tmtlnt ts 1trotted to linear relationships between degrees of freedom. The use of r_yc11¢

symmetry allows the analyst to model only one of many tdenttcel segments resulting tn • large

saving of computer ttma for most applications. Oetatls of the procedures for applytn9 cyclic

symmtry are described tn Section 23 of thts gutde and Section 1.12 of the User's I_nual. Stattc

en41ysis wtth r_yclic symmetry ts performed ustng Rtgtd Form4t 14.

18.4.3 Nonlinear Static Solutions

NASTRNt provtdes for two types of static nonlinearities, differential stiffness and matertal

plasticity. The geometric stiffness effects treated by Rtgtd Formats 4 and 5 provtde the user

vtth I second order approximation to the nonltnenr effects of large deflections.

R191d Format 4 computes the differential stiffness matrix by an tterattve technique and tmts

the nw mtrtx as a load correction. The Internal loads are thus not ltnearly related to the

aplPlted lead. The Iterations are terminated when the user's crtterta are met to obtain a soluttan.

In Rtgtd Format 5, the applied loads are assumed to move wtth their potnts of application and

they rlmtn fixed tn magnitude and direction. The "differential stiffness" matrix ts computed

from the tntomal element loads ras_|ttng from the static solutton or from the previous Iteration.

RI91d Forint S combines the "differential stiffness" matrix wtth the ortginel stiffness matrtx to

solv_ an etgenvalue problem and obtatn the crtttcal load factor that would produce budkllng. Thts

crtttcal load factor, or the etgenvalue, multiplied by the pr_.load vector, gtves the crttlcal

lo4dtng at which the structure would become unstable or buckle. The etgenvector obtained ts the

mde shape tn which the structure would buckle.

Rtgtd For_t 6, on the other hand, ts used for applications Involving nonlinear mr•rills.

TIMt ts, the mtartal properties are assumed to be stress dependent. The loadtn9 t_ Ipplted tn

=ptecevtse 11near" Increments. After each Increment. a new stiffness matrix ts generated blsed on

the cvrrlmt state of stress tn each el•rant. This new ._atrtx ts used to solve for a correspe_tn9

tKrQm_t of displacement and stress. These Increments are accumulated to produce the ftmll non.

ltmr results. Stnce each tncr_wnt tn load requtresa now solution, the _er ts faced wtth I

_se between accuracy, whtch requtr_s small Increments, and efficiency, which suggests vsln9

tJm largest possible Increewnts. AI1 static load options are alloyed except for _.hese due to

t4WlefltV_ and enforced •1emit dtsplac_ts.

18.4-2
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18.5 STATIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

This section illustrates the NASTRAN input data for simple static analysls. The application

examples are extracted from input data used for problems discussed in the NASTNAN Denwmstratlon

Problem _nual. The user should _fer to this manual for additional detail concerning the model

and a discussion of the results. The specialized applications and the examples of how to use the

DMAPcommands, however, are not presented in the Demonstration Problem Manual.

lB.5.1 Rlgld Format I - Shell with SymrnetryBoundary Conditions

This problem demonstrates the finite element approach to the _deling of a uniform spherical

shell. A spherical coordinate system is chosen to describe the location and displace_nt degrees

of freedom at the grid points. Triangular plate elements are used to provide a nearly uniform

pattern. Two symmetric boundaries are used to analyze the structure with a symmetric pressure

load. Further modeling detail is given in the Demonstration Problem _nual, Section 1.2. The

model and its loads are pictured below.

The analysis Is carried out in two parts. First, the solution is obtained with roller supports

which produce primarily a menl)ranebehavior. The second solution is a restart which solves the sam

problem but with a clamped edge support which induces bending moments at the boundary.

18.5.I.I Input Cards - Unclamped Boundary and Symmetry Plots

Card
No.

0 NASTRJ&NFILES = (NPTP,PLT2)
I ID DEMI02, NASTRAN
2 DIAG 14
3 CHKPNT YES
4 TIME 5
S APP DISPLACEMENT
6 S_L 1,1
7 CEND

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

TITLE - SPHERICJkLSHFLL WITH PRESSURE L(_ADING,N_ M_MENTS _N BOUNDARY
SUBTITLE = NASTPJkNDEM_NSTRJkTI_NPRgBLEN N_. I-2-I

L_AD = 1
SPC = 2

lalJTPUT
DISP - ALL
SPCF = ALL
STRESS - ALL
PLDT ID • NASTRAN DEMIBNSTRATI@NPRDBLEM N_, I-2-1
IRrrp_ (PLy)

PLOTTERSC
MAXIMUM DEFpRVATIglN6.0

°

.f.
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

STATIC ANALYSIS

SET 1 INCLUDE ELEMENTSTRIA2
$ PL_TEL - EDGESAND CENTERLINE
SET 2 INCLUDE, PL#TEL

FIND SCALE DRIGIN 1
PTITLE UNDEF_RMEDSTRUCTURE
PL_T LABELSSYMB#LS 6
PTITLE DEFDRMEDSTRUCTURE

PLJlT STATIC DEFDRMATI#N0,1, SET 1, IRIGIN 1, SHAPE, LABELS
PERSPECTIVE PRI}JECTItN
FIND SCALE, lilRIGIN 1000. SET 1, VANT P_INT, REGION 0.3, 0.35, 0.1, 0.9, 0.8

PL_T SET 2, _RIGIN 1000, LABELS
PL_T SET 1, IIRIGIN 1000, SYMBtLS 9. SHAPE,

SET 1, _RIGIN 1000 SYMBI_.S 9 SHAPESYMMETRYX,
SET 1, _RIGIN 1000 SYMBOLS9 SHAPESYMMETRYY,
SET 1, _RIGIN 1000 SYMBOLS9 SHAPESYMMETRYXY

PL#T STATIC DEFORMATION 0,1,
SET 2, _RIGIN 1000, SHAPE,
SET 2, _RIGIN 1000, SHAPE, SYMMETRY X,
SET 2, _RIGIN 1000, SHAPE, SYMMETRY Y,
SET 2, #RIGIN 1000, SHAPE, SYMMETRY XY.

BEGIN BULK

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64

18.5.1,2

1 2 5 6 7 8 9

C_RD2S
+C#RI
CTRIA2
CTRIA2
GRDSET
GRID
GRID
HAT1

PLEAD2
PLEAD2
PL#TEL
PL_TEL
PTRIA2
SPC
SPC1
+SPCl-2
SPC1
+SPCI-1
SPC1
SPCI
+SPC2-1
SPC1
SPC1
ENDDATA

2
1.
1
34

1
26
1
1
1
50
68
31
1
1
20
1
25
2

:2
120

I

0.0
31
31
2

0
3.+6
-I.0
-I.0
26
13
I
26
346
23
123456

2
345
23
2345
12456

3 4

.0
0.0
1
24

90.
.0

1
31
1
17
3.
12456
1

5

10
1

5
26

.0

6
25

7,

.0

.1666
2
32

0.0
2

10

15
2

25

.0

26
23

.0
90.0

3
33
51
69

3

15

19
3

.0

.0

.0

4
34
1
17

4

19

22
4

.8

5

2
20

11

22

24
11

,1

16

24

16

J

10

+C_RI

+SPCl-2

+SPCI-I

+SPC2-1

Notes on Data Cards

O. Requests NPTP and PLT2 be disk files rather,than tape.

I. NASTRAN run identifier.

2. Requests Rigid Format printout.

3. Checkpoint is requested for restart with clamped boundary conditions.
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,

.

.

lO.

ll.

12-15.

16-18.

19.

20-23.

24.

25.

27.

28-29.

30.

31-34.

35-39.

41-42.

43-44.

45.

46-47.

48.

49-50.

51-52.

53.

54-58,

59-63.

Limits Execution ttme to ftve minutes. Local tnst'allatton Job card should provide •
maximum time of more than five mtnutes to allow NASTRANto extt .mrmelly and punch the
checkpoint dictionary.

The displacement approach is selected.

Rigid Format 1 is to be executed without looping, which allows MASTRAN to purge files
when they are no longer required.

End of NASTRAN Executive Control Deck.

Load condition l is the only loading. Note, since thls Implles o_ly one subcase, no
subcase delimiter is required.

Selects single-point constraint set 2 from Bulk Data for symmtry bouedmry conditions
and unclamped supports.

Specifies output for all grid point displacements, support reactions and element stresses.

Identifies plot header frame label and Stromberg-Carlson plotter.

Specifies the maximum displacement to be plotted to a scale of 6 Inch_$ relative to the
gO-inch radius of the sphere.

Specifies element sets, scallr,g factors, and origin for plotting.

Specifies plot title to appear on every plot frame generated.

PloL first set of elements (set IS, undeformed and orthographic projection.

Plot elements of set I, deformed shape.

Calls for perspective plots and definition of plot parameters.

Perspective plot with PLIJTELonly, undeformL_.

Perspective plot of all triangular plate elements fully developed for symmetry, undeformed
(UM 4.2.2.3).

Perspective plot of all PL@TEL fully developed for symmetry, deformed.

Defines orientation of spherical coordinate system.

Triangular element connectlvlties.

Sets default value 2 for the spherical coordinate system for output displacements at all

grid points.

Grid point data in spherical coordinate system.

Material properties data.

Pressure load data.

Fictitious line elements for plot purposes.

Triangular element properties.

Single-point constraint set I including both clamped edge supports and symmetry boundary
conditions. (Not selected in this run.)

Single-point constraint set 2 including unclamped edge supports and sy_try boundary
conditions.

64. Signals the end of Bulk Data.
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Spectal note: The degrees of freedem constrained by the single-point constraint cards 54-63

arQ r_lattve to a spherical coordinate system and not tn the Basic X, Y, Z Systm.

1C.5.1.3 Input Cards - Restart with Clamed Boundary

Card
No___.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

105
106
107
108
109

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

NASTRANFILES - _PTP
IO OEMIO2A, RESTART
TIME S
APP DISPLACEHENT
SttL 1,1
RESTARTDEM102, NASTRAN,02/04/76,36000,

1, XVPS , FLAGS - O, REEL - 1, FILE - 54
2, REENTERAT DMAPSEQUENCENU_IBER7

: - : : : : :

98, REENTERAT DMAPSEQUENCENUHBER116
99, OG , FLAGS= O, REEL - 1, FILE - 54

108, XVPS , FLAGS - O, REEL - 1, FILE = 55
$ END_F CHECKPIDINTDICTIJN_ARY
CEND

TITLE - SPHERICAL SHELL RESTARTWITH CLAMPEDBImJNDARY
SUBTITLE - NASTRAN DEt_BNSTRATII_IPI_I6LEMN_. 1-2A

EC_ • _TH
LilAO = 1
SPC-1

IMJTPUT
OISPLACEHENT= ALL
SPCFI)RCE- ALL
ELF_CE = ALL
STRESSES- ALL

BEGIN BULK
ENDDATA

18.5.1.4 Notes on Data Cards for Restart

113.

114.

Restart dictionary from previous run wtth unclamped boundary conditions,

Requests prlntout of both the current Bulk Data Deck as input (only one card In thls
case, ENODATA) and the sorted printout of the full Bulk Data Deck kept from the
prevlous checkpoint as modlfled by the cur_nt Input.

SpeciFies the one pressure load condtttoq.

Selects single-point constraint set 1 from Bulk Data for symmetry boundary conditions
and clan_d supports.

18.5-4
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Symmetric

S_mmtri c

- Grtd ID

-PIate Element IO

R"90 1.'.

Thickness - 3 te.

LbifomPress_re
Load 11b/In. _

Clanped Suooort. Membrane Support_
(Problem 1-Z-l-A) (Problem 1-E-1 )
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18.5.2 Rtgid Format 1 - Nons_nmetrtc Bendtn 9 of a C_ltnder

Thls problem 111ustretes the appllcatlon of the conlcal shell element and Its related speclal

data. This element uses the Fourier components of displacement around an axtsymaetrtc structure as

the solt_tion coordinates. The geometry of the structure ts defined by rings instead of grtd points.

Its constraints must be defined by the particular Fourier harmonics, and the loads must be defined

either with spec.ial data or in a harmonic form. This element is used only for statics and inertia

relief analysis and may no__t_tbe used in conjunction with any of the other structural elements.

The structure to be solved is a short, wide cylinder with a moderate thickness ratio. The

applied laods and the output stresses are pure uncoupled harmonics. The basic purpose of this

problem is to check the harmonic deflections, element stresses, and forces. Further modeling and

loading detail is given in the Demonstration Problem Manual, Section 1.5. The model and its applied

edge moment loading is pictured below.

Z

0 Ring,O

Mn¢ (*)

X

l
S-50

t-I

Y
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18.5.2.1

Card
NO.

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

STATIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Input Cards - Axlsymmetrlc Model

ID DEMIO5, NASTRAN
DIAG 8
TIME 24
APP DISP
SDL I.I
CEND

TITLE = N_NSY_KETRIC BENDING _F A CYLINDER _F REVOLUTION
SUBTITLE = NASTRAN DEM_DNSTRA"I_NPROBLEM N_. I-5-I

L_AD = 15
AXISYM = C_SINE
_UTPUT

SET l = 5, lO, 15 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 100, ZOO
SET 2 = I, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 41_ 46, 50
DISP =
F_RCE = 2

HARMONICS = ALL
BEGIN BULK

l
Ii

(

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

18.5.2.2

I 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 I0

AXIC
CC_NEAX
CCONEAX
MATI
M_MAX
M_MAX
PC_NEAX
+PC
P_INTAX
RINGAX
RINGAX
ENDDAIA

i20
1
50
1S
15
15
15
0.0
200
1
100

Notes on Data Cards

[
I

)15
i15
91.0
50
I00
15
0.5
I00

100
49

0
20
l.O
O.

SO.O
50.0

1
50
.3
157.0796
157.0796
15
90.

1.0
.0

.5 12io

.o8333331is"°
180.

.L

1.0

4
1234

.5 +PC

19-20.

21.

22-Z3.

10. Constralns the motions to be symmetric with respect to the X-Y plane.

14. Selects disp1_cen_nt output for rings specified in set I, each harmonic will be output
separately.

15. Selects element forces for all conical shell elements in set 2.

16. Output is to be printed for all harmonics of the applied load.

18. Required to define existence of an axisymmetric conicel shell problem and specifies 20
harmonics to be used.

Conical shell element connectivlties.

Specifies ,_terlal prGperties.

Specifies edge moment 1oadinq for each harmonic.
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24-25. Contcel shell properties.

26. Oeftnes the |1) and locatton of a point on a R|klGAXat whtch the moment cJn be id_plled.

27-29. Spectfte_ locatton of axtsymetrtc rtngs.

$1wctai note: Point 200 in set. I _fertnces the PIlIINTAX locatton aed obtatns the sum of all

displacer. Mrw_tcs. Thts same PII|NTAX could be used to tnput a concentrated moment at point

200 and NASTU/I would evaluate the appropriate harmontc coefficients.
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18.5.3 Rtgid Format g - Free Body Rtnq

Thts problem t11ustretes the use of tnertia rellef analysts to solve a free-body problem.

In Jnertta relief, the structure ts under constant acceleration due to the applied loads; the

reactions to the applted load are due to the masses of the structure. FicttctOUSo nonredundant

support potnts must be provtded to define a reference system attached to the body. The displace-

rants of the body are masured relattve to the supported coordinates.

The bostc problem ts Illustrated below. The structure consists of a sptnning rtng wtth a

constant radial load applted to one point. The rotational veloctty creates centrifugal loads and

the potnt load causes tnerttal reactions. The actual dynamic motion of the whole structure ts a

cyclic mutton of the center potnt coinciding with the rotation of the rtng. The dfsplacements

masured by the |nertta reltef analysis, however, wtll be the stattc motton re.lattve to the

support potnt displacements. The displacements are deftned tn a cylindrical coordinate s_stem

(u 1 = ur, u2 - u¢, u3 = Uz). See the Demonstration Problc_ _nual, Sectton 2.1 for further

modellng details and a discussion of the theoretical solution.

Pr°13

Q Grtd Potnt 10

_Eleme.nt IO

ue

ue

R=IO

Ftcttttous Supports
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Card
No.

1

3

4

7

9
IC,

11
1'_'

I,,'

1.1

I:

STATIC ANALYSIS

Input CaRs - Inertial Relief

ID DEM201, NASTRAN
DIAG 8,14,21
TIME 5
APP DISPLACEMENT
S)L 2,1
CEND

TITLE = INERFIA RELIEF ANALYSIS _F A CIRCULAR RING
LABEL : C_NCENTRATEC AND CENTRIFUGAL L_ADS

SUBTITLE - NASTRAN DEM_NSTRATI@N PROBLEM N_. 2-I-I
L_AD = 3

_IUTPUT
DISP : AL,

_L@AD = ALl.

SPCF_RCE _ AtL
STRESSES _ ALL
SET 1 l, 6, 7, 17, 13, I_, I_}, 24
ELFORCE ,: 1

BEGIN BUlK

Ig

20
21

?_
,_j,'.
,74
)I

2_
?7

.!c

3(
71
IL
j:

3(

I ,q h I ,'

I

BAR@R
CBAR

CBAR
*B24
C@RD2C

+CPRD

IF@RCF
IGRDSET
:GRID
GRID
L_AD
MAT]

_MATI
PARAM
;P_AR
[ *PS
IqFPRC[

SLIPORT

2

l

I

?4

O,

I

1
25

3
1

10(I,
GRIll_T
5

l.O

I

3 4

1

-I .0
,'4

,I .0
(l O.0

g.O 0.0

11.0

_,(I O. O1,0

1000.0 490.0

1 .n

?

5 6

1,0
3

0.0 0,0
1

0.0 0.0
I0.0 0.0

I00.0 1 .O

O.O 0.0
0,0 0.0
1 1,0 2

.5

I0. I0.

7

0,0

-I .0

-I .(1
0.0

Nob,'; on [_,lt,_ C1rd,,

.0
2

-I.0 -I 0

I.ls_lss I_._ o.o

' I1 i'-_ :

9

o.o 1o.o
o.o IO.O
lO.O t .o

.0
345

I;_3456

I0

*BI

+B24

+C_RD

+HAT1

l+p5

I.0

.... j ...................................

l 0,

1:

16-I,?

Selects Ri,Iid Format ,' without Ioopinq instructions tO allow rf, moval of Files not
t'P_Itll '_. t Pd,

lo,_d ',,,'_el_,ction ,'e.,l_,','dfor Riqld Fo_at 2.

_Pq'aests for all ,lrid p_int(,, th_ Output of non-zero componentF, of loacl.

Reqt,,_t_ _,l,,mentfnrces for all element,; selected in Set l.

1_. q- I0
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Ig.

20-23.

24-25.

26.

28-29.

30.

33.

34- 35.

36.

37.

STATIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Specifies beam properties and orientation default. The orientation is defined in terms

of the displacement coordinate system of the BAR origin grldpolnts, which in this case
are cylindrical systems.

BAR element connectivities and offset vectors.

Defi_lition of cylindrical coordinate system.

Specifies a force applied at grid point 13 in coordinate system and slngle-point
constraints.

Grid point definition.

Static load combination of load sets I and 2.

Sets a parameter to generate weight and balance information referenced to grid point 19.

BAR element properties.

Defines a centrifugal force field for load set 2.

Specifies fictitious supports for determinate reactions to be applied to constrain the
free body motion.

%
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STATIC ANALYSIS

18.5.4 Rigid Format 5 - Symmetric Bucklin9 of a C_llnder

This proble_ demonstrates the use of buckling analysis to extract the critical loads and the

resulting displacements of a cylinder subjected to axial loading conditions. The buckling analysis

Rigid Format solves the statics problem to obtain the internal loads in the elements. The internal

loads define the differential stiffness matrix [Kd] which is proportional to the applied load. The

load factors, _i' which cause buckling are defined by the equation:

(XI[Kd] + [K]){uI} = 0

where [K] is the linear stiffness matrlx. This equation is solved by the real e!genvalue value

methods for positive eigenvalues hi. hi is the multiplying factor, which when applies to the pre-

load will produce buckling. More than one mode of buckling can be extracted if so desired.

The problem {illustrated below) consists of a short, large-radium cylinder under a purely

axial compression load. A section of arc 6 degrees is used to model the axlsymmetric motions of

the whole cylinder. See the Demonstration Problem Manual, Section 5.I for the theoretical solution.

Pz

L
Z

R=80

\Section of Structure

Used in Model

18. _,-lZ
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O Grld Potnt ID

_ Elemeflt ID

®
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18.5.4.1

Card
NO.

7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52

Input Cards - With Structural Plotting

NASTRAN FILES = PLT2
ID DEM501, NASTRAN
DIAG 14
APP DISPLACEMENT
S_L 5,I
TIME 16
CEND

TITLE = SYMMETRIC BUCKLING OF A CYLINDER
SUBTITLE = NASTRAN DEM_NSTRATII}NPRIJBLEMNg. 5-I-I

SPC = l
L_,_.D= I00
_UTPUT

SET l = 1 THRU 33
SET 2 = 2, 6, I0, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62,

66, 70, 74, 78
DISPLACEMENTS = l

SPCF_RCE = ALL
ELF_RCE = 2
ELSTRESS = 2

SUBCASE l
LABEL = STATICS SIBLUTI_N

_UTPUT
gL_AD : ALL

SUBCASE 2
LABEL --BUCKLING SI_LUTI_N

METHOD = 300
$
PL_TID = NASTRAN DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM N_. 5-I-I
_UTPUT(PLgT)

PL_TTER SC
SET l INCLUDE TRIAl

$
PERSPECTIVE PR_JECTIIDN
AXES Y, X, MZ
FIND SCALE, _RIGIN I, VINTAGE PIDINT

PLIBTLABELS, SYMBOLS 6,5
$

(}RTHCGRAPHIC PRCJECTIIDN
MAXIMUM DEFORMATION 3.0
FIND SCALE, _RIGIN 2

PLgT STATIC DEFgRMATI_N 0,1, _RIGIN 2, LABELS, SHAPE
PL@T M_DAL DEFIDRMATICN2, RANGE 0.5, 3.0,

_RIGIN 2, VECTgR R, SYMBIDLS5,6
VIEW 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

FIND SCALE, _RIGIN I
PL_T M_DAL OEFgKMATII_N0.2, RANGE 0.0, 20(3.0,_RIGIN I, SHAPE
BEGIN BULK

1 2 3 4 5 6

+C_RDIO0_2S.O 0.0 0.0
CTRIAI 11 200 I 2
CTRIAI 180 2_0 33

EIGB 1300 IDET 1.10 S+EIGB3OO_RAX

7 8 g

50.0.0.0 1"0 ]80.0
4 0 11.5E-OS

10

+cIRolOO I
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)

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

1

FIIRCE
GROSET
GRID
GRID
LIMD

PTRIA1
÷PTRIAI*
5EQG_
SEQGP
SPC
SPC1
SPCADD
EHDDATA

_g

100
4OO
IERS
200
1.510
51
75
50038
50037
1

2 63 4

3 1DO

iloO .o.O o.o
1.0 )1.897
1.+4
1
400 2.5
0.0
2.5 52
26.5 76
17 3

1 _0038150037

L

5

1.0+3
1.0+3

-3.0
1.5
1
.0

400

3.5
27.5
.0
2

0.0
0.0

-25.0
22.5

1.302

54
78

3

7 8 9 10

0.0
0.0

100
100

S.S
29.5

31

!0.5
-0.5
462

55
79

32

6.5
30.5

33

+PTRIAI*

18.5.4.2 Notes on Data Cards

19.

23.

25.

27.

28-29.

30.

32.

33.

34.

3S.

37.

38.

3g.

40.

41-42.

t3-,14.

Selects Rigid Fonnat S for buckling analysis.

Selects single-point constraint and preload sets from bulk data. Required to be specified
above the subcase level.

Subcase delimiter for linear static analysis of prelo_d condition.

Subcase delimiter for buckling analysis.

Selects method for real eigenvalue extraction from bulk data. Output will be that selected
above the subcase level.

Specifies labeltng information to identify plots.

Selects structural plotter package and Stromberg Carleson plotter.

Defines set of all triangular elements (TRIAl) to be plotted.

Calls for perspective projection.

Defines orientation of model relative to view axes,

Sets plotting parameters.

Plots undefon_ed model with element set I.

Calls for orthographic projection.

Specifies the maximum dlsplacen_nt to be plotted to a scale of 3 units relative to the
80-unit radius of the cylinder model.

Sets plotting parameters.

Calls for a deformed structural plot of the static preload deformations, Subcase I.

Calls for plotting of all buckling mode shapes within the elgenvalue range of O.S to 3.0
witl_ut showing the u_fo_ model.

Defines the view angle and defines plotting parameters.

i
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45.

47-48.

49-50.

51-52.

53-54.

55-57.

58.

60.

51-62.

53-M.

Calls for plotttng of •11 buckllng mode sMpes wtthtn the rlmgeof 0.0 to _0.0 SUlXW-
tmposed on • plot of the undefomed mdel.

Oef|nes • cylindrical coordinate system.

Specifies the trt•agul•r elemnt connecttvtttes.

Provtdes the parameters for the detemtnant method of real etgmvalve extelcttoa.

I)eftnes the fo_ces to be apolled.

I)eftems grtd point locations and default single-point constraints.

Scales the applled load set 1.

Calls for prtnttng of restdual vectors after stattc solution.

Tr|angular element properties.

Grtd potnt sequencing to improve bandtng of the stiffness and dtffermt|sl stiffness
matrices.

Single-point constraint set definitions.

Unton of single-point constraint sets.

18.S-15
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STATIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

18.5.5 Rigid Format 6 - Piecew.iseLinear Anal_sis with Rod Elements

This problem, as shown below, i11ustrates e_astic-plast!¢'deformation of a three-panel truss

subjected to concentrated grid point loads. Piecewise linear analysis i_volvesloading the truss

in increments and recalculating the material properties for each element as a function of the

element stresses for the last load increment. The new stiffness matrix is used to solve for the

change in the deflection caused by a new increment in load. The sum of all these increments

represents the final solution CTM 3.8). This problem, though a "standard" verification problem,

is not described in the Demonstration Problem Manual.

120.

®

240.

18.5.5.1 Input Cards - Stress-Dependent Materials

Card
No.

1 ID N_iNLIN,TRUSS
2 DIAG 8
3 APP DISPLACEMENT

4 SIL 6,0
S TIME 5
6 CEND

18.5-17
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7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

TITLE = PIECEWISE LINEAR ANALYSIS _F A THREE-PANEL TR_SS
LABEL = NASTRAN VERIFICATION PRgBLEM

SPC = 1
LgAD=]
PLC_EFFICIENT = 4

_UTPUT
SET 1 - 1, Z, 3, 4, S, 6, THRU 10

OISPLACEMENT = 1
SPCFgRCE- ALL
ELF_RCE = 1
ELSTRESS = ALL
_L_AD = I

$
PL_TID = NASTRAN VERIFICATIgN PROBLEM
_UTPUr(PL_T)

PL_TTER SC
CAMEI_A3

VIEW 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
AXES Z, X, Y
MAXIMUM DEFCRMATI_N 60.0

SET l INCLUDE R_D
FIND SCALE, _RIGIN I, SET l

PTITLE = THREE PANEL TRUSS
PL_T LABELS
PTITLE = DEFORMED SHAPE _VER UNDEF_RMED SHAPE, EACH L_AD
PLOT STATIC DEFORMATION O,l THRU 3, MAXIMUM DEFORMATION 1.3, SHAPE, LABELS
BEGIN BULK
BEGIN BULK

_4
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
G6
67
68

I

CR_D
CR(JD
CR_D
CR_D
CR_D
CR_D
CRgD
CR_D
CRgD
F_RCE
F_RCE
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
MATI
*MAT1
MAT1
*MAT-1
MATS1
PARAM
PLFACT
PROD
PROD
PR_O
PRIMO
SPC
SPC
TABLES1
"1001
*1002
* _,L303
ENDOATA

2 3 6 7 8

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 1
5 4
6 3
7 3
8 2
9 l
l 2
l 4
l 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 O
1 3.0+4
16,99235344
2 J3.0+4
18.82057716
2 !1000
IRES I
4 1.0
I ;I
2 1
3 11
4 12
1 1

1421823532F-04

J,.os614, E-03

1
!I
2

i23
3
4
S
4
0
0

i o.o
180.0
360.0
360.0
540.0

4 5

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
120.0
240.0
.0
.0
240.0
.0
.0
.0
.3

l1.814744801

1.3
100.0

2.0 2.5
7.97

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

I.E04

200.0

-I.0
-1.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21.16 J
11.77 J
7.97 {
1 .0 1 2

2 .0 I

o.o j2.0911766-4
li0.o IS.61167SO8E-4
113.0 I

I,___k 1._ I ,,

3456
3456
3456
3456
3456
3456

.0

6.273525
11.0
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18.5.5.2 Notes on Data Cards

STATIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

L:

12-!8.

51-52.

Selects Rigid Format 6 for piecewise linear analysis.

Only one subcase allowed (here it is implied by lack of subcase delimiter). Selects
single-point constraint and load set from bulk data. Also selects PLFACT for increments

to be applied to the load for each step of the analysis.

Specifies the desired printout of results. The results for elements with stress-dependent
mate_'ial properties will be printed out for each load Increment, otherwise, only the
cumulation stresses will be printed. All other sel_ted output will be printed for the

cumulation results at each load increment.

23. Requests three blank frames be skipped before plotting the next request.

30. Requests plot of undeformed structure for (:lenmnt set 1 (default to first defined se_).

32. Requests plot of deformed shape superimposed o_ undeformed plot for load increments i

through 3 and defines the same deformation factor for all load increments.

Specifies material properties which are not stress dependent. Uses a double precisi,]n
continuation card format.

53-54.

55.

57.

58-61.

64-67.

Specifies material properties which are stress dependent.

Specifies table reference for stress-dependent material property factors.

Provides for three load increments.

Element properties.

Tabular definition of stress-dependent properties using double precision continuatio_
card for_t. The abscissa (X-entry) represents the strain (E) and the ordinate (Y-entry)

represents the corresponding stress. At each load increment NASTRAN recomputes Youncl's
Modulus (E) to be applied for the next load increment (_4 3.8.3). The algorithms used

differ with element type (TM 3.8.4).

, ,t, ,¸
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19. DYNAMICANALYSES

1g.I I_R_TION

Thts section summarizes the procedures used tn dynamtc analyses of structures with NASTItAN.

Ntne Rtg|d Formats are provtded for dynamtc analyses of structures, and they are listed here:

Rtgld
Format
No.

3

7

8

9

10

!1

1Z

13

15

Description

Normal Modes Analysis

Direct Complex Etgenvalue Analysts

Dtrect Frequency and Randon Response Analysts

Dtrect Transient Response Analysts

Nodal Complex Etgenvalue Analysts

Nodal Frequency and Rando_ Response

Nodal "ranstent Response Analysis

Nomal Nodes Analysis wtth 0tfferenttal Stiffness

Nemal Nodes Analysis using Cyclic Sym.etry

NASTRANdynamtc analyses are separated into three basic types:

1. Etgenvalue Extraction

2. Frequency and RandomResponse

3. Transient Response

Furthermore, analysts solutions for each type are obtatned using etther a direct equation solutlofl

or a normal modes transfomatton of the structural equations before solution.

A flowchart for NASTRANdynamic analyses ts presented tn Figure 1. The flowchart also tncludes

the names of key NASTRANmedules uttllzed tn dynamtc analyses.

Of the two approaches to problm fomulatton, the dtrect method stmply uses the dtspllclmmnts

at select_l _rtd potnts as dynmtc degrees of freedom. The modes of structural vibration within a

selected frequency range are used as deqrees of freedom in the modal method. Thts approach results

In • significant reduction tn the number of degrees of freedom for solution, whtle melntgtntl_l

resp_se accuracy tn the seltcted frequency range. However, an added step for etglmvllue extrectlon

ts introduced tn the analyst_.

Ig.l-I
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The flow diagram In Figure 1 is stmpllfied to the extent that it shows only the major opera-

tions that are performed. C_lplete descriptions of the sequences of modu;e calls for all Rlgld

Formats are contained in Section 3 of the NASTRANUser's Manual. The functions Indicated tn

Figure 1 are described in subsections of the Theoretical Manual as follows:

Section 9.2

Section g.3

Section 9.4

Section 11.

Section 12.

- Real Elgenvalue Analysis, READ

Complex Eigenvalue Analysis, CEAD

- Dynamic Pool Distributor, DPD

Direct Dynamic Matrix Assembler, GKAD

Modal Dynamic Matrix Assembler, GKAM

- Dynamic Oata Recovery, DOR

- Transient Response Analysls, TRD

- Frequency Response Analysis, FRRD

Random Analysis Module, RANDOM

The inputs to NASTRAN for structural dynamic analysls have been organized to provide ease of

transition fron static analysls input requirements described in Section 18. All elements, con-

straints, and scalar point modeling options are available in the dynamic analysis Rigid Formats.

However, the following basic differences must be considered:

I. Longer running time results when tae unreduced static model is used for a dynamic

solutlon. Either the modal approach or the use of matrix condensation (ASET or IIIMIT

data cards) with the direct approach is recommended to minimize the problem size.

2. Mass data are required.

3. Damping may be included using elements or proportionality factors.

4. Loads must be defined as functions of time or frequency.

S. Data appropriate to the method of solution for time steps, frequencies, and elgenvalue

ranges are required, depending on the Rigid Format selected.

In addition to damping and mass modeling features provided for structural dynamic analysis,

NASTRANalso provides general capabilities for modeling control systems, hydroelasttc effects, and

aeroelisttc responses through th_ use of spectal elements and direct matrix input.

The followlng se:tions describe procedures and options used for various approache_ to NASTRAN

dynamic analysis. The first t_. sections contain the important topics of modeling mass and damping

19.1-2
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effects. The fourth section describes the modal and dtrect approach options available for formu-

lating the solution matrices. A separate section is devoted to each of the Individual types 03

solution: etgenvalue analysts, transient response, and frequency response. A summr.v of output

selection procedures is presented, and this section is concluded bye set of annotated sample

problems wtth tnput data listings.
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19.2 MASSMODELING

Mass mtrtx terms for NASTRANdynamic analyses are input using structural elements, Sl_Clal

mass elements, or direct input matrix tems and transfer function data.

lg.2.l Inertia Properties of Structural Elements

All of the metric structural elements (rods, bars, shear panels, twist panels, plates, shells,

and solid elements) may have uniformly distributed structural and nonstructural mass. Structural

mass is calculated from material and geometric properties. The mass is assumed to be concentrated

in the middle surface or along the neutral axis in the case of rods and bars, so that in-plane or

In-llne rot}ry inertia effects such as the torsional inertia of beams, are absent. Such effects

can, of course, be assigned by the user to grid points. The masses of metric structural elements

are transferred to the adjacent grid points at the option of the user by either of two methods,

the Lumped Mass or Coupled ("consistent") Mass methods.

In the Lumped Mass method, the mass of an element is simply divided and assigned to surround-

ing grid points. Thus, for uniform rods and bars, one-half of the mass is placed at each end. For

uniform triangles, one-third of the mass is placed at each corr,:. Quadrilaterals are treated as

two pairs of overlapping triangles. Second mass moments are not computed with the Lumped Mass

method. The virtues of the method derive from its simplicity.

In the Coupled Mass method, the mass matrix, computed for each structural element, Includes

off-dlagonal coefficients that couple adjacent grid points. This "consistent mass method" is so

named because in the element formulation the same assuaneddeformation shapes, which were used to

develop the stiffness matrix terms, are also used to compute the inertial mass matrix terms. The

relative accuracy of the two _thods is discussed in S_ ,o_ 5.5.5 of the Theoretical Manual.

The options for coupled mass for individual element types (CPBAR, CPR_D, CPQUADI, CPQtIAD2,

CPTRIAI, CPTRIA2, CPTUBE, CPODPLT, CPTRPLT, CPTRBSC) are controlled by the PARAJMcard. The PARAM

data card option, C_UPMASS, causes generation of coupled mass data for all the element types

listed above. The default definition of the C_UPMASS parameter produces lumped mass matrix terms.

19.2.2 Concentrated Mass Elements

For modellng concentrated lumped masses, the NASTRAN elements C_NMI, CDNM2, and CMASSI

(I • 1,2,3,4) are used. Mass elements CINMI and C_NM2 are used to connect a mass to the slx

1g.2-1
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4egrees of f_,edem at a grid point. The CMASSt elements are used to connect inertia effects

directly to scalar degrees of freedom or grtd point components, (See Section 5.5.1 of the

Theoretical Manual for a discussion of the posstble uses for these elements.)

19.2.3 Other I_ss Options

Other useful opttens available in NASTRANfor mass matrix operations are:

1. A mass scale factor may be provided using t_;e PARAMWTNASSdata card. The e_lss matrix

of the entire structure Is scaled by this factor. Output from the structural weight

su_ry are not scaled, resulting in mass printout in origina] untts. The default value

for WTMASSts 1.0.

2. A summary of the overall structural mass, center of gravity (CG), inertia, and principal

axes orientation is controlled by the input parameter GRDPNT. If a grid point is

specified, the data are calculated relative to that point in space. If zero is specified,

the 1ocatlon of the CG and the inertia tensor are calculated relative to the origin of

the basic coordinate system. (For details of the actual printout, see Section 1.3.9.4

of the User's Nanual.)

3. Direct input mass matrix terms may be specified on DMJG bulk data cards. These are

described in Section 19.4.
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[Maa].[Kaa]. [Kaa]and

1

I Dynamic
i Pool Distributor

DPD

;. Dtrect SolutionHethod _ Nodal Solutton_lethod ._

I Matrix Assembler. GKAD Analysts, READ

g

t4oda1 Oynamtc
Matrtx Assmbler, GKAN

l

__ Complex Eigenvalue t" Analysis, CEAD

__Transient Response J

_ !na ly._is.. TRD J

_,,,,o,t_,.-_oolI- oo._o,I l
Defor,_l _ File

Struc tures J_" I Pro_es_or I ]
P_lOt..tej.. J I ........... _ L.

Dynamic

_r Data
, Recovery

DDR

r

j-- Recovery of Oependeet
Dtsplacettents and

Stresses

Analysis

Module, FRAND_

Figure l. Stml, I)fted flow dlagram for _ynami¢ analysis by the dtsplaclgmnt method.
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19.3 I_qPIl_EFFECTS

Dampingeffects are available via input options tn all dynamic analyses except for real

eigenvalue analysts (Rigid Format 3). The actual type of input damping data which my be used

depends on the method of analysts formulation and solution defined by the Rigid Format. For

example, in a modal fomulation (Rigid Formats 10, 11, and 12), the equations of motion are

normlly uncoupled for solution of moda; coordinate response. Therefore, uncoupled medal

damping functions may be used as input.

The damptng options available in NASTRANare shown in Table 1.

damping are described below.

1.

The different types of

Viscous Elements are defined on CVISC and CDN4Pi bulk data cards. The VISC ele_nt

conmects two grid points and acts as a shock absorber. The DMAPt elements connect

scalar degrees of freedom.

2. Structural Dampin9 is proportional to stiffness matrix terms and is defined both on

materiaT (MATe) data cards and as an overall factor on the PARN4 G data card. In

direct complex eigenvalue analysis (Rigid Format 7) and frequency response (Rigid

Format 8), the form of the matrix terns are imaginary stiffness matrix coefficients

which approximate a hysteresis effect. In transient analysts, the damping matrix is

scaled by frequency factors W3 and W4 on PARAMW3 and PARAMW4 data cards and are used

as a viscous damping matrix.

3. Direct Input Dampln9 mtrices are defined using DMIG data cards. Symltric, uns_metrl¢,

and complex matrix terms may be input. The only restriction is that real terms only

must be used in transient analysis.

4. Trensfer Functions may be used to provide viscous damping either explicitly, through the

coefficients added to the damping matrix, or tmlicitly, through an attached control

system mdal. TF bulk data cards are used for this purpose.

S. _al DampIn9 Factors are used in modal fomulattons to provide damping on the In¢ltvtd_l,

u_coupled medal coordinates. The damping functton g(f) - 2_, where _ is expressed as e

percent of critical damping, is Input on TABDMP1data cards.
W
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Table I. Available Types of Damping in the Dynamic Rigid Formats.

Type of Rigid Format

Damping 7 8 9 10 11 12

Viscous
Elements

Structure
(Hysteris|s)

Structure
(Viscous)

Direct
Input

Transfer
Functions

Nodal
Damping
Factors

X X

X X

X X

X X
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SPECIAL DYNAMIC EFFECTS

In NASTRAN, dynamtc analysts is performed via a basic quadratic fonlt.

[Mp z + Bp+ K]{u} - {P} . (1)

Situations occur, rather frequently, where some of the properties of a dynamic systlm cannot

be expressed directly as constant coefficients in a mass, damping, or stiffness matrix. If the

analysis is fomulated in the frequency domain, as are many problem in aeroelasttc|ty and hydro-

elasticity, tams may occur that have other than constant, ltnoar, or quadratic dependence on the

operator p. These terms, however, may be expresTed as frequency-dependent coefficients in the

mass, damping, or sttffn(.;s matrices. This creates a certain awkwardness in the solution of

these dynamic problems.

Several options, a_ outlined below, are provided for modeling nonstructural dynamic effects

including transfer func:Jons, direct input matrices, _nd nonlinear transient loads. For convenience,

and to avoid conflicts with static analyses, additional degrees of freedom, called extra points

(EI_INT dat_ card), may be introduced for the dynamics Rigid Formats. (See Section 9.3 of the

Theoretical Ranual for details of the fomulatton equations.)

One example of the use of extra points is for structural/control system modeling. In order

to facilitate the treatment of control systems, flASTRAN includes an input data format for the

specification of transfer functions in the form

Ue . 1 _ (ao t + allp + a2tp 2) u t , (2)
bo + blP + B2p2 i

_hJch ts interpreted by the program as a dtffer_nttal equation with terms in the rows of [M], [B],

end [K] corresponding to ue. Ue must be an extra point, but uI can either he an extra point or

any structural point contained in Ug.

Structural loads proportional to displacements at extra points are represented by adding

terms in the stiffness matrix at the intersections of rows corresponding to the stnacturel points

and colums corresponding to the extra points. Direct input data cards are provided for thts pur-

pose. The superposition of al1 such terms, including those generated by transfer functions, is

called tnG direct input stiffness matrix, [K2]. The direct input mass and (kmp]ng matrices are
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(N2] and [B2]. Terms tn the direct input matrices my refer to extra potnts, to structure1 po|nts,

or to both. Stnce dynamic loads may also be applied to extra potnts, the means Are available for

the (:replete slmlatton of subsystems by means of extra potnts. Some applications to control

System simulation are described in Section 14.2 of the Theoretical Ranual.

In transient analysts, nonlinear effects may be modeled as an additional applted lo4d vector

{N}, vhose eleem_ts ere functions of the degrees of freedom (displacement or velocity). Th4

vector, {II}, ts added to the right stde of the equation of motion and ts treated in a similar but

$1|ghtly different runner than the applted load vector durtng numerical integration.

In order to eltm|nate the cumbersome task of reducing nonlinear loads at each time step

thQ Up disp|acemnt set to the solution set, tt Is required that the points to which the nonltmHIr

loads refer belon 9 to the solution set of coordinates. [t ts further required, for the SiNe resort

that If a modal fomulatton is used, the potnts referenced by the nonlinear loads he mrs of the

ue set (extra points). Otherwise, two complete modal transfomattons (one for displacements and

one for lo4ds) would be required at each time step.

IM3TRAfl includes four different types of nonlinear elements. They a_ suff4ctent to generate

mllny types of non)tnear relationships when used tn conjunction with transfer functions and direct

Inp_ matrices. These data are input on N_LINt bulk data cards.

*i
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19.5 DIRECT VS. NODAL FORMULATION

Both direct and modal formations for dynamic solution are available in NASTRAN. The direct

method uses actual grid point, scalar point, and extra point degrees of freedom to deftne the

solution matrices. The modal method transfoms structural degrees of freedom i.to genere)ized

coordinates representing displacements of the normal structural modes. The advantages of each

method are summarized below.

The advantages of the Direct Formulation Method are:

1. No truncation of coordinates is involved. All modes participate, which provtdes more

accuracy when a wide spectrum of frequencies is excited, such as for an impact problem.

2. A]I options for damping, initial conditions, and nonlinear effects are provided.

3. Noextra transformations need to be performed on the load and displacement vectors.

The advantages of the Modal Formulation Method are:

1. Provides economic solutions when modal coordinates are uncoupled (no coupled, direct

matrix input data are used), and/or a large number of time steps or frequencies are

required.

2. The uncoupled transient solution algorithm performs an explicit integration with less

error due to time step size.

3. The output of modal frequencies and mode shape vectors allows the user to identify

significant modes and facilitates understanding of the dynamic responses.

From experience, the modal formulation has been the practical choice for most structurel

analyses involving low frequency excitation and a large number of time step or frequency solutions.

The direct method is useful for special modeling r_quirements or when the nwxlal formulation Is

otherwise inadequate.

With both methods, the use of matrix condensation (Guyan reduction) with the IIIIT, IIIITI,

ASET, or ASETI data cards is a valuable tool. This option produces a static condensation on the

stiffness matrix and a related, consistent transformation on the mass, damping, direct input, and

load matrices (see Section 3.5.3 of the Theoretical Manual for details). The result is a set of

smaller-order solution matrices for both real elgenvalue solutions and direct formulation response

problems.
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EIGENVALUEANALYSIS

NASTRANhas provision for both real and complex etgenvalue analysts of dynamic system.

Real normal modes analysis is closely related to static analysis tn that oflly undamped, real,

symmetric matrices are used. Coelplex etgenvalue analysts is used to obtain g_n_'al second-order

eigenvalue solutions. Each type of analysis has several solutton algorttllopt!ons, each wtth

particular requirements and advantages. These are described next.

19.6.1 Normal Modes Analysis

The NASTRANnomal modes solutton equation has the form:

-_i2Maa + Kaa] {Uaj} - {0} , (3)

where the mass, Maa, and stiffness, Kaa, matrices correspond to the structural analysts displace-

ment set after constraints and matrix condensation transformations have bee, applied. The matrices

may represent free body structures. Obtaining the elgenvalues, _i2, and corresponding eigenvectors,

{Uaj}, for Equation 3comprises the basic solution for the analysls.

Data for control of real eigenvalue analysis are specified on the EI;R bulk data card. When

free bodies are being analyzed, r_gid body support coordinates my be specified on SUPIIRTdata

cards. The purpose of the SUP_RT data are to instruct NASTRAN to calculate free body_es

directly from the stiffness matrix, resultlng in more accurate and economlcal solutlons.

Different methods for extracting real eigenvalues may be selected using the EIGR bulk data

card. Each method has unique characteristics, as described below:

I. The Givens-Householder or "GIV" method performs a Choleskl decmq)osltlon on the mass

matrix, multiplies the stiffness matrix by the inverse product, and performs a trl-

diagonal transformation on the results. The method extracts al__].Ietgenvalue$ tn the

order of highest to lowest f_equency. The method ts efficient w_en the matrix stze ts

small enough (250) to be held in core. The method also requires a nonstngular amss mtrtx.

The Guyan reduction procedure (JlMIT and ASET data cards) is tdeml for elimtheting

stngular mass points, such as those associated wtth rotations, and for reducing the

stze of the matrices. The advantage of this method ts that tt can calculata a large

number of modes efficiently. Its disadvantages are that tt ts mst efficient for
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smaller matrices, and it may produce numerical round-off errors for low frequency modes

at or near zero frequency.

2. The Inverse Power or "INV" procedure performs "shl;'t_-po_er method°'vector Itermtlons

to compute each normal mode. Each iteration consists of several matrix-vector trans-

formations. Since a sum of the mass and stiffness matrix may be decomposed severml times

during the solution, these matrices should _ either well-banded or small for efftctency_

The method allows singularities in the stiffness and mass m_trtx. However, the sum of

these matrices must not be singular.

An advantage of the inverse power method is that a modal constructed for' a static

solution wlll require little additional _ata for a non_al m_des solution° There are

several disadvantages to this matn_, lengthy computer runs are required to obtain a

large number cf modes. Also, the user must estimate the region of the frequencies and

the number of modes in the region,requiring some prior knowledge of the solution. If

the user overestimates these values, the run could be costly. If he undervalues them,

s_c_emodes may not be co_,puted.

3. The Fast Elgenvaluo Extraction Routine, or "FEER" method provides a useful mi.Jdle

ground between the GIV and INV methods. The method uses a Raylelgh-Rltz procedur_

wlth shape functions obtained from a po_r method. The reduced equations are solved

using a trldlagonallzatlon procedure which simultaneously orthogonallzes the shape

functions. The mass matrix may be singular. Sparse and banded matrices are desirable.

The execution cost for a ._oderatenu_er of modes will generally be less than the other

mathods where the cost of the required matrix condensation Is included for the Givens

method.

4. The Detemlnant, "DET," method ha._the same general characteristics as the usually more

efficient inverse power method. The main advantage of including both methods Is the

re_Jundancythat is provided In case one method should fail for a particular analysis.

19.6.2 CauFlex Etgenvalue Anal.vsis

The complex etgenvalue analysis technique in NASTRANis of the form:

(4)
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Themtrtces I_, B, and K may be complex and nonsymetrtc. The degrees of freedom ,eLY tnclude

extra potnts and modal coordinates. In the dtrect method of fomulatton (Rtgtd Format 7), the

general form of demptng ts used. In the modal method (Rtgtd Format 10), only dtrect tnput domptng

mtrtces and modal damping are a|lowed. The uncoupled modal solutions deftne structure1 character-

Istics prtor to the Introduction of damptng and coupltng to the extra potnts.

The control data for extracting the etgenvalues are provtded on the EIGC bulk data card.

'Jellke real normal mode analyses, no spectal p_'ovistons are tncluded for free body modes. As

tn home1 modes analysts, the FEER, tnverse power, and detemtnant etgenvalue extraction methods

ere available. However, the Upper Flessenberg, "HESS," method replaces the Gtvens method for

cmplex etgenvalue extraction.

C_plete descriptions of each NASTRANefgenvalue extraction method are presented tn the

Theoretical Manual, Sectton 10.
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19.7 FREQUENCYRESPONSEANALYSIS

In frequency response analysts the input loading is defined us a series of stnusotdel

loads, each operating at a unique frequency. The steady state response of the structure at each

sol_tlon frequency is also assumed to be sinusoidal with the magnitude and phase angle being

defined by a complex number. The general solution matrix equation is:

[-_2[M] + i_[B] + [K]] {u(_)}ei_t = P(_)ei_t , (5)

where _ is the excitation frequency in radians of the input load {P}. All quantities including

the output displacements, u(_), may be complex numbers.

Figure I _hows a simplified flow diagram for the frequency response module. The calculations

are of two kinds: the generation of loads and the solution of the dynamic equations to obtain a

displacement vector. In static analysis a number of automatic load generating subroutines (gravity

load, pressure load, temperature-induced load, etc.) are employed in order to simplify the user's

task of input data preparation. Similar schemes are not made available for dynamic analysis,

mainly because of the great variety in the possible sources of dynamic loads. For frequency

response analysis, the user is provided with a flexible input data format which provides a varying

degree of generality versus simplicity.

In NASTRAN, the dynamic load vector that is used in a specific subcase, {pjC}, is constructed

as a combination of component load sets, {pjk}.

{pjC(_) = _-_.Sck{pjk(_)} , (6)
k

where Sck is a factor defined on a DL_AD bulk data card that gives the proportion of c_nponent

load k used in combined load set c. The advantage _f:_is 'syst_ is that it facilitates the

examinetlon of different c)mhinations of loads from different sources. The form provided for

specifying a component load set is:

{pjk(_)} = (Ajkei(Ojk - _jk)} . Gk(_) , (7)

where Ajk, Bjk, e_d Tjk are tabulated coefficients defined on DAREA, DPHASE, and DELAY data cards,

respectively, that may be different for each degree of freedom (j). A tabulated complex function
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of frequmtr_y, GkLW), ts provided (wtth t_o alternate form on FLIM01 end RLIIAD2 date cards) _o

11neirly lnt_erpolate to the frequencies, _t' at _/ch solutions ere requested. The form prcvtded

by [¢l_tton 7 ts most useful for loads due to traveling waves.

ICNntngfgl |nterlPretatton of the s_nbols tn [quetton 7 for such applications ts thee Gk(_)

Is the pressure produced by the wave, thee Ajk ts the exposed arel associated ,tth the jth degm

of freedoa, aM that Tjk Is th_ travel ttm requtred for the _sve to reach the jth degree of

frwmm.

The eddttton of damptng effects (Sectton 19.3) ere recommncled for the avoidance of

singularities it the natural frequeflctes of the system.

To cltftne the results from these analyses, the other necessary tnput for frequency response

analysis Is a 11st of solutton frequencies. These ere specified on FREQI bulk dtlte cards.

._ r.oaplete description of NASTRANfrequency response analysts procedures ts presented tn

Section 1_ of the Theoretical l_nuel.
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19.8 TRANSIENT RESPONSEANALYSIS

(Igl N eMe m
Oeeoon

Transient response analysis provides a direct simulation of the dynamic response of the

system occurtng due to inttial conditions and tlme-varying excitation. The solution equation for

transient response is:

[Hi{a} + [B](v} + [K]{u} = {P(t)} + (H(u)} + {N(u)} , (8)

where P(t) is a user-defined load function calculated at each time step, t. The resulting dis-

placements (u), velocities (v), and accelerations (a), are calculated using either the direct

method or the modal method. The nonlinear load vector {N} is calculated using user-supplied

functions of displacement and/or velocity.

The generation of transient loads can be a formidable task. The most general form of loading

is one which has a different time history of load for each point in the structure. Even for a

problem of moderate size (say 50 loaded points and 200 time intervals), the data set required to

specify a general loading is large (50 x 200 = lO,O00 entries). Thus, it is essential to provide

data formats that accommodate special cases.

In NASTRAN, the applied transient load vector, {pjC}, that is used in a specific su_case i_

constructed as a combination of component load sets, {pjk},

{pjC(t)} = k_Sck{pjk(t)} , (9)

where Sck Is a factor defined on DLJBADbulk data cards that gives the proportion of component load

set k used In combined load set c. The advantage of thls system Is that it facilitates the

examination of different combinations of loads from different sources.

Twoseparate forms are provided for specifying component load sets. In the first, or general

form, TLIAD] bulk data cards define the load function:

{pjk(t)} . {Ajk}Fk(t - Tjk ) , (30)

where Ajk and _Jk are tabulated coefficients that may he different for each loaded degree of

freedom (J). The load coefficients Ajk my be static load vectors (FIIRCE, I_IENT, PLOA_i, etc.)

tn addition to the direct DAREAbulk data. A given table of coefficients (A or _) may _e
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referenced by are than one component load set. A tabulated functton of at!, Fk(t - _), ts

11nearly tnterbolated between entrtes. The form provtded by Equetton 10 ts particularly useful

for leads due to traveling waves. In such applications, Fk reprllsetns the pressure produced by

ACk Js the exposed area a_ocJated wtth the jth degree of freedom, and T Is the travelthe wave_

ttme requtred for the wave to reach the jth degree of freedom.

In a second, for n of transient loedtng, the TLIIAD bulk data card deftnes the function: .

nk e_k _
{pjk(t)) = {Ajk}(_ ) cos(_fkt + Ck), 0 _ t _ TEk- Tlk . (11)

{Pjk(t)_ - O, 0 > t and t > Tzk - T1k ,

where

The coefficients Ajk

- t - Tlk - _Jk "

have the same meantng as they do tn the general ram,

(12)

Equation 10. The stx constants, Tlk, T2k, nk, ak' fk' and _k are entered on a separate data

card for each load set. Although the appearance of Equatton 11 ts fomtdable, 1as application to

a vartety of special cases ts stratghtfonvard. The t|me constants, Tlk and TZk, deftne the ttme

11mtts of non-zero load for a potnt at whtch the ttme delay T_k tS zero. A square wave between

Tlk and Tzk ts specified by setttng nk - a k - fk • _k = O. A sine wave wtth frequence f starttng

at t • Tlk ts specified by settlng nk • uk - O, fk " f and _k • -_/2. A polynomial function,

P • a + bt + ct 2 + .... ts specified by combining a number of load sets wtth different tntegral

values of nk and _k • Wk " _k = O. stnce blank entrtes are Interpreted as zeros by the computer,

the extra burden on the user due to the generality of (quatton 11 Js mtntmel tn all of the above

examples.

Other input data for trans|ent analyses are |nttJal conditions, ttme s_eps, and nonlinear

_o4ds. These data are selected ustng Case Control. The T]C (Transient |ntt_al Condition) data

cards are used to tdenttfy tnttial displacements and velocities. Default values are zero for grtd

patna degrees of freedom wtthout expltclt deformettons. |ntttal conditions may be applted only to

solutton grtd point or extra patna displacement (not modal) coordinates.
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TIMTSTEPbulkdatacard ts usedto deftnedifferent ttm Intervals, each wtth dtffereet

t|m stop s|zes. For each Interval, the user deftr, es the number of steps, the ttR tncrememt,

lind the mr of |ncremnts between each prtnted or plotted solutton vector.

lklml|emar toed data ire input on NIJLINt (t - 1,2,3,4) bulk data cards. These are used to

QftM extemol loads as f_mcttons of the current dtsp]acemnts or ve]octttes. The degrees of

fr_dom referenced by these date gust be phystca| so]utton coordinates.

A thorough d)escr]ptton of trans|ent ana]ysts procedures in NASTRANts p_esented ]n the

Tmretlr_l Raewl, Sectton 11.
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19.9 EXAMPLESOF DYNN(%CANALYSES

The following sample problems illustrate many of the options and controls used in typical

dynamic analysts applications. The actual structural models are relatively small and simple for

the purpose of Illustration and for obtaining analytical and theoretical comparisons. However,

nearly al1 the different types of bulk data are Illustrated, along with many case control options

such as subcases and plotting.

19.9.1 Rt_td Format 3 - Nomal 14odes Analysts of a Plate

Thts problem demonstrates the solutton for natrual frequencies of a large-order problem.

The structural problem consists of a square plate with hinged supports on all boundaries. The

10x20 model, show, below, uses one half of the structure and symmetric boundary constraints on

the mtd-ltne tn order to reduce the order of the problem and the bandwidth by one-half. The

results of this analysis can be found tn the Demonstration Problem Manual, Section 3.1.
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t

Because only the bending modes are desired, the tn:plane deflections and rotations normal to

the plane are constrained. The inverse power method of etgenvalue extraction is selected and both

structural mass density and nonstructural mass-per-area are used to define the mass matrix.

19.9.1.1 Input Cards - With Structural Plotting

Card
No.

0
1
2
3
4
S
6

)
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32

NASTRANFILES - PLTZ
ID DYNAMICS, NASTRAN
DIAG 8
APP DISPLACEMENT
S_L 3,1
TIME 3E
CENO

TITLE - VIBRATIONS DF A lO BY 20 PLATE
SUBTITLE - NASTRANDEMIBNSTRATIIBNPRIBBLENNB_ 3-1
$
SPC = 37

METHOD= 3 $ INV - ENCLIBSES1 HIDDE- FINDS 3 RIBIDTS
$
_UTPUT
SET t • 1 THRU 11,34 THRU 44,56 THRU 66,78 THRU 88,111 THRU 121
SET 2 • 1 THRU 12,22,23,33,34,44,45,55,56,66,67,77,78,88,89,

99.100,110 THRU 121
DISPLACEMENTS• I
SPCF_RCE• 2

$
PL_TID • NASTRAN DEMI_STRAIlON PP.IBBLEMNB. 3-I-I
_.ITPUT(PL_T)

PL_TTER SC
SET 1 INCLUDEPL_TEL
SET 2 INCLUDE QUAD1
MAXIMUMDEF_RMATII_ 1.0
FInD SCALE, I_RIGIN lO
PTITLE UNDEFIDRMEDSHAPE

PL_T _RIGIN 10, SET 2, LABELS
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 11
PTITLE MIN)AL DEFDRMATI_IS

PL_T MIDDALDEFORMATION1,IBRIGIN 11, SHAPE
BEGIN BULK
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
13
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
5"L
52
53
54

EIGR l
+Eifii220
GROSET
GRID
GRID
MAT1.
+MAT1
PAP@el
PLtnEL
PLIITEL
PQUAO1
+PQUAD1
SCPc
+31001H
+31002H
SPCI
+21001H
ENDDATA

2
30000.
MgF_T
301
397
23
O.S
37
67
155
37
227

t228

177
221
22t

20.0

111
1H

144

19 9.1.2 Noteson Data Cards

4.

11.

13-18.

20-28.

29-31.

33-34.

35-37.

39-41.

45-46.

47-48.

49-53.

Selects Rigid Format 3 for a Norml Nodes AMlysJs_

Selects method of real etgenvalue extraction f_wm Bulk Data.

Requestsprintout of results.

Sets up for orthographic projection plottthg of the ortgtnll model, wide_.

Sets up for orthographic projection plotting of the mode snipes using the first
element set (PLtTEL) for each of the three mode shepes genegeted.

Quadrilaterlaiplate element c_m_tlvltles.

Specifymethodsfor reel eigenivlue extraction. *

Grid point location and default single-point constraints.

Defines line elements for plotting.

Ouadrllateralplato ellent properties.

Single-point constraints to define support ¢oMttt¢_i end sjjmmtry Immdatlf
conditions.

i-
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Rtgtd Format 7 - Damped Vibration of a Strtng

This problem demonstrates the use of dtrect complex etgenvalue analysis and the vertous methods

of supplying damptng to the structure. The simulated model |s a strtng under tension hevtng untfom

vtscous and structural damptng, as shown below. The stiffness due to tenston ts mdeled with sceler

sprtngs, the mass Is represented by scalar masses, and the vtscous damptng ts provided by scalar

dampers connected on one end to the po|nts and ftxed on the other end. The structure] damp|ng ts

provtded by the sceler sprtngs end an over_ll d_ptng fector, S. The user ts er_coureged to refer

to the Demonstration Probl_ Manuel, Section 7.1 for a detatled discussion of the theory end back*

ground to thts problem.

Viscous Hedium

''

L

u_.1 _ uI

1 t

____ ut+ 1
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Card
No.

m

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25

19.9.2.2

Input Cards - Scalar Elements

DYNAMICNMLYSES

ORDINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

ZD DEN701, NASTRAN
T[IqE 8
APP D]SP
SIL 7,1
CEND

TITLE = CIMPLEX EIGENVALUESIIF A 500 CELL STRING
SUBTITLE = NASTRANDEI_NSTRATIIN PI_IBLEIqNil. 7-1-1

CHETHID - 1 $ FEER
I_TPUT

SET 1 = 1,51,101 ,i51,201,251,301,351,401,451,501
DISP = 1

BEGIN BULK

1 2 3 5 6 7 8, 9 10

CDAHP3
CDAMP3
CELAS3
CELAS3
CHASS3
CHASS3
EIGC
+CFEER
PARAM
_Atm
PELAS
mASS
ENDDATA

60002
60499
1
400
40002
40499
1
-1.0
G
481
101
301

1401
i4Ol
101

i101
_301
301
FEER
15.0
.05
6.283185
[1.0+07
_10.0

4

2 ]o499

o [i499 O0
2

499 [0
MAX

I
I

.o5 Ilo.o
I

I

I

60500 1401
2 !101
500 i101

I
40500 !301

Notes on Data Cards

SO0 0
3o

500 0
il.O-5 eCFEER

.

8.

9-11.

13-14.

15-16.

17-18.

19-20.

21.

22-24.

Selects the Dtrect Comptex Etgenvalue Analysts approach.

Selects the FEER method of complex etgenvalue extraction from Bulk Data.

Requests prtntout of displacements for all 9rtd potnts Inset 1 whtch wtll be prtnted
for each mode shape, real components only.

Scalar damper connecttvttles.

Scalar sprtng connecttvtttes.

Scalar tosses.

Specifies parameters and method for complex etgtmvelue extraction.

Deftnes a untfom structural daw4)tng coefficient.

Defines scalar element properties.

19.9-4
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19.9.3 Rtgtd Forint 10 - Rocket 6u|dence end Con•re1

Thts p'reblem, although a simplified rode1, contains all of the elem_ts used tne 11Mar

control system analysts. The flexible structure, sl_ helmv, consists of three sections: tm

secttons ere cmstructed of structure1 ftntte elements; 'the thtrd secttOn ts fonmleilld tn term

of tts nodal coordinates. A sensor ts located at an arbitrary point on the structure end commctod

tO • structure1 potnt wtth mltlpotnt constraints. The measured attttude end post•lOCi of the

msor point ts used to generate a ¥oltage to con•re1 the giaba] angle of the thrust ;wzle. The

nozzle control ts tn 1•self • servmech•ntm consisting of an amplifier, • IROr. Imd _ po$tttem end

velocity feedback control. The nozzle produces • force on the structv_ due to Its Iss. eccelera-

ttcm. and the angle of thrust. The mtton of any point on the structure ts cleplmd_t _ tim el•sttc

no, tons and the large-angle effects due to free-body rotations.

The user should refer to the Demonstration P_blem I_null, Section 10.1 for the discussion

of the control system, the associated transfer function parameters, and other mdeltn9 details.

Fn

H1 - 6 x 104

y s

Uses Structure1 Note:
Elements"

143 = S x 103

Uses 14o_1
Coordt_tos

Hisses •ro untfomly
dtstrl-'bllted iln each
section.

L _ ....

19.9-7
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19.9.3.1

Card

No.____.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

DYNAMICANALYSES

Input Cards - DMAPAlter, Transfer Function and Resequenctng

]O DEMIO01, NASTRAN •
DIAG 14
TIME S
APP DISPLACEMENT
SIDL 10,1
ALTER 103
MAT_ GPLD,USETD,SILD.PHIAJ/C.N,H/C,N.A
ENOALTER
CEND

TITLE - _LEX E[GENVALUEANALYSIS - RIDCKETClINTRDL SYSTEM
SUBTXTLE• NASTRANDEMONSTRATIONPRIDELEMN_. 10-1-1

LABEL = FLEXIBLE STRUCTURECASE
l_C - 101

METHgO- 2
TFL ,, 20
CMETHIM)• 11

IDIJTPUT
SET 1 - 1,100,101,1_10 THRU 1090

SVECTIBR(SORT1,PHASE) =,,,ALL
DISP ACEHENT (StDRT1,PH_SE) 1

BEGIN BULK

Be

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

49
5O
51
52
53
54

I

BARIDR
CBAR
CBAR
CELAS4
CELAS4
CNASS4
CMASS4

C_NM2
c_e_
EIGC
+EC
EIGP
E]GR
+E2
EPIBINT
GRDSET
GR]D
GRID
HAT1
mC

NPCADD
PAp..r_I
PAR/_I
PBAR
PBAR
SEOGP
SP_I NT
SUPt_RT
TF
TF
+TX
ENDDATA

2 3 4 5 6 7

.0 "1"0.0
i

1
15
1001
1003
2001
2003
101
119
11
-2.0
11
2
HASS
1010

1
101
1
3
100
101
GRDPNT
I.J400ES
10
20
I00
1001
I01
20
20
100

I0
20
2.026+7
164.1+7
2.5+3
2.5+3
1
19
DET
-I ,O
0.0
INV

1011

16.176
10.4+6
16
1!
100
101
4
1
1
10.5
1002
2
1
1080
6

1
15
1001
1003
1001
1003

HAX
-2.0

0.0
iO.O

1030

0.0
0.0

.0+6

4.0+2
2.0+2
101
1003
101
2

-4.25+6

2
16

2001
2003
3333.3

!833.3

10.0
2
50.0

1040

O.O
0.0

-I
1.0

6.0+4
2.0+4
7.5
1004
6
.0

1002
1004
2002
2004

10.0

8

1050

0.0

1001
100

6.0+4
2.0+4

2001

.0

32.42+7
518.7+7
2.5+3
2.5+3

6

8

1060

2002

5O.O
8.5+4

8

,0

1002
1004
1002
1004

5

2

1070
1345

• 0628318
-1.0

2003

9

1

2002
2004

1080

2004

10

+EC

+E2

+161

+T6
+TX
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19.9.3.2 NotesonDataCards

5.
6-8.

13.
14.
15.
16

17-20.

22-24.
25-28.
29-30.
31-35.

36.
37-39.
40-43.

44.

46-47.
48.
49.

50.

51-53.

EXAMPLESOFDY_AMICANALYSES

Selects the Modal Complex E|genvalue Anelysts approach.

DMAPaltar package to _)rint out the gr|d potnt 11st (GPLD), u-set degrees of freedom
(USETO), scalar index .1st (SILD), and the nomal modes mtrtx for the a-set dtsplace-
rants.

Selects a mlttpotng constraint set from Bulk Data.

Selects a method for real etgenvelue extraction fr_ Bulk Data.

Selects the transfer functto_ (TF) set from Bulk Data.

Selects the method for complex elgenvelue extrectton from Bulk Data.

Request.printout of SILUTIm set displacements and displacements for stroctural
grto points of set 1 for each mode shape tn magnitude/phase eMjle format.

Beau element connectivity.

Scalar element connectivity.

Concentrated mass data.

Parameters for methods of elgenvalue extraction. Card 33 deftnes poles tn cowlex
plane that are used twth the associated EIGC parameters.

Definition of extra points used to define contr_l system parmters.

Daftnes location of grtd points and default stngle potnt constraints.

MulttpoJnt constraint equations used to represent modal coordinates of mxlel between
grtd points 16 and 19.

Requests wetght and balance printout.

_ftnes number of lowest modes to be used tn thts modal fomulatton.

Beam element properties.

Specified resequenctng of grid points 100 and 101.

Scalar potnt definition (need not be defined on SPIDINT card tf number ts used wtth
scaler element deftntttono e.g., cards 25-28).

Defines degrees of freedom for use tn computing deteminate reactions for constraining
rtgtd body morton.

Specification of transfer functton parameters.

19.9-9



OVlMHIC NLALYS£S

19.9.4 Rtgld Forint 8 - Otrect Frequency Response of a Plate

Tkts problI |11ustrstes the use of tM dtrect mthod of detemtntn9 structural resp4mse to

stmdy-state slnusoldal loads. The steady-state response of the structure at each frequency ts

calculated tn term of coaplex numbers whtch reflect the mgnttudes end phtsev of the results.

The particular model for thts study ts a square plate composed of qvedrtlatere1 plate

elelnts, is shown below. The extertor edges are supported on htnged supports and syietrtc

boundaries are vs4d along x-O and 3r-O. The applted load ts stnusot.dally distributed over the

poMI and tncmses wtth respect to frequency. For further detatls o_ the tnput _1 results, see

the OIonstretton Problm Hanuel, Sectton 8.0.

P(x.y.f)
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19.9.4.1

Card
No__.._.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33

19.9.4.2

E_Ce_qPLESOF DYNAMICANALYSES

Input Cards - Frequency Dependent Loadtn9

IO r_tSOlXlO, NASTRAN
APP DISPLACEMENT
Sill 8,1
TIME 12
CENO
TITLE - FREQUENCYRESPIINSEelF A SQUAREPLATE
SUBTITLE • NASTRANDEMINSTRATIt_ PRMLEN NIB. 8-1-1

SPC = 37
OLilAD- B
FREQUENCY" 8

ImTPUT
SET 1 - I_4,7,11,45,55,78,88,111,114,117,121

DISPLACEMENT{SIIRTZ,PHASE) • 1
SPCFt)RCE(SIDRTE.PHASE) • 1

BEGIN BULK

1

CQUAD1
CQUAD1
[]AREA*
DAREA*
FREq
GRDSET
GRID
GRID
HAT1
PQUAD1
RLIBAD1
SPC1
_,1001H
SPC1
+21001H
;TABLEDI

IENDDATA

2 3

J23
109 123
37
37
8 0.0

I
121
8 3.0+7
23
8 37
37 4
7 8
37 i35
117 118

_.0 IO.O

I
109
i
109
8.0

.0
I0.0

1

111
119

I00.0

5 6

I I!II0 21

I °o"°
lO.O jlo.300
8

2
lO
112
120

40.0

.66_6667
1
3
II
113
121

ENDT

7

112120

11.0

4

114

8 9 10
i

.00
.00
2.SO0000E-01
2.4471748E-02

126 13,55715

L

+21001H

+TI

Notes on _ta

3.

g.

10.

13.

14.

16-17.

18-19.

20.

Cards:

Selects Olrect Frequency and RandomResponse Analysis approach.

Selects the RLDADI frequeocy response dynamic loading condition froa_Bulk Data.

Required to select from Bulk Data t.heset of frequencies to be solved.

Request the displacements for grid points of set I to be printed tn mgnttudelphase
format, sorted by 9rld point,

Requests support forces to be printed at grtd points of set 1 to be printed tn Ngnt-
rude/phase format, sorted by grid point.

(_adrtlateral element connectivltles.

Specifies the dynamic load scale factor and point of application in double precision
format.

Oeftnes set of frequencies for solution. Output will also be printed at these fre-
quencies because no OFREQUENCYcard is used.

19.9-11
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21-23.

24-2S.

26.

27-30.

31-32.

DYNNm¢ ANALYSES

Provtdes grtdpotnt locations and default stngle point constraints.

I)eftnes mtertel end element properties.

[hlflnes frequency dependent dyn_t¢ load function.

Spectftes support and s3mmetrtc boundary stngle potnt constraints.

I)eftnes table of frequency dependent coefficients referenced, tn thts case, by
RLIMD1 (field 6).

19.9-12



EXAMPLESOFDYNAMICANALYSES ORIGINM. PAGE B

OF POORQu. rtY

19.9.5 Rt9td Fomat ll - Modal Frequenc_ and RandomResponse of a Beam

This problem demonstrates the frequency response solution of a structure using an uncoupled

modal formulation. The structural degrees of freedom are the uncoupled modal displacements.

This problem also illustrates various methods of applying frequency response loads which may be

input as complex numbers and added together for each subcase.

The structure to be solved consists of a beam with simple supports, as shown below. Included

in the structural model is a "general element" representing the first two cells of the tam-cell

beam. The applied load for the three subcases are applied to the center three points on the beam.

The random analysts data consists of a flat power spectral density function ('white noise') for the

three loading subcases. The first subcase spectral density is correlated to the third subcase

spectral density, simulating two interdependent probability functions. The XY-plotter capability

is used for output.. For further details and theory, see the Demonstration Problem Manual,

Section 111.

My,5

Pz,5

Pz,6

Pz,7

• _'T_ My,7

+®......

19.9.5.1

Card
No.

0
]
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9

10

Input Cards - %omplex" Loading and Random Response Output

NASTWAN F_LLS - (PL_2,NPTP)

IO DEM1101, NASTRAN
DIAG 14
CHKPNT YES
APP DISPLACEMENT
S_ 11,3
TIME
/U.T[R 112
MATPRN PHIA .... // $
ENDALTER
CEND
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Card
No.

DYNAMICANALYSES

11 MAXLINES • 5OOOO
12 TITLE = FREQUENCYAND RANDf_IRESPI_SE BF A 10 CELL BEAN
13 SUBTITLE • NASTRANDEMI_ISTRATI_I PRIN_LEMNID. 11-1-1
14 SPC • 11
15 NETHIDD• 2
16 FREQUENCY- 503
17 RAND_ • 11
18 SDAMPING• 11
19 I_JTPUT
20 SET Z = 5,10
21 SET 6 -6
22 SET 10 • 6,11
23 DISP(SIDRTZ,PHASE) - 10
24 ACCELER(SI_RT2,PHASE) • 10
25 IDLIDAD• 15
26 ELFIDRCE(SIDRT2,PHASE)- 2
27 SUBCASEI
28 LABEL • THREE PIBINTS LIDADEDWITH TW_ SETS
29 DLIMD = 506
30 SUBCASE2
31 LABEL- IDNEP_]NT LIDADEDWITH TW_ SETS AND TIME DELAYS
32 DLilAD = 507
33 SUBCASE3
34 LABEL = IBNEPlaINT LI_ADEDWITH TWIBTABULAR L_ADS
35 DL_AD • 510
36 *****************************
37 PLI}TID " NASTRANDEHIDNST_TIBN PR_LEM N_. 11-1-1
38 IWJTPUT(XY_JT)
39 PLgTTERSC-
40 CAMERA • 3
41 SKIP BETWEEN FRAMES = I
42 XGRID LINE = YES
43 YGRID LINE - YES
44 XLIDG= YES
45 YLIOG= YES
46 XTITLE = FREQUENCY(HERTZ)
47 YTITLE • S
48 TCURVE• P_ER SPECTRALDENSITY _F P_INT 6 DISPLACEMENT
49 XYPL_T,XYPRINT DISP PSDF / 6(T3)
50 $
51
52
53 $
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

TCURVE = PIm4ERSPECTRAL DENSITY _F P_BINT6 ACCELERAII_N
XYPLI_TACCELERATION PSDF / 6(T3)

XL_; - N_
YLIBG= N_
XTITLE • TIME LAG (SEC_flDS)
YTITLE - R

TCURVE • AUTI_C_RRELAT!I)NFUNCTIIBNF_R P_INT 6 DISPLACEMENT
XYPLIT,XYPRINT DISP AUT_ / 6(T3)

BEGIN BULK
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61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
%
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

,1,

:BAR
:BAR
CJNI42"

:IWe42"

_A
DAR_
DAR_

_A
DELAY

DI.Jm_U)
_E
DPHASE
EIGR
÷EG
FREQ1
GENEL
÷1
+2
*30
"31
*40
"41
*50
"51

+6O

GRDSET
GRID
GRID
MAT1
PARN4
PARAI4
PBAR
RANDPS
RANOP$
RANOPS
RANOPS
RANOT1
RLI_AD1
RLMDI
m.l_D2
RLIIADZ
RLIIAD2
SPC
SPC
TAsoIqPI
+OAMP
TABLE01
+TAUU
TkSLEDI
+TAOZI
TABLEDI
+T_O

2 3

3 1
10 1
11
o.o I
12
O. I
13

2 5
2 6
2 7
3 S
510 S
I
506 I.
507 I.
510 Z.O
I S
5102 5
2 INV
MASS
508 .0
!1101
3 1

iUO
2
.8904493 -8

i -2.31696-6
2.31698-6
1.7808987-8
-9.26784-6
S 1.0
0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0

1
11
1 10.4+6
GRDPNT 0
LMI_S 4
1 I
II I
11 I
11 2
11 3
11 100
101 510
5102 510
5 2
6 3
7 3
I I
11 I
11
0.0 0.0
I
0.0 1.
2
0.0 30.

15101
0.0 75.0
L

EXAMPLESOF DYNAMICANALYSES

4 5

3
10 I1
1

I

I
3

5 -I00.
3 50.
3 50.
3 100.
3 1.0
3 .5555-2
I. 5
I. 5
1.0 5101
3 30.
3 -30.0
40. 1000.

5.0 40
2 I
3 3
I I
• 89044935-8
O,
O.
O.
O.
4.6339203-6
0_0 0.O
1.0 0.0
1.0

.0 .0
20. .0
4.+6

21.189 .083
1 .5
3 .5
2 1.0
3 .5
.0 .1

5102

1
1
13
13

50.0 O. 02

100. 1.

100. 30.

1..0 75.0

6 7

20. ! .020. .0

I

I

5 3
7 5

I. 6
I. 7
1,0 5102

3 5

2 3
3 5
I 3
O.
O.
7.7232005-6
-6.9508804-6
O.

0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0

.0

.0
•2523-3

.083
11
11
11
11

5101
5102

I
I 2
I
11 13
11 3

ENDT

ENDT

ENDT

ENDT

19.9-15

8

• I
5.34604-3

I
1.069268-2

I
5.34604-3

0•

100.

2 5

1 5
O.
3.08298-6
-2.31696-6
2.31696-6
24.714241-6

-2.0 0.0
1.0 -4.0

246

10

_ql

+E6

+1
+2
*30
"31
*40
"41
*,50
"51
+6O
+70
+8O

+Oe,MP

÷TAUU

+TAI_I

÷TAI)30

_--* . . . mmmm



DYNAMICANALYSES

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

123 |+TAD31 50.0 ENDT

-° I i 1126/,r z loio
127 IENDI_TA

8

100.0

9 10

+TA031

19.9.5.2 Notes on _ta Cards

I1.

14,

15.

16.

17.

18.

19-26.

27-29.

30-32.

33-35.

37-40.

42.

43.

46-47.

48.

49.

54-55

56-58

3. Checkpoint ts requested to be taken.

5. Selects modal approach for Frequenc_ and Random Response analysts removing the
looptng and mode acceleration computcttons.

7-9. OMAPalter to obtatn a prtntout of the mode shapes for the analysts set of displacements
generated durtng the real etgenvalue analysts. (This output ts not othenvtse avail-
able wtth thts R191d Format.)

Specifies a user 1tmtt tn NASTRANfor a maxtmum of SO,O00 11nes of output.

Selects a set of single potnt constraints from Bulk Data.

Selects the method to be used for real etgenvalue extraction requtred to get the
appropriate modal coordinate data for thts medal approach,

Selects the set of frequencies requtred for solutton of the frequency response
analysts.

Selects the power spectral denstty factors (RNiOPS) and uutocorrelatton functton
ttme lag (RANOT1) from Bulk Oata requtred for the random response analysts.

Defines the equivalent of structural damptng as a functton of frequency tn modal
fomu_atton problems (TM 9.3.4).

Specifies output sets for displacements, accelerations, loads and eloment forces.
Note that the leads wtll be output for all f_,quenctes at each 9rtd potnt (SI)RT2)
and tn real/Imaginary format. Because S_RT2 was specified for other output quantities
tt overrides the SI)RT1 default for loads. Also note that requests for output of
the results of the RandomResponse analysts are part of the XY plot output package.

Deftnes the first dynamtc load to be analyzed.

Oeftnes the second dyna_tc load to be analyzed,

Defines the third d3mamtc load to be analyzed.

Sets up for XY plots ustng Stromberg Carlson requesting both f11m and paper tnsert|ng
one blenk frame between each plot,

Requests drawing of verttcal grtd 11nes at each ttc mark.

Requests drawtng of horizontal grtd 11nes at each ttc mark.

Provtdes axts 1sbelln9 Information,

Provtdes label to tdenttfy curve being plotted.

Requests both plotted and prtnted output of the z-displacement power spectral benstty
functton for 9rtd point 6.

51. Provtdes label to tdenttfy next curve to be plotted.

52. Requests plotted output of the z-acceleration power spectral denstty functton for
grid potnt 6.

Requests s_alar distribution of ttc marks for both the X and Y axes.

Provtdes tttlln 9 tnfomatlofl for next curve to be plotted.
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59.

61-62.

63-68.

69-73.

74.

7S-77.

78-79.

83-94.

95-97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

102-105.

106-111.

112-113.

114-115.

116-123.

124-126.

Requests both plotted and printed output of the autocorrelatton function for the z-
displacement at grid point 6.

Defines beam element connecttvtttes.

Defines concentrated mess elements tn double precision format.

Specified dynamic load scale factor sets and the potnts of application.

Provides for the dynamic load time delay to be referenced by the RLtAD2 ($ID,7 tn
fteld 4) card number 111.

Specifies the dynamic load combinations to be applted.

Provides for the dynamic load phase lead to be referenced in field 5 of the RLIk_)2
and RL_ADI cards 125 and 123, respectively.

Specified parameters for real etgenvalue extraction.

Specified frequency range and Intervals for use in frequency response analysts
(fi " 0.0, 5.0, 10.0,...,200.0) or 40 increments.

Specifies general element matrix data (TH 5.7).

Defines grid point locations and default stngle point constraints.

Defines metertal properties.

Requests output for weight and balance.

Requests the four fundamental modes to be used as modal coordinates.

Beam element properties.

Specification of input power spectral density function.

Frequency response dynamic load functions.

Single point constraint sets (set II was selected).

Frequency dependent damping coefficient table referenced by SI)MMPin Cese Control.

Tabular definition of frequency dependent load coefficients referenced by RLI)AOI
and RLI)AD2cards.

Tabular function of power spectral density function referenced by RANDPS cards.
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19.9.6 Rtgtd Formt 9 - DtTeCt Transient Analysts with Dtrect HRtrtx Input

Thts problem demonstrates the capability of NASTRANto perfoma transient enalysts on •

systlm havtn9 nonsymetrtc stiffness, damptn9, and mss matrices. The problem ts fomul•ted wtth

direct mtrlx tnput wtthout the use of elements. It Illustrates the use of ttm step cl_nges,

selection of prtntout Intervals, application of loads, tnttt•1 conditions, •nd• stmple curve plot

package. For details of the problem formulation and the results, see the I)emonstratlon I_oblem

I_nual, 3ectton 9.1.

Card
No.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34

Input Cards -Dtrect Matrtx Inlet and XYDUTPlotttn9

NASTI#_i FILES - PLT2
ID DEHg01, NASTRAN
DIAG 14
APP DISPLACEMENT
SIlL 9,1
TIME S
CEND

TITLE - TRANSIENT ANALYSIS WITH DIRECT MATRIX INPUT
SUBTITLE " NASTRANDEHONSTRATIIIqPRil)BLEMNO. 9-1-1
TSTEP - 32
IC - 32
DLOAD- 32
K2PP-KCII4P
I_PP-MCIJMP
B2PP-BCIDMP
IDUTPUT

SVELe - ALL
DISP(SI)RT2) - ALL
IDLILAD(SIBRT2)- ALL

PLIDTID - I_LSTRANDEI_NSTRATIIBNPROBLEMN_. 9-1-1
JlNTPUT(XYINT)

PLDTrER SC
CAMERA- 3
SKIP BETMEENFRAMES• 1
TCURVE" * * * * EPBINT DISPLACEMENT(INCHES) * * * *
)(TITLE " TIME(SECIJNDS)

S ,it

YVALUE PRINT SKIP • 1
XDIVISIII_ - 25
XVALUEPRINT SKIP • 1
***** ** * * * * * FULL FRAMEPLIDTS* ** * * *
YGRID LINES • YES
YGRID LINES • YES
YDIVISIIIm - 22
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Card
NOD

35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

YTITLE = EP_INT 10
XYPL_T DISP / lO(Tl)
$

YDIVISI_NS - 20
YTITLE = EP_INT 11

XYPL_T DISP / ll(T1)
$

YTITLE - EP_INT 12
XYPL_T DISP / 12(T1)
$

YTITLE = EPglNT 13
XYPL_T DISP / 13(T1)

BEGIN BULK

EXAMPLES OF DYNAMIC ANALYSES

DISPLACEMENT *INCH*

DISFLACEMENT *INCH*

DISPLACEMENT *INCH*

DISPLACEMENT *INCH*

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

19.9.6.2

I 2

DAREA
DAREA
DELAY
)DELAY
DMIG
DMIG
+BCI
DMIG
+BC2
DMIG
+BC3
DMIG
DMIG
+KCI
DMIG
+KC2
_DMIG
+KC3
DMIG
DMIG
+MCI
DMIG
+MC2
DMIG
+MC4
EF_INT

TABLED1
I+T1
+T2
TIC
TIC
TIC
TIC
TL_AD1
TSTEP
+S1
ENDDATA

1
1
1
1
BC_P
BC_MP
II
BCI_MP
12
BCI_MP
13
KCI)MP
KClf)MP
ll
IOC_MP
12

;KCIDMP
!13
MCIBMP
_MC_P
ll
MC_MP
II

MC_HP
12
10
:I
-I.0
ENDT
32
32
32
32
32
32

3

I0
12
10
12
0
II
0
12
0
13
0
0
I0
0
12
0

'11

i11
0.0

10
11
12

40
100

4

1
0
30.0
0
48.0
0
4.0
1
0
-lO00.
0
200.0
0
40.0
1
0
-I0.0
0
3.0
0
8.0
12

0.0

1
.025
.O1E

5 6 7

--1.5
-13.5
1.O
1.O
1

13

0.0

0.0
.0
.0
-lO.O

2
5

II
13
II
13
2
I0
12
II
13
12

2
lO

II
13
12

2
10

18
12
II
13

.00

lO.O
.5
.0
.0
1

l.O

0
_0
0
0
0

0

_.0

8

-1.0
36.0

1.0

-15.0
-15.0
-24.0
-24.0
-2.0

2000.

-IO0.R
-I00.0
-20.0

20.0

-1.5
-1.5
-4.0
-4.0

100.0

9 10
i

+BC1

+BC2

+BC3

+KC1

+KC2

+KC3

+MC1

+MC2

+MC4

+T1
1.0 +T2

+51

Notes on Data Cards:

4. Selects the direct approach to Transient Analysis.

9. Selects the integration time steps from Bulk Data (TSTEP)
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10.
11.

12-14.
15-18.

19-23.
24-25.

27.
28.
29.

31-32.
33.
35.
36.

38-39.
40.
4?.
43.

45-46.
48-49.
50-51.
52-58.
59-65.
66-?2.

73.
74-76.

77-80.

81.

82-83.

Selects the 4nltial conditions from Bulk Data (TIC).

Selects the dynamic loading function from Bulk _ta (TLI_ADI).

Speclfles tl;edirect matrix input for stlffness, ross and damping respectlvely.

Sl_Clfles output requirements for a11 degrees of freedom In the _el. Notice that
because one output quantity specifies SI_RT2,e11 time steps for each degree of
freedom, the SVELKITY request w111 default also to SIDRT2.

Sets up for plottlng wlth the XY-curve plotter.

labellng information.

Plot the val_ fur every otl_r tic mark along the Y-axls.

Provide 25 divisions along the X-axts.

Plot the value for every other tic mark along the X-axis.

Plot grid lines for each tic mark in both directions,

Provide 22 divisions along the Y-axls.

Title for Y-mxls,

Requests plot of dlsplacment for extra point lO versus time,

Provide 20 divisions and new title for Y-axls,

Requests plot of displacement for extra point II versus time,

Use same 20 divisions and new title for Y-axis.

Requests plot of displacement for extra point 12 versus tlee,

Repeat 42and 43 for plot of displac_.-.:ntsfor extra point 13,

Dynamic load factors applied to extra points.

Delay factors for each extra mint loading,

Direct matrix input at extra points fo_ domping,

Direct matrix input at extra points for stiffness,

Direct matrix input at extra points for mass,

Provides identification for extra points (single degree of freedom per polnt).

Table of dyn_mlc Inad coefficients versus time referenced by TLI)ADIcard (field 6),

Specifies time dependent loading function,

Specifies tl_e dependent loading function,

Specifies two set_ of time step intervals for integration of the transient response
and user specifies output interval.

SPECIAL NOTE: No structural elements were used in this problem. All degrees of freedom were
identified wlth separate extra Hints,

19.J-20
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19.9.7 Rigid Format 12 - Modal Transient Response of a Beam

This problem demonstrates the transient analysls of a frH-_ using the integration

algorithm for uncoupled modal fomulatlon. A hundrd-cell beam model Is s)_mm below. _al

damping is included ,: a function of natural frequency. The omitted coordinate feature was

used to reduce the number of degree_ of freedom to an analysis set equivalent to eleven grld

points. Both structural and curve o!ots are requested. For further details and the results,

see the Demonstration Problem _nual, Section 12.1

Z Pz(lOl)

,/ Lu_ed_ss and Inertia j L.. __(101).

Ig.9.7.1 Input Cards - Both Structural and XYi}UTPlotting

Card
No.

0 NASTRAN FILES - PLT2
1 ID DEM120I, NASTRAN
3 APP OISPLACEMENT
4 SeL 12,3
5 TIME 10
6 CEND

7 TITLE - TRANSIENT ANALYSIS I_ A FREE DNE HUNDREDCELL BEAH
8 SUBTITLE • NASTRANDEmNSTRATI_N PI_LEM _. 12-1-1
9 DLIBAD= 516

10 SDAHP• 15
11 TSTEP • 516
12 METHI)O• 2
13 t)UTPUT
14 SET 1 • 1, 26, 51, 75, 100
15 SET 2 • 1, Z6, 76
16 DISPLACEMENT- 2
17 STRESS - 1
18 PLtTIO = NASTRANOEMONSTRATIIINPRIIBLEMND. 12-1-1
19 _UTPUT(PLBT)
20 PL_TTER SC
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Card
No..._._.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4O
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
66
57
58
59

SET 1 INCLUDE BAR EXCLUDEGRID P_INTS 1THRU 9,11THRU 20
22 THRU 30,32 THRU 40,42 THRU 50,52 THRU 60,62 THRU TO
72 THRU 80,82 THRU 90,92 THRU 100
MAXIMUMDEF_,MATI_N 2.0

STERE| PRIMECTIIIN
FIND SCALE, _RIGIN 100, VANTAGEP_INT, SET 1
PL_T SET 1, _RIGIN 100, SHAPE, LABELS
PL_T TRANSIENT DEF¢RMATI_N1, TIME .012, 0.013,
MAXINUMDEFIBRMATION0.76, SET 1, _RIGIN 100, SHAPE

ORTHOGRAPHICPRIIJECTION
FIND SCALE, BRIGIN 1, REGION 0.0,0.0,1.0,0.5
FIND SCALE, _RIGIN 2, REGIIBfl0.0,0.5,1.0,1.0
PL_T TRANSIENT DEF_TItDN 1, TIME .012, .016
MAXII_.IM DEFCRMATI_N1.0,

SET1, 18RIGIN 1, SHAPE ,
SET 1, DRIGIN 2, VECTORZ
$
_ITPUT(XYeUT)

PLCTTERSC
CAMERA- 3
SKIP BETWEENFRAMES= 1
YGRID LINES = YES
XGRID LINES = YES
YDIVISI_S - I0
XDIVISIIDNS= I0
XVALUE PRINT SKIP = 1
YVALUE PRINT SKIP = 1
XTITLE = TIME (SECONDS)
YTITLE - D I S P * INCH *
TCURVE - * * * * * * * * G R I O 5 l ** * * *** * *

XPL_T,XYPRINT,DISP RESP / 51 51(T3)
TCURVE-******** G R I O 101 ********

XYPLI_T,XYPRINT,DISPRESP /
YTITLE - ACCELERATII_N
TCURVE - * * * * ** *

YXPLI_T,XYPRINT,ACCERESP /
TCURVE" * * * * * * *

XYPLi_T,XYPRINT,ACCERESP /
BEGIN BULK

101(T3)

G R I D 5 l **********
51(T3)
G R I D1 0 1 *********
101(T3)

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
61
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
76

1 2 3 4 5 6

BA_R
CBAR
CBAR
ClmMZ
+M1
DAREA
EIGR
+EG
GRDSET
GRID
GRID
MAT1
+MAT1
_IT1
+201
PAP.AM
PARAM

I
100
20

I
2
MASS

1
101
1
111.11
53
98
GRDPNT
LI_ODES

17 1
7 100

1666.7
3
.0

.00
20.00

10.4+6 4.+6
11.111
2 3
99 100
O

101
INV

2
101
10.0

100.
1500.

.00

.00

lO.O

5 6

.OO

.00
.2523-3

6

7 8

1100.0

1246

9 lO

1

+M1

+EG

4,.MAT1

8 +100

L ,._
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1 2

77 117
78 +PBAR I. 111
79 SUPI}RT 1
80 TABI_PI 15
81 +TDII 10.0
82 TLJ)AD2 516
83 TSTEP 516
84 ENDDATA

19.9.7.2 Notes on Data Cards

3 4

i :1.

1.111
1

iiOl lOO.
1104 .00139

i

5

.083

S

.1

1

6 7

I .o83

3000. .I
.O .I

8 . 9 10
]
qqBl

T

+1111

.

9-11.

12.

13-17.

18-20.

21-23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

30.

31.

32.

33-36.

38-41.

42-43.

44-45.

46-47.

48-50.

51.

Selects the modal approach to Transient Analysis without looping and _t_t _1
acceleration computations.

Selects dynamic load function, frequency dependent equivalent coefficients for s_-
_ral damping (I14g.3.4) and integration tlme step intervals from Bulk Data.

Selects method for real elgenvalue extraction.

Specifies desired output for displacements and el_nt stresses.

Sets up for structural plotting.

Defines elements and grid points to be plotted.

Specifies the maximumdeformation to be plotted on a scale of 2,0 relative to the
length of the beam (I - 20.0). Note, must come before the FIND card.

Requests the following plots be in stereo.

Sets up plot parameters.

Plot element set 1 as undeformed structure.

Plot transient defor_.ations in the time range from 0.012 to 0.013 without the underlay
of the undeformed model. Note that only one subcase is implied even though no SUl_llt
delimiter is present. Also, the maximum deformation will be plotted to 76 percent
of originally defined scale for all mode shapes.

Sets up now for orthographic projection.

Sets parameters for a plot on the lower half page.

Sets parameters for a plot on the upper half page.

Requests two plots of transient response within the time range of 0.012 to 0.0;6.
The deformed shape ts plotted in the lower h_lf of the plot page and the z-COlqlon_t
vectors are plotted in the upper hell of the plot page.

Sets up for XY curve plotting.

Requests plots of grid lines both tn X and Y directions.

Specifies t_n Intervals in both X and Y directions.

Requests values be plotted for every other tl_ mark.

Axes and curve labeling Informations.

Requests both plotted and pr!nted output of the z-dlsplacmnt res_se at grid
point 51.

New curve title and same output request for grid point IOn.

New axis and curve label information and a request for both plotted and printed (mt4put
of the z-acceleration response aL grid points S1 and 101.

Bemdefault parameters and element connectfvtttes.

Concentrated mass ir_rtiel properties.

19.9-23
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65.

66-67.

68-70.

71-72.

73-74.

75-76.

80-81.

82.

83.

_mtc load factor and _tnt of application.

$_tft_ _rmeters for real et_value extraction.

Grtd_tnt l_tton and default st_]e _tnt constraints.

_tertal properties.

$_tftes d_ms of f_ to _ _ttt_ by _yan _uctt_.

_ests _tght and _lance outer a_ s_tft_ first stx fun_l _s _ us_
is_l c_rdtna_s.

BI p_rtles.

P_vt_s ftctdttous c_n_ts for c_ttn9 detemtnate _acttons for constratn|ng
free _y icceleratton.

_f_nes f_uency de_ndent coefficients for equ|valent structural d_tn9 to
sel_ f_ Case Control (_).

S_ctftes transient res_nse d_amtc load.

S_tf|_ tnt_ratton time step tn_rvals and t_ interval for _tch output ts
gestate.
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20. SUBSTRUCTURING AND MODAL SYNTHESIS

20.1 INTRODUCTION

Substructuring is an analytical technique used to facilitate the solutlon of structural pro-

blem by subdividing the structural models into smaller, more manageable components. The most

elementary component, or basic substructure, is modeled separately just as any finite element

model would be. These basic substructures are cm_bined to build more complex substructures Which,

in turn, can be progresslbely coni}inedwith other substructures in stages toeventually arrive at

the final desired solution model. Once the solution model is analyzed, the results at each stage

of the combination process may be recovered until, ultlmately, the detailed solution data are re-

covered for each of the original basic substructures. In effect, substructuring is an extension

of basic finite element theory itself whereby the usual simple beam, plate, and solid elements '

are replaced by basic substructures which themselves may be viewed as components of even more

complex substructure.

TO provide maximum program flexibility, both manual and automated approaches to substructur-

ing are available. The manual app,oach requires user-generated DMAP alters and cap be used in all

Rigid Formats except Piecewise Linear Analysis. The procedures for single-stage manual sub-

structuring are discussed and illustrated with a complete and fully annotated example of the input

in Section 1.10 of the User's Manual.

The following discussion is concerned entirely with automated multi-stage substructuring,

which provides the following features:

1. Simple commands to control execution and data recovery at all stages of analysis.

2. Automatically generated DMAP alters.

3. Automated procedures to control and maintain the extensive data files required.

4. Data storage on single direct access f_le.

5. Data transfer between IBM, CDC, or UNIVAC computers at any stage in the analysis.

6. No restrictions on grid point and element numbering.

7. Modeling only one of two 6r more identical s_bstructure components.

8. Substructure reduction to model coordinates (modal synthesis).

To effectively employ this automated substructuring capability of NASTRAN for static and dy-

nimlc analyses, the user should gain an overall understanding of the basic program design concepts,

the data base on which it operates, and the control functions provided. These topics are dis-

cussed in the sections which follow.

20.l-I
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Cmplete exlmples of substructurtng analysts wtth listings end explanations of input (kite

cords ire tncluded In Section 20.1g. The new user would benefit greatly by executing these

exmples is a first test of the autoumted substructurtng syst_.

A ¢mlplete description of all aspects of automted substructurtng ts presented in the

User's Rw_l D Section 1,10.2. In that section, many details of using the SmF. interpreting

svbstrvcturtn9 diagnostic printout, etc., ere presented end thus not presont_t here In the

User's Guide. A detatled description of the substructurlng control cards end i slry of

perttneat I_lk d_tl cards ts provided in Section 2.7 of the User's Minu41. A detailed descrlp-

tto_ of each of these bulk data cards ts tncluded alphabetically along wtth ell other I)ulk

diata cards tn the User's Manual. Sectton 2.4. The bastc theory of auto, ted substructurtng

ts prtsonted tn Sectton 4.6 of the Theoretical Ranual. The special transfonMtions for modal

synthesis are developed tn $ectton 18 of the Theoretical Manual.

It should be noted that cyclic symmetry Is available as an alternate fomulatton for sub-

strvcturtng structures with rotational or dihedral symmetry. Thts capability Is described in

User's Guide, Section 23.

L
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ZO.Z BASIC CONCEPTS

Automated substructurtng analysts is available for use with NASTRAN Rigid Fomats 1, 2, 3, 8,

and 9. This provides capability for static analysis, static analysts with tnerttal relief for

unsupported structures, nomal modes, frequency response, and transient response analyses. The

capability allows an unlimited number of substructures to be combined and/or reduced in any se-

quence desired. Each substructure is represented by tts mass, stiffness, and da_,ptng matrices.

A reduction in size or condensation of these matrices is accomplished using the Guyan reduction

technique or reduction to normal or complex modal coordinates.

Although the NASTRAN substructurtng system may be very effectively used for small and moderate

size probloms, several features were designed and implemented to accommodate very large problems.

The most important of these features is the automated data base management system used to maintain

the Substructure Jperating File (SI_F) on which a11 pertinent matrix and substructural loading data

and associated control files are stored. This S_F carries a11 the information needed from run to

run throughout a substructuring analysis.

Processing of a substructuring analysls is subdivided into three phases:

Phase I: Initial generation of individual basic matrices.

Phase 2: Substructure matrix reduction and assembly, solution of the assembled

substructure, and recovery of substructure displacements and reaction forces.

Phase 3: Completion of the analysis with conventional selective output for each

Indivldual basic substructure.

A NASTRAN substructurlng run generally proceeds in the following manner: First, several

separate Phase 1 executions are performed, one for each basic substructure. Second, one or

more Pl_se 2 executions may be performed. In a Phase 2 run, any number of substructure

reductions and/or combinations, resulting in higher 1E.vel (more co,®lex) pseudostructures,

my be performed. Phase 2 processing may be halted at any stage of the model assembly and

then continued in a subsequent Phase 2 execution. The results at each step in the operation

are stored in the Sef so as to be available for subsequent execution. The final steps of a

Phase 2 operation would be the solution step for the highest level structure and the data

recovery steps wlth limited output capability (disp3acements, forces of constraint, modal

Imergles, and applled loads only) for any lower level substructure. Complete and detailed

20.2-I
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data recovery for the basic substructures must be obtained by separate Phase 3 executions, one

for each basic substructure. This level of data recovery may include any or all of the NASTRAN

output normal for a non-substructure _nalysis.

All Phase 2 operations except the solution step may also be performed in a Phase 1 execution.

However, the user must remember that the first step of a Phase I execution must involve the

creation of a new basic substructure.

Automated substructuring allows each basic substructure to be defined independently. This

concept is represented by three key features of the system.

I. There are no restrictions as to duplication of grid point or element identification

numbers, load sets. individual cooT_inate systems, etc. All .data for a given sub-

structure is associated with an assigned unique name for that structure. The only

data restriction is one of proper .._odeling, i.e , common boundarie_ _equire grid

points to be located in a consistent manner relative to one another for each con-

necting substructure.

2. No substructure may appear as a component of another sub_t_ct._-o _e th_p _,c_,,

and no degrees of freedom within a substructure may be connected (;'cop_bined"} to

other degrees of freedom in that same substructure except by multipoint constraints

imposed at the solution step operation or in Phase l creation of the substructure.

3. All pertinent substructure data are stored on the S_F, an expandable direct access

file. This file may be selectively edited and/or dumped to tape and transmitted to

another user who may have need of the data. Provision is made for automated tape

conversion a_ong CDC, IBM, and UNIVAC computers to facilitate such data transmittal

between different ilsers. Use of this file is described in Section 1.10.2 of the User'_

Manual.

Control of the automated substructuring system is obtained through the use of linguistic

commands, similar to those of Case Control. These commands are placed in the Substructure

Control Deck sho_n in Figure I. This Substructure Control Deck i_ _nput between the Executive

Control Ind Case Control Decks.

Each substructure control command is _,J_matically translated into appropriate DMAP _LTEP

cards to augment the requested Rigid Format sequence. The user may also include his nwn D_IAP

20.2-2



Substructure Control
Dec__Zk

BASIC CONCEPTS

Bulk DIta A

Dec_ [ ENDOATA

Case Control / ,I[

Deck _ [ BEGINBULK

• TITLE-

!NDSUBS

StF

SUBSTRUCTURE

CENO

(Optional)

RESTART

Executive Control
Deck

I_ppDISP,SUBS

IASTRAN

o Control I)_k

Ftgurt 1. Substructurtn9 Input Data Oeck.
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ALTERcommar.ds,or hemaymodifya previouslydefinedDMAPsequence.A descriptionof howthe

user m_y interface wtth this NASTRAH-generated substructuring DMAP ts presented tn Sectton 2.7.2

of the User's Manual. Listings of the DMAPALTER's generated by each substructure commnd are

presented tn Section 5.9 of the User's Ranual. Descriptions of the corresponding modules pro-

'_tded for substructuring are found in the NASTRANProgrammer's Manual.
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20.3 SLIIql4ARYOF OPERATIONALC014qANOS

User control of the automated multi-stage substructurtng system is obtatned vta the Substruc-

ture Control Deck commands. The key terms used to describe these conmands and their functions are

defined in Table 1. A summary of the substructurtng commandoptions is presented in Tabl_ 2. Some

of these commandsrequire specific bulk data cards which are listed for each reference tn Table 3.

The user should also refer to Section 2.7 of the User's Manual for e complete description of the

Substructure Control Deck commandsand to Section 2.3 for detailed descriptions of the correspo_l-

tng bulk data cards.

20.3.1 The Substructure Anal.vs.ts Tree

The oHratlon and control functions of automated substructuring analysis are best illustrate(

mnd explained using the "tree" structure presented in Figure I. This figure defines the geneology

of all the component substructures used in building the final model. Basic substructures are

c_mated at the Phase I level. Substructures "A," "B," and "E" are shown in solid boxes Indicmtin9

they were formed from actual data deck submittals and are physically different models. The dotted

boxes are called "image" substructures and are the mult of the EQUIVALENCE operation, describ_ql

_xt.

20.3.2 Equivalence Operation

To reduce the potential for input error and to simplify the bookkeeping tasks, all specific

references to loadings and grid points for connections, boundary sets, constraints, etc., ere

mede wlth respect to the basic Substructure name only. No component substructure name my be

used mre than once while building the solution structut'e. If the same component substructure

is to t_ used more than once, the EQUIVALENCE operations should be used to assigne unique names

b) all substructures comprising that component. The dotted boxes in Figure I &re called "image"

substructures and are the result of an EQUIVALENCE operation rather than an actual Phase I data

deck sut_ittal. The EQUIVALENCE operation defines a new substructure which is a duplicate of

an existing substructure and auto_atlcally creates all e_lulvalentlower level component sub-

structures. The te_.....lower level" refers to the less co_q_lexof the component substructures

which are used to cre a higher level, or more complex substructure. Thus, space is saved

on the data files by el_fntnattng £torage of redundant matrix data. A four-bladed propeller,

for example, could be seen to consist of four tdent(cal components and, hence, only one need

2O. )-!
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be ixpllcttly mdeled.

LENC[ ¢cImM.

SUItIARY OF 0PERAT|0flAL COMM_ttDS

Th_ other three blades could be defined solely by using the EQU|VA-

The tinge substructures extst tn name only. Note tn Ftgure 1 that the names of the tinge

structures ere |denttcal to the equivalent parent structure, with the exception of a preftx

cMracter. The nw nares would be created automttcally by MSTRAN wtth the use of the PR[FIX

sgbcomnd to [qUXVALENCE. These new preftxed names would then be used to reference the approO

prtets component substructure as tf tt were created Independently.

From the user potnt of vtew, al! substructures shown tn Ftgure 1, wtth either solld or

dotted boxes, are separate and dtst|nct substructures. They may have different applted loads,

boundary conditions, and responses. For example, though only A, B and E represent actual Phase 1

executions, Phase 3 data recovery executions may be rode for A, B, E, XA, XB, YA, YB, YXA, YXB,

and Y[, each of which generally would have different results.

Substructure n_ms are allowed no more than etght alphanumeric characters, t&ottce in the

[0UIVALENC[ opermtton shown tn Figure 1, the required subcommnd P._[FIX generates an additional

cberacter ihtch is placed ahead of the extsttng name as a pref|x to the psrent substructure

name. Care must be taken with successive [QUIV operations to monitor the growth of tinge sub-

structrue names so as not to exceed the eight-character ltmtt. Xf the ltmtt ts exceeded, the

r|ght-mst character wtll be truncated. Therefore, tt is posstb|e to Inadvertently create

duplicate substructure names as mrs preftxes are added. It ts recommended, therefore, that

the enttre tree structure for the analysts be prepared ahead of time to help avotd these problem.

Thts prepl&mntng _tll also be an Invaluable atd to the task of data preparation and proper

sequmclng of the Individual steps tn the analysts.
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20.3.3 Combine Operation

The CgN)INE command(see Table 2) with its numerous subcommands, offers flexibility tn the

assembly of substructures into a higher level substructure. The COMBINEcapability a11o_ _m-

portent substructures to be translated, rotated, and/or symmetrically transformed via mtrror lmlge

transformation for proper positioning in space.

For example, the right wing of an aircraft is first modeled and an EQUIVALENCEoperation is

performed to define an identical duplicate wing. Then, in the COMBINE operation, a SYMTRANSFOMM

is applied so that the wing now appear as the actual left wing (a mirror image of the right wing),

and a TRANSFDRH is applied to properly position it on the left side of the aircraft. Caution Is

advised in that the symmetry transformation (SYMTRAN) is always applled to the component in its

own basic coordinate system before the usual translation and rotation {TUNS) for final position-

ing. The mathematical implications of these commands are discussed in Section 4.6 of the Theo-

retical Manual.

Substructures which may change due to design iterations should be combined with other struc-

tures as late in the sequence of C)HBINE operations as possible. This will minimize the cost of

creating a new solution structure. Also, if the design iteration changes are minor and their

impect on other substructures in the model can be neglected, then REC@VER operations (described

later) need be performed only from the lowest level of _ubstructure affected by the changes.

Frequently, these design changes can be evaluated using only the Phase 3 recovery calculation.

Of course, care must be taken to maintain compatibility with the degree of freedom list defining

the solution displacement vector. That is, the boundary grid points and connections should not

be changed.

Careful ordering of the list of substructure names for any COMBINE command is advised for

the purposes of controlling the bandwidth of the resulting matrices. For example, the coemnds

COMBINEA, B, C, D

NAME - ABCD

yield substructure ABCDwith matrix row and column sequences defined by:

A INTERIOR

AB KUNOARY

%

•ile!
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C INTERIOR

AC BOUNDARY

BC BOUNDARY

ABC BOUNDARY

C INTERIOR

etc.

Thus, contrnl of matrix bandwidth is possible with the C@MBINE command just as it is at the com-

ponent level with grid point sequencing.

Another factor to consider in ordering the substructure names in the C_BINE command is the

sum of matrix multiply times required for execution. To minimize the time required for the C@MBINE

matrix multiply operations the list of substructures, A, B, C, etc., should be smallest model to

largest model (using matrix size as the criterion).

20.3.4 Reduce Operation

The REDUCE command causes a Guyan reduction to be performed on an existing substructure.

The user specifies which degrees of freedom are to be retained using the BDYC and BDYS (or BDYSI)

bulk data cards provided. The degrees of freedom retained are all called boundary degrees of

freedom although they need not ever appear on the boundary with another substructure. Obviously,

all degrees of freedom eventually needed for boundary connections must be retained, i.e., they

must not be reduced out. However, care must be taken to retain in this boundary set all the

approprlate degrees of freedom needed to represent the dominant displacement patterns for accurate

calct_latlonof eigenvalues and eigenvectors for normal modes analyses.

20.3.5 MREDUCE or CREDUCE Operation

The MREDUCE and CRFOUCE commands provide a modal synthesis capability to autumated multi-

stage substructuring. With these commands the user defines boundary degrees of freedom to identify

degrees of freedom retained as physical coordinates. The remaining degrees of freedom are re-

placed by a smaller set of normal (MREDUCE) or complex (CREDUCE) generalized modal coordinates.

MREDUCE may be used when real sy_trlc _ass and stiffness matrices are used to define the model.

CREDUCE provides a general model reduction capability when damped modes are desired or complex

or unsymmetric matrices are present.
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The i;ser n_y al so define constraints for the structure to be applied only for the purpose

of calc _lating the modes. BDYCand BDYS (or BDYS1) bulk c_ata cards are used to define these

degrees of freedom and are requested by the subcommandFIXED.

_te that for both the REDUCEand MREDUCEsubstructure commands, the damping matrices, B

and K4, ._nd the load vectors, P, are transformed to the reduced set of coordinates. The re-

duced _.:lSstructures may be processed with any of the other substructure operations. However,

substructures generated with the complex modal reduction, CREDUCE,may not be processed with

any cor_ands _quiring real arithmetic, namely I_EDUCE,MREDUCE,or S_LVE with Rigid Formats

I, 2, ;_,_r 9.

20.3.6 Solve OPeration

As ,_._anyEQUIVALENCE, C]BMBINE,REDUCE, MREDL_CE,or CREDUCE commands as desired may be used

in one or note Phase I or Phase 2 executions. However, only one SI_LVE command is allowed In

any sip,!!ePhase 2 execution, and the SIILVEcon_nandis not allowed in Phase l executions. As

indicatf,d in the definitions of Table 1, the SIDLVEcommand requests a solution for structural

respon_ to applied static loads (Rigid Formats 1 and 2), the calculation of normal modes

(Rigid Format 3), or structural response to frequency dependent or time loads (Rigid Formats

8 and 9) of the substructure named in the command.

20.3.7 !_cover Operations

Th,_ RECgVERcommand is used to recover the solutton data for _uccesstvely lo_er level

substrLt(+tJre_. Only the displacements, forces of constraint, modal energies, and applied loads

can be _e)ectively output for any component substructure wtth this command. The BREC_VER

comman,_ i_ then used in a Phase 3 execution to obtain all the detail response output normally

provided hV NASTRANfor each desired basic substructure. The command, MREC_VER, is used to

recover q,_de shape data for modal reduced substructures.

20.3._ "'_e;C_Jperations

Capability for creating structural model plots is provided.in substructuring in either

Phase l, _',or 3. Undefo_ plots Ny be developed in Phase I or I, and deformed structural

plots o_ individual substructures may be generated in Phase 3.

generat' in _ither Phase 2 or 3.

ZO 3-6
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Phase ! plotting may be performed in two ways. First, all structural plot requests in the

Case Control Deck will be executed for the basic substructure model data submitted. Second,

any Substructure Control Deck commands of the form

PL_T name

will cause all Case Control Deck plot requests to be executed for the named substructure. Plot

executed for the named substructure. Plot data are generated in this case only if the SAVEPL@T

= N command was used in the Phase l executions for those basic substructures which form the named

substructure. The _VEPL@T = N comdnd causes plot set N to be saved for that substructure.

Note, only one plot set m_y be saved for any substructure.

Undeformed structural plots are generated in Phase 2 under the following conditions:

t. The SAVEPLJT conllkand was used in the Phase ! runs and plot sets vJere defined in the

Case Control Deck for those runs.

2. ihe PLpl c,)nm_,_,dl_ u_ed in the Phase ? Substructure Control Dtck.

3. Ca_ CunI.vui Deck cards for structural plots are present.

xY reuponse plots may be generated in Phase 2 under the following conditions:

1. Ine Phase 2 run n_ust ,nclude a RECI_VER operation (normally follows a SIJLVE command).

Z. The Rigid F,_,,_t ,"ust be either 8 or g

J. The Case Control Deck XY plot requests _nust reference only the scalar degrees of

freedom associatea with the S_LVEd structure.

Structural plot'_ and XY plots are generated in Phase 3 runs using Case Con._ol Deck

cards in the same. way as for non-substructuring analyses. All output requested with these

Case Control Deck cards is associated with the particular substructure involved in the Phase 3

run. No Substructure Control Deck PL@T c(_nmands are used in Phase 3.

Examples of plotting with substructure analysis are presented in Section 20.4 following.

.Q-
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BasicSubstructure

BoundarySet

CombineOperation

Component Substructure

Connection Set

Equtva]ence Operation

Image Substructure

Phase (1, _, or 3)

Prima,'.y Substructure

Pseudostructure

Reduce Operation

Secondary Substructure

SOF

Solution Structure

Solve Operation

Table 1,

S[_STRUCTURINQANON)DAL SYNTHESIS

Definitions of Substructure Temtnolo_y

A structure formulated from finite el_ents in Phasl I,

Set of degrees of freedom to be retained tn a reduce operttton.

Merge two or .more structures by connecting related degrees of freedom,
The _atrtx elements for connected degrees of freedom are added to pro-
duce the combined structure matrices, and the substructu_-t lo4d
vectors are processed and stored for subsequent combtnAt|on At soluttoa
time.

Any basic or pseudostrucb#re comprising a part of An assembled sub-
structure.

Set of grid points and their component degrees of fre_lom to be cOn-
nected tn adjoin|nK) Structures.

The creation of a secondary substructure equivalent to a prlmary

substructure. Also creates image substructures back tO the I_slC
s_bstruc_ure level,

A substructure equlvalent to an existlnq co_Iponent substructurc.

have different applled 1o_ds and/or solution vectors but had Identlcal
stiffness and n_ss matrices. I,_ge substructures are automatlcally

created as a re_It of an equlvalence operation.

Basic _teps required for w_ultl-stage substructure processing wlth
NAS_RAN - cre._.tton,c_wnblnatlo,_, reduction, so|u*,lon and recovery,

and data recovery

Any basic substructure or any substructure resulting f_ • c_tFwP
or reduce operation.

A combination of component substructures.

Structural matrix and Iuad vector Guyan or modal reduction process
to obtain smaller matrices.

A substructur_ created from an equtva]ence operation.

Substructure Operating File. Contains all data necessary to define

a structure at any sta(|e, tncludtnq so]uttons.

The result|nq substr¢icture to be used tn the solve operation.

TO obtain solutions ustnq the present structura| matrices and user-
defined input data,
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Tibia 2, Summary of Subst,ructure Come_,_d._

t

Ai

f SUBSTRUCTURE

NAME*

SAVEPLIJT

IP_ Itms

t

B.

#

C.

Phase _nd Node Control

RUN

ENDSUBS

_S_ Controls

SIF

PASSMIRD*

SIIFIUT or SIIFIN

PIISITIBN

NA_ES

ITEHS

SIIFPR|NT

DUMP

RESTIIRE

CHECK

OELETE

EDIT

OESTR|Y

- Defines execution phase (1, 2. or 3)

- Specifies Phase 1 or Phase 3 substructure n4mm (not used tn I_lte 2)

- Requests plot data be saved tn Phase 1

- _ftnes matrix options (K, B, K4, R, P, or PA)

- Limits mode of execution (DRY, GII, DRYGII, STEP)

- Terminates Substructure Control Deck

- Assigns physical ftle for storage of the SBF

- Protects and ensures access to correct ftle

- Copies S_F data to or from an external ftle

- Specifies tnltial position of input f11e

- Specifies substructure name used for input

- Specifies data it_ns to be copied In or out

- Prints selected it.s from the SIF

- Dumps entire SiF to a backup file

- Restores entire SBF from a previous _ operation

- Checks c_ntents of external flle created by SDFBUT

- _letes out selected groups of items from the S|F

Edits out selected groups of items from the SIF

- Destroys all data for a named substructure and all the substructures

which ttts a component

Substructure Operattons

CINBINE

HARE*

TOLERANCE*

CINNECT

IKITPUT

CIIIqI_NENT -

TRANSFIIRN -

SYNTRANSFDRN -

STARCH

EOUIV

rEEF l X*

Combines sets of substructures

Names the resulttnq substructure

Limits distance batten automatically connected grids

Defines sets for manually connecte_ grids and releases

Specifies opttonal output results

identifies component substructure for special processing

Defines transformations for named component substructures

Specifies symmetry transformation

Limits search for automatic connects

Creates a new equivalent substructure

Prefix to reroame equivalenced lower level substructures

# _atory Control Cards

20.3-9
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Table 2. Summary of Substructure Commands (continued)

C. Substructure Operations Icontinued_

REDUCE

NAME*

BI_UNDARY*

RSAVE

9UTPUT

MREDUCE

NAME*

B@UNDARY*

FIXED

RNAME

RGRID

METHOD

RANGE

NMAX

)LDM_DES

@LDB_UND

USEMgDES

@UTPUT

RSAVE

CREDUCE

NAME*

BOUNDARY*

FIXED

METH@D

RANGE

NMAX

_LDM_DES

GPARAM

_UTPUT

RSAVE

- Reduces substructure matrices

- Names the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Indicates the decomposition product of the interior point stiffness
matrix is to be saved on the S_F

- Specifies optional output requests

- Reduces substructure matrices using a normal modes transformation

- Names the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Defines set of constrained degrees of freedom for modes calculation

- Specifies basic substructure to define reference point for inertia

relief shapes

- Specifies grid point in the basic substructure to define reference

point for inertia relief shapes. Defaults to origin of basic sub-
structure coordinate system

- Identifies IEGR Bulk Data card

- Identifies frequency range for retained modal coordinates

- Identifies number of lowest frequency modes for retained modal
coordinates

- Flag to identify rerunning problem with previously computed modal data

- Flag to identify rerunning problem with previously defined boundary set

- Flag to indicate modal data have been input on bulk data

- Specifies optional output requests

Indicates the decomposition product of the interior point stiffness
_atrix is to be stored on the SgF

- Reduces substructure matrices using a comp|ex modes transformation

- Namel the resulting substructure

- Defines set of retained degrees of freedom

- Defines set of constrained degrees of freedom for modes calculation

Identifies EIGC Bulk Data card

- Identifiec frequency range of imaginary part of the root for retained
modal coordinates

- Identifies number of lowest frequency modes for retained medal
coordinates

Flag to identify rerunning problem with previously computed modal data

- Specifies structural damping parameter

- Specifies optional output requests

- Indicates the decomposition product of the interior point stiffness
matrix is to be stored on the S_F

* Required Sub_:omNnd

°.
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Table 2. Sum_ry of Substructure Commands(continued)

Substructure Operations (continued)

HREC|VER

SAVE

PRINT

Sl_VE

REC|VER

SAVE

PRINT

BREC|VER

PL|T

- Recovers mode shape data from an HREDUCEor CREDUCEoperation

- Stores modal data on S_F

- Stores modal data and prtnts data requested

- Initiates substructure solution (statics, norm1 modes, frequency
response, or transient analysts)

- Recovers Phase 2 solutton data

- Stores solutton data on SmF

- Stores solutton and prtnts data requested

- Basic substructure data recovery, Phase 3

- Initiates substructure undefomed plots

t
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Table 3. Substructure Bulk Data Card Summary

Bulk Data Used b_f S..ubstructu,re ComemndsR,EDUCEt MREDUCE:.and, CREDUCE

BI)YC - Cembtnatinn of substructure boundary sets of retained degrees of fr_Mlom
or fixed degrees of freedom for modes calculation

BDYS - Boundary set definition

BI)YS1 - A1ternate boundary set deft ntt ton

Bulk Data Used by Substl"ucture CommandC_IBINE

CIINCT - Specifies grtd points and degrees of freedom for mnually specified
connecttvtttes - wtll be overridden by RELESdata

CONCTI - Alternate specification of connectivtttes

RELES Specifies grid point degree _- of freedom to be disconnected - overrides
CIIINCTand autoNtic connecttvities

GTRAN - Redefines the output coordinate system grid point displacement sets

TRANS - Specifies coordinate systems for substructure and grid point
t.ransformatt ons

C. BUlk Data Used by Substructure CommandS_LVE

LIIAOC

NPCS - Specifies

SPCS Specifies

SPCS1 - Alternate

SPCSD - Specifies

OAREAS - Specifies

DELAYS - Specifies

DI_4ASES - Specifies

TICS - Specifies

Defines loading conditions for static analysis

multipoint constraints

slngle-point constraints

specification of single-point constraints

enforced displacements for single-_Int constraints

dynamic loadings

time delays for dynamic loads

phase lead terms for dynamic loads

transient initial conditions
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20.4 SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS EXANPLES

Two example problems ane presented to assist the user in setttng up decks for an actual

an81ysts. The ftrst is a structural analysis using equivalent substructures, ClIMBINE and

REDUCE operations, and substructure plotting. The second example illustrates the use of modal

synthesis techniques in automated substructurtng.

20.4.1 Probl_ 1 - Substructure Analysts Using Rtgtd Format 1 and 2

Figure 1 shows two basic substructures, Table and LEGS. Note that these structures have

different basic coordinate systems, as shown in the figure. Figure 1 shows a combined struc-

ture which is assombled from the tv_ basic substructures. All of the data decks used to gen-

erate and analyze the composite structure are listed in Tables 1-4. These include the data

for the Phase 1 generation of the basic substructures, the Phase 2 assembly of the complete

structure, its solution and data recovery, and ti_e Phase 3 data recovery, Tables 5-8 present

a detailed description of each of the data decks used in this analysis.

20.4.2 Problem 2 - Dynamic Analysis of a Truss._U__Si.9 Autg_n_ted_ .Mo_d_l S/nthests and Rigid

Format 9

20.4.2.1 Description

This problem illustrates the automated substructuring ancl n_dal synthesis procedures

which provide arcura*.e, efficient solutions in dynamic analysis. Each component substructure

ts reduced to modal and boundary degrees of freedom prior to the substructure combine operation.

The combination structure, fomulated tn terms of the component modes, is also reduced to

mlxla| degrees of freedom for solutton by the translenf analysis Rigid Format.

20.4.2.2 Input

The geometry for the two basic substructures is shown in Figure 2. All n_e_xers are R]IO

elements. AII grid points are constrained to include only in-plane displacements. The basic

input data and the substructure control data are described below.

ZO.4-)
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1 2

2 S  ods
5 6

4

X _

TABLE

load set 1//

/
/"CBAR

/
/

/
/

/

CBAR

LEG5

a. Phase 1 Basic Substructures.

I ; Y
/I..' /I ' /l,o.,.o,,o//.f,.,.,_o/ _,o.o._,o/t /

I d / /oa _ .L_..__" _/_ load .

set I0 --/ / BTABLE TABLE _ set 10 /

_LEGS LEGS_'_//

_ - SIDEB- - SIDEA-

b. Phase 2 Combined Substructure.

Figure I. Example Problem 1.
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1. Parameters

a -40

h - 30

A-O,3

E • 106

p=Z.Sx10 "3

2. Constraints

SUBSTRtJCTURINGAND NODALSYNTHESIS

(typical frame wtdth)

(typtcal frame height)

(cross section of members)

(Young's Nodulus)

(density)

uz • ex - By - ez - 0 all points

(Boundary conditions are applted only durinq solution,)

3. Loads

Py42 • 103 (load on substructure BBASIC)

4. Transient Loads

Oy42 - .143 @ t - 0 (initial condition)

Py42 " 103 0 < t <.lZ (load history)

0 t > ,12

The basic run sequence and substructure operations are shown in Figure 3. Each box defines

a component substructure. Each trapezoid defines output data resulting from a substructure

operation. Four separate runs are performed as described below.

1. Runs I & 2 The NASTRANPhase 1 operations formulate the finite element mtrtces and

basic static loads.

2. Run 3 In Phase 2 the basic substructures are reduced to modal coordinates

and combined together. Anotner modal synthesis reduction is perforsmd

on the combina:ion and the resulting elgenvectors are printed.

3. Run__._44 In the second Phase 2 operation, the transient analysis is performed

on the reduced structure usin_ the SDLVE operation. The transient

output data Is transfomed back to the original grid point deflnltions

with li_e REC|VER comlnd.

4. Listings of the four r_ins are presented in Tables 9-)2.
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OPERATION ItUN NO.

Phase I I ABASIC

MREDUCE !
O

CtMBINE

NRAB

MREDUCE& MRECIIVER

SILVE

RECDVER

BUSIC ]

,i

I-'l
!
I

MCIMB

Figure 3. Substructure Formlmtton Tree and Solution Sequence.

I

Runs
I&Z

R.F. 2
I

e

Run 3
R.F. 3

Run 4
R,F. 9

I

1
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20.4.2.3 Results

For assessing the accuracy of the modal synthesis, the whole structure was run tn Rtgtd

Format 3 to detemtne natural frequency and mode shapes. Thts procedure eliminates the effects

of ftntte element errers commonto both methods.

Natural frequencies for the combined system are sho_m in Table 13 along wtth the error

ratios of the difference. Note that the lowest frequency component mode omitted from the

analysts was 197.2 Hz. Below thts frequency, the resulting modes are excelleet.

The transient response of the resulting structure ts illustrated in Ftgure 4 for a typical

point tn the system. Note that very little excitation of the higher frequency modes occurred.

!
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Table 1. Phase 1 Data Deck for Subroutine TABLE

Card
No__:..

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35

NASrRAN FILES • NPTP
ID TABLE,BASIC
APP DISP,SUBS
SDL 2,0
TIME 1
CHKPNTYES
CENO

SUBSTRUCTUREPHASEI
PASSIMRD-PR_)ECTX
SIIIF(1)-SIIF1,250 ,NEM
NAHE-TABLE
SAVEPLIIT-1
S_FPRINT TJIC
ENDSUBS

TITLE=TABLE, PHASElilNE
LIAD=2
IIUTPUT(PL_T)
SET I=ALL
PLDT
BEGIN BULK

C(_UAD2 3
CTRIA2 1
CTRIA2 2
FIIRCE 2
FglRCE 2
GRID 1
GRID 2
6RID 3
GRID 4
6RID 5
6RID 6
GRID 7
RAT1 1
P_A02 2
PTRIA2 1
ENDDATA

2 3
p.__...._.....__

2
I
I
3
4

3.+7
1
1

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.0
O.O
O.O
O.O
0.0
0.0

I

6
2
4
10.0
10.0
0.0
7.
0.0
7.
0.0
7.

.3

4
4
1
-1.0
-1.0
5.
5.
O.O
0.0

-_.

4.3
123456

,¢

t "V̧
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Table 2.

SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS E/J_IPL[S

Phase 1 Data Deck for Substructure LEGS

Ca_l

No..__:,

O NASTRANFiLES-(NPTP,INP3)
1 ID LEGS,BASIC
2 APP OISP, SUBS
3 S#L 2,0
4 TIME 1
S CHKPNTYES
6 CEND

7 SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE1
8 PASS_RD-PRIIJECTY
9 StF(1).SOF4,7SO0

10 N/_E,LEGS
11 SAVEPL_T-I
12 S_F_JT INP3
13 PfISITIIIN-REMIND
14 NANE-LEGS
15 EDIT(32) LEGS
16 ENOSUBS

17 TITLE-LEGS PHASEONE
18 LJIAD-1
19 ilUTPUT(PLOT)
20 SET 1-ALL
21 PL_T
22 BEGIN BULK

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

CBAR
CBAR
CBAR
FiRCE
FORCE
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
NAT1
PBAR
ENDDATA

1 1
2 !
3 1
1 I
1 4
!
2
3
4
S
1 3.+7
1 1

1 2
3 2
4 3

2.0
2.0

O.O I0.

s.

o.o ioa .=100.
1.3

S
S
S
3.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.3
I(_).

.0

.0

10.

4,0
4.0

123456
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Table 3. Phase 2 Data Deck

Card

1to.._.:..

1 IO SUBSTR,PItASE2
Z APP OISP,SUBS
3 St_ 1,0
4 TIHE 1
5 OIAG 23
6 CEND

7 SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE2
8 PASSM_RD-PRIkJECTX
9 SIIF(I)-SIW1,250

10 iDPTIaINS-K,M, P
11 SeF_JT, INP4, TAPE
12 I:_SITIIDN-REWIND
13 NAME.,TABLE
!4 S_FPRINT TIDC
15 C_IB INE LEGS.TABLE
16 NAME-SIDEA
17 TOLER-C.001
18 IKITPUT=I ,2,7,11,12,13,14,15 ,.16,17
19 CIIMPIDNENTLEGS
20 TRANS-1O
21 EQUIV SIDEA,SIDEB
22 PREFIX-B
23 C_MBINE SIDEA,SIDEB
24 NAME,,BIGTABLE
25 TDLER-O.O01
26 aNJTPUT-1,2,7,11,12,13,14,15,16,17
27 C!W'IPIINENTSIDEB
28 SYMT"Y
29 REDUCEBIGTABLE
30 NAHE=SHALTABL
31 BDUNDARY- 1O0
32 IIUTPUT-1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8
33 StFPRINT TIIC
34 PLtDTSHALTABL
35 SJlLVESHALTABL
3b RECOVERSHALTABL
37 PRINT BIGTABLE
38 SAVE BTABLE
39 S|FI_I NT TI)C
40 ENDSUBS

41 TITLE-PHASE TWOSUBSTRUCTURE
42 DISP'ALL
43 SPCF-ALL
44 IILIIAD-ALL
45 SPC,IO
4# SUBCASE1
47 LIIAD- I0
48 SUBCASE2
49 LI)AD-20
SO I_JTPUT(PLDT)
51 SET I,ALL
52 PLglT
$3 BEGIN BULK
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SUBSTRUCTUI_AgALYSIS EXAN_ES

Table 3. Phase Z Data Deck (cont'd)

Card
No.._..:.,

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

1 2

BDYC 100
÷A
BOYS1 10
BOYS1 10
BOYS1 20
LOAOC 10
LOAOC 20
SPCS1 IO
SPCS1 10
SPCS1 10
SPCS1 10
TRANS 10
+B 0.0
ENDOAT/_

LEGS
TABLE
4
123456
123456
1.0
i.0
BLEGS
BTABLE
LEGS
TABLE

8.0

20
10
1
2
2
LEGS
TABLE
123455
4
123456
4

ii_,o

4 5 6

E 10
4

1.0
1.0
3

1 3
2 3
1 3
7.0 -5.0

7
r

BJEGS
BTABLE

4

4
3,0

8

I
2

S

iS
i11.0

g

1.0
1,0

-5.0

10
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SUBSTRUCTURINGANDNODALSYNTHESIS

Table 4. Phase 3 Data Deck

Card
No__:.

O NASTRANFILES • _rp
1 ]D TABLE,BASIC
2 APP D]SP,SUBS
3 S_L 1,0
4 TIRE 1
5 RESTARTTABLE, BASIC (Restart deck)
6 CEND

7 SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE3
8 PASSglIRD-PR_ECTX
9 S_F(1)-SOF1,2SO

10 BRECDVERBTABLE
11 ENDSUBS

12 TITLE-PHASE THREEF_R REFLECTEDTABLE
13 D]SP•ALL
14 _L_AD-ALL
15 SPCF•ALL
16 STRESS=ALL
17 SUBCASE1
18 SUBCASE2
19 LIIAD=_
20 BEGIN BULK
21 ENDOATA
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SUBSTRUCi"UJ_EANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Table 5. Description of Phase 1. Data Deck for Substructure TABLE

!
1

)

Card
NO..__=.

I-G

10

11

12

13

15

16-18

19-35

Refer to Table 1 for input cards described below.

Standard NASTRANExecutive Control Deck _the 'SUBS' option Is selected on the APP
card.

First card of Substructure Control Deck. Phase 1 is selected.

Password protection on the S_F is 'PRiiklECTX'.

The SIN: conststs of one physical ftle with an Index of one. (Indtces must begin wtth one
and increase sequentially.) The name of the ftlets '$_FI' and tt has a Ixtmm stze of
250,000 words. The ftle Is to be Initialized. (Internal pointers w_11 be set to tndlcate
that the SIF contains no data.)

The basic substructure to be generated will be tdentif!ed by the name TABLE.

Plot set 1 wtll be saved on the SCF for performing plots of the combined structure In
Phase 2.

Print a table of contents for the S_F. Thts tncludes a list of all substructures and
their data Items.

End of Substructure Control Deck.

Selects the load to be saved on the S_F for use in Phase 2. Note that multiple loads lily
be saved by ustng multiple subcases. In addition to external stattc loads, thermal lo_lds
and element deformat|o toads may be selected.

Plot control cards are required If the SAVEPL_T subcommandts used tn the Substructure
Control Deck. These cards are used to define the plot sets for Phase 2 plotting. It
is not necessary Chat a plot tape be set up tn Phase 1.

Standard NASTRANBulk Data Deck. These cards define the mathemattcai model of the baStC
substructure.

20.4-13



Card

1.6

I0

11

12-14

15

16

IB

19-21

22-35

S_STRUCTURING NtO HDDALSYNTHESIS

Table 6, Description of Phase 1 Data Deck for Substructure LEGS

Refer to Table 2 for input cards descrfbed below.

Standard NASTILANExecutfve Control Deck _the *St185' optlon ts selected on the APP
card,

First card of t_, Substructure Control Deck. Phase 1 ts selected,

Password protectt_ on the SeF ts *PRDJECTY'.

The SIIF consists of one physical ftle wtth an index of one, (Indtces must beqtn wtth one
and increase sequentially.) The name of the file is 'S_F4' and ]t has a maxtlm s]ze of
250,000 words. The file was used previously as on SDF {Phase l for TABLE).

The basic substructure to be generated will be identified by the name LEGS.

Plot set 1 will be saved on the StF for performing plots of the combined structure in
Phase 2.

After substructure LEGS has been generated and saved on the StF, tt ts copied out to user
tape INP3.

All data 1tams for substructure LEGS are removed from the S_F. (The substructure name
remains in the SIF directory, hi-ever.)

End of Substructure Control Deck

Selects the load to be saved on the S_F for use in Phase 2. Note that multtple loads may
be saved by us inq multiple subcases. In add_tton to external static loads, thermal loads.
and element deformation loads may be selected.

Plot control cards are required tf the SAVEPL#Tsubcommand is used tn the Substructure
Control Deck, These cards are used to define the plot sets for Phase Z plotting, It
ts not necessary that a plot tape be set up in Phase 1.

Standard NASTRAN Bulk Data Deck. These cards define the mathematlcal nwxlelof the basic
substructure.
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Card

1-6

SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Table 7. Description of" Phase 2 Data Deck

Refer to Table 3 for input cards described below.

Standard NASTR_I Executive Control Deck exce_ the 'SUBS' option ts selected on the APP
carl. DIAG 23 requests an echo of the auE-_--ttc DIe_P alters generated.

f
)

7 First card of the Substructure Control Deck. Phase 2 is selected.

8,9 These cards specify the same S_F used in Phase 1 for substructure TABLE.

10 The card causes matrix operations to be performed on stiffness, mass, and load mtrtces,
The default for Rigid Fomat I is stiffness and loads only, However, Rigid For_t 2 was
selected in the Phase decks, This caused all three matrix types to be generated in
Phase 1.

11-13 Basic substructure TABLE is copied from the S_F to user tape INP4.

14 Print the S@F table of contents.

15-20 Perform an automatic combination of substructures TABLE and LEGS. The resulta,ltcombined
pseudostructure will be named SIDEA. The tolerance for connections is O.OOl tJnits. De-
tailed output is requested (see Substructure Coi_landCOMBINE). The basic coordinate system
for substructure LEGS is transfo,med according to transformation set IO in the Bulk Data.

21,22 Create a new secondary substructure SIDEB which is equivalent to SIDEA. This operation
causes image substructure BLEGS and BTABLE to be generated.

23-28 Perform an auto_latlccombination of substructure_ SIDEA and SIDEB. The resultant combined

pseudostructure will be named BIGTABLE. The tolerance for connections is 0.001 units, De-
tailed output is requested. The basic coordinate system for pseudostructure SIDEB is sym-
metrically transformed about the XZ plane, identified by Y, the axis normal to the plane
(sion change for all 'Y' degrees of freed_l).

2g-32 Perform a matrix reduction on the matrices of substructure BIGTABLE. The resultant re-

duced pseudostructure will be named SMALTABL. The retained degrees of freedom are selected
in boundary set lO0 in the Bulk Data. Detailed output is requested.

33 Print the S@F table of contents.

34 Plot pseudostructure SMALTABL. The plot control cards in the Case Control Deck are used
to define the plots.

35 Perform a static solutlGn of pseudostructure SMALTABL. The constraint sets and loads se-
lected in the Case Control Deck are used.

36- 38 Recover the displacements of substructures BIGTABLE and BTABLE from the solution of
SMALTABLE and save them on the S@F. Also_ print the results for substructure BIGTABLE.
The output request_ in the Case Control Deck are referenced when the PRINT subcommand
is invoked.

39 Print the SgF table of contents.

40 End of the Substructure Control Deck.

42-44

45-49

50-52

Case Control output requests. Referenced by the PRINT subconi_andof the RECOVER command.

Constraint and load set selections are referenced by the S@LVE command.

Plot control cards are referenced by the PL)T con_and.
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SUBSTRUCTURINGAND MODALSYNTHESIS

Table 7. Description of Phase 3 Data Deck (continued)

l

Card
Refer to Table 3 for tnput cards described below.

S4-rd% These Ikalk Data ¢lrds deflrdl the boumiary set ef retatned degrlHIs of frlHIdem vhtch v_s
selected te the REDUCEoperation (cards 29-32).

59-64 These cards deftne the loads and constraints selected tn the Case Control Deck for the
substructure Smt.VEoperation.

6S,66 These cards define the transfomatton which is appl ted to the baste coordinate system of
substructure LEGS tn the ftrst CgMBSt4Eoperat.ton (cards 15-20).

/i
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Table 8.

SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Description of Phase 3 Data Deck for Substructure BTABLE

Card

No..._.

1-6

7

8,9

10

11

13-16

17-19

Refer to Table 4 for input cards described below.

Standard NASTRANExecutive Control Deck except the 'SUBS' option ts selected on the APP
DISP card. "Card" 5 is actually the Restart deck punched out in Phase l for substructure
TABLE.

Ftrst card of the Substructure Control Deck. Phase 3 is selected.

These cards specify the same S_F used in Phase 2.

Thts card causes the data for the image basic substructure BTABLE to be copied from the S_F
to GIl_ data blocks. The data can then be used for data recovery operations, i.e., deformed
structure plots, stresses, etc.

End of Substructure Control Deck.

Output requests for Phase 3 data recovery.

The Subcase Definitions in Phase 3 must be identical to those used in the S_LVE operatton
in Phase 2. SPC and MPC constraints in Phase 3 must be the same as those used tn Phase Z.
Load sets selected in Phase 3 must correspond to those selected in Phase 2 for each sub-
case. However, load sets selected in Phase 2 which do not exist for this particular or
basic substructure can not be selected in Phase 3. See Section 1.14.4 for a more detatled
discussion of the PhaseTCase Control Deck.

Z0.4-17
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SUBSTRUCTURINGAND MODALSYNTHESIS

Table 9. Phase 1 Data Deck for Substructure ABAS)C

NASTRANNLIN6S=35,BUFFSIZE=500
ID DEMI_I,RUN1
APP DISP,SUBS
SIDL2,0
TIHE 1
CEND
SUBSTRUCTUREPHASE1
S#F(1) - FTIO,SOO,NEW
PASSI_RD = HDLSYN
NAME- ABASIC
S_FPRINT T_C
ENDSUBS
TITLE • DEt_ PROBLEM165A
SUBTITLE -
L#AD • 980
BEGIN BULK

HIiIOALSYNTHESIS OF A NINE-CELL TRUSS
RUN 1 - BASIC SUBSTRUCTUREA
$ 1 G ACCELERATIONIN -Y DIRECTImN

CRmD 1 1
CRIDD 2 1
CRiDO 11 1
CRIJD 12 1
CRgD 21 1
CR_)D 22 1
CRIDD 31 1
CRIDD 32 1
CRI)D 41 1
CRilO 42 1
CRIm S1 1
CRgO 52 I
CR_O 111 1
CR_D 112 1
CROO 113 1
CR_D 121 1
CR_D 122 1
CRIDD 123 1
CRiDO 131 1
CR_D 132 1
CRIDO 133 1
CR_O 141 1
CRIED 142 1
CR_O 143 1
CRI_O 151 1
CR_O 152 1
CR_O 1$3 1
Cl_IO 211 1
CRIJD 212 I
CR_D 221 I
CR_D 222 I
CR#D 231 1
CR#O 232 1
CR#D 241 I
CRI]D 242 I
CR#D 251 ]
CRI)D 252 I
GRAV 980
GRDSET
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 11
GRID 12
GRID 13

1 2
2 3
11 12
12 13
21 22
22 23
31 32
32 33
41 42
42 43
51 52
S? 53
1 11
2 12
3 13
11 21
12 22
13 23
21 31
22 32
23 33
31 41
32 42
33 43
41 51
42 52
43 53
2 11
2 13
12 21
12 23
22 31
22 33
32 41.
32 43
42 51
42 53
980.0 0.0

0.0
O.O
0.0

40.O
40.0
40.0

-30.0
0.0
30.0

-30.0
0.0
30.0

-1.0 O.O

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3456

!

:4

&

l"

",4

q.
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Table9.

SU_TRUCTUREANALYSISEXN_ES

Phase1 DataDeckfor'SubstructureABASIC(continued)

GRID 21
GRID 22
GRID 23
_10 31
GRID 32
GR|O 33
GR|D 41
GRIO 42
GRID 43
GRID Sl
GRID S2
GRID 53
NATI I 10.0+6
Plm) I I
ENOATA

80.0 -30.0 0.0
80.0 0.0 0.0
80.0 30.0 0.0

120.0 -30.0 0.0
120.0 0.0 0.0
120.0 30.0 0.0
160.0 -30,0 0.0
160.0 0.0 0.0
160.0 30.0 0.0
200.0 -30.0 0.0
200.0 O.O 0.0
2O0.0 3O.0 0.0

0.3 2.5-3
0.3
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SUBSTRUCTURINGANDMODALSYNTHESIS

Table10. Phase1 DataDeckfor .%bstructure BBASIC

NASTRANNLINES-35,BUFFSIZE-SO0
ID DEM_41,RUN2
APP DISP,SUBS
S_L 2.0
TIME I
CEND
SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE!
SIIF(1) = FTIO,500
PASSWORD- MDLSYN
NAME - BBASIC
S@FPRINT T@C
ENDSUBS

TITLE = DEM_ PR@BLEM 165A M_DAL SYNTHESIS @F A NINE-CELL TRUSS
SUBTITLE - RUN 2 - BASIC SUBSTRUCTURE B
L@AD - 980 $ l G ACCELERATI@N [N -Y DIRECTI@N
BEGIN BULK

CR_D 1 1 1 2
CR_D 2 l 2 3
CR_D II 1 II 12
CR_D 12 1 12 13
CR_D 21 1 21 22
CR@D 22 I 22 23
CR_D 31 l 31 32
CR_D 32 l 32 33
CR_D 41 l 41 42
CR_D 42 1 42 43
CRID lll 1 1 11
CR_O I12 1 2 12
CR_D 113 i 3 13
CR_D 121 1 11 21
CR_D 122 1 12 22
CR_D 123 l 13 23
CR_D 131 l 21 31
CR_D 132 l 22 32
CR_D 133 l 23 33
CR_D 141 1 31 41
CR_D 142 1 32 42
CR_D 143 l 33 43
CR_D 211 1 2 II
CR_D 212 I 2 13
CR_D 221 I 12 21
CR_D 222 1 12 23
CRgD 231 I 22 31
CR_D 232 l 22 33
CR_D 241 l 32 41
CR_D 242 1 32 43
GRAV 980 980.0 0.0
GRDSET
GRID l 0.0 -30.0
GRID 2 0,0 0,0
GRID 3 0.0 30.0
GRID 11 40.0 -30.0
GRID 12 40.0 0.0
GRID 13 40.0 30.0
GRID 21 80.0 -30.0
GRID 22 80.0 0.0
GRID 23 80.0 30.0
GRID 31 120.0 -30.0
GRID 32 120.0 0.0
GRID 33 120.0 30.0
GRID 41 160.0 -30.0

-I.0 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3456

.it
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SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS EXAMPLES

Table 10. Phase 1 Data Deck for Substructure BBASIC (continued)

GRID
GRIO
MAT1
PR_O
ENDDATA

42
43
1
1

10.0+6
1 0.3

160.0 -30.0 0.0
160.0 30.0 0.0

0.3 2.5-3

".-x ,i

-c
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SUBSTRUCTURIPIG_ID NODALSYNTHESIS

Table 11. Phase 2 Deck for CI_BINE and NREDUCEOperations

N_STRAN NLINES=35,BUFFSIZE=SO0
ID DEM_MI,RUN3
APP DISP,SUBS
S_L 3,0
TIME 5

DIAG 8,19
CEND
SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE2

S_F(1) = FTIO,SOO
PASSWgRD- NOLSYN
_PTI_NS K,M,P
S_FPRINT T_C
MREDUCE ABASIC
NAME MRAB
B_UNDARY 5
FIXED 5

METHOD 9
_UTPUT 1,5,6,9,10
S_FPRINT T_C
MREDUCE BBASIC
NAME MRBB
B_UNDARY 4
FI}_ED4

METHOD 9
_UTPUT 1,5,6,9,10
S_FPRINT T_C
CI_IBINEMRAB,MRBB
NAME MCI_MB
T_LERANCE 0.001
_UTPUT 2,7,12
C_I_,P_NENTMRBB
TRANSFORM 40

S_FPRINT T_C
MREDUCE MClJt4B
NAME RTRUSS

B_UNDARY 42
FIXED 9

METHOD 90
NMAX 18
_UTPUT 1,5,6,9,10

S_FPRINT T_C
ENDSUBS
TITLE = DEM_ PROBLEM165A
SUBTITLE = RUN 3 - I_DAL REDUCTIONSAND CI_BINE _PERATI_NS
LABEL = USE 7 M_DES PER C_MPI_IENTAND 18 /_OES _F CIJNBINATI_N

._IOpALSYNTHESIS _F A NINE-CELL TRUSS

BBASIC 42

2 3 51 52 53
2 3

10000.0 7

10000.0 20

O.O 0.0 200.0 0.0 1.0

BEGIN BULK
BDYC 4 BBASIr 2
BDYC 5 ABASIC I
BDYC 9 ABASIC 2
BDYC 42 ABASIC Z
BDYS1 1 12 1
BDYS1 2 12 1
BDYS1 42 2 2
EIGR 9 GIV O.O
+El MAX
EIGR 90 GIV O.O
+E2 MAX
TRANS 40 200.0
÷T1 201.0 0.0 0.0
ENDDATA

+El

+E2

+T!
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SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSISEXNqPLES

Table 12. Phase 2 Oec_ for StLVE and RECOVEROperations

NASTRANNLINES-35,BUFFSIZE-500
IO OE_l .RUN4
APP DISP,SUBS
SDL 9,O
TIME 5
CEND
SUBSTRUCTUREPHASEZ
SIIF(1) - FTIO,500
PASSW|IRD- IqDLS_N
IIPTI_S K,N,P
SilFPRINT TDC
S|IIºVE RTRUSS
RECIIVERRTRUSS

PRINT ABA$IC
UIMPR_VE

RANGE0,0,0,4
ENERGYALL

PAINT MRAB
PRINT BBASIC

UI_ImVE
RANGE0,0,0,4
ENERGYALL

PRINT HRBB
SJlFPRINT T_C
ENDSUBS
TITLE ,, OEI_ PR_lfil,EM165A N_IDAI,SYNTHESIS _F A NINE-CELL TRUSS
SUBTITLE " RUN 4 - TRANSIENT RESPONSEANALYSIS
LABEL " REDUCEDTID lqOAl, DEGREESDF FREEDfg4
SET 1 - 7 THRU 13
SPC • 123
CI,|IAO " 101
IC " 522
TSTEP - 40
DISP • ALL
SDISP(SIIRT2)- 1
BEGIN BULK
OAREAS 980 BBASIC 2 2 1.04.3
I,BADC 980 1,0 ABASIC 980 1.0
PARAH G 0.05
PARAH W3 0.01
SPCS1 123 ABASIC 12 1 2
TICS 522 BBASIC 2 2 0.1
TLalAD2 I01 980 0.4
TSTEP 40 40 2.0-2 1
ENDOATA

3

12.0

i
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Table13,

SUBSTRUCTUR[L_S/_IDNOON. SYNTHESIS

e

NASTRANNatural F_KlUenctes and Differences for
20 Degrees of Frtedo_ Mode Synthesis.

1; 01 ffergnce
Mode No. Frequency '_Hzl From Full P_bdll

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

3.596

17,564

28.492

39. 507

61.099

80. 280

84.454

98.898

1! ;. 764

123.348

177.556

130. 359

134.922

153._06

162,019

180. 321

200.70:

.0085

.0012

• 0633

• 0011

• 0050

O066

379

039

018

345

548

155

2.220

,174

2.98

5,27

14.89

20, 4,*24
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21. AEROELAST]CANALYSIS

21_1 iNTRODUCTIONTO NASTRANAEROELASTIC[TY

Aerodynamic analysis, ltke structural analysis, is based upon a finite element approach. The

finite elements are strips or boxes for which there are aerodynamic forces. There are two major

points to be considered. The aerodynamic elements, even for rather complex vehicles, tend to be

in regular arrays. Thus, while NASTRANhas the provision to generate arrays of structural elements,

it is _lso desirable to generate arrays of aerodynamic elements. [n particular, the aerodynamic

elements for lattice methods are arrays of trapezoidal boxes whose sides are parallel to the air-

flow. These should be described simply by deftnin9 properties of the array (panel). The grid

points defining the structure usually will not coincide with the grid points defining the aerodynamic

elements. Provision has been made to generate equations of constraint between the two sets of 9rid

points. The geometry interpolation is a key feature, since it allows the choice of structural and

aerodynamic elements to be based upon structural and aerodynamic considerations separately.

Aerodynamic forces are generated via the flow surrounding the structure. The theory produces

a matrix defining the forces Jpon the structure in terms of the deflections of the structure.

State-of-the-art methods which involve interactions between aerodynamic elements are available

only for sinusoldal motion. Phase lags occur between the motions and the forces, thus the matrices

are complex. Further_nore,these complex matrices depend upon parameters of the flow, namely reduced

frequency (ratio of frequency to velocity) and Mach number (ratio of velocity to speed of sound).

Such a matrix, if computed by an interaction theory such as the doublet lattice method, will be

expensive to produce. The most effective method to evaluate the matrix for a large number of

parameter values is to compute the matrix for a few selected ones, and then interpolate to others.

This parametric interpolation is an automatic feature of the solution modules for modal aeroelastic

analysis.
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OF POOR QUALR'Y
21.2 DATA INPUT AND _NEPATI_

Aerodynamic elements are strips, boxes or bodies which represent the structure for computation

of aerodynamic forces. These elements, like the structural elements, are defined by their geometry,

and their motions are defined by degrees of freedom at associated aerodynamic grid points. Often

requirements of the aerodynamic theory wtll dictate the geometry of the boxes. For example, the

doublet lattice theory requires trapezoidal boxes with their parallel edges along the streamlines.

Also, if one box lies in the wake of another, their edges must be on the same two streamlines. Aero-

dynamic elements and grid points will be generated to red_,ce the labor of the user (many less data

cards wtll be required) and to help in=ure that theoretical requirements are met.

Aerodynamic calculations are made in a cartesian aerodynamic coordinate system. By the t,sual

convention the flow is in tlie positive x direction. The basic coordinate system was not chosen,

since it would place an undesirable restriction upon the description of the structural model. Any

NASTRAN cartesian system may be specified, and flow will be defined in the direction of its positive

x axis. All aerodynamic calculations are made initially in the aerodynamic coordinate system. All

element and aerodynamic grid point data, computed initially in the basic coordinate system, will be

converted to the aerodynamic coordinate system. The global (displacement) coordinate system of the

aerodynamic grid points will have its Tl direction in the flow direction. T3 is normal to the ele-

f,,entfor boxes, and parallel to the aerodynamic Z Jirection in the case of bodies. Coordinate system

data are generated for the aerodynamic grid points.

The grid points are physically located at tilece,=ters of the boxes and body elements. Perma-

nent constraints are generated for the unused degrees of freedom. A second set of grid points,

used only for undeformed plotting, is located at the ele:_ent corners. All six degrees of freedom

associated with each grid point in this second set are permanently constrained. Grid point
$

numbers are generated based upon the element identification number. For any parcel, the external

grid point numbers for the boxes start with t_e panel identification number and ir,crease consecutively.

Aerodynamic degrees of freedom, along with the .._xtrapoir.ts, are added after the structural

matrices and modes have been determired. This introduces the following displacement sets:

UsA

Ups

UpA

The set UpA replaces Up

Aerodynamic box and body degrees of freedom

Pe_ntly constrained degas of freedom associated with aerodynamic grid points

Union of Up (physical) and UsA

Union of _ and Ups (physical and aerodynamic)

as the set available for output ,:t _rid, scalar and extra points.

21.2-I
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STRUCTURAL-AERODYNAMIC INTERCONNECTIONS

21.3 STRtlCTURAL-AERODYNANICINTERCONNECTIONS

The interpolation between the structural and aerodynamic degrees of freedom Is based upon

the theory of splines (Figure 3). High aspect ratio wings, bodies, or other beamllke structures

should use linear spllnes. Low aspect ratio wings, where the structural grid points are distribu-

ted over an area, should use surface splines. Several aplines can be used to Interpolate to the

boxes on a panel or elements on a body; however, each point can refer to only one spllne. Any

box or body element not referenced by a spline will be "fixed" and have no motion. For any point,

expeclally a control surface degree of freedom, a linear relationship (like an NP¢) my be

specified.

For all types of splines, the user must specify the structural degrees of freedom and the

aerodynamic points involved. The structural points, called the g-set, can be specified by a 11st

or by specifying a volume in space and determining all the grid points in the volume. The degrees

of freedom retained at the grid points include only the normal displacements for surface spllnes.

For linear spllnes, the normal displacement is always used and, by user option, torsional rota-

tions or slopes may be included. The global transformation at structural points is autometlca_ y

applied for surface and linear splines.

The SPLINEI data card defines a surface spllne. This can interpolate for any "rectangular"

suberray of boxes on a panel. For example, one spline can be used for the inboard end of a panel

and another for the outboard end. The _.nterpolatedgrid points (k-set) are specified by naming

the lowest and highest aerodynamic grid point numbers in the area to be spllnes. The two methods

for specifying the grid points use SET1 and SET2 data cards. A parameter OZ Is used to allow sore

smoothing of the spltne fit. If _L - 0 (the usual v_lue), the spltne will pass through all de-

flected grtd points. If DZ > O, then the spltne (a plate) is attached to the grid deflections vta

springs, which produce a smoother Interpolation that does not necessarily pass exactly through any

of the points. The flexibility of the springs ts proportional to DZ.

The SPLIN[2 data card defines a ltnear spltne. As can be seen from Figure 1, thts ts really

a generalization of a stmple spltne to allow for Interpolation over an area. It ts stmtlar to

the method often used by aeronautical engineers who assume that an at_fotl chord is rigid. The

portion of a panel to be Interpolated and the set of structural points are determined tn the sm

mr as wtth SPLIN[1. A NASTRMI coordinate system must be supplted to determine the axis of

the splint. Since the spltne has torsion as well as bending flexibility, the user amy spoclfy

21.]-1
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the ratio of flexibilities; the default value for this ratio Is 1.0. The attachment flexlbilltie$,

Dz, Dex, and Dey, allow for smoothing, but usually all ;alues are taken to be zero. An exception

would occur if the structural model uves not have slopes defined, in which case the flexibill_

DTHX must be infinite; the convention DTHX = -l.O is used in this case. When used with bodies,

there _s no torsion and the spline axis is along the body.

Titre are certain cases with splines where attachment flexibility is either required or should

not be used. The following special cases should be noted.

I. Two or more grid points, when projected onto the plane of the element (or the axis of a

body) may have the same location. To avoid a singular interpolation matrix, a positive

attachment flexibility must be used.

2. With linear splines, three deflections with the same spline y-coordinate would overdeter-

mine the interpolated deflections since the perpendicular arms are rigid. A positive OZ

is needed to make the interpolation matrix nonsingular.

3. With linear splines, two slopes (or twists) at the same y-coordinate would lead to a

singular interpolation matrix. Use DTHX - 0 (or DTHY - O) to allow interpolation.

4. For some modeling techniques, i.e., those which use only displacement degrees of freedom,

the rotations of the structural model are constrained to zero to avoid matrix singulari-

ties. If a linear spline is used, the rotational constraints should not be enforced to

these zero values. When used For panels, negative values of DTHX will disconnect the

slope, and negative val_¢es of DTHY will disconnect the twist. For bodies, DTHY constrains

the slopes since there is no twist degree of freedonl for body interpolation. For a linear

spline, if all of the structural points lie on a straight line, the use of infinite

(negative DTHX or DTHY) rotational flexibility results in a klnematically unstable ideali-

zation.

For linear splines used with wings, the parameter DT@R should be selected as a representative

'ue of EI/GJ.

o
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Figure I. Splines and their coordinate systems.
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21.4 AEROI)YNAMIC MODELING

Aerodynamic elements define the interaction between the structure and an airflow. Since the

elements usually occur in regular arrays, the connection cards are designed to specify arrays. The

grid points associated with the elements in an array are generated within the program. Spltne

methods are used to interpolate for aerodynamic grid point deflection in term of structural points.

For every aerodynamic problem, basic parameters are specified on the AERI bulk data card. A

roctangular aerodynamic coordinate system must be identified. The flow is in the positive X-direc-

tion In thts system. The use of symmetry (or anttsyn_etry) is recommended to ana]yze synmmtrtc

structures, to simulate ground effects, or to simulate wind tunnel walls. Any ctns_.stent set of

units can be used for the dimensional quantities.

The types of elements available are shown in Table 1.

PAERiIi data card, which is used for additional parameters.

required, which are given on AEFACT lists.

box sizes) are parameter values.

Every CAER_i element must reference a

Lists of real numbers are sometimes

These lists may include division points (for unequal

21.4.1 Modal Flutter Analysis

The purpose of modal flutter analysis is to study the stability of an aeroelastic system wlth

a minimum number of degrees of freedom. A prerequisite to _dal flutter analysis is the calcula-

tlon of an aerodynamic matrix with a transformation to modal coordinates. This operation is often

very costly and care should be taken to avoid unnecessary computations. One method is to compute

the modal aerodynamic matrix at a Few Mach numbers and reduced frequencies and interpolate to others.

Rmtrix interpolation is an automatic feature of the flutter rigid format. The MKAERJI and MI(AERII2

data cards allow the selection of parameters for the aerodynamic matrix calculation on which the

interpolation is based.

The method of flutter analysis is specified on the FLUTTER bulk data card. The FLUTTER carl

ts seaected in case contro_ by an FMETH_D card. Three n_thods of flutter analysis are available;

K, KE and PK. These are shown in Tab:e 2.

21.4-I
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AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS

The K-method allows looping through three sets of parameters: density ration (P/P_ef; Pref

Is given on an AEI_ data card); Mach number m; and reduced frequency k. For example, if the user

specifies two values of each, there will be eight loops in the following order.
r

LQIOP (CURVE) DENS _CH REFREQ

Values for the parameters are _Isted on FLFACT bulk data cards. Usually, one or two of the para-

meters w111 have only a slngIe value. Caution: do not set up a large number of loops; it may

take an excessive time to execute.

A parameter VREF may be used to scale the output velocity. This can be used to convert from

consistent units (e.g., in/sec) to any units the user may desire (e.g., knots), determined from

Vout - VIVREF. Another use of this parameter is to _ompute the flutter index, by choosing VREF "

%

21.4.1.2 The KE-Hethod

The KE-method ts slmilar to the K metho.i. By restricting the option, the KE-method ts a

more efficient K-method. The two major restrictions are that no damping (B) matrix Is a11owed

and no elgenvector recovery is made. This m)ans that the KE.-methodIs not sultable for a control

system, but it is a good method for producing a large number of points for the classlcal V-g curve.

The KE-method also sorts the data for plotting. A plot request for one curve gives all the re-

duced frequencies for a mode while a stmilar request In the K-method gives all of the modes at one

k value.

21.4-2
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Z1.4.1.3 The PK-Hethod

The PK-method treats the aerodynamic matrices as frequency dependent springs and dampers. A

frequency is estimated and the eigenvalues are found. From an etgenvalue, a new frequency is found.

The convergence to a consistent root is very rapid. The major advantage of the method is that the

damping values obtained at subcritical flutter conditions appear to be more representative of the

i_stcal damping. Another advantage occurs _her the stability at a specified velocity is required

since many fewer eigenvalue analyses are needed to Find the behavior at one velocity.

The input data for the PK.method also allows looping, as in the K method. The inner loop of

the user data is velocity, with Hach number and density on outer loops. Thus, the effects of

varying any or all of the three parameters on one run is possible.

21.4.2 Aeroelastic Response Anal_-sis

The purpose of the _w_dal aer,_eldstic resp_)nse analysis is to study the behavior of an aero-

elastic system resulting fron applied loads and gusts. One rigid format can solve frequency re-

sponse, random response, and transient response problems. The capability ncludes control systems

(using NASTRAN Extra Points and Transfer Functiors), r,,Jtiple loading co,Jitions (with SUBCASES),

and rigid body modes.

The input data deck is the same as tor the flutter analysis, except for load requests and

output selection. The point loads are applied with Jtondard RL_AD (frequency response) or TL_AD

(t_lnslent response) dat_ cards. For gust _iulds, which are only implemented for the Doublet-

Lattlce/Body Aerodynamic theory, the vertical stationary gust velocity can be specified with

either RLJlAD or TL_AD cards. In trois manner-, the _spo,lse to either random or time-dependent

gusts may be obtained.

For random response analysis, the power" spectral density of the load must be supplied. For

gustS, either the Vcn Karman or the Dryden formula can be selected. The ou'put power spectral

density is requested by the XY_JT Case Control cards. The r.m.s, value and NO , the expected fre-

quency, are automatlcally pr;nt,ed when PSDF information is requested.

The user must supply the b_slc flight conditions. The velocity is specified by the AER_ data

card, while Rnch number and dynamic pressure. _q) are supplied on PAP,AM bulk data cards.

21.4-3
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The damping must be modal _amping. Ordinarily, a modal viscous damping is assumed, as in the

NASTRAN mode] dynamic rigid f_at. A parameter KDAHP = -I can be used to substiLute modal strut-

rural damping, the modal stiffness is multiplied by [l+ig(w)].

ORIGINAL PAGE m
OF POORqUALrrV
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Table 1. Aerodynamic Elements.

Type

Data Cards

_ch Number

Symetry Options

Interaction

Coments

lnterconr_ctton
to Structure

Displacment
Components Used
at Connection Points

Ooublet
Latttce

Panel

CAEWl
PAEWl

Subsonic

2 planes

y-O
z,O

Pane1s
t n the

BOx

centers

3,5

Lifting Body
(Interference)

cJ_M2
PAEM2

Subsonic

2 planes

y=O
z-O

and bodtes
same group

Slender body
element
centers

3.5 z-bodtes
2,6 y-bodtes

I_ch Box
Surface

CAERJ3
PAERm3

Supersonic

1 plane
required

Boxes on

one surface

One or two
control
surfaces

User
spectfted
locations

Strip
Theory

CAERII4
PAERIM

All regimes

None

None

Control surface
allowed. User
may vary
parameters.

Strip
114-chord

3,5 No contrel
3,5,6 _ntr_)1

J, ,_ _

Piston
l_ry

CAEmS
PAERP5

Hypersonic

None

None

A strip theory,
coefficients
from piston or
Van Dyke theory.
Control surface

Strip
1/4-chord

3,5 NO control
3,5,6 Control

,iF"
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Table 2. Flutter Analysis Methods.

Structural I_trtces

Aerodynamic Matrices

User Input Loops

Output

_thod

Etgenvalue Method

"K" 1__ "KE"

K (_ompiex } (complex)
B __:omplex)
fl (complex) (complex)

M (complex)

p-density
m-Hach number

k-reduced frequency

V-g curve
Complex modes
Displ acements
Deformed plots

Compute roots for
user input p, m, k.

Several methods
available, selected
by user via CMETHDD
in case control.

IM (complex)

p-density
m-Mach number

k-reduced frequency

"V--gcurve

Compute roots for
user input p, m, k.
Reorder output so m
"curve" refers to a
mode.

Complex Upper*
Hessenberg

"PK"

real

, (feral)

(real)(real)

p-density
m-density
V-velocity

V-g curve
Complex modes
Displacements
Deformed plots

For each p, m, V,
iterate on each root
to find consistent
results. (Detatls
tn the Theoretical
Manual. )

Real Upper*
Hessenberg

* No CMETHID card is used.

l{ '_"
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21.5 HOOALFLUTTERANALYSIS EXAMPLE

This problem illustrates the use of the aeroelastic analysts to determine flutter frequencies

and mode shapes for an untapered wing having 15° sweep and an aspect ratio of 5.34 as shown in

Figure 1.

21.5.1 Input

Bulk data cards used tnclude CAEI_I, PAERIJl, SPLINE2, SET1, AERII, HKAERD1, FLUTTER, and FLFACT

as Illustrated tn User's Hanual Section 1.11.

21.5.2 Theory

Reference 1 specifies the reduced freq-ency k =

(p. 35) and torsion frequency _ = 1488 (p.17).

The flutter velocity is found from

REFC x _ x w
2 _ uJ

b_
V _ -- _

k k

.1314 (p.17), frequency ratio m/_ - 0.51

: 5980 in/sec, (I)

where REFC it the reference length input on the AER_ bulk data card.

The flutter frequency is found from

CO
_d X_

Gt (d
(1

f = _ = 121 Hz 12)
2_

21.5.3 Results

The results obtained are compared with both theoretical results using the modified strip

analysls m__thodand with experimental results. The flutter velocity is in good agreement. (See

Figure 2.)

Frequencies are automatically output while mode shapes used in the modal formulation are

obtained using an ALTER to the Rigid Format following the Real Eigenvalue Analysis Rodule.

Rode shapes for a11 points in the model _dy be obtained by checkpointing the problem using the

Nor_1 Mode Analysis (Rigid Format 3) and subsequently restarting u_ing the Aeroelasti¢ Analysls.

o
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Card

0
I
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
25
27
28

AIEROELASTIC ANALYS]S

Ortver Deck and Staple Bulk Deta

NASTRNt FILES-UMF
10 0ER10021 ,NASTRAN
UMF 1978 100210
APP AERII
SIN. 10,0
TIME 10
OIAG 14
ALT(R 94 $
HATGPR GPL,USET,S ]L ,PHIA//C,N,FE/C,N,A $
ENDALTER$
D]AG 18
tEND

TITLE • AER_ELAST]C FLUTTER ANALYSIS _F A FIFTEEN DEGREESMEPT HING
SUBTITLE - NASTRANDEI_NSTRATI_N PR_BLEHN_. 10-2-1
LABEL - K VALUES .200(*) .167(O) .143(1) .125(2) .111(3)
ECl_ -BOTH
SPC - 1
H[THIID- 10
CHETH_D • 20
FHETHgDO• 30
DUTPUT(XYIIIUT)
XT]TLE - VELOCITY
YTTITLE • DANPLING (G)
YBT]TL[ - FREQUENCY(F)
TCURVE- V-G AND V-F DATA PgINTS
CURVELINESYHBeL = -I
XYPAPERPL_TVG / lEG,F) 2(G,F) 3(G,F) 4(G,F) S(G,F) 6(G,F)
BEGIN BULK
ENDOATA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.lOO(4)

I0

AERD
CAER_I
+CA101
CBAR
C.vlAS52
C_ROZR
+C1
EIGC
+EC
EIGR
÷ER
FLFACT
FLUTTER
GRDSET
GRID
MAT1
HKAER|I

;+NK
,PAER01
PAR/m
PAR/m
PBAR
SET1
SPCl
SPL|NE2

.se........

0 1.3+4
101 1
I-I. -.26795

112 12.8-6
1
• 96593 -. ?5882
20 HESS

l_l_.X GIV

_0 .957KE
1

1
1 I0.4+6
.45
0.0001 .1
1
C|UPNASS[1
LI_DES 13
I 1

:100 [ !

I 1345
iloo 1101

Lo.o..... !o.o

2.0706
1
0.0
i
2
0.0
0.0
_X

1

0.0
3.9+6

2

7.175-2
THRU
1
101

1.145-7
6
2.0706

2
5
0.0

.1

2

.0

9.83-6
11

124

21.5-2

4
-1.

0.0

0.0

3

0.0
2.61 -4

100

5. 45205
i0.0

0.0

36.8-6

0.0
1.

O.0

3
126

1
2.0706
1

.

+CA101

*Cl

+EC

÷ER

_NK
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i

a. Planform.

\__ .25

3 "-
Z)._ 4 c "- _.

-.. Bar Elemen_s s'J_O-.-.A9 I0 I

b, Structur,_1 model.

La,- YB

Section A-A

"_"" .041

Figure I. Fifteen degree sweep model.
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.06

.05

.04

.03

N

m

.02 --

.01 -

o, O

,01 -

.02 -

.O3 --

.04 -

.05 -

06

n

f=121.

Vf = 5980. in/sec.
ff = 121. Hz

!34.

f=166_'167

rK: .200

___L ................ L ............... 1 ............. L ........... J I

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

k-.125

143

V, in/sec

l

7000

Figure 2. V-g results for fifteen degree sweep model.
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21.5 AEROELASTICRESPONSEEXAMPLE

This example illustrates the use of the aeroelasttc response analysts to perfom frequency,

random, and transient response calculations fo_ a structure excited by aerodynamic load|rigs. This

problem is also discussed in Section 1.11.5 of the User's Manual.

The structural model represents a wing and aileron configuration as shown in Figure 1. For

this demonstration problem, the aileron is locked and the fuselage to which the wing is attached

is a rigid body represented by grid point 11. Only out-of-plane motions are retained in the model.

The wing is modeled with GENEL data defining the flexibility matrix, [Z], and a free-body matrix.

[S]. The aileron also is modeled as a rigid body with the hinge line at point 8. The vertlcal

flap deflection at point 12 is defined by an MPC equation.

The aerodynamic model consists of 42 doublet lattice aerodynamic boxes, forming one coupled

group as shown in Figure 2, Three CAER_I aerodynamic elements are used to define the areas of

uniform mesh on the wing. The aerodynamic degrees of freedom, implicitly defined by the CAERI

data. are coupled to the structure with surface splines defined on SPLINE2 data cards.

21.6.1 Frequency Response In_p._

Thts exlmple Illustrates the frequency response analysts for a smooth gust shape and generates

spectral density output plots for a random gust magnitude.

1. Parameters:

V- 5183.2

M - 0.62

p - 1.1468 x 10 .7

9"0.06

2. Constraints:

Oy" OZ" 0

ux • Uy " Oz • 0

ex" Oy'O

3. Load:

(AIrstream veloci_)

(Alrstream nwIch number)

(Air density)

(Structural damping)

Grtd 11 (No fuselage isolation

All Grids

All Grids except II and 12

Vg • _ (I - cos _t) (t < 1) Gust Veloctty
_L

r
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21.6.2 Frequency Response Results

Ftgures 3 and 4 show plots of the fusellge plunge and aierlon displacement as real and

tmgtnary functions of frequency.

21.5.3 FrequenCY Response Driver Deck and Sample Bulk Data

Card

No_._.

0
1

2
3
4
S
6

NASTRANFILES=UMF
ID DEM11031,NASTRAN
UMF 1978 110310
APP AERt
SIL 11,0
TIME 3
CEi_D

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
33
39
t0
41
42
43
44
45

TITLE : JET TRANSPtRTWING DYNAMICANALYSIS
SUBTITLE : NASTRANDEMONSTRATIONPRIBLEM Nt. 11-3-1
LABEL : SYMMETRICRESPONSE, STIFF AILERtN
ECHt : BtTH

MODEL DESCRIPTIIN JET TRANSPIRT WING EXAMPLE
SYMMETRIC RESPINSE Ti A RANDOM
GUST VJITHA 3TIFF AILERON

SPC = 14 $ SYM , N_ PITCH
MPC = I
METHID : I0 $ GIVENS
SDMAP = 2000
FREQ = 40
RANDOM = 1031 $ EMPIRICAL PSDF

IUTPUT
$
$ S_LUTI_N
$
$
$

SET 1 = 1 , 2 , 12 $
SET 2 = I , 9 THRU 12 , 1040
SET 3 = 11
SET 4 = 1001, 1022 , 1023 , 1040 , 1041 $
SDISP(IMAG) - 1
DISP(IMAG) - 2
_PCF(IMAG) = 3
_ERIF _ 4

SUBCASE I
LABEL _ RANDOM GUST ArCALYSIS
GUST _ 3002

$

RANDOM ANALYSIS USING
D_UBLET-LATTICE METHID AERIDYNAM|CS
AT MACH. Ni. iF .62

$ PR_DUCES XY PAPER PLITS iF F'gDALAND GRID MINT DISPLACEMENTS
$ AND WING R_T BFNDING M@MENTS
$
OUTPUT(XY_UT) $ FREQ RESP PACKAGE (COMPLEX NUMBERS)

CURVELINESYMB_IL• I
XTITlE • FREQUENCY(HERTZ) JET TRANSPORT , FREQUENCY RESPINSE "L
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46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75

XYPAPERPL_T
TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL_T
TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL_T

YTITLE = PHYSICAL
TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL_T
TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL_T

TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL_T
TCURVE=
XYPAPERPL@T
TCURVE=

YTITLE = M_DAL DEFLECTION
TCURVE= FIRST R_DE (PLUNGE)

SDISP / ](TSRM) , I(TIIP)
SECONDH_DE (WING BENDING)
SDISP / 2(TI_M) , 2(TIIP)
TWELFTH M@DE (AILERgN)
SDISP / 12(TIRM) , 12(TIIP)
DEFLECTION
WING ( 314 CH_RD , I/4 CHgRD , STA 458 )
DISP / IO(T3RM) , IO(T3IP) , 9(T3RM) , 9(T3IP)
FUSELAGEPLUNGE
DISP / II(T3RM) , ll(T31P)

A|LER_N DEFLECTION
DISP / 12(R2RM) , 12(R2IP)
AERCDYNAMICB_X NEAR TIP , PITCH
DISP / 1040(R2RM) , 104O(R2IP)
WING R_¢T BENDING _MENT

YTITLE = R_TATIONAL C_NSTRAINTS
XYPAPERPLgT SPCF / II(R3RM) , II(R31P)

$ RANDOM ANALYSIS _UTPUT REQUESTS
XTITLE = FREQUENCY (HERTZ) JET TRANSPORT , RANDOM ANALYSIS
TCURVE = P_NER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTIgN
YTITLE = FUSELAGE PLUNGE (liT3) , PSDF , GUST LgAD
XYPAPERPL_T D_SP PSDF 1 II(T31
YTITLE = WING TIP DISPLACEMENT (9T3) , PSDF , GUST LgAD
XYPAPERPL_T DISP PSDF / 9(T3)
YTITLE = WING R_T BENDING M_MENT (11R3) , PSDF , GUST LeAD
XYPAPERPL_T SPCF PSDF / ll(R3)

BEGIN BULK
ENDOATA

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O.O 09 .45 .56AEFACT
+AEI
AER¢
CAER¢I
+CA01
CELAS2
CMASS2
C_NMI
+51

CgRD2R
+C1
DAREA
EIGR
+EIGR

FREQI
GENEL
+01
GRID
GUST
MKAER_I
+MK
MPC
+MPC1
PAERD1
PARAM
PARAM
PAR._q
PAP,_q
,pJuuLw

2

rl
74

001
'8.75
3
2
1
17400.
1
-1.

9999
IO
MAX
40
432
4
I
3002
.62
.02
1

1ooo jGUSTAERg
LI',NDOES
MACM
Q

8360.
1000
O.
5142671.
13967.2
II

O.

11
GIV

0.0

3002

0.10
12
7

1
12
.62
4.00/47
.0(}25907

)31.2 32

O.
12
12

0.0
O.
1
0.0

.25
I
5
20.25
•1962-4

0.50
13
3

.21

1.1468-7

225.
5
5

0.0

I.
ii.

139
3
3
90.
0.0

-l.0
-0.5

33

1

35.

4.37+7
O.O

8360.

8
12

1
500.

0.0

12

4
O.

0.0

3
7

;12426

.25

.66

1
100.

-1.

+AE1

SYN
+CA01

+51
+52
+C1

+EIGR

+01
+O2

+RK

+XPCI
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RANOPS
RLDAD1
SET1
SPC
SPLINE1
SPLINE2
+SPl
SUPIIRT
TASOHPI
+_
TABLED1
÷TI0O4
TARRNO1
+001

11031
3002
14
14
I04
101
-1.0
11
2OOO
O.
)1004
LO.
11032
0.00

9999
1

11
1022

lOOl
-1.0
3

.06

,

2.8708+C

THRU
45
1026
1001

10.

.01

0.25

I.

11

!1039
1021

.06

1.

1. 2641+C

1004

15
14

ENOT

10.

0.50

1032 -

0.0 .

ENDT

0.75

.

2.3080-1

+SP1

+12000

+T1004

+001
+002

21.6.4 Trenstent Response Input

Thts example illustrates the transient response solution using a Fourier transfom of the

frequency response solution.

I. Parameters:

V - 5183.2

H- 0.62

p - 1.1468 x 10"7

9-0.06

2. Constraints:

ey" el" 0

ux • uy " Gz " 0

ex = E)y " 0

3. Lcmd:

(Airstream velocity)
#

(Airstream mach number)

(Air density)

(Structural damping)

Grid 11 (no fuselage isolation)

All Grids

A11 Grids except II and 12

Vg i 8360 (t < 1.0)( C_st Velocity• 1-16720 (t > 1.0)$

21.6.5 Trenstent Response Results

Figures S and 6 are the same quantities as shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the transient solution
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21.6.6

AEROELASTIC RESPONSE E_LE

Transient Response Driver Deck and Sample Bulk Data

Card

No__--

0 NASTRAN FILES=UMF

1 ID DEMIIO32,NASTRAN
2 IJMF 1978 II0320
3 4PP AERO
4 SgL II,0
5 Flr_ 3
6 CEND

...... T _

7
8
9
lO
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
i8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

SO
51
52
53

TITLE = JET TRANSPORT WING DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

SUBTITLE = NASTRAN DEMONSTRATI_N PROBLEM NO. II-3-2
LABEL = SYMMETRIC RESPONSE , SQUARE EDGE GUST , TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
ECHO = BOTH

MODEL DESCRIPTION JET TRANSPORT WING EXAHPLE
SYMMETRIC RESPOr_SETO A SQUARE
[DGE GUST )dITHA STIFF AILERON

SPC : 14 $ SYM , N@ PITCH
MPC = l
METHOD = lO $ GIVENS
SDAMP = 2000

FREQ = 40
TSTEP = 41

$$$$$$$ TWELVE MODES AND F@RTY TW_ B_XES
GUST : lOll $ SQUARE
DLOAD = 9999 $ NEEDED TO F_RCE APPROACH TRANSIENT GUST

AER(_CAI_CTHREE K VALUES

_UTPUT
$
$ S_LUTIOi'd
$
$
$

• 2 , 12 $
• 9 THRU 12 , I040

SET I : I
SET 2 = 1
SET 3 = II
SDISP = I
DISP = 2
SPCF = 3

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS,USING
D_UBLET-LATTICE METH@D AERODYNAMICS
AT MACH N_. @F 0.62

PRODUCES XY PAPER PL@TS _F MEDAL AND GRID P_INT DISPLACEMENTS
AND WING R¢,_T5ENDING MOMENT TI_E !!IST_RIFS

_UTPUY(XYOUT)
CURVELINESqNB@L : 1

XTITLE = FIME(SECONDS) JLF ii.,_)iS_'_RI
TCURVE _ FIRST MODE (PLu)¢t_E)

TTITIE : MODAL DEFLECTION
XYPAPERPLOT SDISP / l(T1)
TCURVE = SECOND M@DE (WING BENDING)
XTPAPERPLOT SDISP / 2(TI)
ICURVE _ TWELFTH M_D£ (AILERON)
XYPAPERPLOT SDISP / 12(TI)

YTITLE = PHfSICAL J_FLECIION

TCURVE = WING ( 3/4 CH_RD , I/4 Ch_RD , SIA 45_ )
XYPAPERPLOT _)ISP/ 10(r3) , q(T3)

$ TRANSIENT PACF_GE (R!AL N'.IMGERS)

• SJUARE GUST
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

TCURVE = FUSELAGE PLUNGE

XYFAPERPLgT DISP / 11(T3)
TCURVE= AILERON DEFLECTION
XYPAPERPLffT DISP / 12(R2)
TCURVE = AERODYNAMIC BgX NEAR TIP
XYPAPERPLgT DISP / I040(R2)

YTITLE = R_TATIgNAL C9NSTRAINTS
TCURVE = WING R_T BENDING M_MENT
XYPAPERPL_T SPCF / 11(R3)

BEGIN BULK
ENDDATA

• PITCH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

74
1
1001
78.75
3
2
l
17400.
l
-I.

I001
lO
MAX
40
432
4

lOll
•62

ii°2

1000
GUSTAER_
IFTM

LM_DES
MACH

Q
WTMASS
14
14
104
101
-I.0
11
2000
O.
! 003
O.
1000
41

0.08360.

I?°°
15i42671.
13967.2

Oo

12
GIV

0.0

1000

0.I0
12
7

I
0
12
.62
4.00147
• 0025907
I
11
1022
1001
-I .0
3

.06

I•

1001
40

.09

131.232
0
O.
12
12

0.0
O.
5
0.0

.25

20.25
I.

0.50
3
3

THRU
45
1026
1001

10.

I.

.I

AEFACT
+AE1
AERI)
CAER@I
+f...AII1
CELAS2
CNASS2
C_NMI
_'51

C_RD2R
÷CI
_REA
EIGR
+EIGR
FREQI
GENEL
÷Ol
GRID
GUST
HIKAER_I
+NK
MIPC
÷MPC1
PAERI_I
PARAM
P$,RAM
PARAM
PARAM
PARAM
PARAM
SET1
SPC
SPLINE1
SPLINE2
+SP1

SUPORT
TABDMP1
+ i2000
TABLEOi
+T1003
TLDADI
TSTEP

:21

1.1468-7

225.
5
5

0.0

5142671.

39
3
3
90.
0.0

-I .0
-0.5

11

1039
1021

•06

I.

1

33

15.

4.37+7
0.0

8360.

8
12

!NDT

1.
1003

.45 I

l
500.

i0.0

12

0.0

-I.

.56

4
O.

0.0

3
7
12456

1.5
33.25

,

2,

.66

1
I00.

-I.

O°

-I.

10

+AE1

SYM
+CAID1

+51
+52
+C1

I

!+EIGR

÷Ol
+02

+MK

+MPC1

+SP1

+T2000

÷T1OO3
*MOO3A
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Figure 1. Structural definition of the transport wing.
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o

Ft_rt 2. Aerodynmtc element model,,
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4.5
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Frequency (Hertz)

Figure 3. Fuselage plunge versus frequency at grid p_int II.
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Ftgure 4. AtJeron displacement versus frequency at grtd point 12.
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Ftgure 5. Fuselage plunge versus ttu at grtd potnt 11.
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S.O

4.1

3.0

-3.0
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O

Time (seconds)

Ftgure 6. A|leron displacement versus time at 9rtd potnL 12.
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22. HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

ZZ.I INTROOUCTION TO NASTRAN HEAT TRANSFER

NASTRAN heat flow capability may be used either as a separate analysts to determine tempera-

Lures and fluxes, or to determine temperature inputs for structural problems. Steady state and

transient problems can be solved, incltlding heat conduction (with variable conductivity for static

analysis), film heat transfer, and aonlinear (fourth power law) radiation.

The heat flow problem is similar, in many ways, to structural analysis (Figure l). The same

model can be used for both analyses if the same finite elements are appropriate. The same grid

p_tnts, coordinate systems, elements, constraints, and sequencing can be used for both problems.

There are several differences, such as the number of degrees of freedom per grid point _nd the

methods of specifying loads, boundary film heat conduction, and nonlinear elements. For heal flow

problems, the only unknown at a grid point is the temperature (cf. structural analysis with three

translations and three rotations), and hence, there is one degree of freedom per grid point.

Additional grid or scalar points are introduced for fluid ambient temperatures in convective film

heat transfer. If radiation effects are included or the conductivity of an element is temperature

dependent, the problem becomes nonlinear (cf. structural analysis with temperature dependent

materials which _n]y requires looking up material properties and computing thermal loads.)

As in structural analysis, the choice of a finite element model is left to the analyst.

Temperature distributions can be output in a format which can be used as input to structural pro-

blems. Heat flow analysis uses the special cards shown in Table 1 and many structural NASTRAN

Bulk Data cards. These include (where i means there is more than one type): CBAR, CDAMPi, CELASi,

CHEXAI, CIHEXI, Cp:R_D, _ORDil, CQDLM, CQDPLT, COUADi, CROD, CTETRA, CTRAPRG, CTRIAI, CTRIAG, CTRMEM,

CTUBE, CVISC, CWEDGE, DANE/k, DELAY, DLIAD, DMI, DMIG, EPgINT, GRDSET, GRID, L_AD, MPC, MPCADD,

I_ILINi, (W(ITi, PARAJ_, Pili (for elements requiring properties), PL_TEL, SEOGP, SL_LAD, SPCi, SPCADD,

SPIINT, TABLEDi, TF, TLDADI, and TSTEP.

An explanation of the DMAP statements and information on Case Control Deck requirements for

each Rtgid Format, relevant to heat transfer analysis, are presented in the User's Manual, sections

3. i7, _.lB, and 3.19. A detailed consideration of theory and applications of heat transfer may

be f_t.._n_ the publication NASIRAN Therww11 Analyzer--Theory and Application Including a Guide

to t_d_lle@ Enqineerlng Probleml, Hwa-Plng Lee, NASA Report TM X-3503, April 1977.
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Z2.2 H(AT TRANSFERELFJ(NTS

The basic heat conduction elements are the same as NASTIU_ structure1 elaents.

elemnts are shorn fn the following table:

He.at Conduction Elemnts

Type

Linear

14mbrane

Solld of Revolution

Solld

Scalar

Eloment_

BAR, RIID, ¢I_I_D, 11JBE

TRHEHoTRAIl. TRAIZ. (]O_J4.
_AD1, _AD2

TRIARG, TRAPRG

TETRA, I,RDGE, HEXAI, HEXA2,
ZHEX1, [HEX2, IHEX3

CELAS], CDHAP]

These

A connection card (Cxxx) and, if applicable, a property card (Pxxx) is defined for each of these

elewnts. These heat conduction eloments are composed of constant gradient lines, triangles,

and tetraht_Jra. Linear elements have a constant cross-sectional area. The offset on the BAR ts

treated as I perfect conductor (no temperature drop). For the membrane elements, the heat condi-

tion thickness Is the membrane thickness. The bending characteristics of the elements do not

enter into heat conduction problems. The solid of revolut/on element, TRAPRG, has been generelfzed

tO accept general quadrilateral rings (i.e., the top and bottom need not be perpendicular to the

z-axts for heat conduction. The quadrilaterals are composed of overlapping triangles, and the

vedges and hexahedra from subtetrahedra. Scalar spring elements are used for transient analysts

temperature constraints and scalar damping elemnts are used to add theme1 mass. Gradients

and fluxes may be output by requesting ELFglRCE.

Thermal matertal conducttves and heat cap_ctttes are given on MAT4 (tsotroptc) and flATS

(antsotroptc) hlk Data cards. Temperature dependent conductlvttles are'given on IMTT4 and

HATTS Bulk Oete cards, which can only be used for nenltnear static analysts. The heat capacity

per untt volum ts specified as the product of density and heat capactty per untt mess (l_p).

lumped conducttvtttes and theme1 capacitance may be defined by the CELASt and CON4Pt aliments,

mpectt vtly.
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HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

A spectal elemant (HSDY) defines an area for boundary conditions. There are five bllStC

types called PmlItT, LIME, REV, AREA3, and AREA4. A stxth type, ELCYL, ts for use only vtth QVECT

radiation. The HBDY ts considered in elemant, stnce tt can add term to the conduction and heat

capectty matrices. Honce, there Is a CHBDY connection and PH6DY property card. When t ft|m

heat transfer condition ts destr_d, ftla conductivity and heat capectty per untt area are speci-

fied on MAT4 data cards. The ambtent telpereture |s specafted N|th additional po|nts (GRIO or

SPIIINT) 11sted on the CHBDY con_ectton card. See F|gure 2 for geometry. The severe1 types of

power tnput to the HBDY elemnts can be output by the ELFPRCE request.

Radiation heat exchange may he tncluded between HBOY elemants. A 11st of HBDY elmmts

must be spat|fled on a RN)LST Bu|k Oata card, and the atsstvtttes are specified on the PHBDY

cards. The Stefan-Boltzmann constant (SIGMA) and absolute reference telq)erature (TABS) are

specified on PAP.AM Bulk Data cards. Radiation exchange coefficients (default ts zero) are

specified on RAOMTX Bulk Oata cards.

Grtd potnt temperatures for themal stress analys|s (stattc structural anal.vsts) are specl-

f|ed on T[MP bulk data cards. If the heat conduction mode] |s the same as the stroctural lode]

,|th the same grtd, connect';on and property cards, the temperature cards for the structura]

analysts can be dtrect|y output from the heat conduction analysts. The output request In _se

Control ts THERMAL (PUNCH), and the format of the card ts exact|y that of a doub:e f|eld TEMP*

data card.
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22.3 CONSTRAINTS AND PARTITIONING

Constraints are applied to provide boundary conditions, represent "perfect" conductors,

and provtde other destred characteristics for the heat transfer mode].

Stngle po|nt constraints are used to spectfy the temperature at a point. The grid or s_]er

potnts are Itsted on Sl_ or SPC1 Bulk Data cards, no__ttGRDSET or GRID cards, because tn heat

transfer analysts there t s but one degree of freedom per potnt. The component on the data card

must be "0" or "1", which declares the degree of freedom to be ]n the us set. The mthod of

spat|lying temperature ts dependent upon the problem type. In ltneer stattcs analysts, the

SPC or SPC1 card is used to constra|n grtd points at a f|xed t:._nq)erature. In nonl|near stat|cs

analys]s, the SPC or SPC1 card ts used to des|gnate the grid point ID wh]ch |s to be constrained.

The actual value of the temperature |s Indicated on a TElqP card, selected by TEMP(HATERIAL)

|n the Case Control deck. In transient analysis, the SPC or SPCI ca_l may be used to ftx the

temperature of a grtd point only when the temperature ts zero. When the temperature ts non-zero

a large conductive coupl|ng to a "ground" at absolute temperature must be clef|ned. From the

structural relat|onsh_p F-Kx, the thermal analogy ]s made where K |s the conductive coupl|ng,

F fs an appl]ed load, and x ts the Fixed temperature. In th]s case, x ts adjusted to the de-

stred temperature by deftntng the sprtng constant, K, of a CELASt element, which ts connected to

"ground," and a load, F, whtch ts applted to the grtd point in quest|on. The numer|cal value of

K should be several orders of mgnttude greater than the numerical value of the conductancas

prescribed for the rest of the model.

ICulttpotnt constraints are 11near relationships between temperatures at several grtd potnts

and are speclf|ed on RPC cards. The ftrst entry on an _ card wtll be tn the um set. The

type of constraint ts 1trotted tf nonlinear elements are present. If a member of set um touches

a non-linear (conduct|on or rndtatton) element, the constraint relat|onsh|p ts restricted to

an "equivalence." The tern "equivalence" means that the value of the member of the u_ set wt11

he eq_l to one of the mrs of the un set (a potnt not mult_potnt constrained). Those Ilotnts

not touchtng nonlinear _lements are not so 1trotted. The user wtll be responsible for satisfying

the equivalence r_lutrement by havtng only two entrtes on the _ data card.
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22.4 THERMALLOADS

Therml "loads" may be boundary heat fluxes or volume heat addition. As tn the case of

structural analysts, the method of specifying loads ts different for stattc and trans|mt analysts.

The HBI)Y ellment ts used for boundaries of conducting regtons. Surface heat flux tnput can be

specified for HBDYelemnts ,Jth QBOY1and (_OY2 data cards. These two cards are for constant

and ($1_ltJally) variable flux, respectively. Flux can be sbectftnd wtth the qHBI)Y data card

wtthout rsference to an HBDY element. Vector flux, such as solar radiation, depends upon the angle

between the flux and the element norm1, and Js specified for HBDY elemnts wtth the QYECT data

card. This requtres that the HBDY elemnt orientation be defined on the CHBDYcard. Voluae

heat addttton into a conduction element Js specified on a QVDL data card.

Static thermal loads are requested in Case Control with the LIJADcard. All of the above

load types plus SLIDADcan be requested. Transient loads are requested Jn Case Control wtth a

OUIAD card to select TLJAD ttme functions. Transient therml loads may use I)AREA (as in struc-

tural transient), and/or the QBDY1, QBDY2, QHBDY, QVECT, QVIIL, and SLIIAD cards. The resultant

themal load w111 be the sum of all loads applied. This means the LilIAO$|Os and DNtEA SlOs

must be the sam when referenced on a TLIIADJ card.

I
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22.5 STATIC ANALYSIS

Linear static analysts uses APProach HEAT SOLutton 1. The Rtgtd Format is the same as that

used for static structure1 analysts. Thts lmplles that several loadtng conditions and con-

stretnt sets can be solved tn one Job by ustng subceses tn the Case Control deck.

Nonlinear stattc analysts uses APProach HEAT, SOLutton 3. Thts specially destgned Rigtd

Formmt wt11 allow temperature dependent conducttves of the elements, nonlinear radiation ex-

change and a 11mttnd use of multtpotnt constra|nts. There ts no looptng for load and constraints,

and the solutton is tterettve. The user can supply values on PARANBulk Data cards for:

HAXIT (integer) Haxtmum number of iterations (default 4).

EPSHT (real) ¢ convergence parameter (default .001).

TABS (real) Absolute reference temperature (default O.O).

SIGMA (real) Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant (default 0.0).

IRES (integer) Request restdual vector output if posttive (default -1).

The user must supply an estimate of the temperature distribution vector {ul). This estimate

ts used to calculate the reference conductivity plus radiation matrix needed for the Iteration.

_1} ts also used at all potnts tn the us set to specify a boundary temperature. The values of

_1) are gtven on TEMPBulk Data cards, and they are selected by TEHP(I_TERIAL) tn Case Control.

Iteretton may stop for the following reasons:

1. Normel convergency: cT < EPSHT, where c T is the per untt error es_tmate of the
temperatures calculated.

2. Number of Iteratlons > HAXIT.

3. Unstable: I_II < I and the number of Iteratlons > 3, where X1 Is a stab111ty estlmator.

4. ]nsufftclent time to perform another Iteration.

The preclse explanatlons and defln|tlons are given In the NASTRAN Theoretlcal Hanual, Sectlon 8.4.

Error estlwtes £p, XI' and £T for all iterations may he output with the [xecutlve Control card

OIA_ 18, where ¢p Is the ratlo of the E_11dlan norms of the resldual (error) loads to the applled

loads on the _constrelned degrees of freedom.

22.S-I
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22.6 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

Transient analysis uses APProach HEAT SOLution 9. This Rigid Format may include conduction

ftlm heat transfer, nonlinear radiation, and NASTRANnonlinear elements. Extra points are used

as in structural transient analysts. All points associated with nonlinear loads must be in the

solution set. Loads may be applied with TL_AD and DAREAcards as in structural analysis. Also,

the themal static load cards can be modified by a function of time for use in transient analysts.

If the static load data ts used to define a transient load, the static load set identification

is referenced on the TL_AD card in the DAREAfield. Loads e;'e requested in Case Contrel with

DLIAD. Initial temperatures are specified on TEMP Bulk Data cards and are requested by IC in

Case Control. Previous static or transient solutions can easily be used as initial conditions,

since they can be punched in the correct format. An estimate of the temperature _1} is specified

on TEHP Bulk Data cards for transient with radiation, and is requested by TEMP(NATERIAL). The

parameters available are:

TABS (real)

SIGMA (real)

BETA (real)

PJkDLIN(integer)

Absolute reference temperature (default 0.0).

Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant (default 0.0).

Forward difference integration factor (default .55).

Radiation is linearized if positive (default -l).

_mmm_'
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22.7 HEAT TRANSFEREXN4PLE

The sawle problm below Illustrates the caplbtllty of NASTRANto solve heat conduction

problms. Ltneer solid state conduction through a washer ts solved tn two rays: (1) ustn9

soltd •1mints and (2) ustn9 rtng elments. The vmsher, shown tn Ftgure 3, Ms aradtel hut

conduction wtth the temperature specified at the outstda and • ftlm heat transfer condttlm at

the |nner edge. Due to symmetry about the axis and the assumption of negligible •x1•1 gr_ltents.

the'tamlXireturo depends only upon the rIKItus.

The ftrst NASTIQQimale1 Is shorn In Ftguro 4. The solld el•rants (HEXA1. HEXA2, WEDGE, lind

TETRA) and boundary condition el•rant (HBOY, type AREA4) are used. The conductivity of the

rotor1•1 ts specified on a HAT4 card. Temperatures are specified at the outer boundary wtth

SPC cards. Punched temperature output is placed on TEHP bulk data cards suttable for stattc

analysts. Another vartat_m of the problm ts shown tn Ftgure S. Solld of revolution •1merits

(TRIARG and TRAPRG)and bounVary cond|tton element (HBDY, type REV) are used. The conductivity

of the mtart•l and the convective ftle coefftc|ent are specified on • flAT4 card. The CHM)Y

card refer• _.es a scalar potnt at wh|ch the ambtent temperature Is spectf|ed ustn9 an SPC card.

k0 SPC1 c,', ' ;s used to constrain the temperature to zero degrees at gr|dpo|nts on the outer

surface.

22.7.2 Theory

The mthamtlcal theory for the continuum ts stmple, and can be solved |n closnd for_. The

dtffermttal equatton Is

1 ;) ;)U_
_ (rk _-_, - O. (1)

The boundary comdtttons are

and

-k_- H(Ua - U) at r - r 1, (2)

u-o at r- r2. (3)
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Thesolutton ts

22.7.3 Results

HUa
U(r)

(k/r 1) , _.(rz-/_T"(r2/r)
I

• 288.516 n(2/r)

A comparison of theoretical temperatures wtth the NASTRANresults ts shown tn Table 2.

22.7.4 Driver Deck and Sample Bulk Data

Note:

Card

No_.._t..

Only one data card of each type is listed to illustrate its use.

0 NASTRANFILES = UMF
1 ID DEHll21,NASTRAN
2 UMF 1977 11210
3 TIME 1
4 APP HEAT
5 SeL 1,I
6 CENO

7 TITLE = LINEAR STEADYSTATE HEAT ClRIDUCTIPNTHRIBUGHA WASHER
8 SUBTITLE - NASTRANDEI4JNSTRATI_NPRIYBLEMNO. 1-12-1
9 LABEL • SDLID ELEMENTS,SURFt,CE FILM HEAT TRANSFER

10 IILIIAD • ALL
11 SPCFIIRCES• ALL
12 THEPJ4AL(PRINT_PUNCH)• ALL
13 ELFIIRCE = ALL
14 SUBCJLSE123
15 LABEL - TEHPERATURESPE_IF[ED AT eUTER B_UNOARY
16 SPC = 351
17 LIIAD = 251
18 BEGIN BULK

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32

1

CHBDY
CHEXA1
+SeLl
CHEX_
+SeL2
CIIP.OEC
+CIIRD111
CTETRA
CldEDGE
GRDSET
GRID
MAT4
PARAM
PHBDY

2

701
1
113
2
114
111
100.0
3
8

1
200
IRES
702

3 4 S 6

702
200
112
200
113
0
.0
200
200

111
1.0
1
200

AREA4
I

2

.0

.0
104
4

1.0

1
2

3

12
13

14

.0 .0

114 3
1S

.0 .0

7

112
12

13

.0

103
104
111

8
i

101
101

102

.0

105

9 10
1

+SOL1

103 +SeL2

100.0 +qlR0111

115
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HEATTRANSFEREXAHPLE

1
33 [QBDY1I--1
34 J SEQGP I 12

35 j sPc 1351

36 ENDATA

Notes on

Card
No.

12

2 3 4 7 8

288. S
1.1
11

5 6

13 2.1
1 .O

Cards for the Solld Elenent Solution

3.1 15
1 .0

This card in the Case Control Deck requests that the temperatures of ill potnts
be prtnted on paper and punched on cards.

19 The CHBDYcard defines a boundary element which is used for heat flux, thermal vector
flux, convection and/or radiation.

31 A positive integer value of the IRES parameter in a HEAT statics problem wtll cause
the printing of all residual vectors.

J2 The PHBDY card defines the properties of the HBDY element.

33 The QBDYI card defines a uniform heat flux into HBDY elements. To be used In a static
run, this card must be requested in the Case Control Deck (LOAD-SID).

Card
No.

-T
1
2
3
4
5
6

NASTRANFILES=UMF
IO DEMI122,NASTRAN
UMF 1977 11220
APP HEAT
S_L 1,0
TIME 10
CEND

7 TITLE - LINEAR STEADY STATE C_NDITI_N THROUGH A WASHER
8 SUBTITLE - NASTIL_NDE_NSTRATI#N PRDBLEM NO. 1-12-2
g LABEL - RING ELEMENTS, FILM HEAT TRANSFER

10 _UTPUT
11 DLlilAD - ALL
12 SPCFIIRCE- ALL
13 THERRAL(PRINT,PUNCH) - ALL
14 ELFDRCE• ALL
15 SPC - 350
16 BEGIN BULK

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B

29

1

CMBOY
+MBDY14
CTRAPRG
GRID
MAT4
PHBI)Y
SEQGP
SPC
SPC1
SPCADO

ENODATA

2

1
20O
100
12
352
351
350
23
201

3 4 5

100
23
4

.I0
300
1.1
23
1
351

.0

REV

s lo61.0 .

13 _5
11 22 '
352

6

,o

14

7 8 9

.0

3.1

2OO

15 4.1

10

+NBOYI4
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NotesonCardsfor the Rtn9ElmentSolutton

13

17

22

28

Thtscardtn the CaseContrelDeckrequeststhat the temperatures of all potnts
be prtnted on paper and punched on cards.

The CHBDYdata card deftnes a boundary elemnt MItch ts used for heat flux, theme1
vector flux, convection and/or radiation.

The PHSDY card 4eftnes the properties of the HBDY eluent.

The TEMPOcard deftnes a default temerature for all grtd points of the structure1
rode1 xhtch hive not been gtvm a ttmperature on a TEMP card. Temperature sets
rest be selected tn the case Control Deck (TEMP-SID) to be used by NASTIbQI.
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HEAT TRANSFEREXAMPLE

Table 1. Bulk Data CL._Is of Spectal Reference to Heat Transfer Analysts

CItBDY

_TT3

MATT4

NATr5

PHBDY

_oY_

qecY2

QHBDY

QVECT

QVOL

RADLST

P,AD_X

TABLEMI

TABLEM2

TABLEM3

TABLEM4

TEMP

TEMPAX

TEMPD

Heat Boundary Elemnt

Haterlal Tmperature Dependence

Mat_rtal Temperature Dependence

Matertal Temperature Dependence

Property of Heat Boundary Elemnt

Boundary Heat Flux Load

Boundary Heat Flux Load

Boundary Heat Flux Load

Theme1 Vector Flux Load

Volume Heat Addttton

Ltst of Radiation Areas

Radiation Matrtx

Matertal Property Table

Mater|a1 Property Table

Matertal Property Table

Hatertal Property Table

Grtd Potnt Temperature Field

AxJsymmetric Temperature

Srtd Potnt Temperature F|eld Default
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Table2.

HEAT_U_NSFER ANALYSIS

Compar|son of Tfieorettcal and NASTRANTemperatures for Heat Conduction In a MasHer

r(radtus)

1.0

1.!

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

I Theoretl ca1
# Temperatures

199.984

172.486

147.381

124.288

102,906

83.001

64. 380

46.889

30.398

14. 799

0.000

NASTRANTern)erat.ur'e$
(Solld ;)*

202.396

173.904

148.833

124.783

102.852

82.913

64.306

46.832

30.356

14.773

0.000

NASTRANT_ eratures
(Rings)*

199.932

172.448

147.355

124.269

102.894

82.992

64.375

46.8845

30,397

14.798

0.000

* These are the average temperatures at a radius.

D

L
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HEATTIL_SFEREXNqPLE

GrtdPotnt
Sequence

¢ONS'lRAINTS

$t n91e-Potnt
)tulttpotnt

(Ore1tted Points)

CONSTANTFACTORS

Load Scale

Load Oelly

T4me Dependent
Themal Loads

TABLED1

Table (Time)

Coordinate
System

Definition

ul__ o

Grtd Potnt
Definition

STATIC THEN4N. LOADS

Internal Heat Generation
Boundary Heat Fluxes

O|rect|onal Heat Source

Grtd Potnt
Properties

Cxxx

Conduction & Boundary
Elemnt

Deft nttton

J
Pxx_.__x

Property
Deft nt tton

Matertal
Defi nt tton

TABLEMt

Table (Temperature)

Ftgure I. ThemJl rode1 dtagrm.
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HEATTRANSFERANALYSIS

Type - PIIINT

The untt norm1 vector ts gtven by n • Q/IQI, where Q |s g|ven tn the bas|c system at the
referenced grtd potnt (see CHBDYdata card, ftelds 16-18).

Type - LINE __.,.__._,.,_End2

En

The untt nomal 1tel tn the plane of Q and T, ts perpendicular to T, and is 9_ven by

- (_ x (_x_))/i_x (_x_)l.

Type - ELCYL

, R1 R2

The same logic is used _Lo determine n;as for type - LINE. The "radtus" R1 ts 1n the n dtrecttor
and R2 ts perpendicular to n and T (see ftelds 7 and 8 of PHBDYcard).

Type. REV

G2 n

The unit normal lies tn the x-z plane, and is given b_ n "
vector tn the y direction. - (ey

_x

x _)/I;_,x"rl. ey_stheuntt

Gx
Type - AREA3 or AREA4 _^

Tlx

G1 T12

" (_12 flx)/lf12The untt norm1 vector ts gJven by n - x x Tlx _, where x - 3 for trtaflgles and
x - 4 for quadrilaterals.

Figure 2. HBDY element orientation (for QVECT flux).
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HEATTIUISF[REXNIq.[

Sectloato benodeled

Conduct1vl t_
k-l.0

U-O.O
•"Temperature

sp,ctft,d

Ftgvrt 3. Washer Jnalyzed tn Heat Condvctton Oemmstrettoa Problea.
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HEATTRNISFERAIL4LYSIS

117

119

118

W13

120

W17

121

122

111

I1

116

115

112

12

HODY 701

Notatton

H1 ts a hexahedron, ZO- 1

T4 ts a tetrahedron, ZO - 4

• J ts a wedge. ZO - 9

(; ts a grtd potnt, ZO- G

Ftgure 4. Elments and Grtd Potnts.
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HEAT TRNISFER EXAHPt.E

t

Z

2.0

T TRIARG elements

Q TRAPRG elements

Ua = 488.5 at left end

Ua - 0.0 at right end

Figure 5. Section of a pipe, mode|ed with ring elements.
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23. CYCLIC SYMMETRYMOOELING

23.1 CYCLIC SYI44ETRYRODELS

Many structures, including pressure ves=els, rotating machines and antennae for space

communications, are made up of virtually Identical segments that are symmetrically arranged

with respect to an axis. There are two types of cyclic symmetry as shown tn Figures 1 and 2:

simple rotational symmetry, in which the segments do not have planes of reflective symmetry

and the boundaries between segments may be general doubly-curved surfaces; and dihedral symetry,

tn which each segment has a plane of reflective symmetry and the boundaries between segments are

planar. The use of cycltc symmetry allows the user to model only one of the Identical sub-

structures which w111 result in a large saving of data preparation and computer time for most

problems. Table 1 summarizes the Bulk Data cards of special relevance to cyclic symmetry. The

theoretical treatment for cyclic symmetry is given in Section 4.5 of tlie Theoretical Manual.

The total model consists of N Identical segments which are numbered consecutively from 1

to N. The user supplies a NASTRANImodel for one segment using regular elements and standard

modeling techniques, except that, grid points are not permitted on the polar axis. All other

segments and their coordinate system are automatically rotated by the program to equally

spaced positions about the polar axis. The boundaries must be comfomable, i.e., the segments

must coincide. This is easiest to insure tf a'cyltndrical or spherical coordinate system is

used, but such is not required.

symmetry of dihedral symetry,

also on the PARN( caR, NSEGS.

each segment and its reflected image. This requires application of both symmetric and antlsp

metric boundary coWltlons.

In rotational sym_try the basic transformation equation between the structure segments

n • 1, 2i etc., and the harmonic indices k • O, 1, 2, etc., ts

mAX

un . _o + _ [_kCcos(n.1)ka +

m

_kSsin(n-I )ka] (1)
k-l

where

un ts any displacement, load, stress, etc., on the n th segment (n - 1,2...NSEGS),

_o _kc _ks are the corresponding cyclic coefficients used in the solution which
define the entire structure,

CTYPE on the PARAHcard is used to specify either rotational

The number of segments, N, in the structural model is specified

As indicated in Figure 2, dihedral symmetry provides solutions f_r
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and

CYCLIC SYMMETRYROI)(LING

k Is the cycltc tndex (t.e., KINI_X),

ts the 11mtt (I(HAX < _) of k. (If all values of k are used, the transfor,mtion tsmAX
exact),

2;
a - _ ts the circumferential angle for each segment.

In the case of dthedral symmetry, the repeated segment my be dtvtded tnto two half-segments

dtvtdt_l by a plane of symmetry. The reason for ustng dthadral symmetry is to reduce the stze of

the rode1 by one half. The solution ts obtatned for s)_amtrtc mottons (S) and anttsymmtrtc

mottons (A) of the rtght half segment whtch ts the one to be mdeled by the user. Thus, for

each cycllc tndex, K, four coefficients are obtained deftntng the vartab'Je, n, t.e., _ks,S

_kc,S _ks,A. In the rtght hand segment the terms are added

Rtght Stde: _ks . _ks,S ÷ _ks,A (2)

In the left hand mirror tmage the anttsymmetrtc solutton ts sub_racted.

Left Stdle: _ks • _ks,S. _ks,A (3)

The two boundaries are called sides 1 and 2. In the case of rotational symmetry, stale 2

of segment n ts connected to side 1 of segment n+l, as sho_n tn Figure 1. In the ca:e of dtbedral

sylletry, stale 1 ts on the boundary of the segment and stde 2 ts on the plane of symetry for

the segment., as shown tn Figure 2. In et'.her case the grtd potnt numbers o_ stdes 1 and 2 must

be specified on the bulk data card, CYJ_XN.

No restrictions are placed on the use of the stngle point constraint, the_mlttpotnt constra|nt,

or the JFI|T feature o;_ 8ASTRAS. However, the constraints are assumed to be the same for each

segment. Constraints between segments are automttcally applled to the degrees of frlmdolkwhtch

are not othervtse constrained, at grid potnts specified on CYJIBIN bulk data cards. The SPCD bulk

data card m_y be used to vary the magnitude of enforced displacements for each of the segmmlts.

For purposes of minimizing matrix bandwidth, the equations of the solutton set are nomlly

sequencnd itth the cosine terms alternating wtth the stne terms. The user my request an alter-

nate sequence on the PARAIqcard, CYSEO, whtch orders all costne term before el| stne term.

The latter may 1reprove efficiency when all of the interior potnts have been omttted.
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23.Z STATICNQLYSXS

STATIC ANALYSIS

!
/J

Stettc loads are applled to the structural made1 tn the usual way. NASTRANassumes that

separate subcasos are defined for each segment. If there are multtple loads, a set of sequential

ordered subcases, one subcese per lead, must be deftned for each segment |n Case COntrol. In

effect, It ts as each segment of the model ts treated as a separate structure wtth 1as own load.

AI1 segments, of course, must have the same number of consecutive subcases, one for each

stattc load epplled to the whole model. In the case of rotational symmetry, there wtll be a

nu_r of subcases equal to the nu_r of segments tn the structure1 mudel ttmes the numer of

1.oedtn9 conditions, in the case of dthedrel symmetry, there wtll be bvice as many subcases

as for retettonel symwtry because of the two symmetric components. If there is more than a

s|ngle load|ng condition, the number of loadtng conditions must be specified on the PARAHcard,

NLIAO.

When loadtngs are specified tn thts manner, by phystcal segment, the data reduction wtll

also be done tn term of the phystcal segments. All the non_.al output ts available by segment

and loading tnclud|ng structure plots plus the symetrtcal components of displacement, tnternal

forces and stresses.

An alternate procedure for specifying the stattc 1odds may be used if the transformed values

of the forctng functions are knotm. In thts case, the transformed values of the loads are speci-

fied dtrectly on the usual loading cards. The PARA/4card, CYCZP, must be included in the Bulk

Oata Deck to tndtcate that cycllc transfom representation rather than physical segment repre-

sentation ts betng used for the stattc loads. If this optton ts used, the subcases must be

ordered according to the sy_trtcal components wtth the costne cases preceding the stne cases

for each Symlmtrtcal component. The output quantities wtll also be presented tn term of the

symtrtc components.

As Indicated tn the Theoretical Henual, Sectton 4.5, the cycllc symmetry uses a ftntte

Fourter transforeatton. Hence, the use of cycllc symtry procedures does not Introduce any

additional approxtmttons beyond those nomally associated wtth ftntte elemnt analysts. [n the

case of static analysts, a shortened approxlmatemthod may be used where the maxtmJm value of

the Nlrmntc |ndex ts specified on the PARAHcard, KiaAX. The default procedure ts t_ include all

hamontc tndtces. The use of a smaller number of hanmontc tndices ts stmtlar to truncating a

Fourter sertes. The stiffness associated with the htgher harmonic tndtces tends to be large,

so that the;e components of dtsplacemnts tend to be small.
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CYCLIC$YIIIETRY_OI_ELIMG

The lIMIT feature my be used to remove all degrees of freedom at tnternal grtd potnts wtth-

out any loss of accuracy. Since thts reduction ts applied to a stngle segment prtor to the

symmetry transfomlttons, tt can greatly reduce the amount of subsequent calculation.

+, +:
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NOPJt_LMODESANALYSZS

Z3.3 _ MOOESANALYSIS

is tnvolveddihedral S_letry tn nomal modes analys|s only the modes for the s_n,-

lltrtclll compommts _kc,$ and _ks,A are cbtatned. The modes for the other two ter,_s are identical

i and correspond to a one-seglmlt rotatton of the structure.

The Fourter transform solutions are performed _eparately for each hamontc tndex. The

J hermon|c Index for Hch solutton ts spoctftnd on the PARAMcard, KINDEX. The standard restart

procedures can be used to calculate v|brltton modes for 8ddfttonal hamontc tndtces. Note,

I1 however, that no provision ts rode to recover solutton data tn term of the phystcal segment.

The IMIT feature ts used tn the Usull vey to reduce the stze of the analysts set and tnvolvesthe usuol ilpproxtmttons. The SUPIIRT card for free bodtes cannot be used wtth cyc11c symmetry.

!
t
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23.4 CYCLIC SYMMETRYEXAMPLE

An examle to 111ustrato the handltng of cycltc symmetry by Rtgtd Format 14 is presented.

Another problem processed by Rigid Format 15 may be found in the NASTRANDemonstration Problem

Manual.

23.4.1 Description

A constant thickness circular plate with six radial stiffeners and a central hole, shown

in Figure 3 is analyzed .sing dthedral symmetry. The plate is subjected to a uniform pressure

load applied over a 60° segment of the plate.

The finite element model Is shown in Figure 4. The stringers are 60° apart but only 30°

of the structure needs to be e_deled when using the dihedral symmetry option. There are 12

subcases since these are two half segments in a 60° segment and only one loading condition. The

CYJIIN bulk data card defines those points in the moddle of the segment (SIDE 2) and those

points on the boundary between segments (SIDE l).

23.4.2 Input

Parameters:

Ro - 1.0 (outside radius)

RI - .14 (inside radius)

t - .01 (plate thickness).. ,

a - .06 (height and wtd_ of"_ttffeners)

E - 10.6 x 106 (madulus of elasticity)

v " .325 (Potsson's ratio)

Boundary Condltlons:

Ur - U0 - 8z - 0 (all points)

Uz - er- 0 (along r- 1.0)

Applied loads::

Pressure - 200.0 between O - 60 ° and 120°

Cyclic symmetry parameters:

CTYPE - DRL

KMAX - 2

NSEGS• 6

NLOAD- 1
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Z3.4.3 Results

Thestructurecanbeanalyzed using rotational symmetry or dth_lral s_mmtry descr]hed

here and the results wtl1 be Identical. The results for the normm'l dtsplacammt$ a_ g|vqm In

table 1 for r • 0.46.

23.4.4

Note:

Driver and Sample Bulk Data

Only one data card of each type Is ltsted to illustrate Its use.

Card
No.

--T-
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41

ID 0EM14011, NASTRAN
APP DISPLACEMENT
S_L 14,0
TIME 5
DIAG 8
CEND

TITLE - STATIC ANALYSIS _F A CIRCULARPLATE
SUBTITLE • NASTRANOEMIINSTRATIJNPRIIBLEHNil. 14-1-1
LABEL = DIHEDRAL CYLCIC SYMMETRY
SPS = lOl

9UTPUT
_LgAD = ALL
OISP = ALL
SPCF = ALL
SUBC,ASE I
LABEL = SEGMENT I RIGHT
SUBCASE 2
LABEL = SEGMENT I LEFT
SUBCASE 3
LABEL = SEGMENT 2 RIGHT

LgAD = 102
SUBCASE 4
LABEL , = SEGMENT 2 LEFT

LgAD = 102
SUBCASE 5
LABEL = SEGMENT 3 RIGHT
SUBCASE 6
LABEL. • SEGMENT 3 LEFT
SUBCASE 7
LABEL - SEGMENT 4 RIGHT
SUBCASE 8
LABEL = SEGMENT4 LEFT
SUBCASE9
LABEL - SEGMENTS RIGHT
SUBCASE10
LABEL - SEGMENTS LEFT
SUBCASE11
LABEL = SEGMENTB RIGHT
SUBCASE12
LABEL - SEGMENT6 LEFT
BEGIN BULK

PAGE
oF
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Card
No.

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

CBAR
CNGRNT
CgRD2C
+C1
10
CVJgIN
GRDSET
GRID
HATI
PARA.M
PBAR
+PB1
PLEAD2
SPCI
SPCADD
ENDDATA

1
10
1
1.
1
1

10
1
CTYPE
1
.O
102
1!0
101

3

1
11
0
.0
10
C
1

10.6+6
DRL
l
.03
200.
12346
110

CYOLIC SYMMETRYEXAMPLE

il
10

1.0

10
10
112

4 S 6 7 8 g 1Q

20

.0

21
20

.0

.325

5.4-7
.0
20
11

•'0 _'

.0

20
30

.0
2.59-4

5.4-7
.03
30
12

.O

.0

40

i

12.9-6

I.0-6
.03
40

.0

50

I

I. +Cl

.60 CYC SYMCYC SYH
+PBi

-.03

Data Deck Notes

Card
NO.

The SCL card references Rigid Format 14, which is a _pecial set of DMAP instruc-
tions for static analysis using cyclic symmetry.

47 The CYJ_IN card is used only for cylcic symmetry problems. It defines the
boundary points of a segment of a structural'm_del.

$I The CTYPE parameter is required for Rigid Formats 14 and 15. The value of
the parameter defines the type of cyclic symmetry.

L
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CYCLIC SYMMETRYHOO[LING

Table I. Bulk O4ta Cards of Spectll Relevance to Cycltc $_metry

CYJD|N

PARAM(CTYPE)

PARA_(NStGS)

PARAH(NLIIAD)

PAR_(CYC[I)

PARAN(CYCS[Q)

PARAM(X_X)

PARAM(KINnEX)

Boundary points of a s_lmnt

Defines the type of cXc)lc symttry (require)

Number of Identical se_nts in the model (requital)

Nt_e_' of static loadtng conditions (optto_ll tn stlttc
analysts)

Form o_ input and output data (opttonll tn $tltt¢ anllytl$)

Procedure for sequencing the equations t. the solution
set (opt ional)

_xtmum value of the hat_ntc index (opttcmal tn $tattc
(a.alysts)

_p_ctfted _ slnq|e v_lue of t_e hlrmontc tndex (required
In nOUnal modes _nalysls)

?.1.4-4
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T_le 2,

CYCLIC SY_ETRY (XAHPLE

Ottplictm_ts of Ctrcultr Plste Under P_lssure L_lld at r • 0.46

e

0

15

3O

45

6u

75

105

IZO

135

165

180

Iq5

210

225

240

_$5

270

_8S

)15

330

345

._60

O|HEORAL "' J...................

METHOD /
..................................... --J Value

Subcase Grtd _ .....................

1 30

1 31

1 32
2 32

2 31

2 30
3 30

3 31

3 32
4 32

4 31

4 3O
S 30

5 )I

5 32
6 _2

6 31

6 3O
l 30

7 .11

7 32
8 ._7

8 31

8 30
q 3(1

9 .tl

q )7
I0 .17

I0 .!1

111 .10
11 ._0

II .11

11 ._Z
17 .I,_

IZ 31

I? 30

1.417

I ,430

1,464

!, 484

1,430

1,412

1,354

1,34q

I. 34,_

I.34q

1..154

1..1,_9

1 365

23.4°5
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CYCLIC SYMMETRYMOOELING

Segment 1

Side I

Conformable Interface

I. The user n_odel$one segment.

2, Each segment has its own coordinate syst_n which rotates with the segment,

3. Seg_ent bo_zndariesmay be curved surfaces. The local dlsplacemew_t

coord!rate systems must confcr_ at the joining points. The use:"_ives

a paired llst of points on Side l and Side 2 which are to be joined.

Ftqure 1. Rotational symetry.
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CYCLIC SYI@EI'RY[XANPI.[

Segment 2L Segment

Segmmt 1L

I. The user models one-half segment (an R seg_nt). The L hell segments

ere mtrror tma2es of the R hilf se_nts,

Z. [Ich half segn_nt his tts o_n coordinate system whtch rotates with the

se_:'ent. The L half segments use left hand coordinate systems.

3. Segment boundaries must be planar. Local dtsplicc_nent s_stlms axes.

essvcl_ted with Inter=segment boundaries, must be tn the plane or

nor_l to the ploml. The user |tsts tl_e points on Side I 4rid Side Z

_tch are to be Jotned.

Ftgur_ 2. Othedrel s_nmet ry.

23.4-1
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CYCLIC $YI_IETRY MODELING

Pressure 1_Id tm

,_ Stql,y suplperted

// , \-,.
A _'6oo \ "

_L_ I ,'_ _ _ 1
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0,46 SIDE 1

F|gur_ 4. Ftnlte element model.
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24. HYDROELASTICANALYSIS

24.1 SOLUTION OF THE FLUID MODEL

The NASTRAN hydroelastic option allows the user to solve a wtde variety of flutd problems

having structural interfaces, compressibility, and gravity effects. A complete derivation of the

NASTRAN model and an explanation of the assumptions are given in the Theoretical Manual, Section

16.1. The input data and the solution logic have many similarities to those of a structural model.

The Bulk I_ta cards of special relevance to hydroelastic analysis are listed in Table 1. The

standard normal modes analysis, transient analysis, complex eigenvalue analysis, and frequency

response solutions are available with minor restrictions. The differences between a NASTRAN

fluid model and an ordinary structural problem are due to the physical properties of a fluid,

w_tch are:

1. The independent degrees of freedom for a fluid are the Fourier coefficients of the

pressure function (i.e., "harmonic pressures") in an axisymmetric coordinate system.

The indpendent degrees of freedom for a structure are typically displacements and

rotations at a physical point in space.

2. Much like the structural model, the flutd data will produce "stiffness" and "mass"

equivalent matrices. Because they now relate pressure and flow instead of displace-

ment and force, their physical meaning is quite different. The user may not apply

loads, constraints, or sequencing, directly on the fluid points involved. Instead,

the user supplies information related to the boundaries and NASTRAN generates the

correct constraints, sequencing, and matrix terms internally. Indirect methods,

however, are available to the user for utilizing the internally generated )_tnts

as normal grid or scalar points. See Section 24.4 for the identification code.

3. When a physical structure is to be connected +_ the fluid, the user supplies a ltst

of fluid points and a related list of special structural grid points and NASTRAN

produces the unsymmetric mtrtx terms which define the actual physical relations.

A special provision is included in NASTRAN for the structure which has planes of

symmetry. The user may, if he wishes, define only a section of the boundary and solve

hts problem wtth s_metric or antisymmetric constraints. The fluid-structure inter-

face will take the missing sections of structural boundary into account.
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4. Because of the spectal nature of fluid problems, various user convenience options

._ are absent. The fluid elements and harmonic pressures may not be included in the _ ;

structural plots at present. Plotttng the hamonic pressures versus frequency or

time may not be requested directly. Because mass matrix tems are automatically

generated if compressibility or free surface effects are present, the weight and

C.G. calculations may not be correct and should be avoided if fluid elements are

present. Also, the Inertia Relief Rigid Format uses the mass matrix to produce inter-

nal loads and if fluids are included, the special fluid terms in the mass _trix

may produce erroneous results.

In spite of the numerous differences between a NASTP_N structural model and a NASTRAN

fluid model, the similarities allow the user to formulate a model with a minimum of data prepara-

tion and to obtain efficient solutions to large order problems. The similtrities of the fluid

model to the NASTRAN structural model are:

I. The fluid is described by points in space and finite element connections. Thelocation_

of the axisymmetric fluid points are described by rings (RINGFL) about a polar axis,

much like the axisymmetric conical shell. The rings are connected by elements

CFLUIDi) which have the properties of density and bulk mudulus of compressibility.

Each fluid ring produces internally a series of NASTRAN scalar points which represent

"harmonic pressures" pn and pn*. The pressure function p_) is defined by the following

equation:

p(_) : pO + pn cos n¢ + p sin n_ O<N <100

,

where the set of harmonics O, n and n* are selected by the user. If the user desires

the output of pressure at specific points on the circular ring, he may identify them

as "pressure points" (PRESPT) by giving a point nueber and an angle on a specified

flutd ring. The output data will have the values of pressure at the angle,_ , given

in the above equation. The output of free surface displacements normal to the surface

(FREEPT) also available at specified angles, ¢.

The input da to NASTRAN may include all of the extstinq options except axtsymmetrlc

structural element data. Al1 of the existing case control options may be tncluded 4
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wtth the addition of source flutd case control requests. The case control card

op_ton "AXISYM-FLUID" is necessary when any harmonic flutd degrees of freedom are

Included. All of the structural element and constraint data my be used (but not

connected to RINGFL, PRESPT, or FREEPT flutc points). The structure-fluid bourn(Wry

ts defined wtth the aid of special grid points (GRIll) which my be used for any

purpose that a structural grid point ts presently used.

The output data options for the structural part of a hydroelasttc model are unchanged

from the existing NASTRANoptions. The output values for the fluid wtll be produced

in stmtlar format as the displacement vectors wtth modifications for the harmomtc

data. Printed output for the flutd may tnc;ude both real and complex values. Pres-

sures and free surface displacements, and their velocities and accelerations, mlty be

printed with the same request (the case control request PRESSURE-SETts equivalent

to DISP-SET) as structural displacements, velocities and accelerations. Strocturll

plots are restricted to GRID and GRIDB points and any e1oments connected to them.

X-Y plot and RandomAnalysis capabilities are available for FREEPT and PRESPTpoints

if they are treated a; scalar points. The RINGFL point identification numbers may

not be i:sed in any plot request. Instead, the special internally generated points

used for harmonics may be requested in ]_-Y plots and RandomAnalysis. See Section 24.4

for the identification numbering code. No element stress or force data ts produced

for the fluid elements. As in the axisymmetric conical shell problem, the case control

request t_R_NICS-N is used to select up to the Nth harmonic for output.
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24.2 HYDROELASTIC INPUT DATA

A number of spectal NASTRAN bulk data cards are required for flutd anlaysts problem, These

cards are compatible with structural NASTRAN data. A brief description of the uses for each bulk

data card follows.

AXZF

This card controls the fo_lation of the axis_tric fluld prob1_. It Is required card

if any of the subsequent fluld-related cards are present. The data references a fluid-relat_

coordinate system to define the axis of symmetry. The grav|ty parameter is included on this

card raU_er than on the G_V card because the direction of 9ravlty must be parallel to the axi$

of symmetry. For convenience, the values of density and bulk elastic modulus my also be input

on this card in the event that these properties are constant throughout the fluid. A list of

hamonics and the request for the nons)nmetric (sine) coefficients are included on this card to

allow the user to select any of the harmonics without producing extra matrix tem for the

missing han_onics. A change in this list, however, will force the RESTART loglc to start at

the beginning of the problem.

RINGFL

The geometry of the fluid model about the axts of symmetry is defined with the aid of these

data cards. The RINGFL data cards serve somewhat the same function for the fluid as the 6RID

cards serve for the structure. In fact, each RINGFL card will produce a special grid point

internally for each of the various harmonics selected on the AXIF data card. These internally

generated points may not be connected dtrect]y to normal NASTRAN structural elements (see GRID6

and BDYLIST data cards), nor may constraints be applied directly to RINGFL flutd points.

CFLUIDt

The data on these carJs are u_;ed to define a volume of fluid bounded by the referenced

RINGFL points. The volume is called an element and logically serves the same purpose as a

structural finite element. The physical properties (density and bulk modulus) of the fluid

element may he defined on this card if they are variables with respect to the 9eomtry. If a

property ts not defined, the default values on the AXIF card are assumed. Two connected circles

(RINGFL) are used to define fluid elements containing the axis of s_nmetry. A choice of three

or four points is available in the remainder of the fluid.
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GRIDR

Thts card provides an alternate to the GRID card by defining of structural grid points

Indirectly as a locatton on a flutd ring. It is used to identify the structural grtd point

wttha particular RINGFL fluid potl_t for hydroelasttc problems. The particular purpose for

this card ts to force the user to place structural boundary points in exactly the same locations

as the fluid points on the boundary. The format of the GRIDB card is Identical to the format

of the GRID card except that one additional fteld is used to identify the corresponding RINGFL

point. The GRDSETcard, however, for GR]DB data does not supply defaults.

]f the user desires, he may use GR[DB cards without a flutd model. This ts convenient in

case the user wished to solve his structural problem first and to add the flutd effects later

without converting GRID cards to GR]DB cards. The referenced R]NGFL point must still be

tncluded in a boundary list (BOYL]ST), see below, and the AX]F card must always be present when

GRI08 cards are used. (The flutd effects are eliminated by specifying no harmonics on the

AXIF card.

FREEPTt PRESPT

These cards are used to define points on a free surface for surface displacement output

and pressure output for points in the fluid. No constraints may be applied to these points.

Scalar elements and direct n_trix data my be connected to these points, but since the generalized

displacements actually represent pressures, the physical meaning of the elements will be different

than in the structural sense,

FSLIST, BDYLIST

The purpose for these cards is to allow the user to define the boundaries of the flutd

with a coml)lete freedom of choice. The FLIST card defines a list of fluid points which lie

on a free surface. The BDYLIST data is a list of fluid points to which structural GRIDB points

are connected. Points on the boundary of the fluid For which SPC, BDYLIST or FSLIST data

are not defined are assumed to be rigidly restrained from motion in a dirIDctionnormal to

the surface.

With both of these lists the sequence of the listed points determines th_ nature of the

boumclary. The fo11_Ing dlr_ctlons wlll aid the user In producing a llst.

I. &raw the z axis upward and the r axis to the right. Plot the locations of the fluid

points on the right hand side of z.

k
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2. If one imagines htmself traveling along the free surface or boundary with thc fluid on

his right side, the sequence of points encountered is used for the list. If the sur-

face or boundary touches the axis, the word "AXIS" is placed in the list. "AXIS"

may be used only for the first and/or last point in the ltst.

3. The free surface must be consistent with static equilibrium. With no gravity field,

any free surface consistent with axial symmetry is allowed, With gravity, the free

surface must be a plane perpendicular to the z axis of the fluid coordinate system.

I. Multiple free surface lists and boundary lists are allowed. A fluid point may be

included in any number of lists.

Figure l illustrates a typical application of the free surface and structural boundary

lists.

FLSYti

This card allows the user the option of modeling a portion of the structure with planes

of symmetry containing the polar axis of the fluid. The first plane of symmetry is assumed

at ¢ = 0.0 and the second plane of sy_netry is assumed at ¢ = 360°/M where M is an integer

specified on the card. Also specified are the types of symmetry for each plane, symmetric

iS) or antisymmetric (A). The user must also supply the relevant constraint data for the

structure. The solution if performed correctly only for those harmnic coefficients that are

compatible witn the symmetry conditions as illustrated in the following example for quarter

symmetry, M = 4.

Series

Cosine

Plane
l

Plane

S

0,2,4....

none

II I

1,3,5 ....
noneA

Sine S none none

(*) A 1,3,5 .... 2,4,6 ....

DMIAX

These cards are used for 01tact Matrix Input for special purposes such as surface frlction

effects. They are equivalent to the DMIG cards, the only difference being the capability to

24.2-3
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$pectfy the hamontc n_bers for the degrees of freedom. A mtrtx may be deftned wtth efther

OMIGor OH|AX cards, but not wtth both.

_m
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24.3 RIGIO FORMATS

The characteristics of the flutd analysts problems which cause restrictions on the type of

solutton are:

1. The fluid-structure Interface is mathematically described by a set of unsymmtrtc

mltrtces. Since the ftrst stx Rtgtd Formats are restricted to the use of sy_trtc

_trtces, the fluid-structure boundary is ignored. Thus, for any of these Rtgtd

Formt_ the program solves the problem for a fluid in a rigid container wtth an

optional free surface end an uncoupled elastic structure with no flutd present.

2. No means are provtded for the dtrect input of applted loads on the fluid. The only

directipeans of exciting the fluid is through the structure-fluid boundary. The

f]utd problem may be formiJlated in any Rigid Format, however, only so_ will provide

non-trivial solutions.

The suggested Rigid Formats for the analysis of axisymmetrtc flutds end the restrictions

on each are described below:

Rtgtd Format No. 3 - Normal Hodes Analysis

The modes of a fluid in a rigid container may be extracted with a conventional solution

request. Free surface effects with or without gravity my be accounted for. Any structure

date in the deck will be treated as a disjoint problem. (The structure may also produce

normal1 modes.) Nomalization of the eigenvectors using the P_INT option wt11 cause a fetal

error.

Rl2 _ Format No. 7 - Direct Complex Etgenvalue Analysts

The coupled modes of the fluid and structure must be solved with this Rigid Format. If

no demptng or direct input matrices are added, the resulting complex roots wt11*be purely

imaginary numbers, whose values arethe natural frequencies of the system. The m_<le shape of

the colt)tnatton may be nor_ltzed to the maxtn_um quantity (harnl)ntc pressure or structura]

dtsplacemnt) or to a specified structural point displacee_Dnt.

RI__Fp_.r_t_No:_8 - Direct Frequency and Random Response

This solution may be used directly If the loads are applted only to the structura] points.

The use of overall damping (parameter g ) is not recom_eflded since the fluid matrtce_ derived

would not have Ohystcal stqntftcance. Output restrictions are listed on I_lqe
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Rtsltd Fomet No..9 - Direct Transient Response

Transient analysts m_ be perforletKI directly on the fluid-structure system if the following

rules are followed,

I. Applied loads and Intttal conditions are only given to the structure1 points.

t. All quantities are msur_l relattve to static equilibrium. The lnttta| values

of the pressures ire assumed to be at equt|tbrtum.

3. Overall structural damping parameters "3 and g should not be used.

RIgt d Fomts IOL .11 _. and 12 - 14odal Fomu_|ations

Although these Rtgld Forints may be used to solve fluid dynamics problems, their practi-

cality ts limited, The modal coordinates used to formulate the dynamic mtrtces wtll be the

howl modes of both the fluid and the strL,cture sol,_ed as uncoupled systems, Even though

the range of natural frequencies would be typically very different for the fluid then for the.

str_cture. NASTRAN will select both sets of modes from a given fixed frequency range, The

safest method with the present system is the extraction of al1 modes for both systems with

the Trtdtagonaltzatton Rethod. This proceduv'e, however, results in a dynamic system with

large full matrices. The Direct Fomulatton would be more efficient in that case. At present,

the CalXlbtlity for fluid-sLructu_ boundary coupling iS not provided wtth Rigid Formats IO, ll,

and 12. Homlwlr, the ceplblltty may be provided by means l_f ALTERs using the same logic as

tn the dtrect fomulattons.
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24,4 HYOROELASTIC DATA PROCESSING

!1 •
I

The flutd related data cards submitted by the user ere processed by the NASTRAN preface

module to produce equlvalent grld point, scalar point, element connectlon, and constraint date

card images. Each specified harmonic, N, of the Fourier series solutlon produces a complete

sot of speclal grid and connection card images. ]n order to retain unique Internal Identlfl-

cation numbers, the user identification numbers are encoded according to the algorithm below:

RZN_rLop__:

NASTRAN grid Id. _ User ring Id. + 1,000,000 x IN

where

IN = N + I cosine series

I N - N + 1/2 sine series

CFLUIDi connection cards:

NASTRAN element ]d. • User element ld. + 1000 x ]H

where [N is defined above for each harmor.tc N.

For example, if the user requested all ha_onics fro_ zero to two, including the sine(*)

series, each RINGFL card will produce five special ortd cords internally. If the user's Identi-

fication number (it! field 2 of the RINGFL data card) were 37, the internally generated grid

points would have the fo]lowtng _denttftcatton numbers:

Harmonic Id.

0 1,OOO,037

l* 1,500,037

1 2,000,037

2" 2,500,037

2 3,000,037

These equlvalent grid points aye resequenced auto_ttcally by NASTRAN to be adjacent to the

original RINGFL identification number. A RINGFL point may not be resequenced by the user.

The output from n_trix printout, table p¥'tntout, and error messages will h_ve the fluid

points labeled in this form. If the user wished, he may use these numbers aS scalar points

for Random Analysis, X-Y plotting, or for any other purpose.

' 74.4-1
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In addttton to the multtple sets of potnts and connection caP(is, the NASTRAN perflce also

m_y generate constraint sets. For example, if a free surface (FSL|ST) ts specified tn a zero-

grevtty f_eld, the pressures are constrained by NASTRAN to zero, For thts case the tnternel|y

generated set of single point constraints _re internally combtned with any user deftned struc-

tural constrttnts and w111 always be selected euto_tJcelly.

if pressures at points in the fluid {PRESPT) or gravity-dependent nomal dtsplaceeents on

the free surface (FREEPT) are requested, the p_ogrem wtll convertthem to scalar points end

create a set of multipotnt constraints with the scalar points as dependent v_rtables, The

constraint set will be internally combined with any user def|ned sets and will be selected

automatically.

The PRESPT and FREEPT scalar points may be used as normal scalar points for purposes such

as plott|ng versus frequency or time. Although the FREEPT values are dtsplaceqe_bnts, scalar

elements connected to tbemwtll have a different n_antnq than In the structural sense. AtLy

restrictions on their motion w111 negate their basic definition.

"IA ,
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HYI)aO[LASTIC SMPL| PROOLEII

24.5.1 Dascrtptton

Section 24.5.2 lists the data deck for a samla hydroelasttc prolbm. Figures I end 2

describe the problm and 1|st the parameters of the m0del. The relattvel$ stall number of

grtd points were chosen to keep the problm staple, _ot for accuracy. Structural data cards

are tncluded In their standard formats. Explanations for key Case Control and Bulk Data cards

are given In the following notes:

1. The "AXISYfl-FLUID" card ts necessary to control the constraint set selecttoas and the

output forests for a flutd problm. It must appear above the subcase level.

2. "DISPLACEMENT-" and "PRESSURE-" case contro_ cards are pseudonyms. "O|SI_ALL" w111

produce all structure dtsplacemnts, free surface dlsplacemnts, and all flutd

pressure values tn the output. The "HARMPNICS-" control ts a 11mtt on the Mmontc

data and has the same function as tn _n axtsymmtrtcal conctal shell problme.

3. The AX|F card defines the existence of a hydroelasttc probllm. It Is used to deftne

overall parameters and select the hamontc degrees of freedom, N-1 and N-2.

4. The RINGFL cards define the five points on the flutd cross sectton.

S. The CFLUIDt cards are used to define the volume of the flutd as finite elements

connected by the R|NGFL points. Since parameters p end B are mtsstng, the default

values on the AXlF card wtll be used.

6. The FSLIST card ts used to define the free surface at z - 10.0. The density factor,

p, ts placed on the card tn thts case. If blanks the default value on the AX|F card

ts used.

7. The flutd-structur_ boufldiry IS defined on the BOYL|ST card. The AXIF default

density ts used.

8o The GRID6 cards define the structure potnts on the fluid boundary. Points #3 through

t G are connected to the #2 flutd ring. The rotation tn the r direction (_4. In

fteld 8) ts constrained.
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The fact that one-quarter symmetry was used for the structure requires the use of

the FLSYM car_l. Symmetrtc-Anttsymmtrtc boundaries indicate tMt only the cosine

terms for the odd harmonics will interact with the structure. If Symmetric-Symmetric

boundary conditions were chosen on the FLSYMdata card, only the even harmonics of

the cosine series would interact with the structure.

9river Deck and Bulk I)tte Listtn s

1 I9 HYORO,USER
2 APP DISP
3 SOL 7,9
4 TIRE 2
S CEND
6 TITLE • SNqPLE HYDRIIELASTICPR_IBLEIq
7 SUBTITLE - EIGENVALUEANALYSIS WITH FLEXIBLE BOUNDARY
8 AXISYM-FLUID
9 SPC - 3
I0 CHEII4(19- 1
11 tUTPUT
12 OlSP - ALL
13 HARJ411NICS- ALL
14 ELFIBRCE- ALL
15 BEGIN BULK

1

16 AXIF 2

17 +AX 1

18 C_2C
19 +CD

29 RINGFL
21 RINGFL
22 RINEFL

23 CFLUID2
24 CFLUI92
25 CFLUIC3
26 CFLUID4

27 FLIST

28 BI)YLIST

2
1.0

1
7
13

101
102
103
I04

0.03

BULK OATA FIELD

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

32.2 0.03

3

9.
9. 9.

4.9
4.9
4.0

1 7
7 13
7 8
1 2

AXIS 1

2 8

O. O.

10.0 2
5.9 8
9.0

13
7 8

2

13

.

8.0
8.0

O° 1.9

+AX

+Ce
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29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52

53
54
55

!
GRIm
GRXi_
GRXOB
GRIOB
GR|OB
SRIOB
GRIDB
GRIDB
GRIOB
GRIm
GR|DB
GRIDB

CQUAD2
CQUAD2
CQUAD2
CqUAD2
COUAD2
CQUA02
PQUAD2
HAT1
SPC1
SPC1
SPC1

FLSYH

EIGC
+EI
ENDOATA

2

3
4
S
6
9
10
I1
12
14
lS
16
17

10
I1
12
13
14
15
11
12
3
3
3

4

1
O.

11
I1
11
11
11
11
12
10.6+6
246
135
135

INV
O.

HYDROELASTICSAHPLEPROBLEM

3 4

3
4
5
9
10
11
0.5

3
6
14

HAX
O.

5

0.0
30.0
60.0
90.0
O,
30,
60.
90.
O,
30,
60.
90.

9
10
11
14
15
16

0,3
g
12
15

5.

10
11
12
15
16
17

0.05
14
17
16

3.

6 7 8 g 10

2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
5
6
10
11
12

2 2

2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8
13
13
13
13

+El

Table 1.

AXIF

BDYLIS1

CFLUIDt
(i,2,3 or 4)

DI,IIAX

FLSYH

FREEPT

FSLIST

GRIOB

PRESPT

R|NGFL

Bulk Data Cards of Special Relevance to Hydroelastic Analysts

Indicates the existence of an axisymn_tric fluid analysis.

Defines the boundary between a fluid and a structure.

Defines three types of fluid elements.

oar act input matrix terms for axisy_metric fluid or structure problem.

Allows fluid boundary matrices to confom to structural sym_try
definitions.

Defines points on the surface of a fluid for surface displacement
output.

Defines the fluid points which lie on a free surface boundary.

Defines structural grid points as locations on a fluid ring.

Dafines pressure points in the fluid for pressure data output.

Defies a point on a fl,id ring.
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®®

Sy_met rt ¢

Flutd:

St ructure:

T I
5.0

1

_-, o_+__4.o__
Free Surface

Fluid

I Points_ _"

@

Fixed

Density, p • 0.03

Bulk Modulus, B - ,,

Gravity, g • 32.2

Thickness, - 0.5

Density, p - 0.05

@®®®

r

Structure
Points

Figure 1. Sample hydroelastf¢ problem.
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Axis of Symmetry

Free Surface

;tructure ._ List
Boundary _ .......

List//17J _3_ 3"i- 3"8 ))

I 22 FLUID .

I

1 2 3 4 5 6

L40

35 Structure

28 Boundary
List //2

21

14

7

J

FSLIST: :

BDYLIST #1 :

BDYL]ST //2:

36, 37, 38, 39, 40

AXIS, 22, 23, 29, 36

40° 3S, 28,, 21, "14, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, AXIS

Figure 2. Examples of boundary lists.
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25. ACOUSTIC CAVITY ANALYSIS

25.1 NODELINGOF THE ACOUSTIC CAVITY

The HASTRANstructural analysis system is used as the basis for acoustic cavity analysis.

Rsny of the structural analysis options such as selecting boundary conditions, applying loading

conditions, and selecting output data are also available for acoustics. The data cards speci-

fically used for acoustic cavity analysis are listed in Table 1 and described below. The card

formats are exhibited in Section 2.4 of the User's Manual. Their purposes are analogous .to

the use of structural data cards. A gridwork of points is distributed over the longitudinal

cross section of an acoustic cavity and finite elements are connected between these points to

define the enclosed volume.

The points are def!_ed by GRIDF data cards for the axisymetrlc central fluid cavity and

by GRIDS data cards for the radial slots. The GRIDF points are interconnected by finite elements

via the CAXIF2, CAXIF3, and CAXIF4 data cards to define a cross sectional area of the bodY of

rotation. The CAXIF2 element data card defines the area of the cross section between the axis

and two points off the axis (the GRIDF points may not have a zero radius). The CAXIF3 and

CAXIF4 data cards define triangular or quadrilateral cross sections and con-,ectthree or four

GRIDF points respectively. The density and/or bulk modulus at each location of the enclosed

fluid may also be defined on these cards.

The GRIDS points in the slot region are interconnected by finite elements via the CSL_T3

and CSL@T4 data cards. These define finite elements with triangular and quadrilateral _ross-

sectional shapes respectively. The width of the slot and the number of slots may be defined

by default values on the AXSL@T data card. If the width of the slots is a variable, the value

is specified on the GRIDS cards at each point The number of slots, the density, and/or the

bulk modulus of the fluid may also be defined individually for each element on the CSL_T3 and

CSLmT4 cards.

The AXSL_T data card is used to define the overall parameters for the system. S_me of

these parameters are called the "default" values and may be selectively changed at particular

cross sections of the structure. The values given on the AXSL_T card will be used if a corres-

ponding value o_ the GRIDS, CAXIFt, or CSL_Tf is left blank. The parameters p (density) and

B (bulk moduius) are properties of the flutd. If the value given for bulk modulus is zero,

the fluid ts considered tmcompresstble to the program. The parameters H (number of slots)

25.1-1
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and W (slot width) are properties of the geometry. The parameter M defines the numer of

equally spaced slots around the circumference with the first slot located at ¢ - 0°. The para-

meter N {harmonic number) is selected by the user to analyze a particular set of acoustic

modes. The pressure is assumed to have the following distrlbutlon.

p(r,z,¢) : p(r,z) cos N¢

If N : O, the breathing and longitudinal modes will result. If N - I the pressure at

¢ = 180° will be the negative of the pressure at ¢ = 0°. If N- 2, the pressures at ¢ - _°

and ¢ : 270° will be the negative of that at ¢ = 0°. Values of N larger than M/2 have no signi-

ficance.
o

The interface between the central cavity and the slots is defined with the SLBOY data

cards. The data for each card consists of the density of the fluid at the interface, the numben

of radial slots around the circumference, and a list of GRIDS points that are listed in the

dequence in which they occur as the boundary is traversed. In order to ensure continuity be-

tween GRIDF and GRIDS points at the interface, the GRIDF points on the boundary"between the

cylindrical cavity and the slots are identified on the corresponding GRIDS data cards rather

than on GRIDF cards. Thus, the locations of the GRIDF points will be exactly the same as the

locations of the corresponding GRIDS points.

Various standard NASTRAN data cards may be used for special purposes in acoustic analysis.

The SPCI data card may be used to constrain the pressures to zero at specified points such as

at a free boundary. The formats for these cards are included in Section 2.4 of the User's

Manual. Dynamic load cards, direct input matrices, and scalar elements may be introduced to

account for special effects. The reader is referred to Sections 1.4 and 1.5 of the User's

Manual for instruction in the use of these cards.

25.1-2
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25.2 ASSUMPTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS

ASSUMPTIOIIS AND LINITATIONS

The accuracy of the acoustic model will be dependent on the selectlon of the mesh of

finite elements. The assumption for each element Is that the pressure field has a linear '

variation over the cross section and a slnusoidal variation around the axis in the circum-

ferentlal direction. In areas where the pressure gradient changes are large, such as near a

sharp corner, the points in the mesh should be placed closer together so that large changes

In flow may be defined accurately by the finite elements. The shape of the finite elements

plays an important part in the accuracy of the results. It has been observed that long narrow

elements produce disproportionate errors. Cutting a large square into two rectangles will not

improve the results whereas dividing the square into four smaller squares may decrease the

local error by as much as a factor of ten.

The slot portion of the cavity is limited to certain shapes because of basic assumptions

in the algorithms. The cross section of the cavity normal to the axis must have a shape that

is reasonably well defined by a central circular cavity having equally spaced, narrow slots.

V_rlous shapes are shown in Figure I in the order of increasing expected error. It is recom-

mended that shapes such as the cloverleaf and square cross section be analyzed with a full

three-dimensional technique. The assumption of negligible pressure gradient in the circum-

ferential direction within a slot is not valid in these cases.

The harmonic orders of the solutions are also limited by the width of the slots. The

harmonic number, N, should be no greater than the number of slots divided by two. The response

of the higher harmonics is approximated by the slot width correction terms discussed in the

NASTRAN Theoretical Manual, Section 37.1.

The output data for the acoustic analysis consists of the values of pressure in the dis-

placement vector selected via the case control card "PRESSURE = i." The velocity vector

components corresponding to each mode may be optionally requested by the case control card

"STRESS - i," where i is the set number indicating the element numbers to be used for output,

or by the words "STRESS = ALL." The "SET=" card lists the element or point numbers to be

output.

Plots of the finite element model and/or of the pressure field may be requested with the

NASTRAN plot request data cards. The central cavity cross section will be positioned in the

XY plane of the Basic Coordinate System of NASTRAN. The slot elements are offset from the XY

I

i
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plane by the _|dth of the slot tn the +Z direction. The radfal direction corresponds to Z and

the axtal direction corresponds to the Y direction. Pressures wtll be plotted in the Z direction

for both the slot po|nts and the central cavtty points. The Case Control data cards for plottfng

ars documented tn the User's I_nuel. The PLDTELelements are bsed for plott|ng the acousttc

cavtty shape. The plot request card "SET n INCLUDE PLpTEL" must be used where n ts a set number.

25.2-2
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25.3 ACOUSTICCAYXTY SAMPLEPROBLEM

25.3.1 Description

Section 25.3.Z contatns a 11sttng of the data cards used as a s]lple example of acoustic

cavtty analysts. The prob]u to be so]ved is t]]ustreted tn Ftgure 2. The model was sub-

divided tnto only ten fIntte elements tn order to |trait the number of data cards. For reason-

ab]e eng|neering accuracy, thts mode] shou]d be subdivided tnto at ]east four ttmos that number

of elements.

Each data card tn the ltsttng ts gtven a number on the left side.

brtef description of each card:

Card(s)

1-5

6-7

9-11

12

The following ts a

Each data card tn the Executive Control Deck has the format of a request word and a

selection separated by blanks or a comma. The ]O card ts first, the tEND'card ts

last, but the Intermediate cards my appear tn any order. The user may put any patr

of words on the ID card for Identification purposes. In this I_rttcular case Rtgtd

Format number 3 (SilL 3,0) was chosen whtch ts Norm] Nodes analysis. A ]trait of two

minutes CPU t1_ was set (TIHE Z).

The TITLE- and SUBTITLE- cards may contatn any 11st of letters and numbers follow|ng

the (-) stgn. Thts 11st wtll appear on the ftrst two 11nes of each output page.

The method of etgenvalue extraction ts selected wtth the METHDD- data card. The

number 11 refers to the Identification number of an E[GR bulk data card whtch appears

below as card 32 and 33.

A stmp]e output request Is Illustrated wtth these cards. PRES-ALL will result In

printout of al1 pressures at the GR]DF and GRIDS potnts. STRESS-ALLwtl1 result tn

the prtntout of all velocities tn the elements. Thts prtntout wtll occur for all

extracted etgenvectors. Selected potnts or elements can be prtnted vta the SET

card described In the User's Hanual.

The BEGIN BULK card denotes the beginning of the Bulk Data Deck. The Bulx Deta Deck

cards may occur In any order. Putting these cards In alphabetic sort wtll save

NASTRANsortin 9 time tn large problems, however.

25.3-1
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14-20

21,22

23-31

32,33

34

35.

ACOUSTIC CAVITY ANALYSIS

In this problem all the parameters except slot width wd are constant throughout the

volume. The data values on the AXSL_T card will be used whenever a corresponding

entry in the following cards is blank.

The location of points on the slot are defined with these cards. Cards 14, 16, 18

and 20 serve a dual purpose by defining a GRIDS point identification nund_erin field

2 and a GRIDF point identification nunW}erin field 6. The two types of points there-

by are forces to have the same locations at the interface.

The location of points within the axisymmetric fluid cavity are described by the

GRIDF card. No points are allowed to have a zero or negative radius.

These cards describe tileelements shown in Figure 2. Each element is given a unique

identification number and a list of the connected GRIDS or GRIDF points. Since the

parameters p and B are constants, these fields are left blank so the values on the

AXSL-_Tcard will be used.

The EIGR card is used to define parameters for eigenvalue extraction (resonant frequen-

cies). More than one of these cards may appear. The method to be used is selected

with the METHOD= data card in the Case Control Deck (card 8). With this particular

card we selected the Givens Tridiagonalization method (GIV) with a desired nunt_erof

three (Nd = 3) output mode shapes. The modes will be normalized such that the

maximum pressure is 1.0 (N_RM=MAX). These two cards i11ustrate a continuation card.

The SLBDY card defines the boundary between the slot and the central cavity. Both the

density (p) and the number of radial slots (M) are blank so the AXSLIIrrdefaults are

used, i.e., p = 1.2xlO°7 and M = 4. Only four GRIDS points are on the boundary so

a continuation card is not necessary. Field 8 being blank signifies the last entry.

The ENDDATA card is required to denote the end of the bulk data. Any following cards

will be ignored by _ASTRAN.
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25.3.2 Driver Dock and Bulk Data Listing

Card

I lO ACIMJS.CAY
2 APP OISP
3 SI_ 3.0
4 TIME 2
5 CEND

6 TITLE • ACOUSTIC CAVITY EXAMPLEPROBLEM
P SUBTITLE = FIRST HARMONIC
8 METHOI)• I!
9 t_JTPUT

10 PRES - ALL
11 STRESS= ALL
12 BEGIN BULK

Execut4ve Ccmtrol Cards

Case Control Oat a Cards

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
ZO

21
22

23
24

2S

26
27
28
29

30
31

32
33

34

3S

AXSL|T

GRIDS
GRIDS
GRIDS
GRIDS
GRIDS
GRIDS
GRIDS

GRIDF
GRIDF

CSLDT4
CSLOT4

CSLOT3

CAXIF2
CAXIF2
CAXIF2
CAXIF2

CAXIF3
CAXIF3

EIGR
+AB

SLBDY

ENOOATA

1,2-7

2
3
S
6
8
9
12

10
13

11
MAX

21,0 1

4,0 0,0
8,0 .O
4.0 4.0
8.0 4.0
4.0 8.0
8.0 8.0
4,0 1.2+I

2,0 12.0
2.0 1.4EI

2 3
5 6

8 9

I 4

; ,10
i lO 13

7 10
10 11

GIV [ 12

O.ZE O1
1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
2,0

12

I1
13

4

l

4

7

11

3
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Table1. BulkDataCardsof $pec|alRelevenceto Acoustt¢ Cavtty Analysis

AXSLDT

CAXIFt
(t-2.3 or 4)

CSLITt
(4-3 or 4)

GRIOF

GR[OS

SLBDY

Contatns the harmontc tndex and dafault values for several perimeters.

Daftnes an axtsymmtrtc element whtch connects t flutd 13otnts.

Oeftnes evt_ly Sl_ced _edtal slots.

Oeftnes a scaler clegree of freedom for hamontc 8n81ys|s of a fluid.

Oef_nes a scalar degree of fr'eed_ _tth a two-dtmnst_41 locsttOe.

Oeflnes a 1|st of slot potnts which 1te on an t,terfece bet:men in
axtsymmetrtc flutd and a set of evenly spaced rldtal s|ots.
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FA I /
......si°'

I : P-O

L^ IIT---'
14"

Paraumeters:

Density:

Bulk Modulus :

Hamonic:

Number of slots:

Note:

o " 1.1463 x 10"7 lb-sec?/tn 4

B • pa2 • xRT • 20.59 1b/in 2

N= I

M-4

Constste,_t Dimensional Untts must be used.

F]N]TE ELEHENTHODEL:

• GRIt_S po|nts

& GRIDF points

@ Elemnt ]Ds

r

T
r

6 9

5 8 2

II

® ® ,@
ql Z

rtgure _. Description of e_mple ?roblqm,
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26, FULLY STRESSEDDESIGN ANALYS]S

215.1 FULLY STRESSEDDIESI.GNTHEORY

TM fu]|y stressed destgn optton ts part of the stattc analysts R191d Format for strecturll

MIIssts. The theoret|cal basts is presented more fully _n the Theoretical I_nuQ1. The Bulk

Oats cards of spectal relevance to fully stressed destgn are 11sted t, Table 1. Essentially,

hemver, the proctss begtns by perfomtng a static analysts for all loadtn9 conditions ustng

the lntttal values_or all element properties. A new property, P2' w111 be sciled such that

] ,1)P2"

where Plts the current property value of _ ts an Iteration factor wtth a default value of

unity. The scale factor, a. ts deftned as fol]ows:

_here ots a stress valum and o_ ts a stress limit. The maximum value of _ ts taktm for oll

Ioadtng conditions. Values of y smller than untty ltmtt the property change in a single

Iteration, and thereby tend to.Improve the stability of the process. The _lxtuchll_ll tfl

ally propert_y Is 1tatted by

P2

, (3)

where Pt Is the _ntttal value of property and Km4n and Kmex are user-supplied limits.

¢oqvQrge_e ts achieved bLy completing the user-specified number of 1terettons, by havtng

i11 selected elemnt properties reach the user-specified limits, or by satisfying the following

convergence criteria:

_0 -
_tl <c , (4)

o t

Mqmre c Is i user-supplied convergence 1tmIt.

26. I-I
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26.2 APPLICATION

Functional modules (_PTPR1 AND (BPTR2) are provided to automatically adjust the properties

based on maximum.stress levels, and to control the number of design iterations based on user-

supplied convergence criteria. All elements using a common property are sized together, i.e.,

t plate with uniform thickness remains uniform. If the user wishes to scale the properties for

each element separately, each element must have its own property card. After a sufficient number

of iterations, the element properties will be adjusted to the minimum values necessary to c_rry

the prescribed loads. The following actions are required by the user to utilize the fully

stressed des tgn capabi 1 i ty:

1. The user must select stress output in the Case Control Deck for all elements that

will participate in the fully stressed design.

2. All required stress limtts must be specified on the structural material cards asso-

ciated with element properties that will participate in the fully stressed design.

3. The property optimization parameters must be specified on the bulk data card P_PT.

This card contains user-specified values for the maximum number of iterations, the

convergence criteria (¢), the iteration factor (y), and output options to print and/

Or punch the calculated values of the element properties.

4. The property optimization ltmtts (Kmt n and Kmax) must be specified on the PLIMIT

bulk data card if the user wishes to limit the maximum and minimum values of the

element properties.

The detailed definitions of the scale factors for each of the element types are given tn

Table I. The symbols _t' °c' and o s represent the ltmittng stress values in tension, com-

pression and shear, given on the structural material ca_Js. All of the properties listed for

each element are scaled in the same way, t.e., both are the area and torsional constant for

the RIIO are modified using the same scale factor. Some bulk data cards which are of spectal

importance to this type of problem are listed in Table 2.

26.2-1
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SAMPLE PROBLEM

26.3 SMPLE PAOBLEM

An example ts presented here to illustrate the fully stressed design technique us|ng

Rigid For_t 1.

Z6.3.1 Description

A flat p|ate wtth a reinforced hole tn the center ts optimized for stresses due to a

uniform end load, Restrictions on the minimum thickness are maintained. The plate ts shown

tn Figure 1, and the finite elemnt ldea]tzatton is illustrated tn F|gure 2. Thts problem has

been investigated by G. G. Pope (Reference 1). Due to symmetry, only one quadrant ts modeled.

Due to the membrane load, a]] rotations and normal displacements are constrained. The Q[;MEM

and TRMER e|ements are used for the plate and RIBOelements for the reinforcement around the

hole.

The problem demonstrates several features untque to fully stressed design capability to

I_TRAN.

1. Elements wtth no 11mtts on the range of the property change, t.e., t,e RIlO has no

PLIMIT data.

2. Elements wtth a lower limtt on the property optimization card. All membrane elements

are requ|red to have a resultant thickness which must not be less than a mtntmum

thickness. Thts minimum is detemtned from the thickness obtatned when the plate

wtthout: a hole ts subjected to an end load at a prescribed stress ltmlt.

3. Elemnts whose stress is not Inspected but being tn an area of nearly uniform stress

have their properties changed due to another element's stress. Element 7 has no

stress request but does have the same property identification number _s element 17.

Thts type of opttmtz&tion can save computer time at the expense of a destgn that amy

not be truly opt|mtzed.

4. A property whose value depends on the Nxtmum stress of two elements. Elements 5

and 1S have the same property card. Thts option may be necessary if insufficient

core ts allocated.

S. Temperature dependent stress 1traits for mtertal 3.

26.3-1
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6. Using one stress limit only. The membrane eluents use the maxtmm prlnctpel sheor

only which Is 1/2 the major principal stress allowed. Thts stress 11mtt was chosen

to model better the octahedral 1trait uses in Reference 1.

The rod elements use only the tension and compression stress appropriate to the

given property, namely, area.

7. An additional load case that was not tncluded in the fully stressed design because

e stress request was not made. The second subcase may be considered a dtsplacemnt

verification of this load case.

26.3.2

1.

.

,

Xn__

Parameters

- 30.0 in

w - 20.0 in

d - 10.0 in

to - 3.348 in

Ao - 1.674 tn 2

E - 30.xlO 6 psi

v'O.3

te " 1.0 in

(total length)

(total width)

(hole diameter)

(initial plate thickness)

(initial rod cross sectional area)

(modulus of elasticity)

(Poisson's ratio)

(lower limit for plate thickness corresponding to a 25.0xI03
maximum principal stress)

Boundary conditions:

on y • 0 plane, Uy _ 0 (symmetry)

on x • 0 plane, ux - 0 (symmetry)

all points uz • 0x _ 8y - 0z - 0 (permanent constraints)

Loads:

First subcase:

Second subcase:

uniform load, FIO - ZS.0xlO3 Ib/in

at grid points 69 and 7g, F12 - I0(0).0Ib

at 9"id point 78, FI2 • -2000.0 Ib

(contact load on rim of hole - displacement check only)
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26.3.3 Theory

SAMPLEPROBLEM

The mthmticml programtng technique used in Reference 1, f_om which the example problem

was taken, differs from the one used tn NASTRNI or described above and in the Theoretical

Renua], Section 4.4. The two techniques might be expected to give similar results when the

sam mode] is used. However, Reference ] employs elements which allo_ va_ytng propert]es

and stresses, while NASTRANelements allow only constant properties and stresses. Somewhat

different geometry Is used tn the NASTRANmodel to include the use of quadrilateral elements

for illustration. Additional features of the NASTRNtmodel are discussed tn items 3, 4 rand G,

Sectton 26.3.1 above.

26.3.4 Results

The optimization process in this problem is terminated at five iterations. The initial-

weight-to-final-weight ratio is 2.70, compared to Pope's result of 2.63. Tables 3 and 4 show

the optimized nondtmenstonal properties of the elements around the arch. Note that the results

from reference ] are averaged to provide an equivalent constant property element for comparison.

26.3-3
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26.3.5 Driver Deck and Sample Bulk Data

Card
No_._:_.

0 NASTPJ_IFILES-(PLT2)
1 ID DEM1161,NASTRAN
2 APP DISPLACEMENT
3 _ 1,0
4 TIME 9
5 DIAG 8
6 CEND

7 TITLE - FULLY STRESSED DESIGN _F A PLATE WITH A REINFDRCED H_LE
8 SUBTITLE = NASTRAN DEMI_NSTRATI_NPRgBLEM N_. 1-16-I
9 LABEL = TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MATERIALS.

lO TEMPERATURE(MATERIALS) = 3000
11 SPC = II
12 DISPLACEMENT = ALL
13 SUBCASE IO
14 LABEL = DESIGN CASE - UNIFORM END L_AD
15 SET 111 = 1 THRU 105 EXCEPT 7
16 STRESS= 11!
17 L_AD = 10
18 SUBCASE12
19 LABEL = CHECKCASE - C_W_TACTL_AD AT N_ZZLE.
20 L_AD = 12
21 PL_TID = NASTRAN DEM_NSTRATII_NPROBLEM N_. 1-16-I
22 _UTPUT(PL_T)
23 PL_TTER SC
24 SET 1 = I, 7, 38, 61, 69
25 SET _ = INCLUDE ELEMENTS QDMEM, TRMEM
26 MAXIMUM DEFORMATION 0.8
27 AXES Z, X, Y
28 VIEW O.O, O.O, O.O
29 FIND SCALE, CEIGIN 12, SET 1
30 PTITLE = ARCH I'I@DEL
31 PL_T SET 2, _RIGIN 12 LABEL
32 PTITLE = DEFLECTION VECTORS F#R B_TH L_ADS AND EACH ITERATION
33 PL_T STATIC DEFORMATION SET 2, _RIGIN 12, VECTOR RXY, SYMBOL 7
34 FIND SCALE, _RIGIN 12, SET I, REGION O.O, O.O, 0.6, l.O
35 PTITLE = ARCH M_DEL REFLECTED ABOUT VERTICAL AXIS
3B PL_T SET 2, _RIGIN 12, sYr'_,IETRYX, SET 2, _RIGIN 12
37 BEGIN BULK

26.3-4
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S/Ulq.| PnOBLEI¢

38 CQmEt4
3m CntJO

CTR_M
41 FgRCE
42 GRDSET
43 GRID
44 HAT1
4S *CIHCST
46 MATT1
47 ÷MATT1
48 PARAH
4g PLIM]T
SO iPDPT
51 POOH(M
52 PR_IO•
53 PTRHEM
54 SPC1
SS TABLEM1
56 ÷TAB-M1
57 TEHPD

EM_TA

1
101
11
10

GRDPNT
QO_H
S
1
101
11
11
222
1.
3OOO

2 3 4 S 6

30.E06

0
•2986851
.04
1
3
I
1

12.5(3
80.

11
48
13

-10.

12.5E3

222

.95
3.348
1.674
3.$48
9

10.

13
49
I1
.3125ES

1S.
3

19

12.SE3

b

0

,283

rHRU
fES

7

1
102

1.0

61

39

8

49

.0
3456

70.0

48

9

59

10

FSD
FSD

÷TAB-M1
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Table I. Scale Factors for Fully Stressed Design

E1ement

R_D

TUBE

Stress Value Used

Axial Tension (o 1)

Axial Compression (02)

Torsion (_)

Fiber Stress

Tension
BAR

Fiber Stress

Compression

TRMEM

QDMEM

TRPLT

QDPLT

TRBSC

TRIAl

QUADI

TRIA2

QUAD2

SHEAR

iEnd a (_al)

IEnd b (Obl)

iEnda (%2)

lEnd b (Ob2)

Principal Tension (01)

Principal Compression (c2)

Maximum Shear (_m)

Same as Above

(Fiber Distances zI & z2)

Same as Above

Same as Above

Maximum Shear (Tm)

Scale Factor (a)
, , ,,,,,

Max m ,
t aC

aal Ob__.].1
Max\- -t .ott

a

°02 °b2 )0 c _ 0 c

Max ' _c '

Same as Above

Same as Above

Same as Above

_m

o S

J

Properties Changed

,, , ,,,

Area (A)

Torsional Constant (J)

Area (A)

Torsional Constant (J)

Moments of Inertia

(Il, 12, I12)

Thickness (t)

Moment of Inertia (1)

Moment of Inertia (1)

Membrane Thickness (tI)

Thickness (t)

Thickness (t)

ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

26.3-6
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Table 2.

F_RCE

MAT1

_TTI

PLIMIT

I_PT

TABLEH1

TEMPO

ORIGINALPAGE IS
_WLEP_LE. OF POORQUALOY

Bulk Data Cards of Special Relevance to Fully Stressed Design

Deftnes I stattc load at I grtd point.

Deftnes the mtertal properties for llneiro tmporeture-tndependent,
tsotroptc materials.

Spoctftes table references for mtertal properties whtch are
temereturedependent.

Deffnes the mxtmmand mtntmum 11mtts for retto at new property
to ortgtnal property.

Deftnes the bastc porelzters ind existence of a property
optimization analys|s.

Deftnes a tabular function for use tn generating temperature-
dependent matertal properties.

Defines a default temperature for all grtd ootnt$ at the
structural mdel whtch have not been gtven a tenqperature on
a TEHP card.

- "._,
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_ Table 3. 0pttmtzed Nondllnston41 Thickness C_Nrtsons.

Elemnt

37

38

39

46

47

57

Sg

67

68

59

3,348

3. 348

3,348

3,348

3,348

3,348

3.348

3,348

3,348

3. 348

A_rl_

Ut !

1.24

1.00

i.00

2.10

1.34

3.32

3.19

4._

3.26

4.52

NASTRNI

tit l

1.00

1.04

1.00

1.14

2.00

1.34

4.40

5.47

1.00

5.49

Teble 4. Optimized Nondlmenslonal A_a Comp4rtsons.

Reference I
(1 _nt

I01

I02

103

I04

I05

Or4g_nal

....
.1674

.1674

.1674

• 1674

• 1674

Average

A/dt e

.0249

.0_38

.0636

.1880

•3540

NASTRAN

A/dr e

.00716

O.O effKt4ve

.05019

.1839

.3287

°• _/i 4

, +
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Figure 2. Fini'_e elew_nt s_odel.
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